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Plaintiff 

Defendant 

NOTICE OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO APPEAL 

THE DEFENDANT, BlackBerry Limited, will make a motion to a panel of the 

Divisional Court, to be heard in writing on a date to be fixed by the Registrar. 

PROPOSED METHOD OF HEARING: The motion is to be heard in writing. 

THE MOTION IS FOR an order: 

(a) granting leave to appeal from the order of the Honourable Justice Charbonneau 

dated May 27, 2019 certifying this class proceeding (the "Decision"); 

(b) awarding costs of this motion; and 

(c) granting such further and other relief as this Honourable Court may deem just. 

THE GROUNDS FOR THE MOTION ARE the following. 

(a) The requirements for leave to appeal under both subrules 62.02(4) (a) and (b) are 

met because: 

1
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(i) there is conflicting case law on the matter involved in the proposed appeal; 

(ii) there is good reason to doubt the correctness of the Decision; and 

(iii) the proposed appeal raises matters of such importance that leave to appeal 

should be granted. 

(b) This is a wrongful dismissal action arising from former BlackBerry employees 

leaving its employ in order to work for Ford Motor Company of Canada after 

receiving and accepting individual offers of employment from Ford. The plaintiff 

alleges that, based on the communications he had with BlackBerry and his 

understanding of his own employment situation and options, he believed he would 

likely have no continuing role at BlackBerry going forward if he chose to decline 

his Ford offer. As a result, he alleges his decision to accept Ford’s offer was not 

voluntary and he did not resign from BlackBerry, but rather was terminated. 

(c) In defence to the allegation of termination of the class members, BlackBerry’s 

position is that the plaintiff and many other individual employees made a 

voluntary decision to accept Ford’s job offer and resign from BlackBerry; 

BlackBerry did not terminate their employment. At law, there was no wrongful 

dismissal of those employees. 

(d) The proposed class is employees who received and accepted job offers from Ford 

during a specific period of time. The proposed threshold liability common issue, 

put forward by the plaintiff, is: “Does BlackBerry’s conduct amount to a 

termination of the class Employees’ employment?” The other proposed common 

issues relate to damages and would only arise if the threshold liability issue were 

first determined in an employee’s favour. 

2
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(e) In granting certification, the motions judge concluded (in brief reasons with 

limited analysis and no reference to case law) that the threshold liability issue 

could be decided on a common basis and that other requirements of the 

certification test are met. 

The Decision Conflicts with Other Case Law 

(f) In concluding that the threshold liability issue could be decided on a common 

basis for all employees, the Decision conflicts with established employment law 

and class action principles in other decisions: 

 the employment law tests for both the plaintiff’s legal theory (employees 

were terminated) and BlackBerry’s defence (employees resigned) require 

the court to consider all of the relevant communications between the 

employer and the employee, and all of the surrounding circumstances, to 

determine whether it would be reasonably understood that (i) the 

employee was being terminated by the employer, or alternatively (ii) the 

employee voluntarily intended to resign – these tests require an individual 

fact-specific enquiry for each employee; 

 contrary to the tests for termination and resignation, the motions judge 

effectively and erroneously concluded that this threshold liability issue 

could be decided solely based on the facts (and factual theory) on which 

the plaintiff seeks to rely in alleging termination (i.e. the “scheme” alleged 

by the plaintiff), without regard to the factors that well-established case 

law requires be considered, including: an employee’s individual 

employment situation; the individual communications the employee had 

3
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with BlackBerry about his/her own situation and continuing employment 

at BlackBerry; and whether the employee intended to resign; 

 the Decision thus effectively precludes BlackBerry from being able to 

assert, and have the court properly consider, its individual defences of 

resignation – a valid defence at law to a wrongful dismissal claim; and 

 the Decision is contrary to, or fails to apply, the legal principles governing 

the common issues requirement of the certification test: in order to meet 

the requirement, the resolution of the issue must not be dependent on 

individual findings of fact having to be made with respect to each class 

member – the threshold liability issue would inevitably require individual 

factual findings. 

There is Good Reason to Doubt the Correctness of the Decision 

(g) There is good reason to doubt the correctness of the Decision because: 

 it conflicts with the employment law principles and tests governing 

termination and resignation (as described above) and would preclude 

BlackBerry from asserting its defence of resignation or having it properly 

considered; 

 it ignores the evidence in the record from individual employees which 

highlights the many differences among them that are relevant when 

assessing whether any particular employee was terminated or resigned – 

differences, for example, in respect of: the communications employees’ 

had with BlackBerry about their employment situation and options; the 

employees’ roles which affected their future prospects at BlackBerry; why 

4
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employees chose to accept Ford’s offer; and whether they intended to 

resign and provided a resignation letter; 

 the common issues requirement of the certification test is not satisfied, 

since the governing employment law tests would require an individual, 

fact-specific enquiry in respect of each employee; 

 the class definition, to which the plaintiff made a series of changes 

(including at the time of the motion), was in its final form overly broad 

and there was no litigation plan that effectively and fairly addresses or 

could address the individual nature of the threshold liability issue; and 

 in other analogous wrongful dismissal cases, where determining liability 

required individual factual analysis for each employee, courts have refused 

to certify such actions. 

BlackBerry’s Proposed Appeal Raises Matters of Substantial Importance 

(h) BlackBerry’s proposed appeal raises matters of substantial importance, not only 

to the parties but also to employers and employees more generally and to the 

development of employment law and class actions law, including: 

(i) the legal test for termination, and whether this decision represents a 

fundamental change to the test; 

(ii) the legal test for resignation and its availability as a defence to a claim of 

wrongful termination in circumstances such as these; and 

(iii) the common issues requirement of the certification test, and whether a 

class proceeding is capable of addressing, on a common basis, the 

5
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question of whether employees voluntarily resigned or were terminated, an 

issue never before certified by any Canadian court. 

(i) BlackBerry relies on rules 12, 61.03.1, 62.02 of the Rules of Civil Procedure and 

section 19(1)(b) of the Courts of Justice Act.

(j) BlackBerry relies on such further and other grounds as counsel may advise and 

this Honourable Court permit. 

THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE will be used at the hearing of the 

motion: 

(a) the Decision of the Honourable Justice Charbonneau dated May 27, 2019; 

(b) the record filed before the Superior Court of Justice on the certification motion; and 

(c) such further and other evidence as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court 

may permit. 

June 11, 2019 Torys LLP 
79 Wellington St. W., 30th Floor 
Box 270, TD South Tower 
Toronto, ON  M5K 1N2 
Fax: 416.865.7380 

Arlen K. Sternberg (LSO #: 42344D) 
Tel: 416.865.8203 

Ryan Lax (LSO #: 63740E) 
Tel: 416.865.8166 

Lawyers for the Defendant
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Janice B. Payne (LSO #: 16307P) 
Andrew Montague-Reinholdt (LSO #: 68239K) 
Karine Dion (LSO #: 63361F) 
Tel: 613.238.8080 

Lawyers for the Plaintiff
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CITATION: Parker, David v. BlackBerry Limited, 2019, ONSC 3185 

COURT FILE NO.: 17-71659(Ottawa) 
DATE: 2019/05/27 

ONTARIO 

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

David Parker, Plaintiff 

AND 

BlackBerry Limited, Defendant 

) 
) 

J. Payne/Andrew Montague-Reinholdt, for 
the Plaintiff 

A. Steinberg and R. Lax - Counsel for 
Defendant 

HEARD: April 29, 30 and May 1, 2019 

Proceeding Under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

CHARBONNEAU, J. 

[1] The plaintiff brings this motion seeking the certification of these proceedings as a class 

proceeding pursuant to the provisions of the Class Proceedings Act (the "CPA"). 

[2] The theory of the plaintiff is that BlackBerry needed to lay off a significant number of 

employees and wanted to avoid paying them their statutory, contractual and common law 

entitlements on termination. 

12
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[3] BlackBerry had been moving away from production of smart phones and was 

concentrating on production of software material. Ford was one of BlackBerry's clients. Ford 

was moving strongly into the domain of artificial intelligence and, in particular autonomous 

mobile systems, and was in need of qualified employees. BlackBerry had put together a team of 

engineers known as the "Silver Team". In the Fall of 2016, BlackBerry transferred nearly all its 

employees, which now form the proposed class (the "Class Employees"), to the Silver Team. 

The Silver Team would now work exclusively on engineering services for Ford in the 

aforementioned areas. The proposed class is defined as follows: 

"All persons in Canada who were employees and/or defendant contractors 
BlackBerry Limited ("BlackBerry"), who worked for BlackBerry in Canada and 
who were offered and accepted employment with the Ford Motor Company 
of Canada ("Ford") between January 1, 2017 and April 30, 2017, while 
excluding BlackBerry employees who filed a complaint pursuant to section 
96 of the Employment Standards Act, 2000 seeking termination pay and/or 
severance pay and did not withdraw that complaint within two weeks". 

[4] BlackBerry and Ford entered into a written agreement whereby Ford would make offers 

of employment to the class employees. This was communicated to the class employees at two 

Town Hall meetings held on December 8 and 9, 2016. Subsequently, Ford made the offers. The 

class members were told by BlackBerry that if they refused Ford's offer, BlackBerry would 

make serious efforts to redeploy them in other tasks at BlackBerry but there was no guarantee 

that they would be employed. Ford told the class employees that if they accepted Ford's offer 

they would not be entitled to retain their seniority, or any benefits and entitlements that they had 

acquired during their years of service with BlackBerry. 

[5] Nine employees, (the "managers") were hired by Ford in December 2016. They were 

immediately tasked to successfully bring about the transfer of the class members from 

BlackBerry to Ford. The proposed class members comprised all the BlackBerry employees who 

accepted an offer of employment from Ford after January 1, 2017. 

The position of the parties 

The plaintiff's position 
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The common issue 

[6] The main common issue put forward by the plaintiff is: "Does BlackBerry's conduct 

amount to a termination of the class Employees' employment?" The other proposed common 

issues deal with calculation and quantum of damages should the trial judge find there was 

termination. There are three groups of employees for the calculation of damages namely those 

with a contractual formula to calculate entitlements, those entitled to statutory notice and 

severance and those who may be entitled to common laws damages. At a minimum each 

member would be entitled to Employment Standard Act benefits. 

[7] The plaintiff submits that the court will only need to look at the scheme put in place by 

BlackBerry to find whether or not there was a termination by BlackBerry. No individual 

assessment will be required only the actions of BlackBerry towards the class members between 

mid-2016 until they each received their respective offers from Ford. 

[8] The plaintiff further submits that if BlackBerry terminated the class members' 

employment then BlackBerry had to pay severance in one of the three ways mentioned above 

and the resolution of the common issue will significantly advance the litigation and would be a 

success for all on that issue. Moreover it will advance the three goals of the CPA namely access 

to justice, judicial economy and behavior modification. 

The defendant's position 

[9] The defendant makes several submissions in an attempt to convince the Court that the 

proposed common issues relating to the damages issues do not meet common issues requirement 

on the basis that there would be a requirement for an individual assessment for each employee. 

However, class proceedings with remaining individual damages issues are often certified. 

Moreover, the determination for damages for each of the three types of severance entitlement 

will be a relatively easy task. The proposed common issues are common to one or other 

severance group and in some cases common to all three. Their resolution will advance 

significantly the litigation. Even if some individual finding might be required they do not 

overwhelm the common aspect of each and every issue. 

14
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[10] The defendant also submits that the class definition does not meet class proceedings 

standard. I disagree. All class members are easily identifiable and success of the common issue 

relative to termination will be success for all of these individuals. The class definition is not too 

narrow because it excludes the nine managers in view of their particular position. Similarly the 

excluded employees who sought relief under the ESA are excluded for good juristic reason. 

[11] The defendant's main objection to certification is that the threshold common issue cannot 

be decided as a common issue. 

[12] The defendant submits that once the Ford's offer was in each individual's hands, he or 

she had an option to either resign from BlackBerry or accept the offer. The defendant points to 

evidence from employees who chose to stay with BlackBerry and evidence from employees who 

chose to accept Ford's offer and say they were very happy with Ford's offer and knew they had 

to resign. Different individuals had different reasons to choose to accept the offer and resign or 

stay with BlackBerry according to the defendant. Different individuals took different steps to 

find out the best information available in order to make their own decision. 

[13] In support of its position the defendant has filed affidavits of individuals who have 

accepted Ford's offer or who have remained with BlackBerry for their own individual reasons. 

Therefore in each case, the defendant submits, the trial judge will have to decide whether there 

was resignation or termination for that particular employee. There is therefore no communality 

between the members of the class and the proposed threshold common issue. 

Analysis 

[14] As I have already indicated, I reject the defendant's objection to certification based on an 

improper class definition or the individual aspects of the damages issues. 

[15] The defendant is right that if a distinct determination for each individual employee must 

be made on the threshold issue the action cannot be certified. However, the defendant's 

characterization of the proposed threshold issue has necessarily being one of termination versus 

resignation disregards the theory of the plaintiff's action. The plaintiff's theory is that 

BlackBerry devised an elaborate scheme to terminate the class employees without having to pay 
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them their severance entitlements. There is some basis in fact supporting this theory. There is 

evidence which supports the existence of the following facts: 

1. The need of BlackBerry to reduce its work force. 

2. The need of Ford for specialized employees in the area of AI and autonomous 

mobility and Ford's willingness to take on more employees in that field. 

3. The fact that BlackBerry set up a special team to handle Ford's needs which team 

was then offered a job by Ford. 

4. The elaborate written agreement between Ford and BlackBerry showing extensive 

planning and coordination. 

5. The elaborate control of the message to the affected group of individuals. 

6. The clear benefit to BlackBerry of proceeding in this fashion. 

7. The fact BlackBerry divulged the details of each employees' human resources' 

file to Ford without the employees' knowledge. 

[16] Although difficult to prove, the theory of the plaintiff is not without merit. It cannot be 

said that the plaintiff will definitely lose this action on the basis of wrongful dismissal if the trial 

judge finds BlackBerry deliberately carried out a scheme allowing it to terminate the employees 

without having to pay them severance. 

[17] It must be remembered that the merits of the action are not an issue as long as there is a 

viable cause of action. The fact that the plaintiff may have difficulty finding success at trial is 

not an issue. The threshold liability issue is clearly one that should be determined in a common 

trial. 

[18] An action in Superior Court of Justice is definitely the preferred procedure to decide this 

wrongful dismissal claim both on the issue of liability and damages. In fact, I cannot think of 

any other forum which could properly handle all the facets of the issues of this action. 
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[19] I am satisfied that Mr. Parker is an appropriate representative plaintiff. The litigation 

plan will have to be better particularized but that will be done during case conferences to follow 

certification as is often the case. 

[20] For all of these reasons, I find that the plaintiff has satisfied the five criteria of s.5 of the 

Class Proceedings Act. 

[21] Order accordingly. 

[22] Counsel for the plaintiff may deliver brief written submissions on costs, within 20 days. 

Defendants may provide a brief response within 15 days thereafter. 

Released: May 27, 2019 
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Court File No. 17-71659 
 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

 
 
B E T W E E N: 
 

DAVID PARKER 
 

Plaintiff 
 

and 
 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 
 

Defendant 
 

Proceeding Under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 
 
 

 

AMENDED AMENDED NOTICE OF MOTION 
(Certification) 

 

 
 

THE PLAINTIFF will make a motion to the Honourable Mr. Justice Charbonneau 

on Monday and Tuesday, the 29th and 30th day of April, 2019, at 10:00 a.m., or as soon 

after that time as the motion can be heard, at 161 Elgin Street, Ottawa, Ontario. 

 

PROPOSED METHOD OF HEARING: The motion is to be heard orally; 

 

THE MOTION IS FOR:  

1) An Order certifying this action as a class proceeding, and 

a) amending the Notice of Action issued February 15, 2017 and the 

Statement of Claim issued March 17, 2017 to reflect the updated 

description of the Plaintiff class, as set out in paragraph 31 27 of David 

Parker’s Affidavit sworn June 9 November 17, 2017; 
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b) describing the Plaintiff class as set out in paragraph 31 27 of David 

Parker’s Affidavit sworn June 9 November 17, 2017 

c) approving David Parker as the Representative Plaintiff; 

d) stating the nature of the claims asserted on behalf of the Plaintiff class as 

set out in the Amended Statement of Claim; 

e) stating the relief sought by the Plaintiff class as set out in the Amended 

Statement of Claim; 

f) setting out the common issues as set out in Annex I attached hereto; 

g) specifying the manner in which class members may opt out of the class 

proceeding and a date after which class members may not opt out of the 

class. 

 

2) An Order requiring the Defendant to forthwith provide the lawyers for the 

representative Plaintiff with the names, addresses and e-mail addresses of all 

persons falling within the Plaintiff class. 

 

3) An Order that the Notice of Certification be mailed by first class mail and by e-

mail to each member of the Plaintiff class by the representative Plaintiff, at the 

expense of the Defendant, the form and content of which notice shall be subject to 

the approval of the Court.   

 

4) Costs of the motion payable forthwith. 

 

5) Such further and other Orders as counsel may request and this Honourable Court 

may permit. 

 

THE GROUNDS FOR THE MOTION ARE:  

(a) The Class Proceedings Act, 1992, S.O. 1992, c.6; 

(b) The grounds stated in the Affidavits of David Parker. 
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THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE will be used at the hearing 

of the motion:  

1. the Affidavit of David Parker, sworn June 9, 2017; 

2. the Affidavit of David Parker, sworn November 17, 2017; 

3. the Affidavit of Michael Dawson, sworn November 17, 2017; 

4. the Affidavit of John Veniot, sworn November 17, 2017; 

5. the Affidavit of Matthew Stephenson, sworn November 17, 2017; 

6. the Amended Notice of Action and Amended Statement of Claim; 

7. Such further and other material as counsel may advise and this Honourable Court 

may permit. 

 
June 9, 2017 
Amended May 28, 2018 
Further Amended January 29, 2019  Nelligan O’Brien Payne LLP 

50 O’Connor, Suite 300 1500 
Ottawa, ON    K1P 6L2 

       
Janice B. Payne:  LSO #16307P 
Andrew Reinholdt:  LSO #68239K 
Karine Dion:  LSO #63361F 
Tel: 613-231-8245 
Fax: 613-788-3655  
Email: janice.payne@nelligan.ca  

       andrew.reinholdt@nelligan.ca 
       karine.dion@nelligan.ca 
 

Lawyers for the Plaintiff 
 
TO: TORYS LLP 
 79 Wellington Street West, 30th Floor 
 Box 270, TD South Tower 
 Toronto, ON  M5K 1N2 
 
 Arlen K. Sternberg 
 Ryan Lax 
 Tel: 416-865-8203/1-800-505-8679 
 Fax: 416-865-7380 
 Email: asternberg@torys.com 
  rlax@torys.com 
 
 Lawyers for the Defendant 
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COMMON ISSUES – ANNEX I 
 

 
1. Does BlackBerry’s conduct amount to a termination of the Class Employees’ 

employment? 

2. If Blackberry’s conduct amounts to a termination of employment, is the date of 

termination for the purposes of calculating notice requirements: 

a. the date on which the Class Employee was offered an employment contract 

with Ford; 

b. the date on which the Class Employee signed an employment contract with 

Ford; 

c. the date on which the Class Employee started employment with Ford; 

d. February 2, 2017, being the date on which Blackberry insisted upon being 

provided with a letter of resignation; 

e. February 10, 2017, being the deadline for returning a letter of resignation to 

Ford;  

f. February 22, 2017, being the date on which Blackberry sent an “FAQ” to 

Class Employees; or 

g. another date to be determined by this Honourable Court. 

3. What is the notice period for those Class Employees whose employment contracts 

include a formula setting out their entitlements on termination? 

4. Are the payments required by those contracts reduced in any way by earnings from 

Ford? 

5. What is the notice period for Class Employees who are only entitled to statutory 

notice and severance amounts, including those found under the mass termination 

provisions (such as 57(2) of the Employment Standards Act, 2000 and section 4 of the 

Termination of Employment Regulation of the Ontario Employment Standards Act, 

2000)? 

6. What, if any, is the notice period for Class Employees who are entitled to reasonable 

notice at common law? 

7. For those Class Employees entitled to reasonable notice at common law, are their 

damages relating to reasonable notice reduced by earnings from Ford? 
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8. Are the Class Employees entitled to any damages for the loss of insurance benefits 

during their contractual and/or statutory and/or reasonable notice periods? 

9. Are the Class Employees entitled to damages for the loss of the BlackBerry VIP plan 

during their contractual and/or statutory and/or reasonable notice periods? 

10. Are the Class Employees entitled to damages for the loss of the RRSP matching 

during their contractual and/or statutory and/or reasonable notice periods? 

11. Are the Class Employees entitled to damages for the loss of any other employment 

benefits or compensation? 

12. Are the Class Employees entitled to aggravated and/or punitive damages? 

13. If so, what is the quantum of these damages? 
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7rt5îCourt File No. l7-

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

BETWEEN:

DAVID PARKER

Plaintiff

BLACKBERRY LIN4ITED

Defendant

Proceeding Under the Class Proceedíngs Act, 1992

AMENDED NOTICE OF Á.CTION

TO THE DEF'ENDANT

A LEGAL PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED AGAINST YOU by the
plaintiff, The claim made against you is set out in the statement of claim served with this notice
of action.

IF YOU WISH TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING, you or an Ontario lawyer
acting for you must prepare a statement of defence in Form l8A prescribed by the Rules of Civil
Procedure, serve it on the plaintiffs lawyer o4 where the plaintiff does not have a lawyer, serve
it on the plaintiff and file it, with proof of service, in this court offìce, WITHIN TTUENTY
DAYS after this notice of action is served on you, if you are served in Ontario.

If you are served in another provínce or tenitory of Canada or in the United States
of America, the period for serving and filing your statement of defence is forty days. If you are
served outside Canada and the United States of America, the period is sixty days.

Instead of serving and filing a statement of defence, you may serve and file a
notice of intent to defend in Form 188 prescribed by the Rules of Civit Procedure. This will
entitle you to ten more days within which to serve and file your statement of defence.

and
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IF YOU FAIL TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING, ruDGMENT MAY BE GIVEN AGAINST
YOU IN YOUR ABSENCE AND WITHOUT FURTTTER NOTICE TO YOU. IF YOU WISH
TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING BUT ARE I.INABLE TO PAY LEGAL FEES, LEGAL
AID MAY BE AVAILABLE TO YOU BY CONTACTING A LOCAL LEGAL AID OFFICE.

TAKE NOTICE: THIS ACTION WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE DISMISSED if it hAS

not been set down for lrial or terminated by any means within five years after the action was
commenced unless otherwise ordered by the court.

Date: February 15, 201.7

TO BlackBeny Limited
2200 University Avenue East
'Waterloo, ON
N2K OA7

161 Elgin Street
Ottawa" ON, K2P 2K1

Issued by

Address of
court office:

{
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Claim

1. The Plaintiff claims:

a. an order certifying this action as a class proceeding pursuant to the Class

Proceedings Act, 1992, and appointing the Plaintiff as the representative plaintiff

for:

i. all persons in Canada who arc-or were employees andlot dependent

contractors of BlackBerry Limited ("8 lackB erry") who w€rk-ef-worked

for BlackBerry in Canada, and who were offered and accepted

employment with Ford Motor Company of Canada ("Ford")-afte+Janua*5

*401-6{+å@ between January 1. 2017 and April

30-2017- while excludins those errv emolovees who soecificallv

sought out the possibility of working with Ford; and

ii. such other group of persons as may be approved by the Court.

b. damages for the greater of the Plaintiffs':

i. minimum provincial statutory entitlements on termination;

ii. contractual entitlements on termination; or

iii. common law entitlements on termination, where applicable, less a

reduction for mitigation earnings;

c. bad faith and punitive damages in the amount of $20,000,000.00 or such other

sum as this Court finds appropriate at the trial of the common issues or at a

reference or references;
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d. pre and post-judgment interest in accordance with the Courts of Justice lcl, RSO

1990, c C 43, as amended;

e. costs of this action on a substantial indemnity basis, including H.S.T.; and

f. such further and other relief that this Honourable Court deems just.

2. The Plaintiff David Parker, is an individual ordinarily resident in the City of Ottawa,

Ontario. He has worked for BlackBerry for over fourteen (14) years.

3. The Defendant, BlackBerry, is a duly incorporated company, operating a number of

facilities across Canada.

4. In or about the Fall of 201,6, BlackBeny and Ford arranged to transfer the BlackBeny

Employees' employment to Ford (the "Transaction'). The BlackBerry Employees agreed

to accept and/or were offerecl employment with Ford. Both BlackBeny and Ford have

stated that the Transaction is not a sale of business. Both BlackBeny and Ford have

stated that the BlackBerry Employees' years of service and/or contractual severance

entitlernents will not transfer to Ford.

5. BlackBerry's actions, taken as a whole, amount to a termination ofthe BlackBerry

Employees' employment, entitling them to their statutory, common law andlor

contractual entitlements on termination.
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6. BlackBemy has stated thatitwill not pay the BlackBery Employees any of their

entitlements on termination.

7. BlackBeny has breached its duties of good faith, honesty and to not knowingly mislead

the BlackBerry Employees. Ithas structured the Transaotion to circumvent payingthe

Blackbeny Employees' statutory entitlements.

Date of issue: February 15, 2A17 Nelligan O'Brien Payne LLP
Barristers & Solicitors
50 O'Connor, Suite 1500
Ottawa, ON KIP 6Lz

Janice B. Payne: LSUC #16307P
Ándrew Reinholdt: LSUC #68239K
Karine Dion: LSUC #6ß6lF.

Tel:
Fax:
Email

613-23t-824s
613-788-3655
jqnicæ.p.&Sg@)nelli'gqn:ca

snd¡e,y;rçishpldt@û.plüigsn"ç4
kari ne;d i on @qg[i gzur.oa

Lawyers for the Plaintiff
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Court File No. t7-71659

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

BETWEEN

DAVID PARKER

Plaintiff

BLACKBERRY LIMITED

Defendant

Proceeding Under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

AMENDED STATEMENT OF CLAIM
(Notice of Action issued February 15,2017)

1. The Plaintiff clarms:

a. An order certifying this action as a class proceeding pursuant to the Class

Proceedings Act, 1992, SO 1992, c 6, as amended, and appointing the Plaintiff as

the representative plaintiff for:

i. All persons in Canada who år€-or were employees and/or dependent

contractors of BlackBerry Limited ("BlackBerry"), who vre+k-er worked

for BlackBerry in Canada, and who were offered and accepted

employment with Ford Motor Company of Canada ("Ford") afteÊJånuary

W between Januarv 1.2017 and April 30. 2017, while excluding

those BlackBery emplo)¡ees who specifically sought out the possibility of

working with Ford (the "Plaintiffs"); and

and
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ii. Such other group of persons as may be approved by the Court.

b. Damages equal to the greater of the Plaintiffs':

i. Minimum provincial statutory entitlements on termination including, but

not limited to, termination, severance and vacation pay pursuant to the

Employment Stqndards Act, 2000:

ii. Contractual entitlements on termination; or

iii. Common law entitlements on termination, where applicable, with credit to

the Defendant for mitigation earnings and payments already made;

c. Damages for breach of the duty of good faith and fair dealing and/or punitive

damages in the amount of $20,000,000.00, or such other sum as this Court finds

appropriate, at the trial of the common issues or at a reference or references;

d. Pre and Post-judgment interest in accordance with the Courts of Justice lcr, RSO

1990, c C 43, as amended;

e. Costs of this action on a substantial indemnity basis, including H.S.T.; and

f. Such further and other relief that this Honourable Court deems just.

2
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Background

The Parties

2. The Plaintiff, David Parker ('oParker"), is an individual ordinarily resident in the City of

Ottawa, Ontario. He worked for BlackBerry for over thirteen (13) years since his hire on

or about June 28, 2004.

3. The Defendant, BlackBerry Limited, is a duly incorporated company, operating a number

of facilities across Canada.

BlackBeruy

4. BlackBerry built and sold smartphone hardware and software. In2007, it rose to be the

most valuable company on the TSX; however, since that time, its financial performance

has been declining.

5. In or around20Il, BlackBeny released its first tablet device; however, due to worse than

expected financial performance, the company began to struggle and started to reduce its

workforce. BlackBeny initially cut approximately 2,000jobs in 2ïIl.In or about 2012,

BlackBerry laid off approximately 5,000 employees and in 2013, BlackBerry laid off

approximately 4,500 employees.

6. In or about February, 2016, BlackBerry announced it would lay off additional employees.

7. The long history of layoffs left Parker, and other employees, concerned about the security

of their employment with BlackBeny.

J
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BlackBerry's Change in Strategt

8. On or about September 28,2016, as part of its Second Quarter Earnings Statement,

BlackBerry announced that it would end all intemal smartphone hardware development

and outsource those functions to business partners.

9. John Chen ("Chen"), the Chief Executive Officer ("CEO") of BlackBeny, announced to

the media that BlackBery would cut expenses by eliminating its inventory and reducing

its staff and equipment costs.

10. At this time, Parker became increasingly worried that his employment with BlackBeny

was in jeopardy.

The BlackBeruy/Ford P artnership

11. On or about October 3I,2016, BlackBerry and Ford announced a partnership to develop

automobile software (the "Ford Contract").

12. Starting in October 2016, BlackBeny began transitioning employees, who had worked on

hardware technologies and software in the handheld business unit, to the "Silver Team"

(the "Silver Team Employees"). BlackBeny did not provide the Silver Team Employees

with information about what the Silver Team would do. All that the Silver Team

Employees were told was that their work would involve engineering services exclusively

for Ford. BlackBerry moved Parker to the Silver Team on or about January 4,2017.

BlackBerry qnd Ford Negotiated the Transfer of the Sílver Team Employees

13. BlackBerry and Ford negotiated the right for Ford to offer employment to the Silver

4

Team Employees.
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14. BlackBerry provided the Silver Team Employees' human resources ("HR") and other

personal information to Ford. It did not ask Parker or other Silver Team Employees for

permission to do so. BlackBerry management discussed the employees' employment

information with Ford, without first consulting with the affected employees.

15. Throughout the fall of 2016, BlackBerry allowed Ford to attend BlackBery's offices and

make presentations to the Silver Team Employees about the benefits ofjoining Ford.

Ford Announced that Silver Team Employees would Transfer to Ford

16. On or about December 9,2016, Ford conducted a video-linked presentation to

BlackBeny offices in Canada and the United States, to which it invited the Silver Team

Employees. BlackBerry encouraged the Silver Team Employees to attend. During the

presentation, Ford announced that it would be offering employment to the Silver Team

Employees. HR personnel from both BlackBerry and Ford were in attendance.

17. BlackBerry later clarified that the majority of Silver Team Employees would receive

offers from Ford, while others would transfer to another BlackBeny business partner.

Parker Requested Inþrmation about the Transfer

18. Following Ford's announcement of the Silver Team Employees' transfer, Parker reached

out to Amber Jessup, a BlackBeny HR Representative ("Jessup"), and confirmed he

wanted to stay with BlackBerry. She responded that there would be no guarantee of a

position with BlackBerry for individuals who declined the offer from Ford.

5
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19. On or about December 14,2016, Parker emailed Ralph Pini ("Pini"), a BlackBeny HR

Representative and Head of the Mobile Solutions unit, asking him what his employment

status would be if he refused employment with Ford.

20. Pini responded via email that BlackBerry would not be continuing the current activities in

Parker's group in the future, but that BlackBeny would try and find a matching position.

He did not identify any positions that would be available to Parker. He then wrote that

Parker ought to "give a chance to the Ford opportunity before making a decision since

there is some really great innovation going on".

21rParker responded to Pini that HR had told him that there would be no guarantee of future

employment with BlackBeny should he refuse employment with Ford. Pini wrote back

stating that BlackBerry would "try (its) best to match the skillset" for aposition with the

software licensing team.

22.Parker also asked Jessup about available positions within BlackBerry's QNX team if he

turned down the Ford offer. She responded on or about December 23,2016 that there

were no open roles within that team, nor any available roles anticipated in the near future.

The Chen Email

23. On or about January 6,2017, Chen sent an email to all Silver Team Employees noting the

changes to the Mobility Solutions Business Unit (the group in which the Silver Team

Employees worked). In his email, Chen explained that BlackBerry's strategy o'requires a

reduced headcount in the Mobility Solutions BU".

24. Chen also explained that management had negotiated agreements with Ford for those

employees, although he stated that he had "mixed emotions" about the deal. V/hile he

was pleased that BlackBerry was o'able to secure alternative employment" for most of the
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team, Chen was sorry'oto have to lose great talent and loyal colleagues from

BlackBerry".

25.Eventhough Chen acknowledged that many employees had inquired about staying with

BlackBeny, including moving to another group within the company, he discouraged the

employees from doing so:

I know that some in-scope employees have asked about staying
with BlackBerry and moving to another group, such as BTS to
support the Autonomous Vehicle Innovation Center (AVIC).
Whilst the AVIC has been announced, the project is still
developing and its timeline is undetermined. The Ford and TCL
deals are in-hand and my priority has been to ensure that as many
impacted employees as possible have a good home at a company
that will make the best use of your talents. It is important to
remember that both Ford and TCL will work closely with
BlackBeny in the future therefore, transferred employees will
continue to contribute to BlackBerry's future.

26. Chenthen stated that if an employee declined an offer with Ford, BlackBerry would

evaluate internal opportunities with BlackBerry "as much as possible".

27.In light of his earlier correspondence with BlackBeny HR, Parker understood Chen's

message to mean that it was unlikely he would have a role with BlackBerry if he turned

down employment with Ford.

Ford made Offers of Employment

28. On or about January 16,2017, ZoltonRacz, a BlackBerry HR Representative ('oRacz"),

emailed the entire Silver Team notifying them that all Silver Team Employees would

receive offers of employment from Ford, which he said was "excallent news". He asked

that all employees be available on specific dates to receive their individual offers of

employment in person. He noted that both Ford and BlackBeny HR representatives

would be onsite to address any employee questions.
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2g.BlackBerry set up meetings for Parker and the other Silver Team Employees to meet with

Ford representatives so that they could provide the employees with offers of employment.

These offers included an employment contract setting out the terms and conditions of

their new employment with Ford.

30. On or about January 18,2017, Ford offered Parker employment.

31. On or about January 24, and again on January 27,2017, Racz sent emails to the entire

Ottawa Silver Team, notifying them that they should hand deliver their acceptance of

employment to the Ford HR representatives who would be on-site at BlackBerry's

offrces.

32. Based on the uncertain statements from BlackBerry about any other options, the pressure

it was putting on the employees to accept employment with Ford, and the history of

BlackBeny layoffs in recent years, Parker understood that he would have no position at

BlackBeny if he did not accept the Ford offer. As such, Parker accepted employment

with Ford on or about January 23,2017. He believed he had no other practical choice; his

decision was not voluntary.

BlackBerry Requested Re signations

33. On or about February 2,2017, Jessup emailed Parker stating that BlackBerry required

him to resign his employment with BlackBerry:

As you have accepted new employment, you are required to submit
formal notice of your resignation. Attached is a template
resignation letter that you are required to complete, sign and
submit. Please complete the letter and return (in person or by
emait) by February 10th.
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Before your last day you will receive a Resignation Acceptance
Letter from HR. This document confirms your last day with
BlackBeny as well as some final details concerning your benefits,
vacation pay and other pertinent information.

34. Jessup attached documents to her email. She stated Parker had to sign those documents

which included a template resignation letter for Parker, as well as a document setting out

his "post-employment obligations".

35. Jessup's email also contained timelines that Parker was required to follow with respect to

his BlackBerry smartphone, retuming documents, and filing expense forms, prior to his

move to Ford.

36. Jessup's email was the first time anyone from BlackBerry told Parker he was required to

resign his employment.

37. The other employees who accepted employment with Ford received the same, or a

substantially similar, email communication from BlackBerry stating that BlackBeruy

required that they resign their employment with BlackBerry.

Parker took the Position that BlackBerry Terminated Him

38. Parker responded to Jessup's email on or about February 2,2017 . He stated that

BlackBeny terminated his employment based on its communications with him and other

employees, including Chen and Pini's emails, as well as BlackBerry's lack of clarity as to

whether there would be a position for him within the company should he refuse Ford's

offer of employment. He stated that he believed he was entitled to his contractual

entitlements on termination. He did not sign the resignation letter.

39. Jessup responded that BlackBeny was not terminating his employment; rather, Parker

had accepted new employment and therefore had resigned his position.
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BlackBerry and Ford take the Position that this is Not a Sale of Business

40. On or about February 7,2017, Parker asked for clarification from Jessup as to whether

the transfer of Silver Team Employees to Ford (the "Transaction") constituted a sale of

business.

41. Jessup did not respond to Parker in writing.

42. She did however meet with Parker and another employee the next day, and confirmed

that neither BlackBerry nor Ford were treating the Transaction as a sale of business and,

as such, the employees' years of service with BlackBerry would not transfer to Ford.

43. Parker also reached out to a Ford HR representative on or about February 8, 2017. This

representative also confirmed that Ford was not treating the Transaction as a sale of

business.

44. Onor about February 9,2017, Parker sent an email to Jessup summarizing his

conversation with her. He asked her to confirm that neither Ford nor BlackBerry were

treating the Transaction as a sale of business.

45. Jessup did not reply to this message.

46. Instead, on or about February 10,2017, Vann Vogel, a BlackBerry lawyer and Senior

Director of Compliance and Employment Law (ooVogel"), responded. Vogel confirmed

that Parker's employment was not being transferred to Ford, that his relationship with

Ford was a new relationship, and that the decision to accept employment with Ford was

his own (Parker's).

47. Other employees had the same, or a similar, experience when they asked questions about

whether the Transaction constituted a sale of business, and whether BlackBerry would

pay out their entitlements on termination.
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48. Other employees were not provided with a written response from BlackBerry; instead,

BlackBerry insisted on engaging in telephone conversations, wherein they communicated

the same information: this was not a termination of employment or a sale of business.

Parker could not Remain with or Return to BlackBerry

49. Atno point after Parker was offered employment with Ford did anyone at BlackBeny tell

Parker there was a specific position available for him if he wished to stay.

50. On or about February 23,2017, after Parker filed a Notice of Action with respect to this

matter, BlackBerry sent all employees an email responding to what it called "Frequently

Asked Questions" ("FAQs").

51. The FAQs did not guarantee that BlackBeny had positions available for employees who

wanted to stay with BlackBerry instead of accepting employment with Ford, nor did they

suggest that employees who had already accepted employment with Ford could return to

BlackBerry:

a. If I don't receive a job offer, or decline a job offer, is my
employment with BlackBerry terminated?

A. No. If you don't receive, or if you decline an offer from Ford,

your employment will continue with BlackBerry. It will continue

in the same position as before and we will consider you

for comparable roles on another team at BlackBerry if your

position subsequently becomes redundant.

Q. Are comparable roles available?

A. We have already placed several employees in comparable roles

(in the same job position) who have chosen to remain at

BlackBeny. V/e will work with you to find a suitable and

comparable role if you choose to stay and continue your

employment at BlackBeny. In the event we cannot find a

comparable role on another team and determine that we must
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subsequently terminate your employment, you would then be

eligible for separation pay per the terms of your employment

agreement.

52.Inthe FAQs, BlackBeny also stated that it no longer required employees to provide a

letter of resignation, although it would nonetheless treat all acceptances of Ford

employment as resignations from BlackBerry:

a. If I accept a job offer from Ford, am I required to submit a
letter of resignation?

A. We have requested a letter to confirm your acceptance of
Ford's job offer and thus resignation from BlackBerry, to complete
your file. If you choose not to submit a letter, we will nonetheless
recognize your acceptance of employment by Ford and accept it as

a resignation from BlackBerry.

53. On or about February 25,2017, Vogel sent a separate email to Parker. He indicated that if

Parker wished to remain with BlackBerry, there were positions available, and HR would

work with him to find suitable work. Vogel did not provide any information about what

specific positions might be available to Parker or any other terms of employment.

Parker and the other Plaintiffs' Damages

Damages for Wrongful Dismissal

54. BlackBerry's actions, taken as a whole, amount to a wrongful termination of the

Plaintiffs' employment, entitling them to their statutory, common law andlor contractual

entitlements on termination.
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55. When BlackBerry arranged for Ford to provide the Plaintiffs with offers of employment,

its actions, taken as a whole, amounted to a clear intention to terminate them.

Specifically:

a. BlackBeny had a long history of layoffs, and made uncertain statements about

whether the Plaintifß would have positions with BlackBeny if they refused

employment with Ford. This created an environment whereby the Plaintiffs did

not know if they would have a position with BlackBerry if they refused

employment with Ford;

b. In or around the Fall of 2016, Chen announced that BlackBerry would be

reducing its staff and moving its services to business partners, which the Plaintiffs

understood to mean they would no longer have positions with BlackBerry;

c. BlackBeny actively negotiated with Ford to have Ford take on the Plaintifß

because BlackBeny did not have positions for them;

d. BlackBeny actively worked to facilitate the transfer of the Plaintiffs to Ford, and

shared the Plaintiffs' personal and HR information, without asking for their

permission;

e. BlackBeny set a clear and unequivocal date of termination. Specifically,

BlackBeny negotiated with Ford for the Plaintiffs' employment with BlackBerry

to terminate on March I,2017, when the Plaintiffs would start with Ford;

f. BlackBeny failed to provide any clear indication as to whether employees who

refused employment from Ford would continue to hold positions with

BlackBeny. Instead, it vaguely responded that there may be positions, but

encouraged the Plaintiffs to accept employment with Ford;
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g. V/hen Racz announced that Ford would be providing the entire Silver Team with

offers of employment, he described it as "excellent news", implying that had Ford

not provided these offers, the Plaintifß would have been laid off;

h. Only after the Plaintiffs accepted employment with Ford, BlackBeny notified the

Plaintiffs that they were required to resign their employment with BlackBerry,

that BlackBerry would not pay them any statutory or contractual entitlements, and

that their service with BlackBerry would not transfer to Ford;

i. BlackBeny told the Plaintiffs that they were required to sign documents

confi rming "post-employment" obligations;

j. V/hile some employees did sign the resignation letters that they were given, they

did not do so voluntarily;

k. BlackBeny and Ford have both confirmed that the Transaction is not a Sale of

Business and Ford will not honour the Plaintiffs' years of service; and

l. Only after Parker started this action, BlackBeny reached out to him and other

Plaintiffs with a suggestion that there might be opportunities with BlackBeny.

These statements did not confirm that the Plaintiffs' employment would continue

because they were made after BlackBerry had already terminated the Silver Team

Employees' employment and were self-serving statements made in the face of

litigation.

56. Parker and some of the other Plaintiffs have clauses in their employment contracts setting

out a formula to determine their entitlements on termination ("Contractual

Entitlements"). These Plaintifß are entitled to these Contractual Entitlements as damages

flowing from their wrongful termination.
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57. Other Plaintifß are entitled to common law reasonable notice periods. These Plaintiffs

are entitled to damages determined at common law for their wrongful termination.

58. Further and in the alternative, all Plaintiffs are entitled to their minimum statutory

entitlements on termination, including but not limited to termination, severance and

vacation pay, in accordance with Ontario's Employment Standards Act, 2000, SO 2000, c

4l ("ESA") and other provincial and territorial employment standards legislation

("statutory Entitlements"). All the Plaintifß are entitled to these Statutory Entitlements

as damages flowing from their wrongful termination.

59. The Plaintiffs have no duty to mitigate their Contractual Entitlements and/or Statutory

Entitlements on termination.

Bad Faith Damages

60. BlackBerry owed the Plaintifß a duty of good faith and fair dealing in the manner of their

dismissal. The duty of good faith is characteÅzed by candour, reasonableness, honesty

and forthrightness. The parties reasonably expected that BlackBerry would act in good

faith and not mislead the Plaintiffs in the manner of dismissal.

6l.BlackBerry refused and/or failed to act in good faith in the manner of the Plaintiffs'

dismissal and instead acted in bad faith by being untruthful, misleading and unduly

insensitive.

62.The Plaintiffs state that BlackBeny's actions as set out above constitute a breach of its

obligation of good faith and fair dealing in the manner of their dismissal. Specifically,

BlackBerry:

a. Structured the Transaction to circumvent paying the Plaintifß' Statutory

Entitlements;
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b. Was intentionally vague, misleading and incomplete in its communications with

the Plaintiffs prior to their accepting employment with Ford;

c. Shared the Plaintiffs' personal and other HR information with Ford without

obtaining their consent;

d. Only after the Plaintifß accepted employment with Ford did BlackBery inform

these employees that the Transaction was not a sale of business and that it would

not pay out their entitlements on termination; and

e. Is refusing to pay the Plaintiffs' Statutory Entitlements on termination.

Punitive Damages

63. BlackBerry's conduct was malicious, oppressive, heavy-handed, and extreme in nature.

This conduct is deserving of full condemnation and punishment. Specifically,

BlackBerry:

a. Structured the Transaction to circumvent paying the Plaintiffs' Statutory

Entitlements;

b. V/as intentionally vague, misleading and incomplete in its communications with

the Plaintiffs prior to their accepting employment with Ford;

c. Shared the Plaintiffs' personal and other HR information with Ford without

obtaining their consent;

d. Only after the Plaintifß accepted employment with Ford did BlackBerry inform

these employees that the Transaction was not a sale of business and that it would

not pay out their entitlements on termination; and

e. Is refusing to pay the Plaintiffs' Statutory Entitlements on termination.
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64. BlackBeny committed independent actionable wrongs entitling the Plaintiffs to an award

of punitive damages. Specifically, BlackBerry failed to pay out Statutory Entitlements on

termination, it breached its duty of good faith and fair dealing, and it breached the

Plaintiffs' privacy rights by sharing their HR information with Ford.

March 17,2017 Nelligan O'Brien Payne LLP
Barristers & Solicitors
50 O'Connor, Suite 1500
Ottawa, ON KIP 6L2

Janice B. Payne: LSUC #16307P
Andrew Reinholdt: LSUC #68239K
Karine Dion: LSUC #63361F

Tel: 613-231-8245
Fax: 613-788-3655
Email : j anice.payn e@nelligan :ca

andrew. reinholdt@nelligan. ca
karine. di on @nelli gan. ca

Lawyers for the Plaintiff
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Court File No. 17-71659

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COT]RT OF JUSTICE

BETWEEN:

DAVID PARKER

Plaintiff

BLACKBERRY LIMITED

Defendant

Proceeding Under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID PARKER

I, David Parker, of the City of Ottaw4 in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND SAY:

1. I am the proposed Representative Plaintiffin this action and, as such, have knowledge

of the matters stated in this Affidavit.

2. A Notice of Action was issued on or about February 15,2017. A Statement of Claim

was issued on or about March 17,2017 and served on BlackBerry on or about March

2I,2017. A copy of the Notice of Action and Statement of Claim are attached hereto

as Exhibits "4" and "8", respectively.

and
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The Cause of Action

Ovemiew of Cløim

3. The Statement of Claim (the "claim") asserts a claim for damages arising out of a

failure to provide notice of termination or statutory, contractual or common law

damages in lieu of notice.

4. The claim also asserts general and punitive damages for BlackBerry having acted in

bad faith, or having been unduly insensitive or misleading in the marìner of dismissal,

including attempting to avoid providing employees with their statutory entitlements.

Evenß Gívíng Ríse to the Cløím

5. BlackBerry has had ahistory of laying offa significant number of employees since

2010.

6. On or about September 28,2016, as part of its Second Quarter Earnings Statement,

BlackBerry announced that it would end all intemal smarþhone hardware

development, and outsource those functions to business partners.

7. John Chen ("Chen"), BlackBerry's Chief Executive Officer ("CEO"), announced to

the media on or about September 28,2016,that BlackBerry would cut expenses by

eliminating its inventory and reducing its staffand equipment costs. The media

coverage about Chen's announcement is attached hereto as Exhibit "C".

8. On or about October 3I,2016, BlackBerry and Ford announced apartnership to

develop automobile software. The media coverage about the partnership is attached

hereto as Exhibit "D".

9. Starting in October 2016, BlackBerry began transitioning employees who had worked

on hardware technologies and soflware in the handheld business unit to the newly

established "Silver Team." The employees who were transitioned were referred to as

"silver Team Employees." I was told by BlackBerry that the Silver Team Employees
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\ ¡ould be working on a contract engineering project for the Ford Motor Company of

Canada ("Ford").

10. Throughoutthelaterpart of 2016 andearly 20lT,BlackBerryarrangedforFordto

ofler employment to some of its employees. In fact, Ford offered employment to

most, but not all, Silver Team Employees. Some Silver Team Employees were

ofFered employment with another of BlackBerr¡"s business partners.

11. It is my understanding that BlackBerry negotiated an agreement with Ford that

provided Ford the right to ofler employment to Silver Team Employees.

12. BlackBerry allowed Ford representatives to attend BlackBerry offices throughout the

Fall of 2016 to speak withthe Silver Team Employees about employment with Ford.

13. BlackBerry arranged for Fordto announce to all Silver Team Employees, on

BlackBerry premises, that they would receive offers of employment from Ford.

14. On or about January 6,2017, Chen sent an e-mail to all Silver Team Employees

explaining that BlackBerry was reducing its headcount by losing employees. He

. encouraged Silver Team Employees to accept employment with Ford and the other

business partner. A copy of this e-mail is attached hereto as Exhibit "E".

15. BlackBerry representatives e-mailed all Silver Team Employees to notifr them that

they would be receiving offers of employment from Ford. BlackBerry also scheduled

and arranged for Silver Team Employees to meet with Ford representatives on

BlackBerry premises so that Ford could provide employment offers to those

employees. A copy of this e-mail is attached hereto as Exhibit "F".

16. After receiving offers of employment, BlackBerry again encouraged me and other

Silver Team Employees to accept Ford's ofler of employment. When I and the other
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Silver Team Employees asked about staying with BlackBerry rather than transferring

to Ford, BlackBerry could not guarantee that we would have a position with

BlackBerry if we turned down employment with Ford. BlackBerry would only make

vague statements that they would look for a position or provide an offer of severance

if none was available - it would not confirm that there were in fact positions available

with BlackBerry if we declined the Ford offer. Correspondence regarding the

possibility of remaining with BlackBerry is attached hereto as Exhibits "G"

(December 14,2016), "H" @ecember23,2016), a¡d "I" (February 25,2017).

17. BlackBerry representatives e-mailed Silver Team Employees instructing them on how

and when to accept Ford oflers of employment. Ford returned to BlackBerry's

premises to accept the employees' signed employment contracts. A copy of an e-mail

confirming this is att¿ched hereto as Exhibit "J".

18. Many Silver Team Employees, including myself, believe that, given that the salaries

they were offered by Ford were all slightþ higher than what they were earning with

BlackBerry, that BlackBerry provided Silver Team Employees' personal infonnation,

including information about salary and benefits, to Ford.

19. BlackBerry created an environment in which I and other Silver Team Employees felt

as though we had no altemative but to accept employment with Ford. We understood

that if the Ford offers were not accepted, our careers with BlackBerry would likely

not continue.

20. To my knowledge, after Silver Team Employees accepted employment with Ford,

BlackBerry sent them the same or a similar communication asking them to sign

resignation letters. Attached to this communication \ryas a template resignation letter

BlackBerry had drafted, which it asked all transferring Silver Team Employees to

complete and sign. A copy of this correspondence, with attachments, is attached

hereto as Exhibit "K".
4
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21. When I and other Silver Team Employees responded to BlackBerry, stating that we

had not resigned our employment but were in fact terminated, BlackBerry

consistently took the position that we had resigned our employment and had not been

terminated.

22. After I commenced litigation, BlackBerry sent the same "Frequentþ Asked

Questions" ("FAQ") e-mail to me and the other transferred Silver Team Employees.

A copy of the FAQ e-mail is atüached hereto as Exhibit "L".

23. All Silver Team Employees were in the same tenuous position of having to either go

to Ford or face uncertainty as to whether they may have a position with BlackBerry or

become unemployed.

24. BlackBerry and Ford have both stated that, with respect to the transfer of Silver Team

Employees to Ford, neither would be treating the transaction as a sale of business.

Specifically, Ford has stated that it will not recognize our past service with

Blackberry in determining our various employment benefits, including severance.

25. I received my offer of employment from Ford on or about January 18,2017. Attached

as Exhibit "M" to ttris Affrdavit is a copy of my offer letter with att¿chments.

26.1started employment with Ford on or about March 1,2017

Nature of the Claim

27.T}nis claim alleges that the Silver Team Employees who transferred over to Ford did

not resign their employment with Blackberry, but rather were dismissed from their

employment. The claim alleges that the members of the proposed class are therefore

entitled to damages flowing from that termination of employment based on the

Employment Standards Act, 2000 and other provincial minimum employment statutes

for employees outside of Ontario, contractual provisions goveming payments due on
5
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termination, and./or damages based on the implied term of reasonable notice at

common law.

28. The claim also alleges general and punitive damages for BlackBerry having acted in

bad faith, or having been unduly insensitive or misleading in the manner of dismissal,

including attempting to avoid providing employees with their statutory entitlements.

Identifiable Class of Two or More Persons

29. As set out above, starting in October 2016, BlackBerry moved a group of employees

working in its Canadian facilities to a project it called the Silver Team. The proposed

class is comprised of Silver Team Employees to whom Ford offered employment, and

who accepted employment with Ford between September 1,2016 and April 30,2017

("Class Employees").

30- I understand that there were approximately 250 Silver Team Employees, the vast

majority of whom transferred to Ford.

31. The proposed class of this class proceeding is:

All persons in Canada who were employees and/or dependent
contractors of BlackBerry Limited (*BlackBerry), who
worked for BlackBerry in Canad4 and who were offered and
accepted employment with Ford Motor Company of Canada
('Ford") between Sepember 7,2016 and April 30,2077.

32. Prior to commencing this class proceeding, I, together with three other Class

Employees, retained Nelligan O'Brien Payne LLP to act as our counsel in the matter

33. I have been informed, and do verily believe, that Nelligan O'Brien Payne LLP has

been contacted by at least thifty Class Employees. Nelligan O'Brien Payne LLP has

held meetings and consultations, either by telephone or in person, with many of these

individuals.
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34. There is, therefore, an identifiable class of two or more persons who would be

represented by me as the Representative Plaintiffif this proceeding were certified as a

class action.

Common Issues

1) Termination of employment

35. The actions forming the basis of this claim are set out above.

36. In light of the events detailed above, this claim discloses two fundamental issues that

are common to all Class Employees :

a. Does BlackBerry's conduct amount to a termination of the Class Employees'

employment?

b. If Blackberry's conduct amounts to a termination of employment, is the date

of termination for the purposes of calculating notice requirements:

i. the date on which the Class Employee was offeied an employment

contract with Ford;

ii. the date on which the Class Employee signed an employment contract

withFord;

iii. the date on which the Class Employee started employment with Ford;

iv. February 2,2017, being the date on which Blackberry insisted upon

being provided with a letter of resignation;

v. February 10,2017, being the deadline for retuming a letter of

resignation to Ford;

vi. February 22,2017, being the date on which Blackberry sent an "FAQ"

to Class Employees; or

vii. another date to be determined by this Honourable Court.

2) Notice period

37. Ontermination, Class Employees will be entitled to one of three types of damages,

depending on their individual employment contract:
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a. Some Class Employees, including myself, have a fixed formula setting out

their entitlements on termination in their employment contracts. In these

cases, the Class Employees will be entitled to the amount set out in their

respective employment contracts. Class Employees with contractual notice

periods allege that these contractual amounts are not subject to an employee's

duty to mitigate his or her damages and, as such, are due despite the fact that

they (including myself) have new employment with Ford;

b. Other Class Employees have contracts that limit them to provincial statutory

minimums, or are silent on their termination entitlements, whereas some have

no employment contract at all. In all of these cases, the Class Employees will

be entitled to,ataminimum, provincial statutory amounts, which are payable

on termination and not subject to a duty to mitigate; and

c. Class Employees that are potentially entitled to a common law notice period

are still theoretically entitled to compensation for lost remuneration during

that common law notice period. However, the value of their claim will be

reduced by their mitigation earnings with Ford. As such, unless they stop

earning income from Ford within their common law notice period, these Class

Employees will also only be entitled to their provincial statutory minimums.

38. Although the salaries and length of service of individual Class Employees will vary,

the situation leading to the loss of salary and the principles upon which damages for

loss of salary should be calculated are common for all Class Employees.

39. As such, fundamental issues common to all Class Employees are:

a. What is the notice period for those Class Employees whose employment

contracts include a formula setting out their entitlements on termination?

b. Are the payments required by those contracts reduced in any way by earnings

from Ford?

I
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c. What is the notice period for Class Employees who are only entitled to

statutory notice and severance amounts, including those found under the mass

termination provisions (such as 57(2) of the Employment Standards Act, 2000

and section 4 of the Termination of Employment Regulation of t}re Ontario

Employment Standards Act, 2000)?

d. What, if any, is the notice period for Class Employees who are entitled to

reasonable notice at common law?

e. For those Class Employees entitled to reasonable notice at common law, are

their damages relating to reasonable notice reduced by earnings from Ford?

3) Lost insurance benefits

40. I received supplementary insurance benefits when working for BlackBerry, including

medical healthcare, dental care, and group life and disabilþ insurance benefits as

part of my compensation, and I understand that all Class Employees received these

benefits.

41. BlackBerry did not continue paying benefits after the Class Employees transferred to

Ford. The Class Employees allege an entitlement to damages for the value of their

lost benefits dwing their notice period.

42. All of the Class Employees replaced their lost benefits to some extent through their

employment with Ford and, as such, a fundamental issue coûtmon to all Class

Employees is:

a. Are the Class Employees entitled to any damages for the loss of insurance

benefits during their contractual and/or statutory and/or reasonable notice

periods?

9
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4) Ilariable Incentive Pay ("VIP")

43. As part of our contract of employment with BlackBerry, we were provided with a

VIP bonus compensation plan.

44. BlackBerry ceased payrng this incentive compensation when the Class Employees

started employment with Ford. As such, a fundamental issue common to all Class

Employees is:

a. Are the Class Employees entitled to damages for the loss of the BlackBerry

VIP plan during their contractual and/or statutory and/or reasonable notice

periods?

5) Are the Class Employees entitled to RRSP matchíng during their notice period?

45. As part of our contract of employment with BlackBerry, we were provided with

RRSP matching.

46. BlackBerry ceased paylng RRSP matching when the Class Employees started

employment with Ford. As such, a fundamental issue common to all Class Employees

15:

a- Are the Class Employees entitled to damages for ttre loss of the RRSP

matching during their contractual and/or statutory and/or reasonable notice

periods?

6) Other benefits or compensation

47.I do not know whether other Class Employees have any additional benefits or

additional compensation; however, BlackBerry will have this information and it is

possible that some Class Employees have other types of compensation of which I am

unaware.

10
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48. If they do, which is information BlackBerry should have readily available, a

fundamental issue common to a portion of the Class Employees is:

a. Are the Class Employees entitled to damages for the loss of any other

employment benefits or compensation?

7) Punitive and/or aggravated damages

49. BlackBerry's actions were designed to avoid paying out a large goup of its long-

service employees any stafutory and/or other notice and severance entitlements.

50. Moreover, BlackBerry put Class Employees in an r¡ntenable position, where we felt

we had to either accept employment with Ford or face unemployment.

51. I understand that the failure to pay statutory minimums on termination may be an

independent actionable \ryrong, entitling employees to seek punitive damages.

52. BlackBerry's conduct was directed towards all Class Employees and raises the

following coÍrmon issues:

a. Are the Class Employees entitled to aggravated and/or punitive damages?

b. If so, what is the quantum of these damages?

Class Proceedings is the Preferred Procedure

53. A class proceeding is the preferred procedure for resolving the common issues in this

matter for a number of reasons.

54. A class proceeding would promote the interests ofjudicial economy by saving the

Court both time and money in hearing the common issues once instead of numerous

times.

11
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55. A class proceeding will permit individuals to pursue claims they might otherwise be

unable to afford to pursue. I have been informed, and do verily believe, that some

Class Employees do not have lengthy service records, making it so it may not be

economically efficient for them to pursue their claims against BlackBerry through

regular court proceedings.

56. As set out above, the claim is largely based on BlackBerq"s actions towards all of the

Class Employees and, as sucþ any other type of legal procedure would waste judicial

resources on essentially the same fact situation.

57. Many Class Employees told me that they feared repercussions from Ford for pursuing

a legal claim. I share this same concern, but I am nonetheless willing to risk those

repercussions. Other Class Employees have informed me that ttrey are not willing to

risk those repercussions

58. Nelligan O'Brien Payne LLP sent a letter to BlackBerry stating that, because this

claim involves a claim pwsuant to the Employrnent Standards Act, 2000 and other

statutory rights, neither Ford nor BlackBerry can take actions to impact any Class

Employees' employment as aresult ofjoining this claim. A copy of this letter is

attached hereto as Exhibit'\I".

59. As such, this class action is therefore not only the preferred procedure for some Class

Employees to assert their rights - it may be the only practical opportunity for many of

them to do so.

The Representative Plaintiff

60. I had been working at BlackBerry since on or about June 28, 2004, until I started

employment with Ford on March 7,2017.

t2
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61. When BlackBerry began taking steps to transfer our employment to Ford, I had

several discussions with other Class Employees about what course of action we

should take. I decided to contact Nelligan O'Brien Payne LLP for legal advice.

62. Dwing a meeting held on February 10,2017 with three other Class Employees,

including approximately 15 Class Employees who participated by way of

teleconference, I volunteered to act as the Representative Plaintiffin this Class

Action. The Class Employees who were present at the meeting and participated in the

teleconference agreed.

63. I have agreed to share in any award of costs in favour of BlackBerrJ'\ilith a group of

three other Class Employees should this action not be success rl.

64. I do not have any interest that conflicts with the interests of other Class Employees.

65. I am making the statements in this Affidavit without waiving the solicitor-client

privilege that attaches to any discussions held with my counsel or to my retainer

agreement withNelligan O'Brien Payne LLP.

Litigation Plan

66. If the Plaintiffclass is certified, I will request that the Court order BlackBerry to

immediately provide my solicitors with the names, addresses, and e-mail addresses of

all Class Employees.

67. I propose that, immediately following certification, all Class Employees be sent a

notice by mail and e-mail incorporating the matters set out in section 17(6) of the

Class Proceedings Act.

68. I propose that Class Employees be given thirty (30) days within which to opt out of

the class proceeding (the "opt out period"). I further propose that the Class

13
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Employees be able to opt out by delivering their notice either by mail, fax or e-mail to

LeighNorton atNelligan O'Brien Payne LLP; the relevant information for same shall

be included in the notice sent to all Class Employees, as set out above.

69. I ask that the Court order mandatory mediation on the common issues to t¿ke place

within ninety (90) days of the expiry of the opt out period. I propose using Rick

Weiler as the mediator in this proceeding.

70. If the mediation is unsuccessful, I propose that the parties agree to a discovery plan

within thirty (30) days from the date of mediation. We ask that Justice Michel

Charbonneau remain seized to deal with this, and any other issues, on which the

parties cannot agree.

71. Following discovery, we would schedule a trial on the coÍrmon issues based on the

Court's availability.

72. Should the Court determine that the Class Employees were in fact terminated, each

Class Employees' damages will be calculated without difficulty. The calculationwill

be based on three factors:

i. Whether the Class Employee is entitled to either (1) contractual

entitlements, (2) statutory entitlements, and/or (3) common law reasonable

notice;

ii. The individual's length of service; and

iii. The individual's remuneration.

As such, \¡/e propose that the parties attempt to determine the quantum of damages for

each individual Class Employee on their own, within sixty (60) days of a decision. If
the parties cannot resolve these issues, they would retum to the Trial Judge to seek

guidance.

t4
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73. Alternatively, following the resolution of the coÍrmon issues at trial, assessment for

individuals would take place. There would be tluee issues in the individual

assessments:

i. 'Whether the Class Employee is entitled to either (1) contractual

entitlements, (2) statutory entitlements, and/or (3) common law reasonable

notice;

ii. The individual's length of service; and

iii. The individual's remuneration.

We propose that there be mediations to resolve these individual claims following

which any individual claims unresolved by mediation would be heard by way of

private arbitration.

74-The Trial Judge is in a position to assess whether to award punitive and/or aggravated

damages. If the Trial Judge feels he or she is in a position to assess the quantum of

punitive and./or aggravated damages for each Class Employee, then he or she will do

so. If not, \ile propose that there be mediations to resolve these individuat claims

following which any individual claims unresolved by mediation would be heard by

way of private arbitration.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City
of Ottawa" in the Province of Ontario
this 9ú day of June,2017.

DÄVID PARKER

for Taking AffidavitsA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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THIS IS EXI{IBIT OOA'' TO THE
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID PARI(ER,

SWORN BEFORE ME THIS 9TH DAY OF

JUNE,201_7.

A Commission r Taking Affidavits, etc.o
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courrFireNo. L?-'w {57

BETWEEN:

ONTANIO
ST]PERIOR COLTRT OF JUSTICE

DAVID PARKER

Plaintiff

BLACKBERRY LIMiTED

Defendant

Proceeding Under the Class Proeeedings Act, 1992

NOTICE OF'ACTION

TO THE DEF'ENDANT

A LEGA.L PROCEEDING HAS BEEN COMMENCED AGAINST YOU bY the
plaintiff. The claim made against you is set out in the statement of claim served with this notice
of action.

IF YOU WISH TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEDING, you or an Ontario lawyer
acting for you must prepare a statement of defence in Form 184 prescribed by the Rules of Civil
Procedure, serve it on the plaintiff s lawyer or, where the plaintiff does not have a lawyer, serve
it on the plaintiffl and frle it, with proof of service, in this court offrce, WITHIN TWENTY
DAYS after this notice of action is served on you" if you are served in Ontario.

If you ¿re served in another province or territory of Canada or in the United States
of America, the period for serving and filing your statement of defence is forty days. If you are
served outside Canada and the United States of Americ4 the period is sixty days.

Instead of serving and filing a statement of defence, you may serve and file a
notice of intent to defend in Form 188 prescribed by the Rules of Civil Procedure. This will
entitle you to ten more days within u'hich to serve and file your statement of defence.

and

I

I
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IF YOU FAIL TO DEFEND THIS PROCEEÐING, JUDGN{ENT MAY BE GTVEN AGAINST
YoU IN YôURABSENCE AND \TTTHoUT FURTHERNoTICE To YoU. IF YoU wISH
TO DEFEND TTIIS PROCEEDING BUT ARE UNABLE TO PAY LEGAL FEES, LEGAL
AID MAY BE AVAILABLE TO YOU BY CONTACTTNG A LOCAL LEGAL ATN OFFICE.

TAKENOICE: THIS ACTION WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE DISMISSED ifit has
not been set down fortrial or terminatd by any means withinfive years after the action was
commenced unless otherwise ordered by the court.

,a

Dafe: February 15,2017

TO:

Iszuedby

Address of
courtoffice:

161 Elgin Strea
Ottawa, ON, K2P zKl

BlackBerry Limited
2200 Univenity Avenr¡e East
Wderloo, ON
N2K OA7
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CIaim

1. ThePlaintiffclaims:

a. an order cettifying this action as a class proceeding pursuant to the Class

Proceedings Act, 1992, and appointing the Plaintiff as the representative plaintiff
.¡

lor:

i. ali persons in Canadawho are or were employees andlor dependent

contractors of BlackBerry Limited ('BlackBerry") who work or worked

for BlackBeny in Canada, and who were offered and accepted

employment with Ford Motor Company of Canada ("Ford') after Januar5r,

t 2076(the *BlackBerry Employees'); and

ii. such other group of persons as may be approved by the Court.

b. damages for the greatøof the Plaintiffs':

. minimum provincial stahrtory entitlgments on termination;

ii. contractual entitlements on termination; or

iii. coürmon law entitlements on temrination, where applicable, less a

reduction for mitigation earnings;

c. bad faith and punitive damages in the amount of $20,000,000.00 or such other

sum as this Court finds appropriate at the triat of the corlmon issues or at a

reference or references ;

02466
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i
I

I

I

d. pre and post-judgment interest in accordance with the Courts af Justice lcr, RSO

1990, c C 43, as amended;

e. costs ofthis action on a substantial indemnity basis, including H.S.T.; and

f. such further and other relief that this Honourable Court deems just.

2. The Plaintiü David Parker, is an individual ordinarily resident in the City of Ottaw4

Ontario. He has worked for BlackBerry for over fourteen (14) years.

3. The Defendan! Blaclßerry, is a duly incorporated company, operating a number of

facilities across Canada.

4. In or about the Fail of 2016, BlackBerry and Ford arranged to transfer the BlackBerry

Employees'employment to Ford (the "Transaction'). The BlackBerry Employees agreed

.to accept and.lor were offered employment with Ford. Both BlackBerry and Ford have

stated that the Transaction is not a sale of business. Both BlackBerry aud Ford have

stated that the BlackBerry Employees' years of service and/or contractual severance

entitlements will not transfer to Ford.

5. BlackBerry's actions, taken as a whole, amount to a terrnination of the BlackBerry

Employees' employment, entitling them to their statutory, coûrmon law and/or

contractual entitlements on termination.
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6. Blac*Berry has stated that it will aor pay the BlackBerry Employees any of their

entitléments on termination.

7 - BlackBerry has breached its duties of good faitþ honesty and to not knowingly mislead

the BlaclcBerry Employees. Itlas skucürred the T¡a¡saotion to circumvent paying the

Blackberry Employees' stafirtory entitlements.

Ðæe of issry: Februsry Í5,2017 ñllþan O'Brien Peyne LLP
Ba¡risters & Solicitors
50 O'C-onnor, Suite 1 500
Oravr4 ON KIP 6L2

J¡nice B. Paync LSUC#1630?P
Andrrew Reinholde tsüc #6&¿39K
K¿rine Dion: LSUC #63[ì61F

Tel:
Fb¡c
Email:

6t3-231-8245
6r3-?83-3655

Lawyers for the Plaintitr
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THIS IS EXIIIBIT 6(B)) TO THE
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID PARKER,

SWORNI BEFORE ME THIS 9TH DAY OF

JIJNE,2OT7.

A Commissione r Taking Affidavits, etc.r o
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CourtFileNo. 17-71659

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

BETWEE}.T:

DAVIDPARKER

Plaintitr

BLACKBERRY LIMITED

Defendant

Proceeding Underthe Class Proceedings Act, 1992

STATEMENT OF CLAIM
{Notice of Action issued February l5,2ül7)

1. The Plaintiffclaims:

a- An order certi$ing this action as a class trNqceeding prlrsuarú to the Class

Proceedings Act, 1992,SO 1992, c 6, as amende{ and appointingtlre Plaintiffas

the representative plaintiff for:

i. All persons in Canada who are or'ì¡rere employees and/or dependent

contractors of BlackBerry Limited ('BlackBerry"), who work or worked

for BlackBerry in Canad4 and u¡ho were offered and accepted

employm.ent with Ford Motor Company of Canada ('Ford") after January,

L 2416 (the'?laintiffs"); and

ü. Such other group of persons as may be approved by the Courl

and

I
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b. Damages equal to the greater of tbe Plaintiffs';

i. Minimum provincial statutory entitlements on terminalion including but

not limited to, termination, severance and vacation pay pursuant to the

Employment Standards Aa, 2000;

ii. Conhach¡al entitlements on termination; or

iii. Common law entitlements on termination, where applicable, with credit to

the Defendant for mitþation eamings and payments alrcady made;

c. Damages for breach ofthe dufy of good faith and fair dealing and/or punitive

aaimages intheamount of $20,000,000-00, or such other sum as this Court finds

appropriate, at the trial of the cortmon issues or at a reference or refercnces;

¿ Pre and Post-judgment interest in accordance with the Courts ofJustice Acf, RSO

1990, c C 3,asamendd

e- costs ofthis action on a substantial indemnity basis, including H.s.T.; and

f, Such fi¡rther and other relief that this Honourable Court deems just.

Bacþround

The Pæties

2. The Plaintiõ David Parker (?arker'), is an individual ordinarily resident in the City of

Ottawa, Ontario. He worked for BlackBerry for over thirteen (13) years since his hire on

or about June 28, 20A4-

2
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3. The Defendant Blacl(Berry Limited, is a duly incorporated c,ompany, operating a number

of facilities across Canada

BlackBerry

4. BlackBerry built and sold smarþhone hardwa¡e and software.In2}07,it rose to be the

mostvaluable comtr)any onthe TSX; however, sincetbattimg its financialperformance

has been declining.

5. úr or around z}tl,Blaclterry released its first fablet device; however, due to worse than

expected fina¡rcial the company began to stuggle and started to reduce its

worldorce- Black3erÐ¡ initially cut approximæely 2,000 jobs in 201I. In or about 201"2,

BlackBerry laid offapproximately 5,000 employees and in z0l3,BlackBerry laid off

approximateþ 4,500

6. ln or about February, 2016, BlacliBerry announced ít wor¡Id lay offadditional employees-

7- The long history of layoffs left Parker, and other employees, concemed aboüt the security

of their emplo¡rm.e,nt with BlackBerry.

Blackßerry's Clunge ín S*ateg't

8. On or about September 28,2A16, as part of its Second Quarter Earnings Stat€ment,

BlacliBerry announcedthat it would end all intemal smarþhone hardware development

and outsource those fr¡nctions to business partners.

9. John Chen f'Chen"), the ChiefExecutive Officer('CEO") of BlackBerry, announcedto

the mediathatBlackBerry would cut ex¡renses by eliminating its inventory andreducing

its staffand equipment costs.

3
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10. At this time, Parker became increasinglyln'orried that his emplo¡rm.ent with BlackBerry

was injeopardy.

The Bl ackBerryIFord P artnership

11. On or about October 37,2016, BlackBerry and Ford announced a parhrership to develop

ar¡tomobile softr¡¡are (the "Ford Contract').

12. Starting in Oc¡obe¡ 20l6,BlackBerry began transitioning employees, v¡ho had worked on

hardware technologies and software inthe handheld business r¡nit, to the "silver Team"

(the *Silver Team EmployeesJ- Blaclßerry did not provide the Silver Team Ftnployees

withinformationaboutv¡hatfte Silver Team would do. All rbat fhe Silver Team

Employees were told was that tbeir worA would involve engineering services exclusiveþ

for Ford. Black3erry moved Pa¡ker to the Silver Team on or about January 4,2A17 -

BlackBerry and FordNegotîæedthe Trmsþr of the silver Team Employees

13. BlackBerry and Ford negotiated the right for Ford ø offer employment to the Silver

Team Employees

14. BlackBerry provided the Silver Team Employees' human resources ('HRJ and other

personal information to Ford- It did not ask Parker or other Silver Team Employees for

permission to do so- BlackBerry management discussed the employees' emplo¡rment

information with For{ withot¡t first consulting with the affected employees-

15. Throughout the fall of 2016, BlackBerry allowed Ford to attend BlackBerry's offices and

make presentations to the Silver Team Emplo-vees about the benefits ofjoining Ford.

4
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Ford Annormced thøt Sîlver Team Entplayees would Transfer to Ford

16- On or about December 9,2A16, Ford condueted a video-li¡ked presentation to

BlackBerry ofñces in Canada and the United States, to which it invited the Silver Team

Employees. Blacl8erry encouraged the Silver Team Fmployees to attend. During the

presentation" Ford announced tbat it would be offering employment to the Silver Team

FmFloyees- HR personnel ñom both BlackBerry and Ford were in attendance.

17. BlaclcBerry later cla¡ified that the majority of Silver Team Employees would ¡eceive

offers &omFod qihile others would transfer to another BlackBerry business partner.

Pøker Reqæstcd l$ormøíon about tIæ Transfer

18. Following Ford's ænor¡ncement oflhe Silver Team Employees' transfer, Parks reached

out to Amber Jessrry, a BlackJBerry HR Representative f'Jessup-), and confirmed he

wanted to stay with BlackBerry- She responded that there would be no guarantee of a

position with BlackBerr¡'for indiviù¡als rliho declined the offer from Ford-

19. On or about December 14,2A16, Parker emailed Ralph Pini (?ini1, a BlackBerry HR

Representative and Head of the Mobile Solutions unit, asking him what his emplolm.ent

status would be if he refused employment with Ford.

20. Pini responded via email that BlaclcBerry would not be continuing the current activities in

Pa¡ker's group in the future, but fhat BlackBerry would try and find a matching position

He did notidentifu anypositions that wouldbe availableto Parker. He thenwrotethat

Parker ougþt to "give a chance to the Ford opportunity before making a decision since

there is some really great innovation goìng on".

5
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21. Parker responded to Pini that HR had told him that thete would be no guarantee of future

with Blackßerry should he refuse emplolment with Ford- Pini wrote back

stating that BlackBerry would ''ty (its) best to match the skillsef' for a position with the

software licensing team-

ZZ.Parker also askedJessup abott available positions \rvithin BlaclSerry's QNXteam ifhe

tuned dovm the Ford offer- She responded on or about December 23,2}l6that there

\¡¡ere no openroles withinthat tean" nor my available roles anticipated in the mr ftÚr:¡e-

TIreChenEmail

23 . On on abor* January 6, 2Al7 , Cheir se,nt an email to all Silver Team Employees aoting ûe

chages to the Mobility Soluions Business Unit (the grorry in rryhich the Silver Team

Employees worked)- In his €rnail, Chen erplained tlrat BlackBerry's skategy *requires a

reduced headcormt inthe Mobility Solutions B{I'-

24- Chen also e:qplained that managementhad negotiated ages¡nents with Ford for those

employees, atthough he stated thøt he had'lnixed emotions,'about the deal- While he

was pleasedthat BlackBerry vras *able to secure alternative emplolm.ent- formost ofthe

team, chen was sorry'to bave to lose greattalent and loyal colleagues ûom

BlackBerry''.

25. Even though Chen acknowledged thaf many employees had inquired about Sraying with

BlaclÈerry, including moving to another group within the company, he discouraged the

employees lism dqing so:

I know that some in-scope employees bave asked about stayjng
with BlackBerry and moving to another group, such as BTS to
support the Autonomous Vehicle Innovation Center (AVIC).
Whilst the AVIC has þç6¡ announced" the project is still
deveþing and its timeline is undetermined- The Ford and TCL

6
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deals are in-hand and my priority has been to e,nsure that as many
impacted employees as possible have a good home at a company
rhaf will máke the best use of your talents. It is imporønt to
remember that both Ford and TCL \ililt work closely with
BlackBerry in the fuhtre thereforg transferred employees will
continue to contribute to BlacliBerry's firture.

26. Chen then stated that if an employee declined an offer with Ford, Blaclßerry would

evaluafe iúemal opportunities with BlacicBerry'hs much as possible-.

2T.Inlight of his ea¡lier correspondence with BlaclCBerry HR, Parker rmderstood Chen's

messr¡ge to mæn that it was unlikely he would have a role with BlacliBerry if he tumed

down e,naplo¡rment with Ford.

Ford nnfu Afers of Employnent

28. On or about January 16,2A17 , ZnltonRaÐa, a BlackBerry HR Representafive (Tacz"I

emailed the entire Silver Team notifing them that all Silver Team Enployees would

receive offers of employment from Ford, which he said was "excellent ne\Ã¡s-. He asked

thatall eæployees be available on specific dates to receive their individr¡al offers of

emplo¡m.entinperson HenotedthafbothFordandBlackBerryHRrepreseritatives

would be onsite to add¡ess any employee questions.

29. BlacliBerry set up meetings for Parker and the other Silver Team Employees to meet with

Ford representatives so that they could provide the employees with offers of employmenL

These offers included an employm.ent contract setting out the terms and conditions of

their new ernployment with For.d-

30. On or about January l9,z}l7,Ford offered Pa¡ker employment.

31. On or about January 24, andagain on January 27,20l7,Racz sent emails to the entire

Ûttawa Silver Tean¡ notifring them that they should hand deliver their acceptance of
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employmelrt to the Ford HR representatives who would be on-site at BlacliBerry's

offices.

32. Based on the uncertain st¡atements from BlackBerry about any other options, the pressure

it was putting on the employees to accept employment with For{ and the history of

BlackBerry layoffs in recent years, Parker r¡nderstood that he would have no position at

BlackBerry if he did not accept the Ford offer- As sucb, Parker accepted emplolment

with Ford on or about January 23, 2Ol7- He bclieved he had no otherpractical choice; his

decision was not vohmtary.

Blackßerry Re qæsted ResigØions

33- On or about Feb'rury z,2Ûtl,Jessry emailedParker stating that Blaclßerry req¡ired

him to resi$ his employm.ent with BlackBerry:

As youbave acc€pted newemploSmnen! you are requiredto submit
formal notice of your resignation- Attached is a template
resignation leüer that you are re$dred to complete, sign and
submit Ple¿se complete the letter and return (in ¡rcrson or by
email) byFebruary 10*.

Before yor.n last day you will receive a Resignation Acceptance
Letter from HR This document confirms your last day with
BlackBerry as well as some final details concerning your benefits,
vacation pay and otherpertinent information-

34. Jessup attached docr:me,nts to her email. She stated Parker had to sþ those documents

which included atemplate resignation letter for Parker, as well as a document setting out

his'þst-employm.elrt obligations".
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35. Jessup's email also contained timelines that Parker was required to follow with respect to

his BlackBerry smartphone, returning documents, and filing ery)ense forms, priorto his

moveto Ford.

36. Jessup"s email was the first time anyone from BlackBerry told Parker he was required to

resignhis

37 . Ttre other employees who accepted emplolment u'ith Ford received the same, or a

substantially similat, ernail comm¡mication &om BlacldBerry stating that BlaclcBerry

required thd they resign their employmelrt with Blact3erry.

Psker toofr the Position that Black&erry Termínated Him

38. Paker responded to Jessry's e¡ûåil on or abor¡t February 2, 2Al7 - He st¿ted thd

BlacllBerry termi¡r¿ted his emplolm.ent based on iæ communicatio¡5 yyfl1fo him and other

employees, including Chen and Pini's emails, as well as BlackBerry's lack of clarity as to

uihefher there would be a position for him within the company shor¡ld he refi¡se Ford's

offer of employment He stated üd he believed he was entitled to his contractual

entitle,ments on terminafion- He did not signthe resignation letter.

39. Jessup responded that BlackBsrry was not terrninating his employmen! rather, Parker

had accepted new employment and therefore had resigned his position.

Blackßerry and Fordtalce the Position that this is Not a Søle of ßusiness

40. On or about February 7,2A17, Parker asked for ciarification from Jessup as to whether

the transfer of Silver Team Employees to Ford (the "Transaction") constituted a sale of

business.

41. Jeszup did not respond to Pa¡ker in writing-

9
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42. She did however meet with Parker and another employee tlre next da¡ and confirmed

that neither BlackBerry nor Ford were treating the Tra¡saction as a sale of business and,

as sucþ the employees' years of service with BlackBerry would not transfer to Ford.

43. Pa¡ker also reached out to a Ford HR representative on o¡ about February 8, 20 I 7. This

also confi¡med that Ford was nottretingfhe Transaction as a sale of

business-

44- on or about February 9,2Q77 , Pa¡ker sent an email to Jessup summarizing his

conversation\ñ,ithh€r- He asked herto confirm that neither Ford nor BlackBerrywere

treating the T¡ansaction as a sale of business-

45- Jessup did notrqlytoúis message.

46. Instead, on or about February lÛ,z0l7,Vann Vogel, a BlackBerry lawyer and Senior

Director of Compliance and Enployment Law ('Vogel'), responded. Vogel confirmed

tlrat Parker's emplo¡ment was not being transferredto For{ thæ his yçl¿fisnshiF rÃ'ith

Ford was anewrel;ationship, and tbarthe decisionto acçept employment with Ford was

his.own (Parker's).

47. Ûther employees hadthe saûle, or a similar, experience ulhenthey asked questions about

whether the Transaction constiüúed a sale of business, and whether BlackBerry would

pay out their entitlements ontermination.

48. Other employees were notprovidd with a wríüen response from BlaclcBerrg instead,

BlackBerry insisted on engaging in telephone conversations, wherein they communicated

the same information: this was not a temrination of employm.ent or a sale of business-

l0
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Parlrer couldnot Remainwith or Retwnto BlacÍr&erry

49. Atno point after Pa¡ker was offered employment with Ford did anyone at Blaclßerry tell

Paker there was a specific position available for hjm if he wished to stay.

50. On or about February 23,2017, after Parker ñled a Notice of Action with respect to this

matûer, BlackBerry sent all employees an email responding to what it called "Frequently

Ask€d Questions" (*FAQsI-

51- TheFAQs didnotguzranteetb¿BlackBerryhadpositions available foremployeesviho

wafted to stay with BtaclcBerry instead of accepting employm.ent with Ford, nor did tky

suggest traf employees u¡ho had already acce,pted employment with Ford could r€ûrrn to

BlackBerry:

Q. If I don't ¡eceive a job offer, or decline a job offer, is my
employment with BlackBerry terminated?

,A- No. If you don't receive, or if you decline an offer from Ford,
yorn e,æplo¡me,nf will continue with BlaclcBerry. It will continue

in ihe same lnsition as before and we will consider you
for cqmparable roles on another team at BlackBerry if your
position subsequently becomes redrmdant

Q. A¡e comparable roles available?

A. \tr/e have already placed several employees in comparable roles
(in the sane job position) who have chosen to remain af

BlacliBerry. We wili work with you to find a zuitable and

conparable role if you choose to stay and continue your

emplolment at BlackBerry. Tn the event we cannot find a

comparable role on another team and deter¡nine that w-e must

subsequently terminate your employment you would then be

eligible for separation pay per the terms of your employrnent

agreement.

lt
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52- In tlrc FAQs, BlaclÈerry also stated that it no longer required employees to provide a

Ietter ofresignation, althougb it would nonetheless treat all acceptances of Ford

emplolment as resignations from BlackBerry:

a. If I accept a job offer ûom Ford' am I required to submit a
letter of resignation?

,A. We bave requested a letter to confirrn your acceptance of
Ford's job offer and thus resignation from BlackBerÐr, to complete
your file. If you cboose not to $úmit a letter, we will nonetheless
recognize your acceptânce of emplolmentby Ford and accept it as
a resignation fr,om BlackBerry.

53. On or aború F€bn¡ay 25,20l7,Vogel seût a sqraraf€ email to Parker. He indic*ed fhat if

Parker wished to remain with BlackBerry, úere were positions availablg and HR would

wor{<wiùhimtofndsuitableworlc Vogel didnotprovide any informationaboutuihat

specific positions might be available to Pa¡ker or any other terms of employment

P¿rker and the other Phintffis' Damages

Damages for Wr ongful Dismßsal

54. Blaclßerry's actions, taken as a ulhole, âmolmt to a wrongfirl termination of the

Plaintiffs' emplolm.enÇ entitling them to their stahrtory, coÍlmon law and.lor contractual

entitlements on termination-

55. When BlackBerry arranged for Ford to provide the Plaintiffs with offers of employment

its actions, taken as a whole, amounted to a clear intention to terminate them.

Specifically:

a- BlackBerry had a long history of layoffs, and made rmcertain statements about

whether the Plaintiffs would have positions with BlackBerry if they refised

t2
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emplo¡rm.ent with Ford. This created an environment whereby the Plaintiffs did

not know if they would have a position with BlackBerry if they refused

employment with Ford;

b. In or a¡ound the Fall of 2016, Chen annormced that BlaclcBerry would be

reducing its statrand moving its seryices to business partners, qlhichthe Plaintitrs

understood to mean they would no longer have positions with Blaclðerry;

c. BlactrBerry activeþ negotiated with Ford æ have Ford take on the Plaintiffs

because BlaclÈerry did nothave positions forthem;

d- BlackBerry actively worked to facilitate the transfer of úe PlafuÍiffs to For{ and

shred th€ Ptaintiffß' personal ad HR informdion, withorÍ asking for lüeir

permission;

e. BlackBerry set a clear and unequivocal date of tennination- Specificalþ',

BlackBerry nçgotiated with Ford for the Plaintiffs' emplo5ment with BlackB€rry

to tei:nirde on Ìvfarch 1, 2Ql7 , rr¡hen the Plaintitrs wor¡Id start with Ford;

f, BlackBerry failedto provide any clear indication as to uibeth€r employees wûo

refused employment from Ford would continue to hold positions with

BlackBerry. Instea4 it vaguely responded that there may be positions, but

encouraged the Plaintiffs to accept employment with Ford;

g. ìVhen Racz announced that Ford would be providing the entire Silver Team with

offers of employment he described it as "excellent news-, i-plytng that had Ford

not provided these offers, the Plaintiffs would have been laid off;

h. OnlyafterthePlaintiffsacceptedemploymentwithFord,BlackBerrynotifiedthe

Piaintiffs that they were required to resigu their employm.ent with BlackBerry,
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th* BlackBerrywould notpaythem any statrfory or contractual entitlements, and

that thei¡ service with BlackBerry would not tansfer to Ford;

i. BlackBerry told the Plaintitrs ihat they were required to sign documents

'þst-emplo¡rmenf' obligations;

j. rWhile some employees did signthe resignation letters tbat they w-ere given, they

didnot do so voftmtarily

k BlackBerry and Ford have both confimed that the Transaction is not a Sale of

Business and Ford will not honour fle Plaintiffs' years of service; and

L Only afûer Paker started this action, BlackBerry reached out to him ad other

Plaintiß with a srggesúon ûat tb€re might be oppornmities with BlackBerry-

These $atements did not conftm fhat the Plaintrtrs' employment would contin¡¡e

because they u'ere made aûer BlackBerry had already terminafed the Silver Team

Employees' emplo¡nnent and were selÊserving st¿tements made in the face of

Iitigation.

56. Parker and some of the 6Í¡sr plaintiffs have clauses in their employment contracts seting

out a formula to detemine their eirtitlements on termination ('Contractual

Entitlements'). These Plaintiffs are entitled to these Conüac¡:al Entitlements ¿s damages

flowing from their wrongful temination.

57. Other Plaintitrs a¡e entitled to common law reasonable notice periods. These Plaintiffs

are entitled to damages determined at cor¡mon law for their wrongñrl termination-

58. Fr¡rther and in the altemative, all Ptaintiffs are entitled to their minimrrur statutory

entitlements on termination, including but not limited to termination" severance and

vacation pay, in accordaace with Ontario's Employment Størldørds Act, 2000, SO 2000, c

T4
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4l ('ESA') and other provincial and tenitorial employm.eirt ståndffds legislation

('Statr:tory Entitlements ). AIl the Plaintiffs are entitled to these Statutory Entitlements

¿s damages flowing fiom their wrongfül termination.

59- ThePlaintiffs haveno duty to mitigate their Contractual Entitlements and/or Statutory

Entitlements on terminalion.

BadFaíthDmtages

60. Blaclßerry owed the Plaintitrs a duty of good faith and fair dealing in the rmrurer of their

dismissal. The duty of good åith is c.bzr¿rúerlrzþd by cadour, reasonablenæ, honest¡r

and forúrigþtness- The parties ræsonably erçected that Blacl{Berry would act in good

faiú and not misl€ad üe Plaintiß in the manner of dismissal.

61- BlackBerry refused and/or failed to act in good faith in tlre ma¡ner of the Plaintiffs'

dismissal and instead acted in bad faith by being rmtruttrful, misleading and unduly

insmsitive-

62-T,\e Plaintiffs stare thæ BlaclBer¡¡'s actions as set out abo¡e constitute a breach of its

obligation of good faith and fair dealing in the mariner oftheir dismissal. Specifically,

Blaclterry:

a- Strucûred the Transaction to circumvent paing the Plaintiffs' Statutory

Entitlements;

b. Was intentionally vague, misleading and incomplete in its communications with

the Plaintiffs prior to their accepting employment with Ford;

c. Shared the Plaintiffs' personal and other HR infomration with Ford without

obtaining their consen!
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d. Only after the Plaintiffs accepted employm.ent with Ford did BlactcBerry inform

these employees that the Transaction was not a sale of business and that it would

aot py out their entitle,lnents on termination; and

e. Is refusing to paythe Plaintifs' Statutory Entitlements on termination-

Ptptitive Dmuges

63. BlaclcBerr¡/'s conduct was malicious, oppressivg heayy-handd and extre,me in nãhre.

This condr¡ct is deserving of fult condemnation andpunisbment Specifically,

BlackBerry:

a- Structtned fu Transactimto ci¡cumvent paying the Plaintiffs' Stahrtory

Entitleme,lrts;

b. Was inteirtionally vague, misleading and incomplete in its communicdions with

the Plaintiffs prior to their accçting emplo¡'ment with Ford;

c. Sharcd the Plaintiffs'¡rrsonal and other HR information with Ford without

obtainiag their consenq

d. Only after the Plaintitrs accepted e,mplolm.ent with Ford did BlaclcBerry inform

these employees that the Transactiorwas not a sale of business and tbaf it would

not pay or¡t their entitlemeirJs ontermination; and

e. Is refr:sing to pay the Plaintiffs' Statutory Entitlements on termination-

64. BlackBerry committed independent actionable rñrongs entitling the Plaintiffs to an award

ofpunitive damages. Specificall¡ BlackBerry failed to pay out Statutory Entitlements on

termination, it breached its duty of good faith and fair dealing, and it breached the

Plaintiffs' privacy rights by sharing their HR information with Ford-

l6
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smartphones in ma or strate c sh¡fr
Á,ll hardware development:nd manufacturing rryill be outsourced to partners, rvhile the Canadian

companyconcentrates on grort'ing ttre softr,rare side of irc business.

Blackberry had built its reputation on innovatíve smartphone technology created at its
base in Waterloo, Ont. (MARK BLINCH / REUTERS)

By ALEKSANDRA SAGA.N The Canadian Press

Wed., Sept. 28,2a16

WATERLOO, ONT.-BlackBerrywill stop making its signature smarlphones, tÌre company said

\4rednesday-, after facing repeated. calls to leave the hardrvare business that was once the basis of its
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reputation as a global technologyleader.

All hard.rvare development and manufacturing r,r'ill be outsourced to partners, r.r'hich will license
the BlackBerry's technolory and brand", r'hile the Canad.ian company concentrates on grorring tlie
softrvare side of its business.

"We have decided to discontinue ali the handset hardware development, only hardr,rare," said
BlackBerry chairman and CEO John Chen in a conference call r,rith analysts.

*We believe that this is the best n'ay to drive proñtabüity in the det'ice business," he said

This stratery aìready exists to some extent for the Waterloo, Ont.-based company.

Chen said one or tw'o products are already made by partners but BlackBerry has also been
developing its orm smarlphone.

The outsourcing of all remaining hardr¡are development - to be complete by Feb. zB, rvhen the
compan¡/s financial year ends - rn'ili reduce BlackBerryt expenses by eliminating the need to carry
inventor¡', as well as reducing staffand equipment costs, he said.

'It's alonglist of savings," Chen said.

BlackBerryhas struggled to sell its once popular smarl¡lhones - rn'hich originally featured a
distinctive keypad and the company's onn operating system.

It recently released handsets using versions of the Android operating sy'stem, the Priv and the
lorver-priced DTEKSo that began shipping in August.

During the company's second quarter ended Aug. 3r, it sold about 4oo,ooo smartphones,
including the DTEI(5o, for an average price of $27t, Chen said.

Under tåe nen'plan to outsource thelvorþ BlackBerry r.vill start to report its hardrvarê revenue

based on royalties it receives from licensing agreements r¡'ith its partners, Chen said.

It announced Wednesday that it signed its first major device softr.vare licensing agreement with a

telecom joint venture in Indonesia.

The BB Merah Putih jointventure rvill manufacture, distribute and. promote BiackBerry-branded
devices running the company's secure versions of A¡rdroid sofhvare and applications for the
Indonesian market. BlackBerry has the option to distribute these devices outside of Indonesia, but
is not likely to do so, Chen said.

BlackBerry', n'hich reports its results in U.S. dollars, says it had. a $SZz million net loss in the three
months ended Aug. 3r, equivalent to 7r cents per share, but broke even after excluding certain
items.

Revenue rvas $384 million or $3Sz million after a{ustments. That was below analysl estimates of
$ggr.ZS million.
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BlackBerry to stop making its signature smartphones, work
to be outsôurced
ALEKSANDRA SAGAN, THE CANADIAN PRESS

FIRST POSTED: WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2016 08:14 AM EDT I UPDATED: WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 28,2011603:58 PM EDT

( Postmedia t{etwor{r fi lesl

WATERLOO, Ont. - BlackBerry is heeding calls to leave the smartphone hardware business that once heþed forge its
reputation as a gtobal technolory leader before it got swept aside by the likes of Apple and Samsung.

The company said Wednesclay it will stop designing its signature devices and outsource that work to extemal partners so

thatit canfocus on its growing securitysoftware operations-

'We believe thatthe phone marka is evolving more and more into the intelligence market'chairman and CEO John Chen

told a meöa roundtable in BlackBerry's home base of Waterloo, Ont

*Itt really more about (the) smart of a smartphone, not about the phone of a smartphone."

The announcement builds on BlackBerry's gradual departure from the hardware ma¡ket- It had previously outsourced the

manufacturing of its phones to two companies, and the design of its most recent phone - the DTEI(5o, which began

shippinglastmonth - was done externally.

Chen said the new stratery will be complete by Feb. 28, when BlackBerqy's ñnancial year ends, and will cut expenses by
eliminating the need to carr¡r inventory, as well as reducing staff and equipment costs.

Fewer tha¡ roo employees will lose their jobs as a result, he said.

Once a symbol of corporate power, the BlackBerry device lost favour as rivals such as Apple's iPhone pushed their way into

the ma¡kel

In recent years, BlackBerry sales floundered. On Wednesda¡ Chen said BlackBerry sold about 4oo,ooo smart¡rhones,

including the DTEI(5o, for an average price of US$zn. Three months earlier, Chen said 5oo,ooo of the devices were sold.

at an average cost ofUS$29o.

It tried mounting comebacks in the handset market, most recently with the release of the Priv and the DTEI$o, both of
which used theAndroid operating system.

Chen said he still has one BlackBerry-designed smartphone with a keyboard under wraps, thougþ he hasnt yet decided

whether it will be released.
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liffiflþat device, a next-generation DTEK phone, never makes it to store shelves, Chen said Canadians wilI be able to
Stååùlf" ner¡¡ Blae.kBerry-branded phones made and designed by other companies through licensing agreements. Those

phones will be required to use BlackBerry's operating system and either display its branding or a tag line informing users
its powered by BlackBerry-

'You as a consumer, you will see no difference whatsower,'he said. "We will take some of these phones a¡d distribute it
in Canada.'

BlackBerrywill retain porfolio veto rights, meaning that if phones designed under those licensing agreements don't meet
the BlackBerrybrand standards, the company can stop their release, Chen added.

The company also ¡nnounced Wednesday that it signed its first major device software licensing agreement with a telecom
joint venture in Indonesia.

Under the deal, the BB Merah Futih joint venture would manufacture, distribute and promote BlackBerry-branded devices

running the company's secure versions ofAndroid softwa¡e a:rd applications for the Indonesian market. Other agreements
are in the works for China and India, Chen saicl

Earlier in the day BlackBerry released results that showed continning losses- Ihe compan¡ which reports its earnings in
U.S. dollars, says it had a $272 million net loss in ihe second quarter ending Aug. 3r, equivalent to 7r cents per share, but
broke even after excluding certain items.

Revenue was $334 million or $3Sz million after ailjusbnents. That was below analyst estimates of gggr.ZS million.

Here is a look at BlackBerrS/s 3o-year roller-coaster ride:

rg84: Research In Motion is founded by University of Waterloo engineering student Mike Lazaridis ancl University of
Windsor engineering student DougJas Fregin.

agg2: Jim Balsillie joins R[M. He would become co-CEO along with l¿zaridis.

ag96z RIM releases the Inter@ctive Pager, also known as the RIM 9oo, its first keyboard-based device and the first
two-way mess-ging pager.

1997: RIM goes public on the Toronto Stock E:rchange.

1998: The RIM 9So, a dramatically slimmed down two-waypager, is released.

lggg. The stock symbol RIMM is added to Nasdaq. RIM announces it has received approval from the Federal
Communications Commission in the U.S. to begin selling its first BlackBerry device, the 85o, with mobile email.

2oo2. RIM adds voice calling capabilities to the BlackBerry5Sro.

2oo3: RIM is added to tle Nasdaq 1oo, releases its first BlackBerry with a colour screen.

zoo4'. RIM marks its zoth anniversary announcing it has passed the onemillion subscriber mark By year's end, it has

more than two million subscribers using its devices.

zoo6z BlackBerry releases the first in a line of consumer-friendly Pearl devices, aclding a digital camera and
multimedia capabilities.

zooTz RIM becomes the most valuable company on the TSX with a market capitâlization surpassing $62 billion. The
company has ro million subscribers and introduces the first of its Curve BlackBerrys. But RIM is caught flat-footed by
the overwhelming response to Apple's new iPhone.

zooS: BlackBerry's shares close below $5o on the TSX in December. The company's stock was worth more than $z4o
just over a year earlier. Its fi¡st touchscreen BlackBerry, the Storm, is critically panned as hype around the iPhone
grows with the new 3G model.

2oog2 BlackBerry launches its App World marketplace to compete with Apple's App Store.
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$lll{+
RIM surpasses 4o million users and announces it has shipped its roo millionth smartphone. It buys Ottawa-

Software Systems, which would. heþ reshape its operating system software going forward. A few months
after the first iPad hits the market, RIM unveils its PlayBook tablet to be released the following year.

zorr: An unpolished PlayBookis released inthe spring, laterthan expected, and reviews are notkind.

zoa22l¿za¡idis and Balsillie step d.own as co-CEOs and. are replaced by Thorsten Heins. Balsillie also resigns from the
board of directors. Within months, Heins announces S,ooo layoffs and a delayto the critical BlackBerry ro software
update, which is seen as the company's last chance to stay alive. The stock settles at a low of $6.18 on the TSX in
September.

2{)13: Heins unveils the BlackBerry ro operating system. The first two smartphones to use the operating system are
theZto and Qro. I¿zaridis steps down as vice-chairman and leaves theboard of directors.

November 2013: Heins is replaced by new CEO John Chen, who is also the chairman of the revamped BlackBerry
board. Instead of making smartphones a priority, Chen pivots BlackBerqy's sEatery towards mobile softwa¡e services
that emphasize security and are aimed at businesses and. governments.

September 2o74: BlackBerry launches the PassporL The square.screened. smartphone with a keþoard is targeted at
health care professionals, govemment workers and the military.

December 2ot4r Ïhe company begins se[ing the BlackBerry Classic, a phone with a kqlboarct built to look like the
much-loved Bold 99oo.

March 2<115: BladrBerry launches another smartphone, the BlackBerry Iæap, a lower-priced device for consumers
who want atouclscreen líke the iPhone-

November 2o1S: BlackBerry launches BlackBerry Priv, the company's first Androicl smarþhone. It's the first device
by the company not using BlackBerry's own operating software.

April 2oa6. Chen admits the company is not selling enough smartphones but says he remains optimistic about its
future in the harclware market. "Hopefull¡ I'm not naive," Chen says- He says BlackBerryhopes to break even with its
smartphones by September, but adds if the losses continue, he will consider exiting the ha¡dware busi¡ess.

Juþ zo16: BlackBerry stops making its BlackBerry Classic smartphone, two years after it launched- Ihe company also
launches its thinnestAndroid smarþhone, the DTEI(5o, touted as a smartphone with b€efed up securit5r measirres that
coulil fend offcyberattacks and has built in malware protection.

September zor:6; BlackBerry says it will stop making smartphones and outsource all hardware development and
manufactu¡ing to external parbrers.
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BlackBerry seals software deal with Ford
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In a first for BlackBerry Ltd., Ford Motor Co. will cut out the middle man and work directly with
the Waterloo, Ont., company on modif ing its QNX automotive software platform for the auto
maker's vehicles.

John Wall, senior vice-president and head of QNX Software Systems, announced the deal

Monday and told reporters on a conference call that until now QNX's contracts in the
automotive industry have been with the so-called tier-r suppliers, not directly with the big
automakers.

"Software is becoming such an important piece... that the OEMs foriginal equipment
manufacturers] dont want to reþ on the tier-rs to provide these systems, but actually wants to

htþs://www.theglobeandmail.com/technology/blackberry-seals-software-deal-with-ford/arti... 61712017
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develop systems themselves," said Mr. Wall, who expects to sign more deals like this with other
auto makers in the future.

"I talk about this being an inflection in the industry ... there's several that feel software's going

to be a differentiator in the coming years, and as such they see it as important as a transmission
and an engine. It's something they very mueh feel is central to their brand.'

The deal with Ford is an oçansion of a yearslong trend. In a zor4 report, Mark Boyadjis

fhttp://cdn.ihs.com/tauu/pdf/Automakers-and-tech-æmpanies-meet-at-the-intersection-of-
in-uehicle-elect'ronics-Dec-zot4.pdfl, a senior analyst at IHS Markit, wrote that auto makers

were growing frustrated with the pace of development for in-car information and automation
systems.

"Automakers are reinventing the automotive supply chain by breaking the stronghold that
traditional tier-r electronics suppliers have had on the market,' Mr. Boyadjis wrote at the time.
"In years past, an automotive original equipment manufacturer (OEM) would source a

navigation system from a supplier with little interest for what it did or how it was designed. Now
OEMs work directly with 'nontraditional' suppliers like NVIDIA, Sharp, Flextronics, and Google

to ensure their infotainment systems meet quality, usabilþ, and performance guidelines."

As part of the deal announced Monda¡ Ford will get a dedicated team of QNX engineers to help
integrate such QNX products as QNX Neutrino Operating System, Certicom encryption
technolory, QNX hypervisor (a heads-up display system for windshields) and QNX audio
processing software. Mr. Wall couldn't say when new Ford cars featuring tbe partnership's

softv¡are wiü hit the market, but did confirm that QNX will not "forK its software just for Ford;
it will continue to offer standardized tech to all auto makers (QNX is already installed in
approximately 6o million vehicles). The duration or value of the contract was also not disclosed.

"The future of the automobile is all about embedded intelligence,' wrote BlackBerry CEO John
Chen in a statement. Mr. WaIl also took the opportunity to tout QNX's preparations to work
with automated and self-driving vehicle systems.

Mr. Wall described Monday's deal as a continuation of BlackBerqr's shift from hardware to
software. In its most recent quarter, the company reported a lll-per-cent increase from the
previous year in non-GAAP revenue for software and services: $r56-million for the second

quarter offiscal zor7.

Over the weekend, BlackBerry posted a blog post

[http:/þIogs.blackberry.com/zot6/to/bloomberg-cotected/] rcfunngmedia reports that
suggested its leadership in the embedded market was under assault in part thanks to Apple

hiring away key talent for its Ottawa-based smartcar team, which is led by QNX co-founder and

former BlackBerry executive Dan Dodge.
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In zot4, Ford abandoned Microsoft as the main vendor for its Sync infotainment platform, and
currently supports Apple or Android users who want to connect their phones to Ford vehicles.

QNX will not compete with Apple or Android directly as those in-car software systems work on
top of QNX.

Report lfpo/Error

Follow Shane Dingman on TWitter: @shanedingman [https://haítter.com/@shanedíngman]
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BlackBerry signs agreement with Ford to install QNX in
more vehicles
BY VITO PILIECI

FIRST POSTED: MONDAT OCTOBER 31,2016 04:43 PM EDT I UPDATED: MONDAY OCTOBER 31,2016 08:48 PM EDT

Ford SYNC. (QftX Software Systems/Flickr)

BlackBerry Inc has signecl a new deal with Ford Motor Co. to create sofh¡¡are that *ill help drive future vehicles from the
American automotive giant.

In an announcement after the markets closed Monday, BlackBerry revealed the deal from its QNX campus in Ottawa.

However, John Wall, senior vice-president and heacl of QNX, said details, l¡sluding the financial implications for
BlackBerry, a¡e confidential and refused to disclose any specifics.

"Ford is an industy leader and the opportunity to cont¡ibute our world-class technolory to their products is a privilege,"

he said. "Fortl'q orpanded application of our software and services illustrates the diverse and broad value we.can bring to
market."

QNX, tle Ottawa softwa¡e maker that is wholly owned by BlackBerry Ltd., has been working with Ford since zot4 after

the automotive giant decided to part ways with Microsoft Corp. Microsoft had been providing Ford with softwa¡e for its

S¡rnc in-car entertainment system.

QNX announced another collaboration with Ford in January, which would see its software in more of the computer

networks ofFord cars.

While he would¡t reveal the specifics of the deal, Wall saicl the agreement will see QNX sell its software directly to Ford,

which Wall said is the first such agreement QNX has struck with an automaker.

QNX software is alrea<Iy installed in more than 6o million vehicles around the wo¡ld. In a vast majority of those cases, the

Ottawa-based subsidiary sells its software to a thircl-party parts maker, which installs the QNX software onto a part that is

then shippeclto the manufacturer.

YOU HAVE READ 1 OF 10 CO MPLI M ENTARY SUN+ ARTICLES.

Login or Subscribe to a SUN+ package now. Get more details here.
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Updated: BlackBerry Inks Agreement with
Ford to Accelerate C'ars of th"e Future

QNX

10.31.16 / lnside Blackberry Blog
4 Comments

(Updated with media coverage) l/Vhen the first Model T rolled off the
assembly l¡ne ¡n 1908, Henry Ford couldn't have envis¡oned the
sofiware- and electronics-powered vehicles Ford Motor Company
makes today. \fvh¡le compan¡es induding Tesla and Mercedes already
have launched semi-autonomous cars, Ford has a more ambitious
goal. Th¡s summer, Ford announced that it intends to have fleets of
ful/yautonomous (self{riving) cars on the road within five years.

(Th¡s blog is by John Wall, Senior Vìce-President and Head of QNX
Softiilare S¡æfems)

Already, the software ¡n an average h¡gh-end sedan contains over
',l00 million lines of code, dwarfing the amount of softrvare in the

space shuttþ, Boeing 787 Dreamliner, and Microsoft Office

combined. The escalation of fully setf{riving vehicles - projected by

McKinsey to hit 15% of all cars sold within '15 years - prom¡ses to accelerate that trend, mak¡ng software and connectivity - not engines or
hardware specs - the central factors in auto making.

Ford is taking a leadership role in innovating connected veh¡cles and mobility. For instance, its latest Ford F-150 truck uses 150 million lines of
code. BlackBeny's QNX software already powers Ford's SYNC 3 (below) lnfotainment system (and is found in 60 million cars from other
carmakers). ln an agreement announced today, BlackBerry w¡ll ded¡cate a team of engineers to work with Ford on expanding the use of the QNX
Neutrino operating system, Certicom security teclnology, the QNX hypervisor, and QNX audio-processing softnrare in developing the next
generation of connected cars.

htþ://blogs.blackberry.com/2016110/blackberry-inks-agreement-with-ford-to-accelerate-car... 61712017
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"The future of the automob¡le ¡s all about embedded ¡ntell¡gence. I believe our expertise ¡n secure embedded software makes us the preferred
technology provider to put the smart in the car," said John Chen, BlackBerry executive chairman and CEO.

BlackBerry is Powering the Cars of the Future

The comb¡nat¡on of BlackBerry's expertise in security and QNX's mission-critical embedded software for automotive allows us to offer Ford the
most secure, trusted, and rel¡able platform that can power - and secure - almost every aspect of the connected car.

BlackBerry's QNX may be best known as a platform for infotainment and 3D nav¡gation. Our dominance (see below) is such that Time Magazine
called QNX in March the "tech company that is to connected cars what Microsoft ¡s to PCs." But underly¡ng what you see on your car's dashboard
are the fundamental building blocks for the modules in cars that can control an automobile. ln fact, our ADAS platform is the only one available
today that is ASIL-D certified, meaning it is the only one ready today for carmakers to create autonomous car driving systems on top of it.

ln today's press release, Raj Nair, execut¡ve VP of product development and chief technical officer at Ford Motor Company said, "\Mth the
success of our SYNC 3 system globally, which is based on the BlackBerry QNX operat¡ng system, we understand the importance of the
connected car experience to our customers. Growing our expertise, experience, and use of the BlackBerry QNX embedded software platforms

will help ensure we dêliver the high-quality, highly secure experience that our customers expect."

BlackBerry is Putting the Smart in the Car

Our new agreement with Ford signifies the acceleration ¡n our company's p¡vot from hardware to software and extends our lead¡ng position in the

automot¡ve sector, where security and mobility are critícal for the connecled car.

We'll be prov¡d¡ng Ford w¡th an unmatched, hol¡st¡c solut¡on, protected by BlackBerry's legendary security ped¡gree, technology, and services and

the highly reliable, safety-certified, and secure QNX software platform, to secure and power the c¡nnected car.

"Ford is an industry leader and the opportunity to contribute our world-class technology to their products is a privilege. Ford's expanded

application of our software and serv¡ces illustrates the diverse and broad value we can bring to market," said Chen-

The future of automotive is all about embedded intelligence, about delivering the reliable and highly secure experience that customers expect. As

companies like Ford real¡ze the prom¡se of the connected car, BlackBerry will be standing alongside them, putting the smart in the car.
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Media Praises Agreement

Major media outlets reported quickly and favorably on the Ford-BlackBerry agreement. Here are some of the news reports released within hours
of the Oct. 3l announcement.

"[BlackBerry's software] will also provide more security at a t¡me when worries abound about the possibil¡ty that ¡n-car commun¡cat¡ons
systems are susceptible to hacking. Automakers are working to shut out hackers, who they fear could take over systems tied to the car's
computers like steering or braking, and possibly deliberately cause a crash." - USA Today, Ford Signs Connectivity Deal with BlackBerry

"ln addition to helping Ford utilize existing software, the new deal means BlackBerry can put itself at the center of Ford's future plans for self-
driving cars, helping the Canadían company ¡n ¡ts stated aim of p¡vot¡ng from a hardware company to a software one. ... BlackBerry's
days of dom¡nating the cellphone market are long gone but the company's QNX subsidiary is its most prom¡s¡ng hope for future success." -
The Verge, Blackberry Signs Deal with Ford to Work on Cars of the Future

"Being recogn¡zed as a Ïer One supplier, ratherthan having to go through other suppliers to sell to compan¡es like Ford, ¡s important for
BlackBerry's future in the automotive ¡ndustry. The Canadian company is developing software for several challenges facing car companies,
including helping to coordinate funciions for autonomous vehicles." - The Wall Street Jou rnal, BlackBerry Eams Tier One Supplier Status Wtth

Ford

"Ford went to QNX to power its SYNC 3 in-car infotainment system, kicking M¡crosoft to the curb after it provided the bas¡s for the original Sync
and ¡ts successor, both of which were widely criticized for their flaws. ... \Mrile the press release makes no mention of autonomous driving

specifically, QNX's software is cleared for use in self-driving systems, and Ford is pursuing autonomous tech aggressively, so ifs likely
BlackBerry's software will figure into those p¡ans." - TechOrunch, Blackberry Teaming Up Wtth Ford for Broader Use of QNX in Connecfed
Cars

"BlackBerry has held up QNX as a key driver of future growth as the company pivots away from phone hardware, and sa¡d the fact that it's used
in more than 60 m¡llion cars worldwide gives it the expert¡se to continue playing a major role in automotive software." - Bloomberg, BlackBeny,
Ford Extend Paftnership to Develop Car Software

"'We're starting to work with Ford now,'" pohn Wall, BlackBerry sen¡or v¡ce president and head of the software subsidiary QNXI said. 'The
possibilities of where we can be used in the vehicle is basically in the entire vehicle.'" - The Detroit News, Blackberry, Ford to Expand Use of
Software Behind SYNC

'The deal will create a d¡rect l¡nk between the two companies and shorten the tumaround time for new softilare developments." - ZDNet,
Blackberry lnks Deal wìth Ford to Expand Usage of QNX Platform

"As Ford is increasingly focusing on developing automated vehicles, it agreed to work directly with BlackBerry to deploy the secure QNX OS into

cars. The deal marks a major milestone for BlackBerry, which so far has been selling its technology to auto industry suppliers, but not directly to

automakers. ... Eliminating the middleman and becoming a Tier One suppl¡er for Ford paves the way for BlackBerry to become a more important
player on the auto scene." - Tech ïmes, BlackÙerry Taps Ford as First Major Carmaker to Use QNX ltVithout A M¡ddleman: Apple, Your Move

"This announcement also pushes BlackBerry one step closer to securing the connected market, as the company recently announced the

deployment of its loT trucking software with the Caravan Transport Group in September." - Mobile Syrup, B/ackber(s QNX to Pa¡tner with Ford

to Work Towards a Connected Car

htþ://blogs.blackberry .com/2016110/blackberry-inks-agreement-with-ford-to-accelerate-car... 61712017
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From: John Chen

Sent: Friday, January 06,2Ot7 8:47 AM
Subject: Mobility Sotutions BU Changes -Additional Context

This email is being sent to all Mobility Solutions employees. It is strictly confidentiol, internøl only.

Dear Colleagues,

.Last month you were notified of changes to the Mobility Solutions BU. I understand that change can be difficult and I

would like to provide some additionat context

As you know, BlackBerry has been on a pivot to become a software company for the past three years. As part of the
transformation and with everyone's support every effort was made to make the smartphone business unit profitable
again, including launching different form factors (23, Passport, Classic, PRIV, DTEKSO, DTEK60), implementing various go-
to-market strategies and engaging an external marketing consultant. I held onto the smartphone hardware business as

long as possible as I wanted to maintain the company's heritage however, in order to fulfil our duties to our
shareholders, I had to make the difficult and emotional decision to outsource hardware design and development. The

strategy enables us to cont¡nue to have BlackBerry smartphones in market however, it unfortunately requires a reduced
headcount in the Mobility Solutions BU.

The management team have worked very hard in negotiating agreements with Ford and TCL. I have very mixed

emotions about the employment deals with Ford and TCL. On the one hand I am pleased that we were able to secure an

alternative employment option for most of the impacted team, on the other hand I am sorry to have to lose great talent
and loyal colleagues from BlackBerry.

I have stayed close to your feedback since the announcements of our partnerships with these two solid companies. I

know that some in-scope employees have asked about staying with BlackBerry and moving to another group, such as

BTS to support the Autonomous Vehicle lnnovation Center (AVIC). Whilst the AVIC has been announced, the project is

still developing and its timeline is undetermined. The Ford and TCL deals are in-hand and my priority has been to ensure
that as many impacted employees as possible have a good home at a company that will make the best use of your

1
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talents. lt is also important to remember that both Ford and TCL will work closely with BlackBerry in the future
therefore, transferred employees will continue to contribute to BlackBerqy's future.

For those in-scope employees who are not extended employment offers or decline a role at Ford or TCI your manager
and HRBP will evaluate internal opportunities to redeploy you within BlackBerry as much as possible. For additional
information and if you have further questions, please contact your manager and/or HRBP.

I am very grateful for all of the hard worÇ commitment and contributions that you have given to BlackBerry. I wish
everyone the best for the future, whether that is at BlackBerry Ford, TCL or elsewhere.

Sincerely,

John Chen

2
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F¡om : lracz(ôblackberry.com
Sent: January L6,20L7 10:32 AM
To:
Subjecü Ford offers - in progress, please ensure you are able to receive it in person

Sent as BCC to the entire Silver team.

As always please keep the Silver communications confidential. Even more so, considering the nature of the activities

duririg this week, they are absolútelv confidential. even amoirg Silver team members.

Folks,

Ford's offers to the Silver emptoyees started last week. This week they continue during this week and by Friday Jan 20th

, from what I have been informed, everyone that is part of Silver will get an offer. This is excellent news.

At each site there are people coordinating the offers schedule. Look for a calendar invite and/or email that will ask you

to join the meeting.

Waterloo: Mon-Tue.
Cary: Tue.

Sunrise: Tue-Wed.
Ottawa: Wed-Fri.

San Diego: last Friday.

Mississauga: last Thu rsday.

please make sure you are available in person to receive the offer from the Ford HRBP. Any immediate questions, can be

asked and hopefully answered in the meeting.

I would ask leaders who have people on leave to work with BlackBerry HR to reach out to the employees, and see if they

can come on site for the offer. Of course, we need to show flexibility in accommodating these.

1
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There will be, at each site a "Benef¡ts 101" session to walk people through the benefits and hopefully that will answer
many generic questions

Any other questions, since most will likely be specific to you have please ask them appropriately:
- Offer package details: Ford HR

- Technical (role, responsibility), concerns, more information on projects: myself or any of the senior leaders on
Silver (Khaled, Leonard, Vilo( Cristian, Daryl, etc).

- BlackBerry related questions (VlP, pay, vacation, etc.): BlackBerry HR. There will be HRBP reps from BlackBerry

at each site to support you during this week.

And as always, if you want to raise with me anything confidential matter please do not hesitate to do so. My door is
open and it will be my priority for the next while to work on these.

Best regards,
Zoltan

2
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From: Ralph Pini

Sent Wednesday, December t4, 2076 10:41 AM

To:DavidParker<dparker@blackber >

Subject: RE: Position with licensing

David
As you know the activities today within Mobility Solutions will be not all be present when we transition to a Software

Licensing unit. So this means that the work you are doing today might not remain in the new model and we will need to

find the next best possible match.

I also recommend you give a chance to the Ford opportunity before making a decision since there is some really great

innovation going on.

Ralph

From: David Parker

Sent: Wednesday, December t4,2016 9:314M
To:RalphPini<rpini@blackberrv. >

Subject: Re: Position with licensing

BTW, just wanted to mention that I spoke with HR on this and indicated that lwould like to stay with

BlackBerry. HR's response was that there would be no guarantee that a position would be found with

BlackBerry for those who decide to decline ford's offer.

Would it be acceptable for me to share what you have told me on this?

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device

From : rpini@blackberry.com
Sent: December 14, 2016 10:06 AM

To: dparker@blackberry.com
Subject RE: Position with licensing

1
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Thanks David for reaching out. lf the positon at Ford is.not taken for whatever reason than the employee will remain a

BlackBerry employee. Then we will try our best to match the skillset with activities in the software licensing team.
Ralph

From: David Parker
Sent Wednesday, December t4,2Ot6 8:15 AM
To: Ralph Pini <ni¡j@þlAgkþCn¿.com>
Subject: Position with licensing

HiRalph,

ln our discussion after the town hall last Thursday you had indicated that anyone who did not want to take a position
with Ford would be offered a position within the Blackberry licensing group. Can you please confirm that this is stillthe
case?

Thanks
David

2
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From: AmberJessup
Sent: Friday, December 23,207612:23 PM

To:DavidParker<dparker@blackber >

Subject: QNX roles

Hello David,

I checked with the HRBP who supports QNX and she said that there are no new roles open at this point in time other than

what was already approved, nor was she aware of when any new ones would be opened.

Thanks,

Amber Jessup
HR Business Partner Manager
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 13055
BlackBerry: 61}2914,217
aiessuo@blackberry.com

This transmission (including any attachments) may conta¡n confidential information, privileged mater¡al

(including material protected by the solicitor-client or other applicable privileges), or constitute non-public

information. Any use of this information by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. lf you have

received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender and delete this information from

your system. Use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this transmission by unintended recipients is

not authorized and may be unlawful.

1
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From: wogel@blackberry.com
Sent: February 25,20L7 4:46Pl'{
To : dparker@blackberry.com
Cc: aihurber@blackberry.com; reþmham@blackberry.com; janice.payne@nelligan.ca

Subject: FW: Ford job offers

David, I am following up with yora with a copy to your counsel in fuht of our receût cortespondence relating to

Ford, and yorü two e-mails with continuing questions about the transacdon.

,,ts we have previously indicated, BlackBery has oot terninated yout employmeûg ûor ttansfered it to Ford- The

choice as to wheth"r o, oot to accept the job offer ftom Fo¡d is yout choice (you are ûot lequired to accept it). If
you would prefer to instead .ontinue your employment v¡ith BlackBelry, you should do so. I at" sute you know

in"t nf".Ui"rry has roles at the sr*e ievel that match y'our sl¡ill set If you ate interested in staying HR would wotk

with you to find a suitable/corr.,'Farable role. 'We wanted to reach out to you again at this stage, while you are sdll a

Blac¡Bery employee, to m¿ke t¡it .Lrt to you in case there was still any doubt about this irl yout mind- Please let

us know.

Kind Regards,

080122



Vann Vogel

Senior Director, Compliance and Employment Law
(M\347-268-2t7O
wosel@blackberrv.com

tr* Ë{äëÍc€édf, $ecu red- Fratected. tonnected.

From : dparkertôblackberry.com
Senft February 24,20L7 2:33 PM

To: ath urber@blackberry.com
Cc rebgraham@blackberry.com
Subjecü Re: Ford job offers

Thank. Was just wanting to confirm that the negotiations you mentioned were put of the larger business

arrangements and would therefore have seen BlackBerry benefitting financially.

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network

From : athurber@blaclóerry.æm
Senft February 24,20t7 5:56 AM
To : dpa rker@blackberry.æm
Cc rebora ham@ blackberrv.æm
Subjecü RE: Ford job offers

David"

In respect of yout question below, 'while I believe the st¿tement is self-exl¡l¿natory I ca¡ advise tl¿t Fotd expressed

an interest in otreting employneot to vad.ous BladrBery employees a:rd r¡¡as pemitted to do so as part of tle
¿rrangemetts between it and Blacküery.

Thankyor:,

Alex

From: David Parker

Sent Thursday, Februa ry 23,2Ot7 10:40 AM

To: Alex Thurber <athurber@ blackbe

Cc: Rebecca Graham <reberaham @blackber
Subject: RE: Ford job offers

HiAler

Can you tell me what it means when you state:

"Ford negotiated for the right to offer employment to Mobility Solutions employees"

2
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David

From: AlexThurber
Sent: Thursday, February 23,20L7 1:04 AM
Cc: Rebecca Graham <rebsraham@blackber

Subject Ford job offers

Greetings,

We have received a number of questions relating to the acceptance or rejection of Ford offers. Below is a Q and A

addressing several ofthe questions received.

a. Am I being transferred to Ford?

A. No. Your employment is not being transferred to Ford. Ford negotiated for the right to offer employment to
Mobility Solutions employees. lt has made confidentialjob offers, the terms of which were determined by Ford. lt is
your choice whether to accept the offer from Ford or not.

Q. Am I required to accept a job offer from Ford?

A. No. Your decision to accept a job offer from Ford is yours, and yours alone. You may accept or reject any offer.

q. ff t don't receive a job offer, or decline a job offer, is my employment with BlackBerry terminated?

A. No. lf you don't receive, or if.you decline an offer from Ford, your employment will continue with BlackBerry. lt will

continue in the same position as before and we will consider you for comparable roles on another team at BlackBerry if
your position subsequently becomes redundant.

Q. Are comparable roles available?

A. We have already placed severat employees in comparable roles (in the same job position) who have chosen to
remain at BtackBerry. We will work with you to find a suitable and comparable role if you choose to stay and continue

your employment at BlackBerry. ln the event we cannot find a comparable role on another team and determine that we

must subsequently terminate your employmenÇ you would then be eligible for separation pay per the terms of your

employment agreement.

e. tf I accept a job offer from Ford; am I required to submit a letter of resþnation?

A. We have requested a letterto confirm your acceptance of Ford's job offer and thus resignation from BlackBerry to

complete your file. lf you choose not to submit a letter, we will nonetheless recognize your acceptance of employment

by Ford and accept it as a resignation from BlackBerry.

e. t was told that Ford job offers in Canada are conditional, and contingent upon post-employment verification of

education. What is the status of my emptoyment with BlackBerry if I do not pass the Ford background check?

A. Ford has informed us that it will waive educational background check in Canada. Resignations from BlackBerry are

effective and final once you begin employment with Ford.

We will follow up later this week with a letter to all employees who have accepted Ford offers that addresses pay,

benefits and continuing obligations to BlackBerry. For those of you who are leaving BlackBerry, we wish you great

success in your new Position.

Alex

This transmission (including any attrachments) may contain confidential infonnation, privileged material
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(inclurring material protected by the solicitor-client or other applicable privileges), or constitute non-public
infonnation. Any use of this information by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have
received this transmission in error, please irnmediateþ reply to the sender and delete this information from your
system. Use, dissemination" distibution, or reproduction of this transmission by unintended recþients is not
authorized and may be unlawfi¡l.

This email and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipients and may be privileged or confidential. Any d'stribut¡on, print¡ng
or other use by anyone else 's prohibited. lf you are not an intended recipient please contact the sender immediately, and permanently delete
this email and attachments.

Le prêent courriel et les documents qui ysont joints sont exclusivement réservés à l'utilisation des destinataires concernê et peuvent être
de nature prMlégiée ou confidentielle. Toute distribution, impression ou autre utilisation est interdite aux autres personnes. Si vous ne faites
pas partie des destinataires concernés, veuillez en informer immédiatement l'expéditeur, ainsi que supprimer ce courriel et les documents
jo¡nts de manière permanente.

This transmission (including any attachments) may conta¡n conf¡dential informat¡on, privileged mater¡al

(including mater¡al protected by the solicitor-client or other applicable privileges), or const¡tute non-public

information. Any use of th¡s information by anyone other than the intended rec¡p¡ent is prohibited. lf you have

rece¡ved this transmission in error, please immediately repty to the sender and detete this information from
your system. Use, disseminat¡on, d¡str¡bution, or reproduction of this transm¡ssion by unintended recipients is

not authorized and may be unlawful.
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From: zracz@blackberry.com
Sent: January 27,20L7 9:41AM
To:
Subject: RE: Ford offers - next steps

Folks,

To hand in your signed offer, please go by Godrich' Hollow and deliver your papers in person to the Ford HR people.
It's goin$ to be open between now and 2:30 pm.

Best regards,
Zoltan

From: Zoltan Racz

Sent: Tuesday, January 24,2O!7 4:38 PM

Subject: Ford offers - next steps

Bcced to all Silver Ottawa team,

I got a number of questions on the "next steps" and decided to send everyone on Silver in Ottawa a message.
ln terms of next step on offers, this is what the expectation from Ford is:

- As soon as you have made a decision, email Alyssa Andre and indicate in a brief email what your decision is:

aandree@ford.com

lf you accept, sign all the.papers and be ready to drop them offthis coming Friday. Alyssa and Ron from Ford

will come on site to pick the offers up.
lf you are unable to deliver the offers to them in person, drop your signed offer off at my office and I will hand it

over to them on your behalf.

1
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Best regards,
Zoltan
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From: AmberJessup
Senil Thursday, February O2,2Ot7 11:51 AM

Subject: ACTION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford

Good Morning

HR has been informed that you have accepted a position with Ford. As part of your transition from being a BlackBerry

employee, there are several items that need to be taken care of.prior to your last day. Please read carefully and reach

out to me if you have anY questions.

This email will cover the process for:
1. Written confirmation of resignation

2. Post-employmentobligations
3. Your Equipment: lT and device collection process

4. Primary BlackBerry device and phone number

5. Expenses

Written confirmation of resignation

As you have accepted new employment, you are required to submit formal notice of your resignation. Attached is a

template resignation letter that you are required to complete, sign and submit. Please complete the letter and return

(in person or by email) by February 10th.

Before your last day you will receive a Resignation Acceptance Letter from HR. This document confirms your last day

with BlackBerry as well as some final details concerning your benefits, vacation pay and other pertinent information.

Post-e@
please review the attached document titled Post-employment oblígatíons. To confirm your understanding, please

print the document, sign, and return with your resignation letter.

1

Your Equipment: lT and device collection process
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You will be receiving further communications regarding the collection of lT equipment in the weeks leading up to your
last day. You also may receive a communication from Software Operations and/or Beta regarding the collection of
devices issued by these teams and steps for returning these items.

Primary BlackBerry device and phone number
BlackBerry is providing you with the opportun¡ty to keep your current active primary phone number as well as your
secure, released, production BlackBerry device where possible. ln order for you to be able to keep your phone number
and device, you are required to provide the following information by responding to this email by February 10th.

t. Confirm if you would like to keep your current active primary phone number*.
2. lf yes, please confirm the phone number.
3. Please send me the model and lMEl of the device you would like to leave with.

NOTE: The device must be a secure, released, non-beta device. We will confirm if it is secure. lf your current
device is a pre-release device (i.e. Mercury), a beta device, or a competitor device issued by BlackBerry, you
cannot take it with you and it must be returned prior to your last day. Please let me know if your device is in any
of the above categories.

lf we have determined your device is secure, on your last day, we will security wipe your device and then you can take it
with you. Please ensure that you know your BlackBerry lD for the securiÇ wipe process. DO NOT wipe your device
yourself, we willjust have to wipe it again.
lf your device is not secure, you are not permitted to keep it and it must be handed in on your last day.

*lmportant Note Ahout Assumíng Financial Responsîbility of Corporate Phone Numberc - lf you would like to keep your
current corporate mobile phone number, you will be able to assume ownership of your number with the same carrier it
is currently active with. !T Carrier Solutions will be providing you with the required steps to be able to complete this
process following your confirmation that you wish to keep your mobile number. lf you do not complete the process by
the date specified, then the number will be forfeited with no exceptions. lt is up to you to ensure the process is
completed in a timely manner. You will be required to contact the current carrier to confirm you are accepting financial
responsibility for the p ho ne nu mber going forwa rd.
BlackBerry is providing you the option of keeping your current mobile number to aid you in your transition. By releasing
the number to you, BlackBerry will no longer be responsible for this number or the account associated with this number.
It is your choice if you'd like to keep your number. lf you choose to keep your mobile number, you will assume financial
responsibility. Further, some employees may be given the option to port their number into Ford's mobile plan. lf you
want to explore that option, please reach out to your Ford leader or Ford HR. BlackBerry will not be port¡ng mobile
numbers directly to Ford.

Expenses
Employees are expected to complete an expense reports for any charges on their corporate AMEX prior to their last day
to ensure prompt payment.

Further communications on the logistics of your last day will follow approximately one week prior to your last day.

lf you have any questions about anything in this email, please let me know.

Thank you,

Amber Jessup
HR Business Partner Manager
Office: +l (519) 888-7465x 13055
BlackBerry: 613-291 4217
aiessup@blackberry.com

tsffiffin¡crt
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Date:

BlackBerry, Human Resources

2200 University Avenue East

Waterloo, ON N2A 0A7

Dear BlackBerry,

Please be informed that I have accepted an offer of employment with Ford and

will transfer to my new employer effective

W¡th this letter, I am submitting my resignation from my employment with
BlackBerry effective . My last BlackBerry working day will be

Employee Name (print):

Signature:

(For contacts necessary after employment termination date, including tax

information forwarding, I am providing the below personal information.)

Personal Email:

Home Address:

Home Phone:

7
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Post-emplovment obligations

All BlackBerry property shall be returned to BlackBerry prior to your final day at BlackBerry. Please note
that upon your termination of employment from BlackBerry you are not entitled to use (i) any
BlackBerry developed software, technology and other intellectual property (inventions, patents, know-
how and proprietary information, including that which you developed as a BlackBerry employee), (ii) any
third party technology licensed by BlackBerry, and (iii) any equipment owned by BlackBerry. You are not
entitled to access any BlackBerry internal systems after your termination from BlackBerry.

To confirm your understanding, please print this document, sign below, and return with your
resignation letter.

Employee Name (print):

Signature:
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Flom : athurber@blackberry.com
Senfi February 23,20L7 1:04 AM
To:
Cc rebgraham@blackberry.com
Subject Ford job offers

Greetings,

We have received a number of questions relating to the acceptance or rejection of Ford offers. Below is a Q and A

addressing several of the questions received.

a. Am I being transferred to Ford?

A. No. Your employment is not being transferred to Ford. Ford negotiated for the right to offer employment to
Mobility Solutions employees. lt has made confidentialjob offers, the terms of which were determined by Ford. lt is
your choice whether to accept the offer from Ford or not.

Q. Am I required to accept a job offer from Ford?

A. No. Your decision to accept a job offer from Ford is yours, and yours alone. You may accept or reject any offer.

e. lf I don't receive a job offer, or decline a job offer, is my employment with BlackBerry terminated?

1
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A. No. lf you don't receive, or if you decline an offer from Ford, your employment will continue with BlackBerry. lt will
continue in the same position as before and we will consider you for comparable roles on another team at BlackBerry if
your position subsequently becomes redundant.

Q. Are comparable roles available?
A. We have already placed several employees in comparable roles (in the same job position) who have chosen to
remain at BlackBerry. We will work with you to find a suitable and comparable role if you choose to stay and continue
your employment at BlackBerry. ln the event we cannot find a comparable role on another team and determine that we
must subsequently terminate your employment, you would then be eligible for separation pay per the terms of your
employment agreement.

Q. lf I accept a job offer from Ford, am I required to submit a letter of resignation?
A. We have requested a letter to confirm your acceptance of Ford's job offer and thus resignation from BlackBerry to
complete your file. lf you choose not to submit a letter, we will nonetheless recognize your acceptance of employment
by Ford and accept it as a resignation from BlackBerry.

Q. I was told that Ford job offers in Canada are conditional, and contingent upon post-employment verification of
education. What is the status of my employment with BlackBerry if I do not pass the Ford background check?
A. Ford has informed us that it will waive educational background check in Canada. Resignations from BlackBerry are
effective and final once you begin employment with Ford.

We will follow up later this week with a letter to all employees who have accepted Ford offers that addresses pâv,

benefits and continuing obligations to BlackBerry. For those of you who are leaving BlackBerry we wish you great
success in your new position.

Alex

2
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Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited
Ford du Canada Limitée The Canadian Road

P.O. Box 2000
Oakville, Ontario
L6J 5E4

January L8,2Ot7

David Parker
4000 lnnovation Drive
Kanata, ON K2K 3K1

Dear David,

On behalf of Ford Motor Company of Canada, I am pleased to offer you the position of Supervisor
Platform Test, Leadership Level 6 {tt6) position. We believe you have the personal and professional
qualifìcations to make a significant contribution to Ford of Canada.

Base Salary: Upon hire your base salarywill be 

Signing Bonusl: 
This amount will be paid within three week after your effective date of hire. The amount of 
(CAD) is a hiring bonus. Please revíew and sign the attached Signing Bonus Agreement as part of your
offer acceptance.

Annual tncentive Compensation Ptan (bonus)2: You r,riill be eligible to participate ¡n the Company's Annual
lnceritive Compensation Plan (AICP) with a pro-rate bonus for service in 20tr7 provided you have
commenced your employment with Ford of Canada before December 3!, 2077 .ln April of each
performance year, employees are not¡fied of their AICP target; the present target for Canadian LL6

ernployees is  Assuming the Company makes a bonus payment to employees for the
calendar year 2017 the awards will be paid in March 2018. Payrnents are subject to the 2008 Annual
lncentive Compensation Plan.

Vacation: You will be eligible for 4 weeks of paid vacation in 2Oa7; your entitlements will increase in
accordance with the Ford of Canada vacation policy. ln addition, you are entitled to paid company
holidays start¡ng frorn your first day on the job.

Vehicle Program: You will be eligible for one lease vehicle under the Management Lease Vehicle Program
and one incremental lease vehicle when the lncremental Program is offered.

Ford Benefits: You will be eligible for Ford benefits, as detailed in the included materials. Please referto
lhese materials for detailed information on coverage.

Yo,ur eligibility under our existing policìes regarding paid vacation, holidays, medical benefits, pension,
annual incentive compensation plan, savings and stock investment plan, vehicle purchase plan, etc., is based
on the effective date of your employment with Ford of Canada as noted below (and your serv¡ce with Ford

llf you leave Ford of Canada within one year of your date of hire or ¡f you are discharged 'for cause'with¡n that
period, the ent¡re signing bonus must be repaid in full to Ford of Canada within two weeks of your departure.

'Please note thãt this payment will not be made if you terminate your employment with Ford of Canada, or îf you are
discharged "for cause" prior to the payment being made.
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of Canada)and is outlined in the attached benefit information summary and included materials- ltems

described ìn this letter and in the mater¡als are subject to the terms and condition of the ind¡vidual plans,

policies and programs. These p,lans, programs and policies will be reviewed with you in greater deta,il when
you commence employment with us and are subject to change from time to t¡me.

Our offer is condìti'onal on the acceptability of any references we obtain and background checks conducted
änd your acceptance of our Cond¡tions of Employment for Salaried Non-Bargaining Unit Employees- Please

ensure thåt you read carefully these attached Conditions of Employment. We dr,aw your attention to the
abiliÇ of Ford of Canada to term¡nate your ernployment at any time by providing you with the ent¡tlements

specifically required under employment standards legislation, the minimum amount of notice of
termination {or payment in lieu thereof) with benefit cont¡nuat¡on through the statutory notice period and

any applicable severance pay requ¡red by such legislation-

This offer rernains in effect untîl January 27,2A17. Human Resources will be onsite to collect your

acceptance of this offer, signed Conditions of Employment and Signing'Bonus Agreements on this date. We
will also require a photocopy of your photo identification,:soc¡al insurance card, a void cheque, and attached

tax forms- This information is used for payroll purposes. Your effective date of hire will be March t, 20!7 . lî
you have any questions prior to January 27,20L7, please contact Alyssa Andree at aandree@ford.com.

Upon acceptênce we will assign to you a Global Personal ldentifìer (GPID) which will uniquely identify you

and distinguish you from other individuals within Ford in a globally consistent manner. This GPID is used

openly to identify individuals at Ford and to help control access to Ford systems, facilities and services. T¡
g€nerate a GPID, we will r.equire you to provide your day, month and day of the week of birth. Your name

and partial birthdate information will be retained in the GPID system which is located in the Uníted States.

Attached please find the Gtobal Personal ldentifier Data Collection and Use Statemênt for your review.

Your signature and return of this letter and provision to us of the information required to generate a GPID

is your consent to this GPID Statement.

Our policies for accommodating employees with disabilities include: Diversity and lnclusion Poliw, Policy

Letter No.6 - Employment Equity, Directive 8-110- Ant¡- Harassment, Policy and Procedure Perta¡ning to
Harassment a,nd Discrimination lnternal Complaint Resolution Process, Directive 8-111 Workplace

Violence and Harassment, and Ontario Processes for Accessibility for CÈ,lQ Salaried Employees with
D¡sabil¡t¡es, including Documented lndividual Accomrnodation Plans and Return to Work.

Davld, we are pleased to offer you this opportunity to join the Ford team and look forward to your

favourable response.

Yours very truly,
Ford Moto,r Company of Canada, Llmited

Steven Majer
Více President Human Resources

Attachment

Accept: Date: \.*- f? f,r:t
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ln consideration oJ my employment
parent company thereof, hereinafter
agree as follows:

fuftrø"Gø*¡z-rlga

"f@andn&?rrrr.¿
FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED

CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR SALARIED NON.BARGAINING UNIT EMPLOYEES ¡N ONTARIO
WHO WERE PREVIOUSLY EMPLOYEÐ BY BLACKBERRY

by Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited, or any subsidiary, affitiate or
called the "Company", and of the continuation of my employrnent, i hereby

1. My employment shall be subject to my ability to legally work in Canada and subject to verification of the
information provided in my application form and the receipt of references satisfactory to the Company.

2. The Company may terminate my employmeqt at any time for any reason, including but not limited to
during any probationary period, by giving me the minimum amount of notice of termination and/or
payment in lieu of notice (with benefit continuation throughout the statutory'notice period) and any
appl¡cab¡e severance pay required by the Ontarlo Employment Standards Act, 2000 or regulations
thereto as amended, replaced or superseded or the successor statute, if any (Employment Standards
Legislation) in effect at the time of termination, For greater certainty, this represents my maximum
entitlement upon termination and includes all payments to which I may be entitled, stafutory, at
common law or othetwise, except where I have ent¡tlements specifically required under Employment
Standards Legislation.

3. My salary will be calculated up to and including the 15th and last day of each month or such other days or
day of the month as the Csrnpany may designate from time to time, and the amount found to be due me will
be deposited to the credit of my bank account as designated by me, and will be available to me on the said
day(s) or, if any such day falls on a holiday, on the next preceding banking day(s); provided however, that if
the Company makes any payment for overtime work, any amount due to me for overtime shall not be
deposited to my bank account nor be available to me unti'l at least the regular payday next following that for
the period in which the overtime was worked

4 .l will at any and all times durìng the period of my employment and afterward co-operate with the Company in
the prosecution or defense of any litigation, issue, or controversy that may arise relating to the business of the
Company.

5. My employment by the Company and the compensation received as such employee shall constitute the sole
consideration for the performance of the agreernents herein contained. Any subsequent change or changes
in the duties, compensation or any term of my employment shall not in any way affect the validity of this
nAgreement.

6. I agree to abide by the rules, regulations, personnel practices, procedures, directives and policies of the
Company {the "Policies") as issued and in effect from time to time and the provincial and federal laws of
Canada.

7. I acknowledge that the Company reserves the right to change, amend or ierminate, in whole or in part,
without advance notice, the Policies and any Company programs, including but not limited to any employee
benefits, benefit programs and/or reti¡:ement plans, including for employees, retirees and/or eligible
dependentsibeneficiaries at any time, subject to applicable laws. I further acknowledge that, as an employee
hired on or after January 1,2A05,1 will not be eligible for any post-employment non-pension benefits except
as specifically provided for in Section 3 above, includÍng in retirement.

HR s092-4 (r ¡¿0r6) Pagc I of2
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8. These cond:itions of employment are subject to such modification as may be necessary to comply with
gov<imment empûryrnent legislation applicable to the Company and frat may be in effect from time to time. I

acknowledge that the terms contained herein and in the attached Confidential lnformatiçn and lnventions
Assþnment Agreement Addendum are the entire terms of my employment and any pr.rrported anangements,
agreements or understandings shall not be valid unless signed by me and the l-,luman Resources
Represeniative of the Company-

9. I agree to pay the Company upon demand the value of any overpapîents, travel advances, non-payment of
expeas€s incurred on Company credit cards, or the cost of any equipment received by me in its employ which
is lost or darnaged or which I faif to return in good condition (except for ord¡nar3r wear and tear in the course of
br:siness). I waive any responsibility on the part of ihe Compani for loss or damqge to personal equipment.

€
I -..- 2= àr2 ù?

Date

,l-r, Q'7, Ac tv -:''

Dateuman
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Data Collection and l-lsage Statement Page 1 of I

Global Personal ldentifier Data Collection and Use Statement

!9r! regRects your privary and is committed to protecting it. We provide this statement to inform you of the
Global Personal tdentifier (GPID) so that you are aware of its purpose and how your personal information will be
used. The purpose of the GPID is to un,iquely identiff you and to distinguish you from other individuals within Ford
in a globally consistent and sustaina.ble mannerwithout relying on govemment-issued ident¡fiers and other similar
personal data. To do this we require you to supply your name, day of birth, month of birth, and day of the week of
birth (a multiyear lookup calendar is prwided). Authorized Ford system administrators will be able to use the
GPID database to identify individuals to help manage and control access to Ford systems, facilities, and services.
Tt¡e dgJa you submit is visible only to those authorized admínistrative staffs for the management of identity. Your
day of bi:rth, month of birth, and day of the week of birth wîfl not be passed to any other intemal or externai system.

GPfDs are used openly to identiff people in Ford globalfy, and they are for ¡dent¡f¡cation purposes onty.
Knowledge of a GPID does not provide any authorization, authorityi or access. For authorization, authority, or
access to Ford systems, facilities. and services other items or information ís required, such as a password br entry
card. A GPID identifier and associated name may be transmitted by Ford to a service provider when necessary
for proper identifìcation and only if the service provider could not meet its obligations to Ford or you without the
information (e.9. travel administration, vouchers. and other similar processes ihat today identify you as a person).

The GPID apptication wili assign you a unique life-long identifier that will be retained for the duration of all your
engagements with Ford and will be retalned beyond the end of your last engagement as needed for Ford to
identifr you. An engagement includes employmeût, providing ðontract servicés or receiving something from the
company, and includes the period during whìch the company has unfulfilled obligations to yóu (e.g. peñsion
obligations to you or your spouse where applicable). This process is to enable even employees, contractors, and
others who return to Ford afler a period away to receive the same GPID. After the retention period, your GPID
and your personal data which has been used to generate the GPID will be seourely destroyed,

Since Ford operates globally, the information you submit may be transferred outside the country of origin to other
Ford locations or Ford operations and initially wiîl be retained by Ford in the United States in a GPID database.
This and afl other transmissions will remain secure and under our sole control.

Should you have any quest¡ons regarding the açcuracy of your data, other questions about GPID, or require
further information, please send your.r€quesl by e-mail to gpidhelp@ford.com

I have read and understand this statement.

GlSl ltem Number:
Gl32 Classifi cat¡on: Proprietary

https://www.gpid.ford.com/DCUS.aspx?I anguage-n-us&tsyGPlD:no&GPlD:&Name:... lll0D0l7
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fã nellisan io nr¡*n lpuyn"
Janice B. Payne, Tel: (613) 231-8245, Far (613) 788-3655, janlce.payne@nelllgan.ca

February 15,2A17

VIA EMAIL: johç.cl:en@þlackùecqf.cqq

Mr. John Che4 CEO
Blackbeny Limited
San Ramor¡ Bishop Ranch, 4018
California, U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Chen:

Re: Cløss Actíon against BlackBerry Limíted
Ontarìo Supeúor Court of Justíce Fil¿ No. 17-71659
Our Fíle No.: 38829-1

Vy'e have been retained by a group of BlackBerry Limited employees to commence a Class Action
against BlackBerry with respect to the termination of their employment from BlackBerry. Please see
attached Notice of Action we issued today.

We wili issue a comprehensive Statement of Claim shortly. Please advise who will represent yòu in this
matter.

This Action is fundamentally a ciaim exercising the employees' Employmertt Standards Act, 2A00
("ESA") rights, among others. As such, BlackBerry must not take any step to impact the employees'
pending employment with Ford. If it did so, both companies will be liable pursuant to section 74 of the
ESA, md,we will seek further appropriate punitive and bad faith damages.

Please direct any communication in this matter to our offrces.

Yours Truly,

Janice B. Payne
:lrvn
Enc.

oTTAWA 50 O'Ccnnor. Suire 1500. Ottôwa. ON K1P e L.Z, t etg-Z:g-8080, iå 613-238-2098
KTNGSTON The Woolen M¡lr, 4 Cararaqui, Suire 202, Kingston, ON K7K 127, t 613-531-ZSOS, rå 613-531-0857 nelligan.ca I
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Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

- and - 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Plaintiff 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF REBECCA GRAHAM 
(sworn October 2, 2017) 

Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

- and - 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Plaintiff 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF REBECCA GRAHAM 
(sworn October 2, 2017) 

BETWEEN: 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

DAVID PARKER 

-and-

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

AFFIDAVIT OF REBECCA GRAHAM 
(sworn October 2, 2017) 

t 
CourtFileNo. 17-71659 

Plaintiff 

Defendant 
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I, Rebecca Graham, of the City of Waterloo, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH 

AND SAY: 

1. I am Director, Global Talent Development and Human Resources Business Partner 

("HRBP") at BlackBerry, the defendant in this action. I have held this position since 

March 2017. Before that, I was Director and HRBP at BlackBerry. I led the BlackBerry Human 

Resources team that worked with BlackBerry's Mobility Solutions business unit during the 

December 2016 to February 2017 period when Ford made offers of employment to various 

Mobility Solutions employees. I have worked in Human Resources at BlackBerry since 2014, 

and in human resources roles at other companies since 2007. As such, I have knowledge of the 

matters contained in this affidavit. 

2. I swear this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge and involvement in the 

events at issue, except for certain matters for which I rely on other sources, as specified. Where 

my knowledge is based on information from others, I believe it to be true. In some sections 

below I refer to various email communications involving employees, including some email 

exchanges between proposed individual class member employees and others within BlackBerry, 

and between them and Ford representatives. Those emails have been located as a result of 

preliminary document searches done during, and for purposes of, this litigation. They are email 

communications in which employees were using their BlackBerry email addresses. I have 

reviewed the emails referred to below and attached as exhibits. BlackBerry only has access to 

emails using BlackBerry email addresses. BlackBerry is not aware of the communications that 

employees may have been having using their own email addresses (so we are not at this point 

aware of the full extent of communications that individual employees may have been having 

regarding their employment situation and Ford offers of employment). 

3. I swear this affidavit in response to certain information contained in the affidavit of 

David Parker, sworn June 9, 2017 ("Parker Affidavit"). In his affidavit, Mr. Parker makes a 

number of broad sweeping assertions about the process through which Ford made offers of 

employment to BlackBerry employees and about what other employees (in general) believed or 

understood during that process. I disagree with a number of his broad assertions, based on my 

involvement during the process and various individual discussions I had with employees, as well 
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as those communicated to me through their managers and other BlackBerry Human Resources 

personnel. I understand that certain other Human Resources personnel and managers who were 

involved in the process are providing affidavits as well. 

4. In the sections below, I provide evidence on the various types of Mobility Solutions 

employees who fall within the proposed class and the process that led to employees making their 

own decisions as to whether to accept or decline their individual offers of employment from 

Ford. I address: 

(a) Mobility Solutions and its employees: By way of context, I briefly discuss the 

Mobility Solutions business unit and the shift in its focus, and the agreement 

between BlackBerry and Ford by which BlackBerry agreed to provide 

engineering services to Ford (known as "Project Silver"). 

(b) Scope of the proposed class definition and variations within the proposed class: 

I discuss the size of the proposed class, and differences among the types of 

employees in the proposed class, including employees in software versus 

hardware roles, varying levels of seniority, and different ft:inns of employment 

contracts. 

(c) Project Silver and the Ford offers: I discuss BlackBerry communications to 

employees during Project Silver, and the individualized nature of the process in 

which employees received and considered job offers from Ford, including 

extensive individual discussions and email exchanges involving employees and 

their managers, BlackBerry human resources personnel, and also representatives 

from Ford. 

(d) Employees who chose to decline Ford offers: I discuss the various employees 

who, after their deliberations, chose to decline their offers from Ford and 

therefore remained BlackBerry employees and were redeployed within 

BlackBerry. I also discuss BlackBerry's continuing need for additional employees 

in Mobility Solutions. 

(e) Proposed class members' disagreement with this action: When this action was 

commenced, various employees voiced their disagreement with the action, as I 
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believe they did appear not to agree with the basis for it or felt that their 

circumstances were different. 

(t) David Parker's individual circumstances: I discuss individual circumstances 

relating to the proposed representative plaintiff, David Parker. 

Mobility Solutions 

5. BlackBerry's business is divided into three principal business units, each with a different 

business focus: Mobility Solutions, Technology Solutions, and Software and Services. 

Mobility Solutions 

6. Mobility Solutions is BlackBerry's business unit relating, generally speaking, to the 

development and licensing of BlackBerry's software for mobile devices. Prior to 2016, this 

business unit focused on the design, manufacture and distribution of mobile devices, and the 

collection of system access fees paid by BlackBerry customers. By 2016, BlackBerry made a 

decision to shift the focus of the Mobility Solutions unit. The decision was made to begin 

transitioning this unit towards more of a focus on the development of secure device software and 

licensing (for which BlackBerry is a market leader), and to no longer design and manufacture 

hardware (which function would be outsourced to business partners). 

7. Mobility Solutions has remained active in developing, testing and updating BlackBerry's 

software as far as I am aware, and maintained relationships with various licensees. 

8. Given the above decision to shift the focus of the Mobility Solutions business unit, 

BlackBerry anticipated the need to realign the Mobility Solutions workforce, both within 

Mobility Solutions and in other business units. If it turned out BlackBerry had to lay-off certain 

employees at any point, any such employees would of course receive their termination pay 

entitlement if and when terminated. This shift in business direction (and potential implications 

for employees) had been widely known for a period of time prior to the events at issue here 

involving Ford, as indicated by press reports attached to the Parker Affidavit. 
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The "Project Silver" engineering services for Ford 

9. In the fall of 2016, BlackBerry entered into "Project Silver" with the Ford Motor 

Company of Canada in which BlackBerry agreed to provide engineering services related to 

software systems and technologies for use in Ford cars (including both the entertainment and 

communications systems in cars). As indicated in media coverage at the time, Ford is taking "a 

leadership role in innovating connected vehicles and mobility". There is more and more of a 

focus on "connected" cars (i.e. cars that essentially are computer systems that link internal 

vehicle systems and external systems that collect and analyze data generated by the vehicle, 

which connect to and inform various operating systems within the vehicle). Ford's 2016 Annual 

Report also states that the company aims to have a fully autonomous vehicle (colloquially 

referred to as "self-driving cars") in commercial operation in 2021, and has committed to devote 

the resources to achieving that goal over the next five years. Ford is the fifth-largest automotive 

manufacturer in the world, and the second-largest in North America. Excerpts from its 2016 

Annual Report is attached as Exhibit "A". 

10. Connected cars and autonomous vehicles represent an emerging and growing area of 

high-technology research and development that has attracted significant attention and excitement 

in recent years, as well as competition among leading car manufacturers, such as Ford, on the 

one hand, and other high-technology companies on the other. For example, Google's parent 

company is also investing heavily in autonomous vehicle research and development. 

11. In addition to securing engineering services and software from BlackBerry, I understand 

Ford was also looking to in-source various engineering services work going forward. As 

described below, BlackBerry subsequently permitted Ford to make offers of employment at 

BlackBerry's offices, to employees working on the engineering services team, if Ford chose to 

do so in its discretion. 

B. Scope of the proposed class defmition and individual circumstances of their 
employment with BlackBerry 

12. The plaintiff proposes the following class definition: 

All persons in Canada who were employees and/or dependent 
contractors of BlackBerry Limited ("BlackBerry"), who worked 
for BlackBerry in Canada, and who were offered and accepted 
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employment with Ford Motor Company of Canada ("Ford") 
between September 1, 2016 and April 30, 2017.' 

13. BlackBerry estimates that 299 individuals fit this definition. Those employees had been 

in BlackBerry's Mobility Solutions business unit. As discussed in more detail further below, the 

only commonality among the 299 employees that meet the definition of the proposed class was 

the acceptance of employment offers from Ford. The individual circumstances of each of the 299 

employees at issue impacted their individual consideration of their offer from Ford, their 

evaluation of their future with BlackBerry, and ultimately the weighing of the costs and benefits 

of leaving BlackBerry. 

14. The employees' individual employment circumstances within the proposed class varied 

considerably in many respects, including: 

(a) Length of tenure: Members of the proposed class vary in length of tenure at 

BlackBerry from slightly less than one month (having started at BlackBerry on 

February, 2017) to 19 years. 

(b) Level of employment: Members of the proposed class included individual 

engineers working as part of a team, managers managing teams of 15 or 30, and 

managers overseeing entire projects comprising several hundred employees. 

(c) Job function and role: Members of the proposed class performed a variety of job 

functions. The majority of employees worked in software-related roles, including 

software development, as well as project management related roles. A small 

minority of employees worked in hardware roles. Within those overarching 

groups, employee roles varied further and included product development, testing, 

and management. Members of the proposed class include software engineers, 

software test personnel, hardware designers, managers overseeing these teams, 

and even a camera developer who never worked on connected car technology or 

Project Silver at BlackBerry (discussed below), among others. 

(d) Different teams and office locations: Members of the proposed class worked on 

different teams of varying sizes at different BlackBerry offices in Canada, with 

Parker Affidavit, para. 31. 
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software development, as well as project management related roles. A small 

minority of employees worked in hardware roles. Within those overarching 

groups, employee roles varied further and included product development, testing, 

and management. Members of the proposed class include software engineers, 

software test personnel, hardware designers, managers overseeing these teams, 

and even a camera developer who never worked on connected car technology or 

Project Silver at BlackBerry (discussed below), among others. 

(d) Different teams and office locations: Members of the proposed class worked on 

different teams of varying sizes at different BlackBerry offices in Canada, with 

1 Parker Affidavit, para. 31. 
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different individual managers overseeing their work. Some members of the 

proposed class worked on teams in which all members of the team, including the 

manager, were given offers from Ford as well. Others worked on teams in which 

not all employees, or their manager, received offers from Ford. 

(e) Different employment contracts with differing termination provisions: Members 

of the proposed class had individual employment contracts with BlackBerry that 

varied in several respects, including in their termination provisions and some 

proposed class members' employment contracts contain no termination provision 

at all. There are multiple versions of termination provisions amongst the proposed 

class members' employment contract. The majority of proposed class members' 

employment contracts are governed by Ontario law. Some are governed by Nova 

Scotia law. 

C. Project Silver and the Ford employment offers 

15. In making assertions in the Parker Affidavit about what employees understood or felt, 

Mr. Parker seeks to highlight a small number of common communications made by BlackBerry 

to most (but not all) proposed class member employees between December 2016 and 

February 2017 during which Ford made employment offers to employees. However, for the most 

part, the process through which employees received offers of employment from Ford, and then 

considered whether to accept their offer, was an individual one, involving extensive individual 

communications with employees. 

16. During that time period, as far as I am aware — both before employment offers were made 

and at the time and immediately following when they were made — I believe that most employees 

had individual discussions and/or email exchanges with representatives from BlackBerry Human 

Resources, their BlackBerry manager, and/or among themselves in respect of their own 

employment situation, their offer from Ford, their options, and their decision making process. I 

also believe that all Project Silver employees who received offers of employment from Ford had 

individual discussions with Ford representatives. I am aware of this based on individual 

discussions I had with various employees during the process and also based on information I had 

received from the other Human Resources personnel that were involved (Amber Jessup, Jennifer 
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Mascarin and Lisa Carswell) as well as from various managers who had discussions with 

employees, and from my review of emails. 

17. Throughout the process, individual employees asked various types of specific questions 

pertaining to their particular employment situation and options, and their own offer of 

employment. The nature of these discussions and email exchanges with individual employees, 

and the specific questions posed by employees, of course differed from employee to employee. 

There were discussions with individual employees on a variety of topics, including questions 

from various individual employees on things such as: vacation pay or other pay entitlements if 

the employee accepted a Ford job offer; the terms of their particular job offer (such questions had 

to be directed to Ford representatives, since BlackBerry did not know the terms of the offers); 

their options within BlackBerry if they chose to decline the Ford offer; whether accepting a Ford 

offer would mean they were resigning from BlackBerry, and whether they would be entitled to 

any severance or other pay from BlackBerry; and on a number of other points. 

18. Based on the discussions I had with individual employees and my information from other 

Human Resources personnel and managers who each spoke with various individual employees, it 

seemed obvious that the employees were having these discussions and email exchanges for 

purposes of their considering their own employment situation and ultimately deciding whether or 

not to accept the Ford job offer and leave the employ of BlackBerry. I believe these individual 

discussions informed each employee's understanding of his/her own situation, including the 

implications of accepting the job offer from Ford, and what their status and options would be if 

they chose to decline the offer. It was apparent that different employees had different 

considerations and factors that were affecting their decision as to whether to accept or decline 

their offer, and different employees made the decision to accept the Ford offer for different 

reasons. 

19. In respect of individual employees who asked me what would occur if they declined their 

Ford offer, I recall telling them that they would remain BlackBerry employees and we would 

look to redeploy them in a comparable role. If an individual asked me what would occur if they 

could not be redeployed, I told them that in the event it turned out their position was redundant 

and BlackBerry subsequently needed to lay them off (which we would do everything we could to 
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avoid), in that case they would receive their termination pay entitlements. An employee's 

chances of being successfully redeployed would be affected by their particular role and skillset, 

the types of positions we needed to fill, and by how many employees decided to turn down the 

Ford offers. 

20. In the Parker Affidavit, Mr. Parker seems to be asserting that he and the other employees 

who received offers of employment from Ford felt that they had no choice other than to accept 

the offer from Ford, and that if they did not do so, their careers at BlackBerry were likely over. I 

disagree with his assertions regarding other employees based on the discussions I had with 

individual employees, and the discussions I understand managers and fellow HRBPs at 

BlackBerry had with various employees, as described and illustrated below. 

21. Below I describe the chronology of events from the time employees learned that they 

may receive offers from Ford, in December 2016, to their departure from BlackBerry at the end 

of February 2017. 

December 8 and 9 Meetings 

22. On December 8, 2016, Ralph Pini, then Chief Operating Officer of BlackBerry and 

General Manager of Mobility Solutions and others led a "town hall" meeting with Mobility 

Solutions employees. I attended this meeting. At this meeting, Mr. Pini discussed the future 

direction of Mobility Solutions. He described in general the ongoing shift in focus towards 

software licensing. Part of his presentation included discussion of the Project Silver engineering 

services for Ford. 

23. The following day, on December 9, representatives of Ford jointly held another "town 

hall" meeting with BlackBerry for Project Silver employees. I attended this meeting. During this 

meeting, representatives of Ford provided the employees with more details on the nature of the 

connected vehicle and autonomous vehicle project. Employees were told that Ford intended to 

also make employment offers to many employees in January, and so many would have the 

opportunity to go to Ford. I specifically recall the words "offers" and "opportunity" being used. 

The Ford representatives at the meeting provided some high level information about Ford as a 

company and benefits of working at Ford. 
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24. After that meeting on the morning of December 9, Ford arranged for meeting rooms in 

BlackBerry's offices to give Project Silver employees an opportunity to drop by and ask Ford 

representatives any questions that they may have had at that point. 

25. From what I observed, at the end of this December 9 meeting, employees' reactions 

seemed generally positive. Overall, employees seemed excited to work on this new technology, 

and Ford is an established and stable leader in the automotive sector. 

Period of individual discussions and questions following the December meeting 

26. In the weeks after the December 9 meeting, many employees followed up individually by 

asking questions about their employment situation and the potential Ford job offers. 

27. As far as I recall, I personally had conversations with approximately 10 employees 

following the December 9 meeting. I am also informed by my discussions with colleagues in 

BlackBerry Human Resources, Amber Jessup, Lisa Carswell and Jennifer Mascarin, HRBPs 

supporting Mobility Solutions in Mississauga, Ottawa and Waterloo, as well as with Zoltan Racz 

(Vice-President, Software Platform Technologies) and other Project Silver managers, such as 

Dominic Peluso (Director, Cellular Radio Systems Integration & Data Services) and Colin Ho 

(Senior Manager, Input & Localization Services), that they all had a significant number of other 

individual discussions with Project Silver employees regarding the Ford opportunity during this 

period. Employees sought to speak with me, others at BlackBerry Human Resources, and their 

managers in person, by phone, and email. 

28. During that period, I am informed that employees asked questions in individual 

discussions and email exchanges addressing a wide range of topics. In a number of cases, the 

answers would be different depending on the particular employee's circumstances. The topics on 

which employees asked questions included vacation entitlement, possibility of receiving a payout 

for remaining vacation at BlackBerry, transition of benefits to Ford, logistics regarding maternity 

leave if they accept an offer from Ford, whether employees would receive their variable 

incentive pay for 2017, how salary, job title and job level would be determined, whether they 

would still receive performance reviews for the year, and further details on the nature of the 

work. I am informed that some employees sought to clarify that the Ford opportunity would be 

an offer of employment, not a mandatory transfer. 
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29. Based on my individual conversations with employees, and my conversations with other 

HRBPs supporting Project Silver employees, and managers of Project Silver employees, it was 

clear that individual employees were engaging in these discussions in order to address their own 

questions and potential concerns related to the Ford opportunity, for the purpose of evaluating 

their own employment situation and options (including their continuing options at BlackBerry). 

30. Some employees asked whether the Ford offer could be turned down. Those particular 

employees were told they they could decline Ford's offer and seek to be placed on another 

project/team at BlackBerry. Konrad Hammel (Manager, WLAN Software Development) is one 

example of such an employee, who sought clarification from Amber Jessup regarding the 

optional nature of the Ford offer. Ms. Jessup told him the following in email attached as 

Exhibit "B": 

If an employee declines the offer, BlackBerry will assess internal 
redeployment opportunities within Mobility Solutions or other 
areas of BlackBerry, where possible. 

31. Emails I have reviewed also show that certain other employees sought to better 

understand their potential fit at Ford, and had discussions with representatives at Ford for that 

purpose. For example, Dev Jugdeo (a Senior Product Manager) emailed Ford representatives on 

his own and his colleagues' behalf to assist Ford in better understanding the role of a Product 

Manager at BlackBerry and how it may fit Ford's needs. He mentioned that employees at Ford 

had reached out to him and his colleagues to schedule meetings "to interview us to potentially be 

part of their group." That email is attached as Exhibit "C". 

Core group of 15 managers received offers earlier than other employees 

32. I was informed by human resources personnel and leaders from Ford that on or about 

December 8, Ford representatives would have meetings with approximately 15 Project Silver 

managers to present them with their offers of employment. These offers were given more than a 

month before any other Project Silver employees were given employment offers. 

33. I was further informed that each of these early employment offers were to be presented in 

an individual meeting at which each employee had the opportunity to ask questions of, and 

discuss their employment offers with, the representatives from Ford. I was also aware that the 
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3 
representatives from Ford then took this group of managers to dinner, where they had further 

opportunities to discuss the offers and raise any questions or concerns with representatives of 

Ford. 

34. As a result of email searches done during this litigation, I have now reviewed various 

subsequent email exchanges between the managers referred to below (using their BlackBerry 

email addresses) and Ford in respect of these offers, which took place over their BlackBerry 

email accounts. It appears these employment offers were open for acceptance until December 15. 

In emails attached at Exhibits "D" to "F", a number of these managers appeared to be excited 

about the opportunity and pleased with their offers: 

I am very excited to join Ford... and work on what I believe are 
unique opportunity projects in this very dynamic automotive space. 
I feel confident, based on the information we have so far and how 
things are shaping up, that I can help this Silver team deliver as per 
your expectations.2  

I was one of a few lucky BlackBerry employees to receive an offer 
from Ford last week when Chuck Manostra (sic) and Chuck Gray 
visited our site...3  

Our conversation reinforced my enthusiasm to join the Ford team 
and make SYNC4 and FNV2 both a technical and market success.4  

35. I am also aware from emails I have now seen and also based on discussions I had with 

some of the managers at the time, that it appears many of these managers negotiated their offers 

with Ford in some form. Those emails suggest that certain managers specifically understood, 

before accepting the Ford offer, that they would be accepting new employment and would not be 

transferring their BlackBerry salary, benefits, job titles, or tenure, and voluntarily accepted their 

offers with this knowledge. I refer to some examples of emails involving managers below. 

36. Vilok Kusumakar: Vilok Kusumakar was Director, Software Applications & 

Framework. In emails, he asked representatives from Ford several questions about his job 

position and accountability level, what various salary ranges are for management positions, the 

nature of the termination clause, and how perfoiiiiance reviews work at Ford. Specifically 
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regarding severance, Mr. Kusumakar asked in an email, "Why does Ford not match the 

severance calculation [from BlackBerry]? I realize that we all hope and expect that it will never 

need to be exercised but this is a big loss of security in a bad case scenario." 

37. As a result of these questions and concerns raised by Mr. Kusumakar, it appears from the 

emails that Ford provided a revised offer letter, which Mr. Kusumakar subsequently accepted, 

stating, "Thank you for the updated offer. I accept the offer. Please see signed agreement 

attached. I am excited and motivated to join Ford and contribute to Ford's success." These 

emails are attached as Exhibits "G" and "H". 

38. Daryl Martin: Daryl Martin (Manager, Location and Telemetry Technologies) had 

similar individual email discussions and negotiations about his offer. He was given an offer from 

Ford on December 8. Mr. Martin followed up with representatives from Ford, asking many 

questions by email on topics such as benefits at Ford, potential career trajectory, the relative 

seniority of his position, and opportunities for promotion. Representatives from Ford answered 

questions, and had further discussions with Mr. Martin to help him evaluate the offer. On the 

topic of severance, a Ford representative told Mr. Martin, "We appreciate your service with 

BlackBerry and the compensation and vacation package you received from Ford is a recognition 

of that experience and service. You are joining a new company and your Ford service date will 

be March 1, 2017." Further negotiations appear to have led to a revised offer. 

39. In emails Mr. Martin reflected the importance of these individual conversations in his 

ultimate choice to accept the offer from Ford: "The conversation with Chuck [a senior 

representative of Ford] was very helpful and pushed me over the edge, so I will be accepting the 

offer." In another email, Mr. Martin stated: "The offer that Chuck made was better than I 

expected and your advice helped seal the deal. Looking back, I'm a little surprised how fixated I 

was on severance and job security." These emails are attached as Exhibits "I" to "J". 

40. Rob Maurice: Emails show that Rob Maurice (Senior Manager, Bluetooth, NFC and 

USB) also sought further information from Ford, and negotiated his December 8 offer of 

employment. In an email attached as Exhibit "K", Mr. Maurice indicates that he was aware that, 

by accepting Ford's offer, he would be foregoing his severance entitlement under his BlackBerry 

employment contract: 
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I only assume no seniority carries over from BlackBerry... My 
largest concern here is severance. After so many years at 
BlackBerry, I have some financial security available if my 
employment is terminated at BlackBerry. Unfortunately I lose that 
security with Ford (it looks like there is nothing besides the basic 
coverage as outlined by the government). 

41. A Ford representative confirmed that understanding: "We appreciate your service with 

BlackBerry and the compensation and vacation package you received from Ford is a recognition 

of that experience and service. You are joining a new company and your Ford service date will 

be March 1, 2017." Mr. Maurice subsequently accepted the employment offer from Ford. 

January 6 email from John Chen 

42. One of the communications highlighted in the Parker Affidavit is a January 6, 2017 email 

from John Chen, Chief Executive Officer of BlackBerry, to all Mobility Solutions employees 

(not just the proposed class).5  In that email Mr. Chen was providing some additional information 

and context about the shift in focus of the Mobility Solutions business unit. As part of that email, 

Mr. Chen discussed opportunities for employees at Ford. He referred to the Ford opportunity as 

an alternative option for employees, stating, "I am pleased that we were able to secure an 

alternative employment option for most of the impacted team." He further stated: "For those in-

scope employees who are not extended employment offers or decline a role at Ford... your 

manager and HRBP will evaluate internal opportunities to redeploy you within BlackBerry as 

much as possible." 

Individual discussions following John Chen's email 

43. Following Mr. Chen's January 6 email, there were further individual discussions among 

employees and between employees and BlackBerry Human Resources personnel and employees' 

managers regarding employees' individual circumstances, the Ford opportunity, and their options 

if they were to remain at BlackBerry. I am informed by the other Human Resources personnel 

that these discussions were occurring. Various employee emails I have reviewed during this 

5  Parker Affidavit Exhibit "E". 
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litigation show that many individual email exchanges were occurring with employees as well. 

Below, by way of example, I refer to some of these exchanges. 

44. Some employee emails confirm that those employees understood Mr. Chen's message to 

indicate that the Ford offers would be optional and that employees could turn down the offer 

from Ford and seek to be placed on another project/team in a continuing role at BlackBerry. 

There were going to be many roles on other projects/teams to be filled. For example, Joey 

Benedek (Senior Director, Product & UX) emailed Martin Cietwierkowski (a Senior 

Applications Software Developer), stating, "Nothing is a guarantee, but I do believe the intention 

is to help people find opportunity in the building if they decline. My recommendation? Be open 

about your intentions with HR and Adam." That email is attached as Exhibit "L". 

45. Matthew Stephenson (an Automation Test Developer) created an excel spreadsheet that 

he planned to use to evaluate his offer from Ford in comparison with his current situation at 

BlackBerry across 16 metrics, including base salary, bonus percentage, stock awards, pension, 

vacation, and severance entitlement. He shared that spreadsheet with five of his Project Silver 

colleagues on January 6, stating "I have attached a little spreadsheet I am using to help me figure 

out what is good and bad about the pending offer from Ford. Feel free to use it if you wish..." 

This exercise by Mr. Stephenson shows that he was aware he had a choice as to whether to 

accept the Ford offer or not. It also highlights how the particular factors influencing employees' 

decisions on whether to accept the offer were different for different employees. That email and 

spreadsheet are attached as Exhibit "M". 

46. Emails also reflect that some managers were having one-on-one discussions with the 

members of their teams about their situations as a follow-up to Mr. Chen's email. For instance, 

Leonard Lehrer (Director, Software Test & Program Management) forwarded Mr. Chen's email 

to his team of employees, telling them, "This email is meant to help employees understand on-

going activities. I'll chat with each of you 1-1 about this." That email is attached as Exhibit "N". 

47. Dominic Peluso (Director, Cellular Radio Systems Integration & Data Services) amassed 

a list of questions he appears to have received from individual communications with members of 

his team, which he sent to Amber Jessup to address, by email attached as Exhibit "0". That list 
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1 7 
of individual employee questions included the following, and I am informed by Amber Jessup 

that she then met with Mr. Peluso to discuss and answer his questions: 

Will employees accepting Ford offers be required to resign from 
BlackBerry in writing? 

Will they need to provide a resignation letter? 

-1 

What are the options for employees that decide NOT to accept 
Ford's offer? 

[...] 

Employees are trying to understand BlackBerry's policy vs their 
requirements as part of the ESA. People realize that BlackBerry 
provides additional compensation should the employment 
terminate. So people want an understanding of what minimum they 
can expect Ford to abide by (so they understand the security being 
lost). 

January employment offers from Ford 

48. From January 12 to 22, 2017, representatives from Ford were on-site at various 

BlackBerry locations in Canada to present offers of employment to the remaining Project Silver 

employees to whom Ford had decided to offer employment. As with the December 8 

employment offer meetings with the 15 senior managers, Ford gave offers of employment to 

employees at individual meetings, of which I am aware because we assisted with the scheduling 

of the meetings. These meetings were only between Ford and the individual employee. No 

BlackBerry representative attended these meetings. Ford had decided to whom to offer 

employment and what tei ins to offer to each employee. I did not see the offers and was not aware 

of their terms. 

49. As far as I am aware, each employee had the opportunity to discuss their offer and 

employment situation with Ford representatives during their meeting. I was informed by Ford's 

human resources personnel that they also offered to employees that they could get in touch with 

Ford representatives directly if they had any questions following that meeting. Most, but not all 

employees received their offers in these meetings. For various reasons, some employees could 

not be in the office. I understood they received their offers by phone. 
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50. Based on the meeting dates that we were asked by Ford to schedule, it appears that offers 

were given to employees on the following dates: 

(a) Mississauga employees — January 12-13, 2017. 

(b) Waterloo employees — January 16-17, 2017. 

(c) Ottawa employees — January 18-20, 2017. 

51. BlackBerry Human Resources personnel were on-site in each of the offices during the 

days when the Ford offers were made and in the immediate following days (Lisa Carswell in 

Mississauga and Waterloo, Jennifer Mascarin in Waterloo, and I was on-site in Ottawa as Amber 

Jessup was on vacation for a few days). I was informed by Ford representatives that each 

employee was given approximately a week to make their decision as to whether to accept the 

offer. During that time period, BlackBerry Human Resources personnel were available to answer 

questions from, and have discussions with individual employees in each of the offices who 

wanted to discuss their own employment situation and options at BlackBerry. Employees' 

managers were also available to respond to individual questions and have discussions. Further, I 

was informed by Ford Human Resources representatives that they could be reached by 

employees who may have questions about their offers. 

Individual employee discussions prior to making their decisions 

52. During the interval between the offers being made and employees making their decisions, 

there were extensive individual meetings and emails exchanges between employees and 

BlackBerry Human Resources personnel as well as employees' managers. 

53. In Ottawa, I had individual conversations — in-person, by phone and by email — with 

approximately 20-30 employees regarding their employment situation and offers during this time 

period. None of those conversations was contentious and none of those employees seemed upset 

to me. Generally, their reaction to their offers was positive. Many employees found the salary 

and bonus offered by Ford to be generous. 

54. In the discussions I had with individual employees, they were asking questions relating to 

their offers and options, to assist them as they were considering whether to accept their offer. I 

recall that some employees had questions about some of the terms of their offer, for example 
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about the compensation terms or their title. I directed the employee to ask any such questions to 

Ford representatives and encouraged individuals to see if they could negotiate with Ford where 

they seemed to be concerned about their terms. I recall some individuals sought confirmation 

about payment of BlackBerry vacation and BlackBerry incentive pay if they were to accept their 

Ford offer. It was clear to me that various employees were focusing on what pay they would or 

would not receive from BlackBerry if they chose to go to Ford. 

55. Though most of the employees I spoke to seemed excited about the opportunity to join 

Ford, I recall that a number of individuals specifically asked about their options for remaining at 

BlackBerry or the implications of declining their Ford offer (questions such as: "What if I don't 

accept the offer?" or "What if I want to stay at BlackBerry?"). For individuals that asked me 

those questions, I told them that if they chose to decline the offer, their employment with 

BlackBerry would continue and we would take steps to place them in a comparable role on 

another team/project at BlackBerry (as there would be many roles on other projects/teams to be 

filled going forward). 

56. If employees asked about their specific prospects on other teams/projects, I suggested 

that they speak further with their managers or Chris House (Global Head of Software 

Development — Devices and Emerging Solutions), Joey Benedek (Senior Director — Product 

Management & UX), or Adam Schieman (Director, Software Security Development), three 

managers widely known to be staying at BlackBerry, to discuss this. A small number of 

employees specifically asked me what would occur if they ultimately could not be placed on 

another team/project at BlackBerry. I told them that in that scenario, if their positions became 

redundant, they would then likely be laid off and would receive termination pay in accordance 

with the terms of their employment contract. 

57. I was informed by Amber Jessup, Lisa Carswell and Jennifer Mascarin (HRBPs 

supporting Project Silver employees), and various managers of Project Silver employees, that 

they also had many other individual conversations with particular employees in Ottawa, 

Mississauga and Waterloo about their employment situation, their options and the Ford offer. 
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58. Emails I have now reviewed during this litigation further show various particular 

employees' reactions to their Ford offers and communications they were having to assist them in 

making a decision as to whether to accept that offer. I refer to some illustrative examples below. 

59. Positive reaction to Ford offers: Many employees expressed excitement about their 

offers from Ford. A few examples are attached as Exhibits "P" to "T": 

Overall, I am quite excited about the opportunity of working at 
Ford in a space that is growing, and, I'm quite pleased with the 
other aspects of this offer.' 

It was a pleasure to meet you on the occasion of such an exciting 
opportunity! 

Just wanted to let you know I received the Ford offer today. It's 
above and beyond generous, I will definitely be accepting.8  

I am really happy about everything. All the little benefits 
questions don't really matter for the most part... I really love the 
idea of a pension.9  

I'm so excited about this new opportunity...10  [emphasis added] 

60. Negotiation of terms of offers: Various other employees sought to negotiate aspects of 

their own employment offer with Ford. The email attached as Exhibit "U" is one example. 

Employees notified Ford of their decision 

61. I understand from Ford Human Resources representatives that employees who received 

offers were each asked to inform Ford by the end of January as to whether they had decided to 

accept their offers. At the end of January, Ford Human Resources personnel informed me of the 

list of employees who had accepted the offers to begin employment with Ford on March 1, 2017, 

and of the employees who had decided to decline their offers. Various individual employees sent 

emails to Ford at the time of their acceptances (that I have now seen during this litigation) further 

indicating that they were excited by the opportunity to join Ford and were happy with their 

offers. Some examples are attached as Exhibits "V" to "DD". 

6  Exhibit "P". 
Exhibit "Q". 

8  Exhibit "R". 
9  Exhibit "S". 
10  Exhibit "T". 
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62. In accepting their offers from Ford, some employees noted individual conversations with 

Ford representatives in the days leading up to their decision, including by way of example the 

emails attached as Exhibits "EE" and "FF". 

February 2 request for confirmatory resignation letters 

63. On February 2, BlackBerry sent an email to those employees who we had been informed 

by Ford had accepted an employment offer from Ford. This email, which is referred to in the 

Parker Affidavit, addressed certain logistical matters in respect of work-related computers and 

telephones, and requested that employees submit two documents: a written confirmation of their 

impending resignation (a template foww► i of which was attached to the email), and a confirmation 

of post-employment obligations related to intellectual property. That email is attached as 

Exhibit "K" to the Parker Affidavit. 

64. The reason we asked employees to provide the resignation letter was simply to have 

confirmation from the employee (rather than just the notification we had received from Ford) that 

the employee had in fact accepted the offer to join Ford and would therefore be resigning from 

their employ with BlackBerry (and for confilination from the employee of the timing of their 

departure from BlackBerry). 

65. As referred to below, employee reactions to this February 2 request varied. I am informed 

by Human Resources personnel and some managers that some employees asked questions about 

or discussed the request for a resignation letter and others did not. There were individual email 

exchanges with various employees regarding the resignation letter request. After February 2, 

there also continued to be discussions and email exchanges with individual employees on other 

points relating to the upcoming cessation of their BlackBerry employment and various logistical 

details. 

February 23 email to Project Silver employees 

66. On February 23, BlackBerry sent a further question and answer email to employees to 

address certain points about which some employees had been asking questions. That email, 

attached at Exhibit "L" to the Parker Affidavit, stated: 

Q. Am I required to accept a job offer from Ford? 
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A. No. Your decision to accept a job offer from Ford is yours, 
and yours alone. You may accept or reject any offer. 

[. • -] 

Q. If I don't receive a job offer, or decline a job offer, is my 
employment with BlackBerry terminated? 

A. No. If you don't receive, or if you decline an offer from Ford, 
your employment will continue with BlackBerry. It will 
continue in the same position as before and we will consider you 
for comparable roles on another team at BlackBerry if your 
position subsequently becomes redundant. 

Q. If I accept a job offer from Ford, am I required to submit a letter 
of resignation? 

A. We have requested a letter to confirm your acceptance of Ford's 
job offer and thus resignation from BlackBerry, to complete your 
file. If you choose not to submit a letter, we will nonetheless 
recognize your acceptance of employment by Ford and accept 
it as a resignation from BlackBerry. [emphasis added] 

67. That email also indicated that several employees had already turned down their offers 

from Ford and have been placed in comparable positions on other projects/teams at BlackBerry. 

Q. Are comparable roles available? 

A. We have already placed several employees in comparable 
roles (in the same job position) who have chosen to remain at 
BlackBerry. We will work with you to find a suitable and 
comparable role if you choose to stay and continue your 
employment at BlackBerry. In the event we cannot find a 
comparable role on another team and determine that we must 
subsequently terminate your employment, you would then be 
eligible for separation pay per the terms of your employment 
agreement. [emphasis added] 

68. At that point in time, if employees had come forward and indicated that they wanted to be 

redeployed at BlackBerry instead of going to Ford, BlackBerry still would have taken steps to 

place them in comparable roles. 

Resignation letters from employees 

69. The majority of the employees who accepted Ford's offer of employment in fact provided 

BlackBerry with a letter of resignation. Some employees signed and submitted the template form 
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that had been attached to the February 2 email. Other employees altered the wording of the form 

somewhat. Still others submitted their own versions of a letter of resignation. Examples can be 

found at Exhibits "GG" to "JJ". 

70. Various other employees did not submit a resignation letter and were silent on the request 

for one. They each received a confirmation email from BlackBerry confli wing its acceptance of 

their resignation. They each left BlackBerry's employ on February 28, and they commenced 

employment with Ford on March 1 as far as I am aware. 

71. A relatively small number of other employees who we understood from Ford had 

accepted their offer — including Mr. Parker — did not provide resignation letters, but instead 

engaged in individual communications (emails and/or discussions in various instances) with 

BlackBerry representatives in which they raised concerns. BlackBerry representatives responded 

to those communications individually. 

72. Each of those employees ultimately followed through on their acceptance of their Ford 

offers, by leaving BlackBerry at the end of February and commencing employment with Ford on 

March 1, as far as I am aware. 

73. To complete employee files, on February 27, BlackBerry sent emails to employees who 

had accepted employment offers at Ford to confirm its acceptance of their resignation, attached 

as Exhibit "KK". That email stated: "Congratulations on your new position with Ford. This 

letter acknowledges your acceptance of employment with Ford starting on March 1, 2017, 

confirms the February 28, 2017 effective date of your resignation from BlackBerry and 

summarizes the details of final payments owing, benefits information, and ongoing obligations." 

D. Additional individual circumstances 

74. In addition to the individual nature of discussions and other communications with 

employees leading up to their Ford offer of employment and their deliberations as to whether to 

accept the offer (described above), various employees in the proposed class also followed a 

different process in respect of the timing, delivery, communication of information, and 

acceptance in respect of their offers from Ford. 
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75. Employees on maternity leave: There were five employees on maternity leave for all or 

part of the three months between December 2016 and February 2017. They received information 

differently and had opportunities for different individual discussions than their peers. Monica 

Soliguin is an example of one such employee who was on maternity leave. She would not have 

been at BlackBerry to attend the town hall meetings or to receive her offer of employment in an 

individual meeting with Ford representatives. 

76. Emails indicate that on about January 17, Ms. Soliguin apparently had a telephone 

conversation with representatives from Ford during which Ford conveyed an employment offer. 

In an email following that conversation, attached as Exhibit "R", Ms. Soliguin characterized it 

as "above and beyond generous" and stated "I will definitely be accepting." She then had a 

number of follow-up email discussions with representatives of BlackBerry and Ford regarding 

when her maternity leave would end and when she would start work at Ford. 

77. Non-Project Silver employees who sought out positions at Ford: Some individual 

employees who were not originally on the Project Silver engineering services team actively took 

steps to seek, and ultimately obtain, offers of employment from Ford, as discussed in the 

paragraphs below. These employees would not have received all (if any) of the general 

communications that had previously been sent to Project Silver employees to which the Parker 

Affidavit refers. 

78. Graham Eaves (a Senior Systems Software Developer) is one example of an employee 

who actively pursued work at Ford after he heard that some employees had declined their offers 

from Ford. In an email to his manager, attached as Exhibit "LL", he expressed his interest in 

potentially leaving BlackBerry to work for Ford: 

I know Cori has talked to you in the past about me possibly 
coming over to Silver. I told Cori, and Liam who I now report to, 
that I have been looking around for new opportunities this past 
month. The search is going well with good opportunities both 
internally and externally. Now I understand there have been a few 
rejected offers on Silver and that Ford has requested more people 
possibly opening up opportunities there too. Liam has offered for 
me to explore Silver and possibly shop me around so I just wanted 
to let you know that I am interested. 
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79. I understand from Human Resources representatives at Ford that Ford subsequently made 

an offer of employment to Mr. Eaves, which he accepted. He provided a resignation letter to 

BlackBerry. His last day at BlackBerry was February 28, 2017. I understand he commenced 

employment at Ford on March 1. 

80. Another employee within the proposed class, Martin van Hoeckel, was never in fact on 

the Project Silver engineering team. At BlackBerry, Mr. van Hoeckel was a Camera Designer. 

He therefore would not have been invited to any of the Project Silver related meetings at 

BlackBerry and would not have received any of the general Project Silver communications from 

BlackBerry referred to in the Parker Affidavit. I understand that Mr. van Hoeckel at some point 

received and accepted an offer of employment from Ford. He provided a resignation letter to 

BlackBerry. His last day at BlackBerry was February 28, 2017. 

81. Other employees who were added to Project Silver at a late stage: Some other 

employees were added to the Project Silver engineering services team and received offers of 

employment by Ford at a late stage. Those employees would not have been included in earlier 

Project Silver communications. Dylan Yohan (a Senior Systems Software Developer) is one such 

employee. It appears from emails that he received an offer of employment from Ford on 

February 3, 2017 (after the February 2 email referred to further above), and accepted the offer on 

February 6 by email to Ford, attached as Exhibit "MM": "Thought I should drop you a quick 

note to let you know of my intention to accept your offer of employment at Ford. I am 

very pleased with the offer and thank you very much for the opportunity." 

82. Employees who started work at BlackBerry in 2017: Three members of the proposed 

class had only started work at BlackBerry in 2017: one on January 30 (a Software Tools 

Developer), and two on February 6, 2017 (both Systems Software Developers). These employees 

were not at BlackBerry to receive infoiination communicated to many Project Silver employees 

in December and January referred to in the Parker Affidavit, and they received their offers from 

Ford later than most other employees. 

E. Employees who chose to decline Ford offers 

83. Seven Project Silver employees in various offices in Canada chose to decline their offers 

of employment from Ford. They informed BlackBerry of their decision. All seven of those 
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employees accordingly remained BlackBerry employees. BlackBerry sought to, and did, 

successfully place all of these employees in equivalent roles on other projects/teams: two in 

Mississauga, three in Ottawa, and two in Waterloo. All these employees continue to work at 

BlackBerry today. No Project Silver employees in Canada who declined offers from Ford were 

laid off by BlackBerry. 

84. I am informed by other BlackBerry Human Resources personnel, from some managers 

and from various emails that these employees — like the employees in the proposed class —

received job offers from Ford and engaged in various individual discussions and email 

exchanges with BlackBerry Human Resources personnel and/or managers, as well as with Ford 

representatives in some instances, prior to and after receiving their job offers. They each, based 

on their own situations and for their own individual reasons I believe, decided to decline the 

offers. 

85. One of these employees, with whom I personally had discussion during the process, w 

Dao Van who worked as an Operations Manager in Waterloo. She received an offer of 

employment from Ford in January. After receiving her offer, Ms. Van came to see me and 

expressed that she preferred to continue working at BlackBerry. I emphasized to her that the 

Ford offer was one option available to her, and that she was or course free to decline it. It was 

obvious to me that Ms. Van was considering her various options. We discussed in some detail 

her options. I am informed by Chris House (then Global Head of Software Development —

Devices and Emerging Solutions at BlackBerry, to whom Ms. Van reported at the time) that 

prior to Ms. Van making her decision about the Ford offer, he also had a number of individual 

discussions with her about her situation and redeployment options at BlackBerry. 

86. Ms. Van ultimately declined the offer from Ford and sought to be redeployed at 

BlackBerry. On January 24, she forwarded to me her email to a representative from Ford, 

attached as Exhibit "NN". It states: 

I would like to inform you that I had (sic) decided to stay with 
BlackBerry. The offer from Ford is more than generous and under 
normal circumstance (sic), I would have gladly accepted it. 
However, I have been with BlackBerry from the early beginning; 
going through good and bad time (sic) and find it personally 
extremely tough to let go. 
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87. I was then involved with Ms. Van and others at BlackBerry to assist in finding a suitable 

and equivalent continuing role. 

F. BlackBerry has hired and continues to hire additional employees within Mobility 
Solutions 

88. In light of the number of employees who chose to accept the Ford job offers and 

accordingly left BlackBerry's employ on February 28, 2017, BlackBerry was left with a need for 

additional employees in its Mobility Solutions business unit to carry out the business and 

operations of that unit. There existed many roles that needed to be filled. Had additional 

employees chosen to decline their Ford offers, there were many roles available for them. The 

suitability of particular employees for roles would have depended on their particular 

circumstances, including their role and skillset. 

89. As a result, after March 1, 2017, Mobility Solutions has hired, and continues to hire, 

additional employees to fill many of those positions. 

G. Proposed class members' disagreement with this action 

90. When this action was commenced in February 2017, various Project Silver employees 

voiced their disagreement with it, conveying that they did not agree with the allegations or that 

they applied to their own situation. I refer to some examples below based on emails reviewed 

during this litigation. 

91. Alan Geue, a Project Silver employee (a Senior Software Test Specialist) now working at 

Ford, emailed several colleagues on February 17, 2017, attached as Exhibit "00". He expressed 

his disagreement with the allegations in this action: 

The fact is that we freely accepted an offer of employment from 
Ford, and just as would be the case if we accepted an offer from 
another company, we have to give our notice of resignation to our 
current employer. And even if things were 'arranged' in the 
background over the past few months, the employees did have a 
choice. If their severance entitlements and years of service were 
more important to them than the new job opportunity that was 
presented, they should have declined the offer. The whole thing 
smells of greed. [emphasis added] 
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92. I am informed from Ms. Jessup and from emails that she also had conversations with 

some employees who submitted letters of resignation which employees indicated they wanted to 

distance themselves from this action, indicating they disagreed with it. Ms. Jessup recounted 

some of those conversations in the email attached as Exhibit "PP". 

H. David Parker's individual circumstances 

93. The representative plaintiff, Mr. Parker's, own individual circumstances and individual 

discussions he had (of which I am aware) before and after he accepted his Ford offer of 

employment are summarized below. 

94. Before choosing to accept a position at Ford and leave BlackBerry, Mr. Parker held the 

position of Principal Systems Architect. This is a software role. At the time of his departure for 

Ford, Mr. Parker had been at BlackBerry for approximately 12.7 years, making him one of the 

longer-serving employees in the proposed class. 

Parker was previously considering other employment options 

95. For a period of time prior to the events at issue, emails (that we have located as a result of 

searches during this litigation) show that Mr. Parker already appeared to be considering leaving 

BlackBerry's employ in any event. He seemed to be considering various other options. He was 

receiving job postings by email to his BlackBerry email account several times a week at least 

since January 2016. BlackBerry has located 303 such emails that Mr. Parker received between 

January 2016 and the middle of January 2017. 

96. Mr. Parker also corresponded (using his BlackBerry email address) with friends from 

time to time assessing other employment opportunities and potential new career directions. 

Examples of this correspondence from his BlackBerry email account are attached at 

Exhibit "QQ". 

Individual discussions with Mr. Parker 

97. Based on emails I have seen from Ms. Jessup and Ralph Pini (the former Chief Operating 

Officer and acting General Manager of Mobility Solutions at BlackBerry), Mr. Parker had a 

number of individual discussions and email exchanges about his employment situation and 

options both prior to and after receiving his offer from Ford. I believe those discussions and 
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longer-serving employees in the proposed class. 

Parker was previously considering other employment options 

95. For a period of time prior to the events at issue, emails (that we have located as a result of 

searches during this litigation) show that Mr. Parker already appeared to be considering leaving 

BlackBerry's employ in any event. He seemed to be considering various other options. He was 

receiving job postings by email to his BlackBerry email account several times a week at least 

since January 2016. BlackBerry has located 303 such emails that Mr. Parker received between 

January 2016 and the middle of January 2017. 

96. Mr. Parker also corresponded (using his BlackBerry email address) with friends from 

time to time assessing other employment opportunities and potential new career directions. 

Examples of this correspondence from his BlackBerry email account are attached at 

Exhibit "QQ". 

Individual discussions with Mr. Parker 

97. Based on emails I have seen from Ms. Jessup and Ralph Pini (the former Chief Operating 

Officer and acting General Manager of Mobility Solutions at BlackBerry), Mr. Parker had a 

number of individual discussions and email exchanges about his employment situation and 

options both prior to and after receiving his offer from Ford. I believe those discussions and 
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L9 
email exchanges would have affected his decision-making and his belief or understanding on 

various points addressed in the Parker Affidavit. 

98. During one of the town hall meetings I attended (either the December 8th or 9th 

meetings), I recall that Mr. Parker asked a question, which then led to Mr. Pini speaking with 

him individually after the meeting and subsequently having email exchanges with Mr. Parker 

about his potential offer from Ford and his options at BlackBerry, Mr. Pini sent me the following 

summary of their conversation that took place after the town hall meeting, attached as 

Exhibit "RR": 

David Parker during one of our town hall sessions in Ottawa asked a 
question in reference to Ford and options if one would remain a 
BlackBerry employee and ability to receive severance. We referred 
him to discuss with his manager/HR at the time (don't remember 
exactly how we responded) but I did meet with him for a few minutes 
after the town hall to understand his concerns. We discussed his 
tenure at BlackBerry and the different projects he was working on. 
His concern was about the recognition of the many years at 
BlackBerry and trying to understand if Ford would honor his seniority 
at BlackBerry. I indicated that Ford as a large company understands 
the need to provide competitive offers to attract talent and the 
industry has many different ways to compensate new hires and that he 
should give the process a chance. 

I also discussed the new strategy at Mobility Solutions and the fact 
that we were well on our way to transition to be a much smaller 
Business Unit with special emphasis on developing secure software to 
support our Licensing programs. The old internally developed 
technologies were being off-boarded to [a third party] and 
outsourcing off-the-shelf solutions where possible. I did indicate that 
if he would not accept the Ford offer that he would remain a 
BlackBerry employee and that his manager would work with him to 
see what other positions could be available but we could not offer any 
assurances at the time. 

99. Subsequently, in an email to Mr. Pini on December 14, Mr. Parker reached out to confirm 

that if an employee declines an offer from Ford, the employee "would be offered a position 

within the BlackBerry licensing group." Mr. Pini responded to Mr. Parker, stating, "the 

employee will remain a BlackBerry employee. Then we will try our best to match the skillset 

with activities in the software licensing team." Those emails are attached as Exhibit "SS". 
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100. Mr. Parker then indicated to Mr. Pini that he had also spoken to BlackBerry Human 

Resources on this topic, and indicated that he preferred to stay at BlackBerry. Mr. Parker 

indicated his concern that a position could not be found for him at BlackBerry. Mr. Pini stated in 

response: 

As you know the activities today within Mobility Solutions will 
be not all be present when we transition to a Software Licensing 
unit. So this means that the work you are doing today might not 
remain in the new model and we will need to find the next best 
possible match. 

I also recommend you give a chance to the Ford opportunity 
before making a decision since there is some really great 
innovation going on. 

Those emails are attached as Exhibit "TT". 

101. I am also informed by Ms. Jessup that she spoke a number of times with Mr. Parker 

during the Ford offer process. 

Parker accepted his Ford offer 

102. Mr. Parker was offered a position by Ford in an individual meeting with Ford 

representatives. Mr. Parker subsequently accepted that offer. His signed offer letter, a copy of 

which he received from Ford by email to his BlackBerry account, is attached as Exhibit "UU". 

103. On February 2, 2017 Mr. Parker emailed Ms. Jessup taking the position that he had been 

terminated without cause and was entitled to severance. Ms. Jessup responded, stating that 

Mr. Parker had received and accepted an alternate employment offer, and had not been 

terminated by BlackBerry. That email is attached as Exhibit "VV". 

104. There were then further individual email exchanges from February 10 to February 25 

between Mr. Parker and BlackBerry representatives while Mr. Parker was still employed by 

BlackBerry, attached as Exhibits "WW" and "XX". Those email exchanges indicated to Mr. 

Parker that BlackBerry had available roles at the same level matching Mr. Parker's skill set, and 

that BlackBerry Human Resources would work with him to find him a suitable role if he 

preferred to continue his employment with BlackBerry. 
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105. Mr. Parker's last day at BlackBerry was February 28, 2017. I understand that he started 

work at Ford on March 1. As far as I am aware, he did not attempt to continue his employment at 

BlackBerry. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Toronto, in the Province of Ontario 
on October 2, 2017 

Commis-sip r for Taking Affidavits 
or as may be) 

Melody Ethel Burke, 
a Commissioner, etc., Province of 
Ontario. while a Student-at-Law. 
Expires September c- 
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 

(in billions, except for percentages) 2015 2016 

Automotive Segment 

Revenue $ 140.6 $ 141.5 

Operating margin 6.8% 6.7% 

Operating cash flow $ 7.3 $ 6.4 

Ford Credit 

Pre-tax profit $ 2.1 $ 1.9 

Total Company 

Net income attributable to Ford Motor Company $ 7.4 $ 4.6 

Adjusted pre-tax profit (a) $ 10.8 $ 10.4 

(a) See pages 25 and 82 of Ford's 2016 Form 10-K for definition and reconciliation to GAAP. 

0- EAT1NC VA 

GROWTH RISK 
Revenue growth that drives 

profit growth 

Optimized risk profile 

  

RETURNS 
ROIC > Cost of Capital and Margins 

8%+ Core, 20% New 

REWARDS 
41111: 

Top quartile 

shareholder returns 

Our financial objectives are focused on the drivers of value 

As Ford Motor Company 

continues to expand from an 

auto company to an auto and a 

mobility company. the company 

remains focused on building on 

its global leadership in trucks, 

vans, commercial vehicles and 

performance vehicles, white 

growing its global strength 

in utility vehicles. 

At the same time, Ford is 

transforming underperforming 

parts of its business. including 

luxury, small vehicles and 

emerging markets. 

In addition, Ford is driving 

for leadership in three 

emerging opportunity areas -

electrification. autonomy 

and mobility. 

On the Cover 

Pictured on the front cover. 

clockwise from top left: 

Ford Super Duty, Chariot 

(a crowd-sourced ride-sharing 

service), Ford GT supercar. 

Ford Fusion Energi plug-in 

hybrid. Ford Explorer, Lincoln 

interior, next-generation Ford 

Fusion Hybrid autonomous 

development vehicle, Ford Ka+ 

and Ford Mustang. 

Pictured on back cover: 

A selection of Ford's milestones 

and exciting announcements 

from 2016. The back cover 

features a selection of those 

announcements that correspond 

to an image on the front cover. 

Visit our Annual Report online 

for detailed company information 

and visual content: 

annualreport.ford.com  
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Mobility solutions iottod 

shuttle service and Ford GoBikti 

While our industry is changing faster than it has in the last 100 

years, we know that our fundamental mission of making people's 

lives better remains the same. For us, that means continuing to 

make great cars. SUVs and trucks, but also embracing emerging 

opportunities to move people in new ways. 

In 2016. we made significant progress toward that goal. 

We delivered a substantial profit and achieved our seventh 

consecutive year of solid earnings and positive operating-related 

cash flow. 

In our core automotive business, we maintained our strong 

momentum by launching 11 new vehicles in 2016. We also 

announced that we will be adding 13 new electrified vehicle 

nameplates globally to our product portfolio in the next five years. 

As the auto industry enters a new era of connectivity and smart 

mobility, we also are developing new ways to move people and 

things. That's because mobility can impact every facet of our lives. 

For many of us, traffic jams are an inconvenience, but the lack 

of mobility has a much more profound impact on the most 

vulnerable members of our society. 

Take, for instance, the ability to get to work. Not having reliable 

transportation is what makes a person leave a good job or limits 

their job search because they cannot get to certain locations. Just 

imagine the possibilities if we can provide new mobility solutions 

that could help people get to better jobs and, by extension, create 

economic opportunity. 

When you start to lose the ability to move around quickly, easily 

and safely, it can become a human rights issue. Mobility is as 

essential to our well-being as is access to things like health care, 

clean drinking water and food, or a safe place to live. 

To address this and other challenges, we launched Ford Smart 
Mobility LLC, a new subsidiary formed to design, build, grow and 

invest in emerging mobility services. Our crowd-sourced shuttle 
service, Chariot, also is providing new transportation options in 

select U.S. cities and will continue to expand. 

We also strengthened our leadership in bringing self-driving 

vehicles to market by announcing our next-generation Fusion 

Hybrid autonomous development vehicle and expanding our 

autonomous vehicle test fleet. This year we plan to further expand 

the fleet and begin testing in Europe. 

"As the auto industry enters a 

new era of connectivity and smart 

mobility we also are developing new 

ways to move people and things. 

That's because mobility can impact 

every facet of our lives." 

We know. however, that meeting these challenges takes more 

than just launching new products. That is why we established our 

City Solutions team, the only one of its kind in the auto industry. 

to work with municipalities to propose. pilot and develop mobility 

solutions tailored to individual communities. 

These, and all our other smart mobility efforts. will help us 

preserve and promote mobility by solving transportation 

challenges worldwide for future generations. We view it as both 

an exciting opportunity and a big responsibility. 

Our Board of Directors and entire leadership team continue to 

focus on delivering business results in the present, while creating 

value and opportunity for the future. Through our products and 

services, investments and philanthropy, and the contributions of 

our employees, we are strengthening communities and improving 

people's lives around the world. 

Thank you for your continued support of our efforts. 

William Clay Ford, Jr. 

Executive Chairman 
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It is a very exciting and transformational time for everyone 
associated with the Ford Motor Company. 

We are continuing to deliver consistently strong results in our core 
automotive business. and, at the same time. rapidly developing 
and investing in new mobility platforms that will help make 
people's lives better while growing our business profitability. 

Our plan for creating value going forward is simple and 
st►aightforward: continue our expansion from an auto company to 
an auto and a mobility company. 

To do this, we are making choices on where to play, where not to 
play and how to win, focusing on three sets of strategic priorities, 
which include: 

• Fortifying the strengths in our core business: 

• Transforming the traditionally underperforming parts of our core 
business; and 

• Growing in emerging opportunities, including leading in 
electrification, autonomy and mobility. 

Our core business is a strength we are building on, including 
growing our global leadership in trucks, vans, commercial and 
performance vehicles, while establishing an even stronger 
position in SUVs. 

"Our plan for creating value 

going forward is simple and 

straightforward: continue our 

expansion from an auto company to 

an auto and a mobility company." 

Globally, we launched 11 new vehicles in 2016 — like the all-new 

Super Duty and the new Escape. Our plan is to launch 11 more in 

2017 — including a new F-150. EcoSport. Focus Electric, all-new 

Fiesta and Expedition, as well as an all-new Lincoln Navigator. 

Our vehicle leadership comes because we know our customers and 

what they want. 

At the same time, we understand priorities are changing. The 
world is moving from just owning vehicles to owning and accessing 
shared vehicles. This is causing us to think very differently. It's 
not just about selling vehicles but also providing transportation 
services at the same time. 

As we move forward in our business expansion, we are working to 
use that understanding as we pursue emerging opportunities. 

In electrification, we are focusing on our strengths — trucks. 
commercial vehicles. utilities and performance vehicles — to give 
our customers more of what they love about our products today, 
like greater capability, more productivity and better fuel economy. 

In the next five years. we will launch 13 new electrified vehicles. 
including hybrid versions of the F-150 and Mustang, and an all-new 
fully electric SUV that will deliver an estimated range of at least 
300 miles. Plus, we are testing wireless charging technology that 
charges a car simply by parking over a charging pad. 

In autonomy, our intent is to have an SAE level 4 fully autonomous 
vehicle — with no steering wheel, brake or gas pedal — in 
commercial operation in 2021. On the way to achieving that 
milestone, we recently introduced our next-generation Fusion 
Hybrid autonomous development vehicle and expanded our 
autonomous test fleet. 
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In mobility, Ford Smart Mobility LLC, our new subsidiary, is focused 

on building technology platforms to support connectivity for 

both our shared- and owned-business models, white aggressively 

developing new products and services. For example, we acquired 

Chariot, an app-based, crowd-sourced shuttle service. It currently is 

available In San Francisco and Austin, and we have plans to expand 

to eight cities by the end of 2017 - including at least one globally. 

In addition to fortifying our core business and growing emerging 

opportunities. we also remain focused on transforming 

underperforming businesses. This includes generating appropriate 

returns on Lincoln, small vehicles and emerging markets. Recent 

progress includes Lincoln sales and satisfaction gains, resourcing 

small vehicle sourcing to low-cost countries and discontinuing 

sales operations in Japan and Indonesia and manufacturing 

operations in Australia. 
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2017 Lincoln Continental 

Ford Transit Custom plug-in hybrid 

How are these efforts paying off? 

In 2016. we achieved our second-best year ever, with a full-year 

adjusted pre-tax profit of $10.4 billion. following our all-time record 

set in 2015. 

We also achieved a solid net income of $4.6 billion, down from last 

year due to a $3 billion pre-tax pension remeasurement loss. 

Ford Credit also delivered another year of solid performance with a 

$1.9 billion pre-tax profit. 

Our continued success enabled us to reward our shareholders by 

distributing $3.5 billion to shareholders in 2016, including our first 

supplemental dividend of $1 billion. 

Overall, we maintained a strong cash and liquidity profile, including 

automotive cash of $27.5 billion and net cash of $11.6 billion. 

Looking ahead, we anticipate another good year for our company 

and our shareholders in 2017. We expect our full-year results to 

be strong, but lower than 2016, driven primarily by increased 

investments in emerging opportunities. We expect profitability to 

improve in 2018. 

The bottom line: The biggest strategic shift in the history of our 

company is well under way and gaining momentum. Even as we make 

this business-model expansion, we continue to deliver historically 

high financial results. 

We have come a long way, and we are eager to Go Further with 

everyone associated with Ford. 

Mark Fields 

President and Chief Executive Officer 
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ITEM 6. Selected Financial Data. 4 1  
The following table sets forth selected financial data for each of the last five years (dollar amounts in millions, except 

for per share amounts): 

SUMMARY OF INCOME 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 

Total revenues $ 133,559 $ 146,917 $ 144,077 $ 149,558 $ 151,800 

Income before income taxes $ 2,005 $ 14,371 $ 1,234 $ 10,252 $ 6,796 

Provision for/(Benefit from) income taxes 89 2,425 4 2,881 2,189 

Net income 1,916 11,946 1,230 7,371 4,607 

Less: Income/(Loss) attributable to noncontrolling interests (1) (7) (1) (2) 11 

Nef income attributable to Ford Motor Company $ 1,917 $ 11,953 $ 1,231 $ 7,373 $ 4,596 

Earnings Per Share Attributable to Ford Motor Company Common and Class B Stock 

Average number of shares of Ford Common and Class B Stock outstanding 
(inLmillions) 3,815 3,935 3,912 3,969 3,973 

Basic income 0.50 $ 3.04 $ 0.31 $ 1.86 $ 1.16 

Diluted income 0.49 2.94 0.31 1.84 1.15 

Cash dividends declared 0.15 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.85 

Common Stock price range (NYSE Composite Intraday) ii Ei 

High 13.08 18.02 18.12 16.74 14.22 

Low 8.82 12.10 13.26 10.44 11.02 

BALANCE SHEET DATA AT YEAR-END 

Total assets $ 189,800 $ 202,204 $ 208,615 $ 224,925 $ 237,951 

Automotive debt $ 14,256 $ 15,683 $ 13,824 $ 12,839 $ 15,907 

Financial Services debt 90,802 99,005 105,347 120,015 127,063 

Total equity 15,924 $ 26,173 $ 24,465 $ 28,657 $ 29,187 ED 
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ITEM 7.[Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations. 
42 

OVERVIEW 

Beginning with the second quarter of 2016, we changed our reportable se ents. Prior-period amounts have been 
adjusted retrospectively to reflect the reportable segment change. See Note the Notes to the Financial Statements 
for additional information. 

Non-GAAP Financial Measures That Supplement GAAP Measures 

We use both generally accepted accounting principles ("GAAP") and non-GAAP financial measures for operational 
and financial decision making, and to assess Company and segment business performance. The non-GAAP measures 
listed below are intended to be considered by users as supplemental information to their equivalent GAAP measures, to 
aid investors in better understanding our financial results. We believe that these non-GAAP measures provide useful 
perspective on underlying business results and trends, and a means to assess our period-over-period results. These non-
GAAP measures should not be considered as a substitute for, or superior to measures of financial performance prepared 
in accordance with GAAP. These non-GAAP measures may not be the same as similarly titled measures used by other 
companies due to possible differences in method and in items or events being adjusted. 

0 Total Company Adjusted Pre-tax Profit (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Net Income Attributable to Ford) — The 
non-GAAP measure is useful to management and investors because it allows users to evaluate our pre-tax results 
excluding pre-tax special items. Pre-tax special items consist of (i) pension and other postretirement employee 
benefits ("OPEB") remeasurement gains and losses that are not reflective of our underlying business results, 
(ii)Iiignificant restructuring actions related to our efforts to match production capacity and cost structure to market 
demand and changing model mix, and (iii) other items that we do not necessarily consider to be indicative of earnings 
from ongoing operating activities. When we provide guidance for adjusted pre-tax profit, we do not provide guidance 
on a net income basis because the GAAP measure will include potentially significant special items that have not yet 
occurred and are difficult to predict with reasonable certainty prior to year-end, specifically pension and OPEB 
remeasurement gains and losses. 

Li Adjusted Earnings Per Share (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Earnings Per Share) — Measure of Company's 
diluted net earnings per share adjusted for impact of pre-tax special items (described above) and tax special items. 
The measure provides investors with useful information to evaluate performance of our business excluding items not 
indicative of the underlying run rate of our business. When we provide guidance for adjusted earnings per share, we 
do not provide guidance on an earnings per share basis because the GAAP measure will include potentially 
significant special items that have not yet occurred and are difficult to predict with reasonable certainty prior to year-
end, specifically pension and OPEB remeasurement gains and losses. 

El Adjusted Effective Tax Rate (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Effective Tax Rate) — Measure of Company's tax rate 
excluding pre-tax special items (described above) and tax special items. The measure provides an ongoing effective 
rate which investors find useful for historical comparisons and for forecasting. When we provide guidance for 
adjusted effective tax rate, we do not provide guidance on an effective tax rate basis because the GAAP measure will 
include potentially significant special items that have not yet occurred and are difficult to predict with reasonable 
certainty prior to year-end, specifically pension and OPEB remeasurement gains and losses. 

El Ford Credit Managed Receivables (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Net Finance Receivables plus Net Investment 
in Operating Leases) — Measure of Ford Credit's total net receivables, excluding unearned interest supplements and 
residual support, allowance for credit losses, and other (primarily accumulated supplemental depreciation). The 
measure is useful to management and investors as it closely approximates the customer's outstanding balance on the 
receivables, which is the basis for earning revenue. 

0 Ford Credit Managed Leverage (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Financial Statement Leverage) — Ford Credit's 
debt-to-equity ratio adjusted (i) to exclude cash, cash equivalents, and marketable securities (other than amounts 
related to insurance activities), and (ii) for derivative accounting. The measure is useful to investors because it 
reflects the way Ford Credit manages its business. Cash, cash equivalents, and marketable securities are deducted 
because they generally correspond to excess debt beyond the amount required to support operations and on-balance 
sheet securitization transactions. Derivative accounting adjustments are made to asset, debt, and equity positions to 
reflect the impact of interest rate instruments used with Ford Credit's term-debt issuances and securitization 
transactions. Ford Credit generally repays its debt obligations as they mature, so the interim effects of changes in 
market interest rates are excluded in the calculation of managed leverage. 
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OVERVIEW 

Beginning with the second quarter of 2016, we changed our reportable se ents. Prior-period amounts have been 
adjusted retrospectively to reflect the reportable segment change. See Note 	the Notes to the Financial Statements 
for additional information. 

Non-GAAP Financial Measures That Supplement GAAP Measures 

We use both generally accepted accounting principles ("GAAP") and non-GAAP financial measures for operational 
and financial decision making, and to assess Company and segment business performance. The non-GAAP measures 
listed below are intended to be considered by users as supplemental information to their equivalent GAAP measures, to 
aid investors in better understanding our financial results. We believe that these non-GAAP measures provide useful 
perspective on underlying business results and trends, and a means to assess our period-over-period results. These non-
GAAP measures should not be considered as a substitute for, or superior to measures of financial performance prepared 
in accordance with GAAP. These non-GAAP measures may not be the same as similarly titled measures used by other 
companies due to possible differences in method and in items or events being adjusted. 

0 Total Company Adjusted Pre-tax Profit (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Net Income Attributable to Ford) — The 
non-GAAP measure is useful to management and investors because it allows users to evaluate our pre-tax results 
excluding pre-tax special items. Pre-tax special items consist of (i) pension and other postretirement employee 
benefits ("OPEB") remeasurement gains and losses that are not reflective of our underlying business results, 
(ii)Iiignificant restructuring actions related to our efforts to match production capacity and cost structure to market 
demand and changing model mix, and (iii) other items that we do not necessarily consider to be indicative of earnings 
from ongoing operating activities. When we provide guidance for adjusted pre-tax profit, we do not provide guidance 
on a net income basis because the GAAP measure will include potentially significant special items that have not yet 
occurred and are difficult to predict with reasonable certainty prior to year-end, specifically pension and OPEB 
remeasurement gains and losses. 

Li Adjusted Earnings Per Share (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Earnings Per Share) — Measure of Company's 
diluted net earnings per share adjusted for impact of pre-tax special items (described above) and tax special items. 
The measure provides investors with useful information to evaluate performance of our business excluding items not 
indicative of the underlying run rate of our business. When we provide guidance for adjusted earnings per share, we 
do not provide guidance on an earnings per share basis because the GAAP measure will include potentially 
significant special items that have not yet occurred and are difficult to predict with reasonable certainty prior to year-
end, specifically pension and OPEB remeasurement gains and losses. 

El Adjusted Effective Tax Rate (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Effective Tax Rate) — Measure of Company's tax rate 
excluding pre-tax special items (described above) and tax special items. The measure provides an ongoing effective 
rate which investors find useful for historical comparisons and for forecasting. When we provide guidance for 
adjusted effective tax rate, we do not provide guidance on an effective tax rate basis because the GAAP measure will 
include potentially significant special items that have not yet occurred and are difficult to predict with reasonable 
certainty prior to year-end, specifically pension and OPEB remeasurement gains and losses. 

El Ford Credit Managed Receivables (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Net Finance Receivables plus Net Investment 
in Operating Leases) — Measure of Ford Credit's total net receivables, excluding unearned interest supplements and 
residual support, allowance for credit losses, and other (primarily accumulated supplemental depreciation). The 
measure is useful to management and investors as it closely approximates the customer's outstanding balance on the 
receivables, which is the basis for earning revenue. 

0 Ford Credit Managed Leverage (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Financial Statement Leverage) — Ford Credit's 
debt-to-equity ratio adjusted (i) to exclude cash, cash equivalents, and marketable securities (other than amounts 
related to insurance activities), and (ii) for derivative accounting. The measure is useful to investors because it 
reflects the way Ford Credit manages its business. Cash, cash equivalents, and marketable securities are deducted 
because they generally correspond to excess debt beyond the amount required to support operations and on-balance 
sheet securitization transactions. Derivative accounting adjustments are made to asset, debt, and equity positions to 
reflect the impact of interest rate instruments used with Ford Credit's term-debt issuances and securitization 
transactions. Ford Credit generally repays its debt obligations as they mature, so the interim effects of changes in 
market interest rates are excluded in the calculation of managed leverage. 
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and financial decision making, and to assess Company and segment business performance. The non-GAAP measures 
listed below are intended to be considered by users as supplemental information to their equivalent GAAP measures, to 
aid investors in better understanding our financial results. We believe that these non-GAAP measures provide useful 
perspective on underlying business results and trends, and a means to assess our period-over-period results. These non
GAAP measures should not be considered as a substitute for, or superior to measures of financial performance prepared 
in accordance with GAAP. These non-GAAP measures may not be the same as similarly titled measures used by other 
companies due to possible differences in method and in items or events being adjusted. 

Total Company Adjusted Pre-tax Profit (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Net Income Attributable to Ford) -The 
non-GAAP measure is useful to management and investors because it allows users to evaluate our pre-tax results 
excluding pre-tax special items. Pre-tax special items consist of (i) pension and other postretirement employee 
benefits ("OPES") remeasurement gains and losses that are not reflective of our underlying business results, 
(ii)CS!Qnificant restructuring actions related to our efforts to match production capacity and cost structure to market 
demand and changing model mix, and (iii) other items that we do not necessarily consider to be indicative of earnings 
from ongoing operating activities. When we provide guidance for adjusted pre-tax profit, we do not provide guidance 
on a net income basis because the GAAP measure will include potentially significant special items that have not yet 
occurred and are difficult to predict with reasonable certainty prior to year-end, specifically pension and OPES 
remeasurement gains and losses. 

D Adjusted Earnings Per Share (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Earnings Per Share) -Measure of Company's 
diluted net earnings per share adjusted for impact of pre-tax special items (described above) and tax special items. 
The measure provides investors with useful information to evaluate performance of our business excluding items not 
indicative of the underlying run rate of our business. When we provide guidance for adjusted earnings per share, we 
do not provide guidance on an earnings per share basis because the GAAP measure will include potentially 
significant special items that have not yet occurred and are difficult to predict with reasonable certainty prior to year
end, specifically pension and OPES remeasurement gains and losses. 

D Adjusted Effective Tax Rate (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Effective Tax Rate)- Measure of Company's tax rate 
excluding pre-tax special items (described above) and tax special items. The measure provides an ongoing effective 
rate which investors find useful for historical comparisons and for forecasting. When we provide guidance for 
adjusted effective tax rate, we do not provide guidance on an effective tax rate basis because the GAAP measure will 
include potentially significant special items that have not yet occurred and are difficult to predict with reasonable 
certainty prior to year-end, specifically pension and OPES remeasurement gains and losses. 

Ford Credit Managed Receivables (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Net Finance Receivables plus Net Investment 
in Operating Leases)- Measure of Ford Credit's total net receivables, excluding unearned interest supplements and 
residual support, allowance for credit losses, and other (primarily accumulated supplemental depreciation). The 
measure is useful to management and investors as it closely approximates the customer's outstanding balance on the 
receivables, which is the basis for earning revenue. 

Ford Credit Managed Leverage (Most Comparable GAAP Measure: Financial Statement Leverage)- Ford Credit's 
debt-to-equity ratio adjusted (i) to exclude cash, cash equivalents, and marketable securities (other than amounts 
related to insurance activities), and (ii) for derivative accounting. The measure is useful to investors because it 
reflects the way Ford Credit manages its business. Cash, cash equivalents, and marketable securities are deducted 
because they generally correspond to excess debt beyond the amount required to support operations and on-balance 
sheet securitization transactions. Derivative accounting adjustments are made to asset, debt, and equity positions to 
reflect the impact of interest rate instruments used with Ford Credit's term-debt issuances and securitization 
transactions. Ford Credit generally repays its debt obligations as they mature, so the interim effects of changes in 
market interest rates are excluded in the calculation of managed leverage. 
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Item 7. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations (Continued) 

Revenue 43 

Our Automotive segment revenue is generated primarily by sales of vehicles, parts, and accessories; we generally 
treat sales and marketing incentives as a reduction to revenue. Revenue is recorded when all risks and rewards of 
ownership are transferred to our customers (generally, our dealers and distributors). For the majority of sales, this occurs 
when products are shipped from our manufacturing facilities. This is not the case, however, with respect to vehicles 
produced for sale to daily rental car companies that are subject to a guaranteed repurchase option. These vehicles are 
accounted for as operating leases, with lease revenue and profits recognized over the term of the lease. Proceeds from 
the sale of vehicles at auction are recognized in revenue at the time of sale. 

Most of the vehicles sold by us to our dealers and distributors are financed at wholesale by Ford Credit. Upon Ford 
Credit originating the wholesale receivable related to a dealer's purchase of a vehicle, Ford Credit pays cash to the 
relevant Automotive legal entity in payment of the dealer's obligation for the purchase price of the vehicle. The dealer 
then pays the wholesale finance receivable to Ford Credit when it sells the vehicle to a retail customer. 

Our Financial Services segment revenue is generated primarily from interest on finance receivables, net of certain 
deferred origination costs that are included as a reduction of financing revenue, and such revenue is recognized over the 
term of the receivable using the interest method. Also, revenue from operating leases is recognized on a straight-line 
basis over the term of the lease. Income is generated to the extent revenues exceed expenses, most of which are 
interest, depreciation, and operating expenses. 

Transactions between our Automotive and Financial Services segments occur in the ordinary course of business. For 
example, we offer special retail financing and lease incentives to dealers' customers who choose to finance or lease our 
vehicles from Ford Credit. The estimated cost for these incentives is recorded as revenue reduction to Automotive sales 
at the later of the date the related vehicle sales to our dealers are recorded or the date the incentive program is both 
approved and communicated. In order to compensate Ford Credit for the lower interest or lease rates offered to the retail 
customer, we pay the discounted value of the incentive directly to Ford Credit when it originates the retail finance or lease 
contract with the dealer's customer. Ford Credit recognizes the amount over the life of retail finance contracts as an 
element of financing revenue and over the life of lease contracts as a reduction to depreciation. See Noteaiof the Notes 
to the Financial Statements for a more detailed discussion of transactions between our Automotive and Financial Services 
segments. 

Costs and Expenses 

Our income statement classifies our Automotive segment total costs and expenses into two categories: (i) cost of 
sales, and (ii)511ing, administrative, and other expenses. We include within cost of sales those costs related to the 
development, manufacture, and distribution of our vehicles, parts, and accessories. Specifically, we include in cost of 
sales each of the following: material costs (including commodity costs); freight costs; warranty, including product recall 
and customer satisfaction program costs; labor and other costs related to the development and manufacture of our 
products; depreciation and amortization; and other associated costs. We include within selling, administrative, and other 
expenses labor and other costs not directly related to the development and manufacture of our products, including such 
expenses as advertising and sales promotion costs. 

Certain of our costs, such as material costs, generally vary directly with changes in volume and mix of production. In 
our industry, production volume often varies significantly from quarter to quarter and year to year. Quarterly production 
volumes experience seasonal shifts throughout the year (including peak retail sales seasons, and the impact on 
production of model changeover and new product launches). As we have seen in recent years, annual production 
volumes are heavily impacted by external economic factors, including the pace of economic growth and factors such as 
the availability of consumer credit and cost of fuel. 

As a result, we analyze the profit impact of certain cost changes holding constant present-year volume and mix and 
currency exchange, in order to evaluate our cost trends absent the impact of varying production and currency exchange 
levels. We analyze these cost changes in the following categories: 

• Contribution Costs — these costs typically vary with production volume. These costs include material, commodity, 
warranty, and freight and duty costs. 

Structural Costs — these costs typically do not have a directly proportionate relationship to production volume. 
These costs include manufacturing, engineering, spending-related, advertising and sales promotion, 
administrative and selling, and pension and OPEB costs. 
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Item 7. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations (Continued) 

Revenue 
	 43 

Our Automotive segment revenue is generated primarily by sales of vehicles, parts, and accessories; we generally 
treat sales and marketing incentives as a reduction to revenue. Revenue is recorded when all risks and rewards of 
ownership are transferred to our customers (generally, our dealers and distributors). For the majority of sales, this occurs 
when products are shipped from our manufacturing facilities. This is not the case, however, with respect to vehicles 
produced for sale to daily rental car companies that are subject to a guaranteed repurchase option. These vehicles are 
accounted for as operating leases, with lease revenue and profits recognized over the term of the lease. Proceeds from 
the sale of vehicles at auction are recognized in revenue at the time of sale. 

Most of the vehicles sold by us to our dealers and distributors are financed at wholesale by Ford Credit. Upon Ford 
Credit originating the wholesale receivable related to a dealer's purchase of a vehicle, Ford Credit pays cash to the 
relevant Automotive legal entity in payment of the dealer's obligation for the purchase price of the vehicle. The dealer 
then pays the wholesale finance receivable to Ford Credit when it sells the vehicle to a retail customer. 

Our Financial Services segment revenue is generated primarily from interest on finance receivables, net of certain 
deferred origination costs that are included as a reduction of financing revenue, and such revenue is recognized over the 
term of the receivable using the interest method. Also, revenue from operating leases is recognized on a straight-line 
basis over the term of the lease. Income is generated to the extent revenues exceed expenses, most of which are 
interest, depreciation, and operating expenses. 

Transactions between our Automotive and Financial Services segments occur in the ordinary course of business. For 
example, we offer special retail financing and lease incentives to dealers' customers who choose to finance or lease our 
vehicles from Ford Credit. The estimated cost for these incentives is recorded as revenue reduction to Automotive sales 
at the later of the date the related vehicle sales to our dealers are recorded or the date the incentive program is both 
approved and communicated. In order to compensate Ford Credit for the lower interest or lease rates offered to the retail 
customer, we pay the discounted value of the incentive directly to Ford Credit when it originates the retail finance or lease 
contract with the dealer's customer. Ford Credit recognizes the amount over the life of retail finance contracts as an 
element of financing revenue and over the life of lease contracts as a reduction to depreciation. See Noteaiof the Notes 
to the Financial Statements for a more detailed discussion of transactions between our Automotive and Financial Services 
segments. 

Costs and Expenses 

Our income statement classifies our Automotive segment total costs and expenses into two categories: (i) cost of 
sales, and (ii)511ing, administrative, and other expenses. We include within cost of sales those costs related to the 
development, manufacture, and distribution of our vehicles, parts, and accessories. Specifically, we include in cost of 
sales each of the following: material costs (including commodity costs); freight costs; warranty, including product recall 
and customer satisfaction program costs; labor and other costs related to the development and manufacture of our 
products; depreciation and amortization; and other associated costs. We include within selling, administrative, and other 
expenses labor and other costs not directly related to the development and manufacture of our products, including such 
expenses as advertising and sales promotion costs. 

Certain of our costs, such as material costs, generally vary directly with changes in volume and mix of production. In 
our industry, production volume often varies significantly from quarter to quarter and year to year. Quarterly production 
volumes experience seasonal shifts throughout the year (including peak retail sales seasons, and the impact on 
production of model changeover and new product launches). As we have seen in recent years, annual production 
volumes are heavily impacted by external economic factors, including the pace of economic growth and factors such as 
the availability of consumer credit and cost of fuel. 

As a result, we analyze the profit impact of certain cost changes holding constant present-year volume and mix and 
currency exchange, in order to evaluate our cost trends absent the impact of varying production and currency exchange 
levels. We analyze these cost changes in the following categories: 

• Contribution Costs — these costs typically vary with production volume. These costs include material, commodity, 
warranty, and freight and duty costs. 

Structural Costs — these costs typically do not have a directly proportionate relationship to production volume. 
These costs include manufacturing, engineering, spending-related, advertising and sales promotion, 
administrative and selling, and pension and OPEB costs. 
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Item 7. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations (Continued) 

Revenue 

Our Automotive segment revenue is generated primarily by sales of vehicles, parts, and accessories; we generally 
treat sales and marketing incentives as a reduction to revenue. Revenue is recorded when all risks and rewards of 
ownership are transferred to our customers (generally, our dealers and distributors). For the majority of sales, this occurs 
when products are shipped from our manufacturing facilities. This is not the case, however, with respect to vehicles 
produced for sale to daily rental car companies that are subject to a guaranteed repurchase option. These vehicles are 
accounted for as operating leases, with lease revenue and profits recognized over the term of the lease. Proceeds from 
the sale of vehicles at auction are recognized in revenue at the time of sale. 

Most of the vehicles sold by us to our dealers and distributors are financed at wholesale by Ford Credit. Upon Ford 
Credit originating the wholesale receivable related to a dealer's purchase of a vehicle, Ford Credit pays cash to the 
relevant Automotive legal entity in payment of the dealer's obligation for the purchase price of the vehicle. The dealer 
then pays the wholesale finance receivable to Ford Credit when it sells the vehicle to a retail customer. 

Our Financial Services segment revenue is generated primarily from interest on finance receivables, net of certain 
deferred origination costs that are included as a reduction of financing revenue, and such revenue is recognized over the 
term of the receivable using the interest method. Also, revenue from operating leases is recognized on a straight-line 
basis over the term of the lease. Income is generated to the extent revenues exceed expenses, most of which are 
interest, depreciation, and operating expenses. 

Transactions between our Automotive and Financial Services segments occur in the ordinary course of business. For 
example, we offer special retail financing and lease incentives to dealers' customers who choose to finance or lease our 
vehicles from Ford Credit. The estimated cost for these incentives is recorded as revenue reduction to Automotive sales 
at the later of the date the related vehicle sales to our dealers are recorded or the date the incentive program is both 
approved and communicated. In order to compensate Ford Credit for the lower interest or lease rates offered to the retail 
customer, we pay the discounted value of the incentive directly to Ford Credit when it originates the retail finance or lease 
contract with the dealer's customer. Ford Credit recognizes the amount over the life of retail finance contracts as an 
element of financing revenue and over the life of lease contracts as a reduction to depreciation. See Noteffbf the Notes 
to the Financial Statements for a more detailed discussion of transactions between our Automotive and Financial Services 
segments. 

Costs and Expenses 

Our income statement classifies our Automotive segment total costs and expenses into two categories: (i) cost of 
sales, and (ii)rnelling, administrative, and other expenses. We include within cost of sales those costs related to the 
development, manufacture, and distribution of our vehicles, parts, and accessories. Specifically, we include in cost of 
sales each of the following: material costs (including commodity costs); freight costs; warranty, including product recall 
and customer satisfaction program costs; labor and other costs related to the development and manufacture of our 
products; depreciation and amortization; and other associated costs. We include within selling, administrative, and other 
expenses labor and other costs not directly related to the development and manufacture of our products, including such 
expenses as advertising and sales promotion costs. 

Certain of our costs, such as material costs, generally vary directly with changes in volume and mix of production. In 
our industry, production volume often varies significantly from quarter to quarter and year to year. Quarterly production 
volumes experience seasonal shifts throughout the year (including peak retail sales seasons, and the impact on 
production of model changeover and new product launches). As we have seen in recent years, annual production 
volumes are heavily impacted by external economic factors, including the pace of economic growth and factors such as 
the availability of consumer credit and cost of fuel. 

As a result, we analyze the profit impact of certain cost changes holding constant present-year volume and mix and 
currency exchange, in order to evaluate our cost trends absent the impact of varying production and currency exchange 
levels. We analyze these cost changes in the following categories: 

Contribution Costs- these costs typically vary with production volume. These costs include material, commodity, 
warranty, and freight and duty costs. 

Structural Costs -these costs typically do not have a directly proportionate relationship to production volume. 
These costs include manufacturing, engineering, spending-related, advertising and sales promotion, 
administrative and selling, and pension and OPEB costs. 
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Item 7. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations (Continued) 

While contribution costs generally vary directly in proportion to production volume, elements within our structural costs 
category are impacted to differing degrees by changes in production volume. We also have varying degrees of discretion 
when it comes to controlling the different elements within our structural costs. For example, depreciation and amortization 
expense largely is associated with prior capital spending decisions. On the other hand, while labor costs do not vary 
directly with production volume, manufacturing labor costs may be impacted by changes in volume, for example when we 
increase overtime, add a production shift or add personnel to support volume increases. Other structural costs, such as 
advertising or engineering costs, do not necessarily have a directly proportionate relationship to production volume. Our 
structural costs generally are within our discretion, although to varying degrees, and can be adjusted over time in 
response to external factors. 

We consider certain structural costs to be a direct investment in future growth and revenue. For example, increases 
in structural costs are necessary to grow our business and improve profitability as we expand around the world, invest in 
new products and technologies, respond to increasing industry sales volume, and grow our market share. 

Cost of sales and Selling, administrative, and other expenses for full-year 2016 were $138.8 billion. Our Automotive 
segment's material and commodity costs make up the largest portion of these costs and expenses, representing in 2016 
about two-thirds of the total amount. Structural costs are the largest piece of the remaining balance. Although material 
costs are our largest absolute cost, our margins can be affected significantly by changes in any category of costs. 

Key Economic Factors and Trends Affecting the Automotive Industry 

Currency Exchange Rate Volatility. The U.S. Federal Reserve raised its policy interest rate in December 2016, a 
move which has been accompanied by an upward shift in longer term interest rates since November 2016. the related 
shifts in capital flows have contributed to downward pressure on both developed and emerging market currencies globally.171 
In some emerging markets, that pressure is aggravated by low commodity prices, high inflation, or unstable policy 
environments.1[Additionally, the yen, euro and pound have depreciated as a result of monetary policy easing by the 
central banks in those markets, as well as ongoing Brexit negotiations in Europe.he weak yen, in particular, adds 
significant potential downward pressure on vehicle pricing across many markets globally.ati most markets, exchange 
rates are market-determined, and all are impacted by many different macroeconomic and policy factors, and thus likely to 
remain volatile.[1]owever, in some markets, exchange rates are heavily influenced or controlled by governments. 

Excess Capacity. According to IHS Automotive, an automotive research firm, the estimated automotive industry 
global production capacity for light vehicles of about 125 million units exceeded global production by about 32llion units 
in 2016.1 North America and Europe, two regions where a significant share of industry revenue is earned, excess 
capacity as a percent of production was an estimated 7% and 21%, respectively, in 2016.51 China, the auto industry also 
witnessed excess capacity at 48% of production in 2016, as manufacturers compete to capitalize on China's future market 
potentialUiccording to production capacity data projected by IHS Automotive, global excess capacity conditions could 
continue for several years at an average of about 39(iiillion units per year during the period from 2017 to 2021. 

I - I 

Pricing Pressure. Excess capacity, coupled with a proliferation of new products being introduced in key segments, will 
keep pressure on manufacturers' ability to increase pricesEili North America, the industry restructuring of the past few 
years has allowed manufacturers to better match production with demand, although Japanese and Korean manufacturers 
also have capacity located outside of the region directed to North America. the the future, Chinese and Indian 
manufacturers are expected to enter U.S. and European markets, further intensifying competition.libver the long term, 
intense competition and excess capacity will continue to put downward pressure on inflation-adjusted prices for similarly-
contented vehicles in the United States and contribute to a challenging pricing environment for the automotive industry.Thh 
Europe, the excess capacity situation was exacerbated by weakening demand and the lack of reductions in existing 
capacity, such that negative pricing pressure is expected to continue for the foreseeable future. 

I I 

Commodity and Energy Price Changes. The price of oil has increased since late 2016 as oil producing nations 
agreed to modest output reductions, although the average oil price for the year was below the 2015 levelilither 
commodity prices have begun to increase as well, with continued volatility likelyaiver the longer term, commodity prices 
are likely to trend higher given expectations for global demand growth. 
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While contribution costs generally vary directly in proportion to production volume, elements within our structural costs 
category are impacted to differing degrees by changes in production volume. We also have varying degrees of discretion 
when it comes to controlling the different elements within our structural costs. For example, depreciation and amortization 
expense largely is associated with prior capital spending decisions. On the other hand, while labor costs do not vary 
directly with production volume, manufacturing labor costs may be impacted by changes in volume, for example when we 
increase overtime, add a production shift or add personnel to support volume increases. Other structural costs, such as 
advertising or engineering costs, do not necessarily have a directly proportionate relationship to production volume. Our 
structural costs generally are within our discretion, although to varying degrees, and can be adjusted over time in 
response to external factors. 

We consider certain structural costs to be a direct investment in future growth and revenue. For example, increases 
in structural costs are necessary to grow our business and improve profitability as we expand around the world, invest in 
new products and technologies, respond to increasing industry sales volume, and grow our market share. 

Cost of sales and Selling, administrative, and other expenses for full-year 2016 were $138.8 billion. Our Automotive 
segment's material and commodity costs make up the largest portion of these costs and expenses, representing in 2016 
about two-thirds of the total amount. Structural costs are the largest piece of the remaining balance. Although material 
costs are our largest absolute cost, our margins can be affected significantly by changes in any category of costs. 

Key Economic Factors and Trends Affecting the Automotive Industry 

Currency Exchange Rate Volatility. The U.S. Federal Reserve raised its policy interest rate in December 2016, a 
move which has been accompanied by an upward shift in longer term interest rates since November 2016. the related 
shifts in capital flows have contributed to downward pressure on both developed and emerging market currencies globally.171 
In some emerging markets, that pressure is aggravated by low commodity prices, high inflation, or unstable policy 
environments.1[Additionally, the yen, euro and pound have depreciated as a result of monetary policy easing by the 
central banks in those markets, as well as ongoing Brexit negotiations in Europe.he weak yen, in particular, adds 
significant potential downward pressure on vehicle pricing across many markets globally.ati most markets, exchange 
rates are market-determined, and all are impacted by many different macroeconomic and policy factors, and thus likely to 
remain volatile.[1]owever, in some markets, exchange rates are heavily influenced or controlled by governments. 

Excess Capacity. According to IHS Automotive, an automotive research firm, the estimated automotive industry 
global production capacity for light vehicles of about 125 million units exceeded global production by about 32llion units 
in 2016.1 North America and Europe, two regions where a significant share of industry revenue is earned, excess 
capacity as a percent of production was an estimated 7% and 21%, respectively, in 2016.51 China, the auto industry also 
witnessed excess capacity at 48% of production in 2016, as manufacturers compete to capitalize on China's future market 
potentialUiccording to production capacity data projected by IHS Automotive, global excess capacity conditions could 
continue for several years at an average of about 39(iiillion units per year during the period from 2017 to 2021. 

I - I 
Pricing Pressure. Excess capacity, coupled with a proliferation of new products being introduced in key segments, will 

keep pressure on manufacturers' ability to increase pricesEili North America, the industry restructuring of the past few 
years has allowed manufacturers to better match production with demand, although Japanese and Korean manufacturers 
also have capacity located outside of the region directed to North America 	the future, Chinese and Indian 
manufacturers are expected to enter U.S. and European markets, further intensifying competition.libver the long term, 
intense competition and excess capacity will continue to put downward pressure on inflation-adjusted prices for similarly-
contented vehicles in the United States and contribute to a challenging pricing environment for the automotive industry.Thh 
Europe, the excess capacity situation was exacerbated by weakening demand and the lack of reductions in existing 
capacity, such that negative pricing pressure is expected to continue for the foreseeable future. 

I 	I 
Commodity and Energy Price Changes. The price of oil has increased since late 2016 as oil producing nations 

agreed to modest output reductions, although the average oil price for the year was below the 2015 levelilither 
commodity prices have begun to increase as well, with continued volatility likelyaiver the longer term, commodity prices 
are likely to trend higher given expectations for global demand growth. 
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While contribution costs generally vary directly in proportion to production volume, elements within our structural costs 
category are impacted to differing degrees by changes in production volume. We also have varying degrees of discretion 
when it comes to controlling the different elements within our structural costs. For example, depreciation and amortization 
expense largely is associated with prior capital spending decisions. On the other hand, while labor costs do not vary 
directly with production volume, manufacturing labor costs may be impacted by changes in volume, for example when we 
increase overtime, add a production shift or add personnel to support volume increases. Other structural costs, such as 
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about two-thirds of the total amount. Structural costs are the largest piece of the remaining balance. Although material 
costs are our largest absolute cost, our margins can be affected significantly by changes in any category of costs. 

Key Economic Factors and Trends Affecting the Automotive Industry 

Currency Exchange Rate Volatility. The U.S. Federal Reserve raised its policy interest rate in December 2016, a 
move which has been accompanied by an upward shift in longer term interest rates since November 2016. rue related 
shifts in capital flows have contributed to downward pressure on both developed and emerging market currencies globally. OJ 
In some emerging markets, that pressure is aggravated by low commodity prices, high inflation, or unstable policy 
environments.[lljdditionally, the yen, euro and pound have depreciated as a result of monetary policy easing by the 
central banks in those markets, as well as ongoing Brexit negotiations in Europe.C1lhe weak yen, in particular, adds 
significant potential downward pressure on vehicle pricing across many markets globally.Clih most markets, exchange 
rates are market-determined, and all are impacted by many different macroeconomic and policy factors, and thus likely to 
remain volatile.ITHowever, in some markets, exchange rates are heavily influenced or controlled by governments. 

Excess Capacity. According to IHS Automotive, an automotive research firm, the estimated automotive industry 
global production capacity for light vehicles of about 125 million units exceeded global production by about 321Miillion units 
in 2016.Clih North America and Europe, two regions where a significant share of industry revenue is earned, excess 
capacity as a percent of production was an estimated 7% and 21%, respectively, in 2016.Clih China, the auto industry also 
witnessed excess capacity at 48% of production in 2016, as manufacturers compete to capitalize on China's future market 
potential.~ccording to production capacity data projected by IHS Automotive, global excess capacity conditions could 
continue for several years at an average of about 391Miillion units per year during the period from 2017 to 2021. 

Pricing Pressure. Excess capacity, coupled with a proliferation of new products being introduced in key segments, will 
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years has allowed manufacturers to better match production with demand, although Japanese and Korean manufacturers 
also have capacity located outside of the region directed to North America.Qlh the future, Chinese and Indian 
manufacturers are expected to enter U.S. and European markets, further intensifying competition.OOver the long term, 
intense competition and excess capacity will continue to put downward pressure on inflation-adjusted prices for similarly
contented vehicles in the United States and contribute to a challenging pricing environment for the automotive industry.IJih 
Europe, the excess capacity situation was exacerbated by weakening demand and the lack of reductions in existing 
capacity, such that negative pricing pressure is expected to continue for the foreseeable future. 

Commodity and Energy Price Changes. The price of oil has increased since late 2016 as oil producing nations 
agreed to modest output reductions, although the average oil price for the year was below the 2015 levei.OOther 
coromodity prices have begun to increase as well, with continued volatility likely.OOver the longer term, commodity prices 
are likely to trend higher given expectations for global demand growth. 
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Item 7. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations (Continued) 

Vehicle Profitability. Our financial results depend on the profitability of the vehicles we sell, which may vary 
significantly by vehicle line. In general, larger vehicles tend to command higher prices and be more profitable than 
smaller vehicles, both across and within vehicle segments. For example, in North America, our larger, more profitable 
vehicles had an average contribution margin that was about 135% of our total average contribution margin across all 
vehicles, whereas our smaller vehicles had significantly lower contribution margins. In addition, government regulations 
aimed at reducing emissions and increasing fuel efficiency may increase the cost of vehicles by more than the perceived 
benefit to the consumer. Given the backdrop of excess capacity, these regulations could dampen contribution margins. 

Trade Policy. To the extent governments in various regions erect or intensify barriers to imports, or implement 
currency policy that advantages local exporters selling into the global marketplace, there can be a significant negative 
impact on manufacturers based in markets that promote free trade.ahile we believe the long-term trend is toward the 
growth of free trade, we have noted with concern recent developments in a number of regions. lli Asia Pacific, for 
example, the recent dramatic depreciation of the yen significantly reduces the cost of exports into the United States, 
Europe, and other global markets by Japanese manufacturers.aiver a period of time, the emerging weakness of the yen 
can contribute to other countries pursuing weak currency policies by intervening in the exchange rate markets.11his is 
particularly likely in other Asian countries, such as South Koreas another example, government actions in South 
America to incentivize local production and balance trade are driving trade frictions between South American countries 
and also with Mexico, resulting in business environment instability and new trade barriers.ae will continue to monitor 
and address developing issues around trade policy.EI 

Other Economic Factors. During 2016, mature market government bond yields and inflation were lower than 
expectediAlthough in recent months interest rates have risen, and deflation risks have receded somewhat, this is 
occurring against a backdrop of loose monetary policy, particularly in Europe and Japan.[At the same time, government 
deficits and debt remain at high levels in many major markets.he eventual implications of higher government deficits 
and debt, with potentially higher long-term interest rates, may drive a higher cost of capital over our planning periodfl 
Higher interest rates and/or taxes to address the higher deficits also may impede real growth in gross domestic product 
and, therefore, vehicle sales over our planning period. 

For additional information on our assessment of the business environment, refer to the "Outlook" section below. 
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Item 7. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations (Continued) 

Trends and Strategies 

In 2016, we updated our vision and strategy to reflect our expansion to be an automotive and mobility company. Our 
strategy is to deliver top quartile shareholder returns through automotive and high-growth mobility businesses. We are 
doing this by focusing on the strategic priorities in both our core business and emerging opportunities that will fortify, 
transform, and grow our business. 

FORD'S STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK 

VISION MAKING PEOPLE'S LIVES BETTER BY CHANGING THE WAY THE WORLD MOVES 

STRATEGY Achieve top quartile returns by expanding to an automotive and mobility company through 
OBJECTIVES business model innovation 

GROWTH RISK RETURNS 

FINANCIAL ROtC > Cost of 
OBJECTIVES 

41/
A Revenue growth that 
1 drives profit growth 

Optimized risk profile .0/0  Capital arid 
au Margins 8% +Core. 

20" New 
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EM 
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EMERGING 

  

KEY CAPABILITIES AND ORGANIZATIO 

Fortifying the Profit Pillars 

The profit pillars are the foundation and underlying strength of Ford. We are focused on keeping these areas strong 
and we intend to strengthen them further through new innovations that will continue to address the needs of our 
customers. 

Trucks, Vans, and Commercial Vehicles. F-Series has been the U.S. truck leader for 40 years. We plan to strengthen 
our truck leadership with the 2018 model year new F-150, which will feature new powertrains, including our first diesel for 
F-150, and will be equipped with advanced connectivity to provide even more productivity for our customers. In 2020, 
F-150 will be available in a hybrid version that will improve capability, productivity, and fuel efficiency. The new Super 
Duty is off to a strong start, with high average transaction price and mix. And for the second year in a row, we are the 
commercial vehicle leader in Europe. We saw strong performance around the world in 2016 from our Ranger mid-size 
pickup. In 2019, Ranger will be joining F-150 and Super Duty in North America, expanding our pickup portfolio in our 
largest market. 

Utilities. We will introduce an all-new aluminum-body Expedition in 2017 with new capability. We also plan to 
introduce five other all-new utilities through 2020, including an all-new Bronco and an all-new fully electric utility vehicle 
that will have an expected range of at least 300 miles. 

Performance Vehicles. We are on track to deliver 12 new performance vehicles by the end of the decade, including 
the all-new Raptor and Ford GT. Mustang will be available in a hybrid version by 2020, delivering V-8 equivalent power 
with greater low-end torque. 

Ford Credit. Ford Credit remains a strategic asset to our automotive business around the world, delivering class-
leading services. 

Ford Customer Service Division. Our parts and service business continues to grow, including a significant expansion 
of Quick Lane globally, adding to customer satisfaction and owner loyalty. 
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Item 7. Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations (Continued) 

Transforming the Underperforming Parts of the Business 

In addition to fortifying our profit pillars, we are transforming the underperforming parts of our business. 

Luxury. Sales for Lincoln were up 24% globally and tripled in China in 2016, and Lincoln is being recognized for 
product appeal, quality, and customer satisfaction. We are strengthening the Lincoln product portfolio with the Continental 
flagship launched in 2016 and the all-new aluminum-body Navigator to be launched in 2017. We will continue to evaluate 
further opportunities to improve returns on capital in the Lincoln business. 

Small Vehicles. Small vehicles in developed markets is an area of challenge. We have repositioned and capped 
capacity for the next generation Fiesta in Europe and underpinned it with an attractive value entry, our KA+, made in India 
from a low-cost operation. We are producing the EcoSport mini utility for Europe and North America in low-cost 
manufacturing locations. To match capacity with demand, we have cancelled our plans to build a new plant in Mexico and 
will instead build the next-generation Focus at an existing plant in Mexico. 

Emerging Markets. We exited Indonesia and Japan in 2016, given the lack of a clear path to sustained profitability in 
these markets. In ASEAN, we returned to a profit in 2016, while in Russia, the business improved substantially in 2016, 
with further improvement expected in 2017. Similarly, in South America, we expect results to improve in 2017 as 
economic conditions begin to turn around. In our Middle East & Africa operations, we also expect results to improve in 
2017 as we work to strengthen our distribution, particularly in the Middle East. We achieved significant year-over-year 
growth in production in India in 2016, driven primarily by strong exports. Despite the growth, India remains a significant 
challenge; we will continue to work this year to evaluate alternative business models for this large and growing emerging 
market. 

Growing with Investments in Emerging Opportunities 

We are driving for leadership in three key emerging opportunity areas—electrification, autonomy, and mobility. In 
each area, we are leveraging the strengths of our core business, as well as synergies across the three areas. 

Electrification. In the area of electrification, we are focusing on our profit pillars of trucks, vans, commercial vehicles, 
utilities, and performance vehicles to provide more to our customers—more capability, more productivity, and more 
performance—in addition to better fuel economy. We have 13 new electrified products we plan to bring to market by 
2020. These include hybrid versions of the F-150 and Mustang, a new Transit Custom plug-in hybrid in Europe, an all-
new fully electric small SUV with an estimated range of at least 300 miles, and two new electrified police vehicles. 

Autonomy. We continue to make progress in the area of autonomy. We announced in 2016 our intention to produce 
a high-volume, dedicated, level 4 autonomous vehicle in 2021 for ride sharing applications in a "geo-fenced" area. We 
have made progress toward this objective with a new-generation Fusion Hybrid autonomous development vehicle. It 
demonstrates the advancement of Ford's in-house hardware and software engineering efforts. In 2016, we expanded our 
autonomous test fleet from 10 to 30 vehicles. In 2017, we plan to further expand the fleet and begin testing in Europe. 

Mobility. We are developing mobility services and related business models that are designed to reduce transportation 
congestion and increase transportation capacity in crowded cities. These cities need more flow, but, at the same time, 
they need to reduce congestion and they need to reduce pollution. We are moving quickly to develop partnerships with 
major cities to co-create solutions for congestion. The Ford Smart Mobility team is deploying innovative solutions to 
support both shared and owned business models, while aggressively developing new products and services. In 2016, 
Ford Smart Mobility LLC acquired Chariot, a demand responsive shuttle company that operates in two U.S. cities and has 
plans to expand to eight cities by the end of 2017, including a city outside the United States. 
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From: Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AMBER JESSUP5481 

Sent: 1/5/2017 9:51:54 AM 
To: Konrad Hammel [JO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Khammel] 
Subject: RE: question for Ford transition 

Hi Konrad, 

BlackBerry employees are encouraged to strongly consider their offer from Ford. If an employee declines the offer, 

BlackBerry will assess internal redeployment opportunities within Mobility Solutions or other areas of BlackBerry, where 

possible. 

Thanks, 

From: Konrad Hammel 

Sent: Thursday, January 5, 2017 9:45 AM 

To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 

Subject: question for Ford transition 

Does BBRY have an official story/answer for what the situation will be for people who do not accept the offer from 

Ford? 

Thank-you, 

Konrad Hammel 

!Via,  ager, WLAN Software Development 

Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 

Mobile: +1 (226) 808-8674 

khammel@blackberrv.com   

From: 	Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AMBER JESSUP5481 

Sent: 	1/5/2017 9:51:54 AM 
To: 	 Konrad Hammel [JO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Khammel] 
Subject: 	RE: question for Ford transition 

Hi Konrad, 

BlackBerry employees are encouraged to strongly consider their offer from Ford. If an employee declines the offer, 

BlackBerry will assess internal redeployment opportunities within Mobility Solutions or other areas of BlackBerry, where 

possible. 

Thanks, 

From: Konrad Hammel 

Sent: Thursday, January 5, 2017 9:45 AM 

To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 

Subject: question for Ford transition 

Does BBRY have an official story/answer for what the situation will be for people who do not accept the offer from 

Ford? 

Thank-you, 

Konrad Hammel 

!Via,  ager, WLAN Software Development 

Office: +1(519) 888-7465 

Mobile: +1 (226) 808-8674 

khammel@blackberrv.com   

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hi Konrad, 

Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AMBER JESSUP548] 

1/5/2017 9:51:54 AM 

Konrad Hammel [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDI BOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECI PI ENTS/CN=Khammel] 

RE: question for Ford transition 

BlackBerry employees are encouraged to strong;y conside~ :heir offer f;om Ford. If an employee declines the offer, 

BlackBerry will assess internal redeploymen: opportunities within Mo::Jility Solutions or other areas of BlackBerry, where 

possible. 

Thanks, 

From: Konrad Hammel 
Sent: Thursday, January 5, 2017 9:45AM 
To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 
Subject: question for Ford transition 

Does BBRY have an official story/answer for what the situation will be for people who do not accept the offer from 
Ford? 

Thank-you, 
Konrad Hammel 

WLAN Software 

Office: +1 {519) 888-7465 
Mobile: +1 (226) 808-8674 
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52  
From: Dev Jugdeo [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DJUGDEO] 

Sent: 12/16/2016 4:04:12 PM 

To: 'dellio3R@ford.com' [del lio3fl@ford.comi; jostrow7@ford.com  

Subject: Future Placement at Ford 

Attachments: Dev Jugdeo - CV.DOCX 

Hello Jeff and Doron, 

I hope you both are doing well, Jeff we met and spoke during the town hall session when you were in 

Mississauga. Myself and Calum Tsang were speaking with you about our role at BlackBerry and how that transfers to a 

group within Ford. (Senior Product Management) 

Recently, my colleagues (and myself) were contacted by the CV&S group at Ford under Doug VanDagens. His team has 

scheduled meetings with my team members (Jason Larock, Calum Tsang and myself) to interview us to potentially be 

part of their group. (My meeting is scheduled for Monday) 

I would like to also share my CV with you as well in the hopes that it can be shared more broadly across the organization 

in the case that another team may better fit the experience and responsibilities of a Product Manager at BlackBerry. 

As mentioned during our brief chat, I have worked with Doron for almost 5 years on connectivity related topics and 

worked with many if not almost all automotive companies in the past as well. (please see experience under Technical 

(Relationship) Product Manager on CV) 

I have also heard of a Future feature planning group that exists that may also fit with product management 

responsibilities. (I do apologize if that name is not correct) 

Ultimately my goal is to ensure that the Ford teams understand the scope of what product managers do and is 

represented correctly to the right people. 

Please find attached my CV for review. I would be happy to get on a call to discuss things further or answer any 

questions you may have. 

Thank you for your time and appreciate your help. 

Kind Regards, 

Dev Jugdeo 
Senior Product Manager 
Experience Core Capability-3 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 15186 
Blackberry: +1 (647) 921-1631 
diugclE,o0blackberry.com  
BlackBerry Limited 

Black8effy. 
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From: 	Dev Jugdeo [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DJUGDEO] 

Sent: 	 12/16/2016 4:04:12 PM 

To: 	 'dellio3R@ford.com' [del lio3fl@ford.comi; jostrow7@ford.com  

Subject: 	Future Placement at Ford 

Attachments: Dev Jugdeo - CV.DOCX 

Hello Jeff and Doron, 

I hope you both are doing well, Jeff we met and spoke during the town hall session when you were in 

Mississauga. Myself and Calum Tsang were speaking with you about our role at BlackBerry and how that transfers to a 

group within Ford. (Senior Product Management) 

Recently, my colleagues (and myself) were contacted by the CV&S group at Ford under Doug VanDagens. His team has 
scheduled meetings with my team members (Jason Larock, Calum Tsang and myself) to interview us to potentially be 

part of their group. (My meeting is scheduled for Monday) 

I would like to also share my CV with you as well in the hopes that it can be shared more broadly across the organization 

in the case that another team may better fit the experience and responsibilities of a Product Manager at BlackBerry. 

As mentioned during our brief chat, I have worked with Doron for almost 5 years on connectivity related topics and 

worked with many if not almost all automotive companies in the past as well. (please see experience under Technical 

(Relationship) Product Manager on CV) 

I have also heard of a Future feature planning group that exists that may also fit with product management 

responsibilities. (I do apologize if that name is not correct) 

Ultimately my goal is to ensure that the Ford teams understand the scope of what product managers do and is 

represented correctly to the right people. 

Please find attached my CV for review. I would be happy to get on a call to discuss things further or answer any 

questions you may have. 

Thank you for your time and appreciate your help. 

Kind Regards, 

Dev Jugdeo 
Senior Product Manager 
Experience 	Core Capability-3 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 15186 
Blackberry: +1 (647) 921-1631 
diugclE,o0blackberry.com  
BlackBerry Limited 

Black8effy. 
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From: Dev Jugdeo [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF 23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DJUGDEO] 
Sent: 12/16/2016 4:04:12 PM 
To: 'dellio38@ford.com' [dellio38@ford com]; jostrow7@ford.com 
Subject: Future Placement at Ford 
Attachments: Dev Jugdeo- CV.DOCX 

Hello Jeff and Doron, 

I hope you both are doing well, Jeff we met and spoke during the town hall session when you were in 
Mississauga. Myself and Calum Tsang were speaking with you about our role at BlackBerry and how that transfers to a 
group within Ford. (Senior Product Management) 

Recently, my colleagues (and myself) were contacted by the CV&S group at Ford under Doug VanDagens. His team has 
scheduled meetings with my team members (Jason Larock, Calum Tsang and myself) to interview us to potentially be 
part of their group. (My meeting is scheduled for Monday) 

I would like to also share my CV with you as well in the hopes that it can be shared more broadly across the organization 
in the case that another team may better fit the experience and responsibilities of a Product Manager at BlackBerry. 

As mentioned during our brief chat, I have worked with Doron for almost 5 years on connectivity related topics and 
worked with many if not almost all automotive companies in the past as well. (please see experience under Technical 
(Relationship) Product Manager on CV) 

I have also heard of a Future feature planning group that exists that may also fit with product management 
responsibilities. (I do apologize if that name is not correct) 

Ultimately my goal is to ensure that the Ford teams understand the scope of what product managers do and is 
represented correctly to the right people. 

Please find attached my CV for review. I would be happy to get on a call to discuss things further or answer any 

questions you may have. 

Thank you for your time and appreciate your help. 

Kind Regards, 

Dev Jugdeo 
Senior Product 
Expenence Planninfl Core 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 15186 
Blackberry: +1 (647)921-1631 
d;ugdeo@blackberry 
BlackBerry Limited 

::: Black8eny. 
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54 
From: Zoltan Racz [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ZRACZ] 

Sent: 12/12/2016 3:40:39 PM 
To: Taylor, Stuart (S.) [stay1151@ford.com] 

Subject: RE: I formally accepted the Ford offer 

Stuart, 

While we only met a few times in person, I definitely feel that you and I will have a very good working relationship. 
And if I can deliver as per my ambition, we may aspire towards an "excellent" relationship. 

I learned that, you are open and very pragmatic, which is what I like in a boss. 
While I am in the learning phase and adapting to ensure that I fit your style of management, please give me the 
constructive criticism to ensure there is no misalignment. 
Best regards, 

Zoltan 

From: Taylor, Stuart (S.) [mailto:stay1151@ford.com)  
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 3:35 PM 

To: Zoltan Racz <zracz@blackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: I formally accepted the Ford offer 

By far the best news of the day, I am really looking forward to working with you 

From: Zoltan Racz imailto:zracz@blackberrv.comi  
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 3:17 PM 

To: Gray, Charles (E.) <cgray5@ford.com>; Taylor, Stuart (S.) <stayl151@ford.com> 

Cc: Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) <cmonastr@ford.com> 

Subject: I formally accepted the Ford offer 

Gentlemen, 

A few minutes ago I sent to Alyssa and Chuck M. my acceptance of the offer you made me last Thursday. 

As I have indicated all along, I am very excited to join Ford, specifically EESE and work on what I believe are unique 

opportunity projects in this very dynamic automotive space. 

I feel confident, based on the information we have so far and how things are shaping up, that I can help this Silver team 

deliver as per your expectations. 

I will push this team hard to exceed your expectations, and we will try to assure you through our progress and results 

that the investment you made in this team will reap the expected benefits to Ford's future car programs. 

Also, please let me know how I can help with the rest of the Silver team transfer process. 

Cheers, 

Zoltan 
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From: 	Zoltan Racz [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ZRACZ] 

Sent: 	12/12/2016 3:40:39 PM 
To: 	 Taylor, Stuart (S.) [stay1151@ford.com] 

Subject: 	RE: I formally accepted the Ford offer 

Stuart, 

While we only met a few times in person, I definitely feel that you and I will have a very good working relationship. 

And if I can deliver as per my ambition, we may aspire towards an "excellent" relationship. 
I learned that, you are open and very pragmatic, which is what I like in a boss. 

While I am in the learning phase and adapting to ensure that I fit your style of management, please give me the 
constructive criticism to ensure there is no misalignment. 

Best regards, 

Zoltan 

From: Taylor, Stuart (S.) [mailto:stay1151@ford.com)  
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 3:35 PM 

To: Zoltan Racz <zracz@blackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: I formally accepted the Ford offer 

By far the best news of the day, I am really looking forward to working with you 

From: Zoltan Racz imailto:zracz@blackberrv.comi  
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 3:17 PM 

To: Gray, Charles (E.) <cgray5@ford.com>; Taylor, Stuart (S.) <stayl151@ford.com> 

Cc: Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) <cmonastr@ford.com> 

Subject: I formally accepted the Ford offer 

Gentlemen, 

A few minutes ago I sent to Alyssa and Chuck M. my acceptance of the offer you made me last Thursday. 
As I have indicated all along, I am very excited to join Ford, specifically EESE and work on what I believe are unique 

opportunity projects in this very dynamic automotive space. 

I feel confident, based on the information we have so far and how things are shaping up, that I can help this Silver team 

deliver as per your expectations. 
I will push this team hard to exceed your expectations, and we will try to assure you through our progress and results 

that the investment you made in this team will reap the expected benefits to Ford's future car programs. 

Also, please let me know how I can help with the rest of the Silver team transfer process. 

Cheers, 

Zoltan 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Stuart, 

Zoltan Racz [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ZRACZ] 
12/12/2016 3:40:39 PM 
Taylor, Stuart (S.) [stayl151@ford.com] 
RE: I formally accepted the Ford offer 

While we only met a few times in person, I definitely feel that you and I will have a very good working relationship. 
And if I can deliver as per my ambition, we may aspire towards an "excellent" relationship. 
I learned that, you are open and very pragmatic, which is what I like in a boss. 
While I am in the learning phase and adapting to ensure that I fit your style of management, please give me the 
constructive criticism to ensure there is no misalignment. 
Best regards, 
Zoltan 

From: Taylor, Stuart (S.) [mailto:stayl151@ford.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 3:35 PM 
To: Zoltan Racz <zracz@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: I formally accepted the Ford offer 

By far the best news of the day, I am really looking forward to working with you 

From: Zoltan Racz [mailto:zracz@blackberry.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 3:17PM 
To: Gray, Charles (E.) <cgrayS@ford.com>; Taylor, Stuart (S.) <stayl151@ford.com> 
Cc: Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) <cmonastr@ford.com> 
Subject: I formally accepted the Ford offer 

Gentlemen, 
A few minutes ago I sent to Alyssa and Chuck M. my acceptance of the offer you made me last Thursday. 
As I have indicated all along, I am very excited to join Ford, specifically EESE and work on what I believe are unique 
opportunity projects in this very dynamic automotive space. 
I feel confident, based on the information we have so far and how things are shaping up, that I can help this Silver team 
deliver as per your expectations. 
I will push this team hard to exceed your expectations, and we will try to assure you through our progress and results 
that the investment you made in this team will reap the expected benefits to Ford's future car programs. 
Also, please let me know how I can help with the rest of the Silver team transfer process. 
Cheers, 
Zoltan 
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56 
From: Dominic Peluso [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPELUSO] 

Sent: 12/13/2016 1:56:22 PM 

To: smajer@ford.com  

Subject: Questions regarding offers to BlackBerry employees 

Hello Steve, 

Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Dominic Peluso and I was one of a few lucky BlackBerry employees to receive 

an offer from Ford last week when Chuck Manostra and Chuck Gray visited our site (I'm located in Ottawa). I am also a 

people leader with -35 direct reports who were notified that they will face a decision in the new year O. 

Since the visit last week, I've been gathering a list of questions from my employees related to the Ford opportunity and I 

committed to help facilitate how we forward those questions onto Ford. 

I was wondering whether you would be the right person for me to interface with around these questions or whether you 

prefer to refer me to someone on your team, or whether it is best that I funnel questions through our HR rep here at 

BlackBerry. Either way is fine with me. I can appreciate that many of the questions would be answered once 

employees have formal offers in hand in January but the upcoming holidays will provide a lot of time for folks to think 

and so I suspect they are anxious for as much information as possible heading into the break. 

Thanks in advance for the guidance, 

Dominic 

Dominic Peluso 
Tel: 613-595-4435 
Mobile: 613-240-4398 
dpeluso@blackberry.com  
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From: 	Dominic Peluso [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPELUSO] 

Sent: 	12/13/2016 1:56:22 PM 

To: 	 smajer@ford.com  

Subject: 	Questions regarding offers to BlackBerry employees 

Hello Steve, 

Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Dominic Peluso and I was one of a few lucky BlackBerry employees to receive 

an offer from Ford last week when Chuck Manostra and Chuck Gray visited our site (I'm located in Ottawa). I am also a 

people leader with -35 direct reports who were notified that they will face a decision in the new year O. 

Since the visit last week, I've been gathering a list of questions from my employees related to the Ford opportunity and I 

committed to help facilitate how we forward those questions onto Ford. 

I was wondering whether you would be the right person for me to interface with around these questions or whether you 

prefer to refer me to someone on your team, or whether it is best that I funnel questions through our HR rep here at 

BlackBerry. Either way is fine with me. I can appreciate that many of the questions would be answered once 

employees have formal offers in hand in January but the upcoming holidays will provide a lot of time for folks to think 

and so I suspect they are anxious for as much information as possible heading into the break. 

Thanks in advance for the guidance, 

Dominic 

Dominic Peluso 
Tel: 613-595-4435 
Mobile: 613-240-4398 
dpeluso@blackberry.com  

From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Hello Steve, 

Dominic Peluso [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPELUSO] 

12/13/2016 1:56:22 PM 
smajer@ford.com 

Questions regarding offers to BlackBerry employees 

Allow me to introduce myself. My name is Dominic Peluso and I was one of a few lucky BlackBerry employees to receive 
an offer from Ford last week when Chuck Manostra and Chuck Gray visited our site (I'm located in Ottawa). I am also a 
people leader with ~35 direct reports who were notified that they will face a decision in the new year©. 

Since the visit last week, I've been gathering a list of questions from my employees related to the Ford opportunity and I 
committed to help facilitate how we forward those questions onto Ford. 

I was wondering whether you would be the right person for me to interface with around these questions or whether you 
prefer to refer me to someone on your team, or whether it is best that I funnel questions through our HR rep here at 
BlackBerry. Either way is fine with me. I can appreciate that many of the questions would be answered once 
employees have formal offers in hand in January but the upcoming holidays will provide a lot of time for folks to think 
and so I suspect they are anxious for as much information as possible heading into the break. 

Thanks in advance for the guidance, 
Dominic 

Dominic Peluso 
Tel: 613-595-4435 
Mobile: 613-240-4398 
dpeluso@blackberry.com 
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From: Colin Ho [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COLINHO] 
Sent: 12/15/2016 1:11:07 AM 
To: Gray, Charles (E.) [cgrayS©ford.corn] 
CC: Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) lcmonastr@ford.comJ; Taylor, Stuart (S.) [stayl151@ford.com] 

Subject: Re: Colin Ho re: hiring touch point 
Attachments: Ford offer analysis.xlsx 

Hi Chuck, 

Thanks again for taking time today to chat. Our conversation reinforced my enthusiasm to join the Ford team and make SYNC 

4 and FNV 2 both a technical and market success. 

I have reviewed the offer and conditions and appreciate the consideration that you have taken to design an attractive 

package. That said, after going over the details I do have a counter offer which I feel will better recognise what I bring to the 

table and address my personal concerns regarding stability. 

The summary of my proposal is base pay of and a signing bonus of This represents a increase over my 

current annual pay, taking into consideration differences in bonus structure and BlackBerry RSP vs. Ford RPP+SSIP 

contributions, and a one-time bonus that is equivalent to 3 months of my BlackBerry base pay, recognising that due to the 

timing of the start date I will also not be receiving the BlackBerry annual incentive for 2016. I have attached an Excel 

document with my analysis—please review it and let me know what you think. 

As for the conditions of employment, you already mentioned that condition 1 regarding the 3 month probationary period 

would be removed. I also have serious concerns about condition 3 regarding relinquished rights to fair severance, and would 

like that condition to he removed as well. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Colin 

From: 	Colin Ho [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COLINHO] 
Sent: 	12/15/2016 1:11:07 AM 
To: 	 Gray, Charles (E.) [cgrayS©ford.corn] 
CC: 	 Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) lcmonastr@ford.comJ; Taylor, Stuart (S.) [stayl151@ford.com] 

Subject: 	Re: Colin Ho re: hiring touch point 
Attachments: Ford offer analysis.xlsx 

Hi Chuck, 

Thanks again for taking time today to chat. Our conversation reinforced my enthusiasm to join the Ford team and make SYNC 
4 and FNV 2 both a technical and market success. 

I have reviewed the offer and conditions and appreciate the consideration that you have taken to design an attractive 

package. That said, after going over the details I do have a counter offer which I feel will better recognise what I bring to the 

table and address my personal concerns regarding stability. 

The summary of my proposal is base pay of  and a signing bonus of . his represents a  increase over my 

current annual pay, taking into consideration differences in bonus structure and BlackBerry 135P vs. Ford RPP+551P 

contributions, and a one-time bonus that is equivalent to 3 months of my BlackBerry base pay, recognising that due to the 

timing of the start date I will also not be receiving the BlackBerry annual incentive for 2016. I have attached an Excel 

document with my analysis—please review it and let me know what you think. 

As for the conditions of employment, you already mentioned that condition 1 regarding the 3 month probationary period 

would be removed. I also have serious concerns about condition 3 regarding relinquished rights to fair severance, and would 

like that condition to he removed as well. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Colin 
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From: Colin Ho (/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAil/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=COLINHO] 
Sent: 12/15/2016 1:11:07 AM 
To: Gray, Charles (E.) [cgrayS@ford.com] 
CC: Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) [cmonastr@ford.com]; Taylor, Stuart (S.) [stayllSl@ford.com] 
Subject: Re: Colin Ho re: hiring touch point 
Attachments: Ford offer analysis.xlsx 

Hi Chuck, 

Thanks again for taking time today to chat. Our conversation reinforced my enthusiasm to join the Ford team and make SYNC 
4 and FNV 2 both a technical and market success. 

I have reviewed the offer and conditions and appreciate the consideration that you have taken to design an attractive 
package. That said, after going over the details I do have a counter offer which I feel will better recognise what I bring to the 
table and address my personal concerns regarding stability. 

The summary of my proposal is base pay of  and a signing bonus of  This represents a increase over my 
current annual pay, taking into consideration differences in bonus structure and BlackBerry RSP vs. Ford RPP+SSI P 
contributions, and a one-time bonus that is equivalent to 3 months of my BlackBerry base pay, recognising that due to the 
timing of the start date I will also not be receiving the BlackBerry annual incentive for 2016. I have attached an Excel 
document with my analysis-please review it and let me know what you think. 

As for the conditions of employment, you already mentioned that condition 1 regarding the 3 month probationary period 
would be removed. 1 also have serious concerns about condition 3 regarding relinquished rights to fair severance, and would 
like that condition to be removed as well. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Colin 
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Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 
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Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 
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From: Vilok Kusumakar [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VKUSUMAKAR] 
Sent: 12/12/2016 6:05:54 PM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) (aandree@ford.com) 
CC: Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) [cmonastr@ford.com] 
Subject: RE: Clarifications to better understand the offer - Vilok Kusumakar 

Thanks. Looking forward to responses and discussion. I would also like to provide some additional information 

about myself to help make the accountability level decision. 

I have following strengths which help me contribute towards Ford's success at the right accountability level. 

#1 Strong technical leader who is results oriented with a track record of delivering large scale complex SW project across 

multiple domains on aggressive project development schedule in a multi-site SW team with quality 

#2 I have the breadth of skills to handle SYNC, ECG or any other SW project when required. 

#3 Proven ability and readiness to handle broad scope of responsibility requiring operational excellence. Scope: Have 

managed teams of size upto 100 and project of upto 300 people. 

#4 Proven ability and readiness to lead and affect significant process improvements to get Agile SW methodology 

engrained in all teams and projects and deliver incrementally with quality. 

#5 I am energized, motivated and committed and ready to take on challenges 

#6 I have significant experience in building great SW organizations and hire and develop great people. 

Vilok 

Director, SW Apps and Framework 

Mobile: 613-290-6635 

Office: 613-595-3703 

Sent Using :RE:lac/Merry Software, the World's Most Secure Mobility Solution. 

From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [mailto:aandree@ford.comj  

Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 9:28 AM 

To: Vilok Kusumakar <vkusumakar@blackberry.com> 

Cc: Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) <cmonastr@ford.com> 

Subject: RE: Clarifications to better understand the offer - Vilok Kusumakar 

Good morning Vilok, 

Thank you for your questions. We will pull together responses for each of them and respond all at once. Some are quick 

and easy but others will require me to get with some other stakeholders, I will set up time for us to discuss as soon as 

possible. 

Thank you for your patience. 

Warm regards, 

Alyssa Andrea I HR Business Operations -  Marketing, Sales & Service 

Ford Motor Company of Canada I The Canadian Road !Oakville, Ontario I L6J 5E4 

Phone: 905.845.2511 x1118 I Email: aandree@ford.com  

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
This communication including any information transmitted with it is intended only for the use of the addressees and is confidential. If 

you are not an intended recipient or responsible for delivering the message to an intended recipient, any review, disclosure, 

conversion to hard copy, dissemination, reproduction or other use of any part of this communication is strictly prohibited, as is the 

taking or omitting of any action in reliance upon this communication. If you receive this communication in error or without 
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From: 	Vilok Kusumakar [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VKUSUMAKAR] 
Sent: 	12/12/2016 6:05:54 PM 
To: 	 Andree, Alyssa (A.) (aandree@ford.com) 
CC: 	 Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) [cmonastr@ford.com] 
Subject: 	RE: Clarifications to better understand the offer - Vilok Kusumakar 

Thanks. Looking forward to responses and discussion. I would also like to provide some additional information 

about myself to help make the accountability level decision. 

I have following strengths which help me contribute towards Ford's success at the right accountability level. 

#1 Strong technical leader who is results oriented with a track record of delivering large scale complex SW project across 

multiple domains on aggressive project development schedule in a multi-site SW team with quality 

#2 I have the breadth of skills to handle SYNC, ECG or any other SW project when required. 

#3 Proven ability and readiness to handle broad scope of responsibility requiring operational excellence. Scope: Have 

managed teams of size upto 100 and project of upto 300 people. 

#4 Proven ability and readiness to lead and affect significant process improvements to get Agile SW methodology 

engrained in all teams and projects and deliver incrementally with quality. 

#5 I am energized, motivated and committed and ready to take on challenges 

#6 I have significant experience in building great SW organizations and hire and develop great people. 

Vilok 

Director, SW Apps and Framework 

Mobile: 613-290-6635 

Office: 613-595-3703 

Sent Using :RE:lac/Merry Software, the World's Most Secure Mobility Solution. 

From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [mailto:aandree@ford.comj  
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 9:28 AM 

To: Vilok Kusumakar <vkusumakar@blackberry.com> 

Cc: Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) <cmonastr@ford.com> 

Subject: RE: Clarifications to better understand the offer - Vilok Kusumakar 

Good morning Vilok, 

Thank you for your questions. We will pull together responses for each of them and respond all at once. Some are quick 

and easy but others will require me to get with some other stakeholders, I will set up time for us to discuss as soon as 

possible. 

Thank you for your patience. 

Warm regards, 

Alyssa Andrea I HR Business Operations -  Marketing, Sales & Service 

Ford Motor Company of Canada I The Canadian Road !Oakville, Ontario I L6J 5E4 

Phone: 905.845.2511 x1118 I Email: aandree@ford.com  

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
This communication including any information transmitted with it is intended only for the use of the addressees and is confidential. If 

you are not an intended recipient or responsible for delivering the message to an intended recipient, any review, disclosure, 

conversion to hard copy, dissemination, reproduction or other use of any part of this communication is strictly prohibited, as is the 

taking or omitting of any action in reliance upon this communication. If you receive this communication in error or without 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

CC: 
Subject: 

Vilok Kusumakar [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VKUSUMAKAR] 
12/12/2016 6:05:54 PM 
Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford com] 
Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) [cmonastr@ford.com] 
RE: Clarifications to better understand the offer- Vilok Kusumakar 

Thanks. looking forward to responses and discussion. I would also like to provide some additional information 
about myself to help make the accountability level decision. 

I have which me contribute towards Ford's success at the level. 
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#1 technical leader who is results oriented with a track record of delivering large scale complex SW project across 
multiple domains on aggressive project development schedule in a multi-site SW team with quality 
#2 I have the breadth of skills to handle SYNC, ECG or any other SW project when required. 
#3 Proven ability and readiness to handle broad scope of responsibility requiring operational excellence. Scope: Have 
managed teams of size upto 100 and project of upto 300 people. 
#4 Proven ability and readiness to lead and affect significant process improvements to get Agile SW methodology 
engrained in all teams and projects and deliver incrementally with quality. 
#5 I am energized, motivated and committed and ready to take on challenges 
#6 I have significant experience in building great SW organizations and hire and develop great people. 

Vilok 
Director, SW Apps and Framework 
Mobile: 613-290-6635 
Office: 613-595-3703 
Sent Using :::BlackBerry Software, the World's Most Secure Mobility Solution. 

From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [mailto:aandree@ford.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 9:28AM 
To: Vilok Kusumakar <vkusumakar@blackberry.com> 
Cc: Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) <cmonastr@ford.com> 
Subject: RE: Clarifications to better understand the offer - Vilok Kusumakar 

Good morning Vilok, 
Thank you for your questions. We will pull together responses for each of them and respond all at once. Some are quick 
and easy but others will require me to get with some other stakeholders, I will set up time for us to discuss as soon as 

possible. 

Thank you for your patience. 

Warm regards, 
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plasr notify trnmec "ftly return e-mait )t-  otherwise and permanently delete the entire commumcation from any 
_isk drive, or o,,11 storage 

From: Vilok Kusumakar blackberry.com1  
Sent: Saturday, December 10, 2016 3:52 PM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Cc: Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) 
Subject: Clarifications to better understand the offer - Vilok Kusumakar 

Hi Alyssa, 
I received my Ford offer from Chuck Gray and Chuck Monastra on 12/8. Thank you for the offer. I am trying to better 
understand the offer and I have 4 questions.. 
Also, I would like to setup a verbal discussion to review the offer in detail with you on Monday or Tuesday. Please let me 
know what time is good for you. 

Qi: Accountability level mapping 
I was offered M. I am trying to understand how Ford levels work and how they compare to BlackBerry levels. 
To help learn Ford HR policies, can I get the description of each accountability levels? And Can I get what mapping rules 
were used? Here is what I think has been done. But I have several question marks in the table below... 

People leadership roles 

BlackBerry 
Accountability level 

BlackBerry Title Ford Accountability 
Level 

Ford Title 

D Team lead LL 7? Team lead? 

E Manager LL 6 Supervisor 

F Senior Manager LL 5 Manager 

G Director LL 4 Chief Engineer? 

H Senior Director LL4 Chief Engineer? 

VP LL3 

As you may be aware that within BBRY, Director and above are treated in senior management. As a Director, I have 
Senior managers and managers reporting to me. And in my particular case, due to accountability, competency, role 
scope and complexity, I report to Chris House. Even though my title is Director, I have been doing similar job in 

accountability and role scope and complexity to Senior Director. 

It will be unfair if we map all BlackBerry Directors and all BlackBerry Senior managers to same level in Ford. We need to 

look at each case individually. 

Q2: What are the salary ranges for various accountability levels? especiall . Where does my proposed salary 

fit in the range? 

Q3: Termination of employment clause: The clause #3 in HR5092-4 refers to OESA 2000 for severance pay calculation. 

My current BBRY agreement has a clause which states the following. "BBRY may terminate your employment at any time 

without just cause by providing you with pay in lieu of notice equivalent to 16 weeks base salary plus 3 week base salary 

per completed year of service, to a cumulative maximum of 12 month's base salary." 

Q3 a) What will be my effective start date? Will I lose my 8 years of BBRY service tenure? 
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plasr notify trnmec 	"ftly return e-mait )t-  otherwise and permanently delete the entire commumcation from any 
_isk drive, or o,,11 storage 

From: Vilok Kusumakar 	 blackberry.com1  
Sent: Saturday, December 10, 2016 3:52 PM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Cc: Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) 
Subject: Clarifications to better understand the offer - Vilok Kusumakar 

Hi Alyssa, 

I received my Ford offer from Chuck Gray and Chuck Monastra on 12/8. Thank you for the offer. I am trying to better 
understand the offer and I have 4 questions.. 

Also, I would like to setup a verbal discussion to review the offer in detail with you on Monday or Tuesday. Please let me 
know what time is good for you. 

Qi: Accountability level mapping 
I was offered 5. I am trying to understand how Ford levels work and how they compare to BlackBerry levels. 

To help learn Ford HR policies, can I get the description of each accountability levels? And Can I get what mapping rules 

were used? Here is what I think has been done. But I have several question marks in the table below... 

People leadership roles 

BlackBerry 
Accountability level 

BlackBerry Title Ford Accountability 
Level 

Ford Title 

D Team lead LL 7? Team lead? 

E Manager LL 6 Supervisor 

F Senior Manager LL 5 Manager 

G Director LL 4 Chief Engineer? 

H Senior Director LL4 Chief Engineer? 

VP LL3 ? 

As you may be aware that within BBRY, Director and above are treated in senior management. As a Director, I have 

Senior managers and managers reporting to me. And in my particular case, due to accountability, competency, role 

scope and complexity, I report to Chris House. Even though my title is Director, I have been doing similar job in 
accountability and role scope and complexity to Senior Director. 

It will be unfair if we map all BlackBerry Directors and all BlackBerry Senior managers to same level in Ford. We need to 

look at each case individually. 

Q2: What are the salary ranges for various accountability levels? especially 4. Where does my proposed salary 

fit in the range? 

Q3: Termination of employment clause: The clause #3 in HR5092-4 refers to OESA 2000 for severance pay calculation. 

My current BBRY agreement has a clause which states the following. "BBRY may terminate your employment at any time 

without just cause by providing you with pay in lieu of notice equivalent to 16 weeks base salary plus 3 week base salary 

per completed year of service, to a cumulative maximum of 12 month's base salary." 

Q3 a) What will be my effective start date? Will I lose my 8 years of BBRY service tenure? 

From: Vilok Kusumakar [mailto:vkusumakar@blackberrv.com] 
Sent: Saturday, December 10, 2016 3:52PM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Cc: Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) 
Subject: Clarifications to better understand the offer - Vilok Kusumakar 

Hi Alyssa, 
I received my Ford offer from Chuck Gray and Chuck Monastra on 12/8. Thank you for the offer. I am trying to better 
understand the offer and I have 4 questions .. 
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Also, I would like to setup a verbal discussion to review the offer in detail with you on Monday or Tuesday. Please let me 
know what time is good for you. 

Ql: Accountability level mapping 
I was offered . I am trying to understand how Ford levels work and how they compare to BlackBerry levels. 
To help learn Ford HR policies, can I get the description of each accountability levels? And Can I get what mapping rules 
were used? Here is what I think has been done. But I have several question marks in the table below ... 

People leadership roles 

BlackBerry BlackBerry Title Ford Accountability Ford Title 
Accountability level Level 

D Team lead LL 7? Team lead? 

E Manager LL 6 Supervisor 

F Senior Manager LL 5 Manager 

G Director LL4 Chief Engineer? 

H Senior Director LL4 Chief Engineer? 
I VP LL3 ? 

As you may be aware that within BBRY, Director and above are treated in senior management. As a Director, I have 
Senior managers and managers reporting to me. And in my particular case, due to accountability, competency, role 
scope and complexity, I report to Chris House. Even though my title is Director, I have been doing similar job in 
accountability and role scope and complexity to Senior Director. 

It will be unfair if we map all BlackBerry Directors and all BlackBerry Senior managers to same level in Ford. We need to 
look at each case individually. 

Q2: What are the salary ranges for various accountability levels? especially . Where does my proposed salary 
fit in the range? 

Q3: Termination of employment clause: The clause #3 in HR5092-4 refers to OESA 2000 for severance pay calculation. 
My current BBRY agreement has a clause which states the following. "BBRY may terminate your employment at any time 
without just cause by providing you with pay in lieu of notice equivalent to 16 weeks base salary plus 3 week base salary 
per completed year of service, to a cumulative maximum of 12 month's base salary." 

Q3 a) What will be my effective start date? Willi lose my 8 years of BBRY service tenure? 



62 
Q3 b) Why does Ford not match the severance calculation? I realize that we all hope and expect that it will never need 

to be exercised but this is a big loss of security in bad case scenario. 

Q4: Is annual performance review cycle at Ford Jan to Dec? When are the annual comp changes made? 

Vilok 

613-595-3703(Office) 

613-290-6635 (Mobile) 
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Q3 b) Why does Ford not match the severance calculation? I realize that we all hope and expect that it will never need 
to be exercised but this is a big loss of security in bad case scenario. 

Q4: Is annual performance review cycle at Ford Jan to Dec? When are the annual comp changes made? 

Vilok 

613-595-3703(Office) 

613-290-6635 (Mobile) 
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Q3 b) Why does Ford not match the severance calculation? I realize that we all hope and expect that it will never need 
to be exercised but this is a big loss of security in bad case scenario. 

Q4: Is annual performance review cycle at Ford Jan to Dec? When are the annual comp changes made? 

Vilok 

613"290-6635 (Mobile) 
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mmissioner, etc. 

This is Exhibit "H" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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J4 

From: Vilok Kusumakar [/0=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VKUSUMAKAR] 

Sent: 12/15/2016 12:53:27 PM 

To: Gray, Charles (E.) [cgray5@ford comb Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com] 

CC: Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) [cmonastr@ford.coml 

Subject: RE: Update 

Attachments: Vilok Kusumakar Ford Offer Dec 15 2016.pdf 

Thank you for the updated offer. I accept the offer. Please see signed agreement attached. 

I am excited and motivated to join Ford and contribute to Ford's success.. 

Vilok 

Director, SW Apps and frarrev✓ork 

Mobile: 613-290-6635 

Office: 613-595-3703 

Sent Using I!: elackeetry Software, the Wortd's Most Secure Mobility Solution. 

From: Gray, Charles (E.) [mailto:cgray5@ford.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 1:39 PM 

To: Vilok Kusumakar <vkusumakar@blackberry.com> 

Cc: Andree, Alyssa (A.) <aandree@ford.com>; Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) <cmonastr@ford.com> 
Subject: Update 

Vilok, for our phone conversation.. 

Chuck Gray 
Electrical & Electronics Systems Engineering Director 

(o) 313-206-2082 I (mobile) 313-300-3485 
Ford Motor Co. Bldg 5 
Executive Assistant Barb McClain 313-337-5729 

IMdnik 
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From: 	Vilok Kusumakar [/0=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VKUSUMAKAR] 

Sent: 	12/15/2016 12:53:27 PM 

To: 	 Gray, Charles (E.) [cgray5@ford comb Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com] 

CC: 	 Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) [cmonastr@ford.coml 

Subject: 	RE: Update 

Attachments: Vilok Kusumakar Ford Offer Dec 15 2016.pdf 

Thank you for the updated offer. I accept the offer. Please see signed agreement attached. 

I am excited and motivated to join Ford and contribute to Ford's success.. 

Vilok 

Director, SW Apps and frarrev✓ork 

Mobile: 613-290-6635 

Office: 613-595-3703 

Sent Using I!: elackeetry Software, the Wortd's Most Secure Mobility Solution. 

From: Gray, Charles (E.) [mailto:cgray5@ford.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 1:39 PM 

To: Vilok Kusumakar <vkusumakar@blackberry.com> 

Cc: Andree, Alyssa (A.) <aandree@ford.com>; Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) <cmonastr@ford.com> 
Subject: Update 

Vilok, for our phone conversation.. 

Chuck Gray 
Electrical & Electronics Systems Engineering Director 
(o) 313-206-2082 I (mobile) 313-300-3485 
Ford Motor Co. Bldg 5 
Executive Assistant Barb McClain 313-337-5729 

IMdnik 

From: 

Sent: 
Vilok Kusumakar [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VKUSUMAKAR) 

12/15/2016 12:53:27 PM 

To: 

CC: 

Gray, Charles (E.) [cgray5@ford.com]; Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com] 

Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) [cmonastr@ford.com] 

Subject: RE: Update 

Attachments: Vilok Kusumakar Ford Offer Dec 15 2016.pdf 

Thank you for the updated offer. I acce the offer. Pleilse see signed agreement attached. 
I rn excited and motivated to n Ford and contribute to Ford's success .. 

Vilok 

Dirrctor, SW Apps and rr·an'cv;ork 

Mobile GB-/90-GG3') 

Office: 613-595-3703 

Sen1 Uslnq =:=euack8erry Sof1wam, rt1e World's Most Se-cure Mobility Solution. 

From: Gray, Charles (E.) [mailto:cgrayS@ford.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 1:39PM 
To: Vilok Kusumakar <vkusumakar@blackberry.com> 
Cc: Andree, Alyssa (A.) <aandree@ford.com>; Monastra, Chuck (C.P.) <cmonastr@ford.com> 

Subject: Update 

Vilok, for our phone conversation .. 

Chuck Gray 
1.1;. rJirector 

(o) 313--206-2082 I 
!'-'1otor Co. ~:; 

1\ssistant Garb HcC:ain 31 
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This is Exhibit "I" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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From: Daryl Martin (/0=-RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DMARTIN] 
Sent: 12/15/2016 12:13:22 PM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com] 
Subject: RE: Updated Documents 
Attachments: ford_documents_signed.pdf 

Alyssa, 

Thanks for sending over the documents, much appreciated. 

The conversation with Chuck was very helpful and pushed me over the edge, so I will be accepting the offer. I've 

attached signed copies of the documents for you and please let me know if you need anything else and where I should 

send the physical copies. 

Thanks! 

Daryl Martin 

Manager, Location & Telemetry Technologies 

Office: 519-597-3946, Mobile: 519-498-3468 

From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) Imailto:aandree@ford.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:44 PM 

To: Daryl Martin <dmartin@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Updated Documents 

Good afternoon Daryl, 

I hope that you found your conversation with Chuck today helpful. I have attached the relevant updated documents for 

Your review. 

Please do not hesitate to let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

I look forward to hearing from you, 

Alyssa Andree 1 HR Business Operations - Marketing, Sales & Service 

Ford Mutur Company of Canada I The Canadian Road Oakville, Ontario 1161 5E4 

Phone: 905.845.2511 x1118 I Email: aandreePford.com  

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
This communication including any information transmitted with it is intended only for the use of the addressees and is confidential If 

you are not an intended recipient or responsible for delivering the message to on intended recipient, any review, disclosure, 

conversion to hard copy, dissemination, reproduction or other use of any part of this communication is strictly prohibited, as is the 

taking or omitting of any action in reliance upon this communication. If you receive this communication in error or without 
authorization, please notify us immediately by return e-mail or otherwise and permanently delete the entire communication from any 

computer, disk drive, or other storage medium. 

From: 	Daryl Martin (/0=-RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DMARTIN] 
Sent: 	12/15/2016 12:13:22 PM 
To: 	 Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com] 
Subject: 	RE: Updated Documents 
Attachments: ford_documents_signed.pdf 

Alyssa, 

Thanks for sending over the documents, much appreciated. 

The conversation with Chuck was very helpful and pushed me over the edge, so I will be accepting the offer. I've 
attached signed copies of the documents for you and please let me know if you need anything else and where I should 

send the physical copies. 

Thanks! 

Daryl Martin 

Manager, Location & Telemetry Technologies 
Office: 519-597-3946, Mobile: 519-498-3468 

From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) Imailto:aandree@ford.com]  

Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:44 PM 

To: Daryl Martin <dmartin@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Updated Documents 

Good afternoon Daryl, 
I hope that you found your conversation with Chuck today helpful. I have attached the relevant updated documents for 

Your review. 

Please do not hesitate to let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

I look forward to hearing from you, 

Alyssa Andree 1 HR Business Operations - Marketing, Sales & Service 

Ford Mutur Company of Canada I The Canadian Road Oakville, Ontario 1161 5E4 

Phone: 905.845.2511 x1118 I Email: aandreePford.com  

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY 
This communication including any information transmitted with it is intended only for the use of the addressees and is confidential If 
you are not an intended recipient or responsible for delivering the message to on intended recipient, any review, disclosure, 
conversion to hard copy, dissemination, reproduction or other use of any part of this communication is strictly prohibited, as is the 
taking or omitting of any action in reliance upon this communication. If you receive this communication in error or without 
authorization, please notify us immediately by return e-mail or otherwise and permanently delete the entire communication from any 
computer, disk drive, or other storage medium. 

From: Daryl Martin [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DMARTIN] 
Sent: 12/15/2016 12:13:22 PM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford com] 
Subject: RE: Updated Documents 
Attachments: ford_documents_signed.pdt 

Alyssa, 

Thanks for sending over the documents, much appreciated. 

The conversation with Chuck was very helpful and pushed me over the edge, so I will be accepting the offer. I've 
attached signed copies of the documents for you and please let me know if you need anything else and where I should 
send the physical copies. 

Thanks! 

Daryl Martin 
Manager, Location & Telemetry Technologies 
Office: 519-597-3946, Mobile: 519-498-3468 

From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [mailto:aandree@ford.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 5:44PM 
To: Daryl Martin <dmartin@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Updated Documents 

Good afternoon Daryl, 
I hope that you found your conversation with Chuck today helpful. I have attached the relevant updated documents for 
your review. 

Please do not hesitate to let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

I look forward to hearing from you, 
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From: Majer, Steven (S.) [smajer@ford.com] 
Sent: 12/13/2016 8:07:18 PM 
To: Daryl Martin [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=dmartini 
CC: Gray, Charles (E.) [cgrayS@ford.com); Taylor, Stuart (S.) [stay1151@ford.com]; Andree, Alyssa (A.) 

[aandree@ford.com]; Majer, Steven (S.) Ismajer@ford.coml 
Subject: Re: BlackBerry Employment Offer 

Importance: High 

Daryl, 
Thank you for your patience. My apologies for the delayed response. Please see below for the answers to your 
questions. 

Steve Majer 
Vice President, Human Resources, Ford of Canada 
Phone 905-845-2511, ext. 1165; dialnet 853-1165 
e-mail: smajer0.forcl.com   
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GREATER 
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TOP Dill 
EMPLOYERS 

This communication contains confidential information. If you have received this communication in error. please notify me 
by return email and delete this communication immediately. 

From: Daryl Martin [mailto:dmartinOblackberry.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 09, 2016 3:39 PM 
To: Majer, Steven (S.) 
Subject: BlackBerry Employment Offer 

Steve, 

First off, I want to thank you for taking the time to meet with myself in Waterloo! It's greatly 
appreciated. 

I've had a chance to read through the offer a few times and I had quite a few questions with regards to 
the offer, which I'm hoping you can answer. I erred on the side of caution and asked all the questions I 
could think of after reading the contract. 

1) Would you be able to please confirm that Ford Canada employees do not get Family Day off as a 
holiday? Are employees expected to work or take a vacation day for this holiday? 
a. Ford offices are not closed on Family Day, however, employees are given one "Floating Holiday" 
per year in lieu of Family Day. The Floating Holiday may be taken at any time of the year as agreed to 
between the employee and their Supervisor, including on Family Day. 

2) How is Ford handling seniority for this transition? If I accept the offer, will I be starting off in a 
probation period and my 12+ years at BlackBerry have no weight? 
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From: 	Majer, Steven (S.) [smajer@ford.com] 
Sent: 	12/13/2016 8:07:18 PM 
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a. 	Ford offices are not closed on Family Day, however, employees are given one "Floating Holiday" 
per year in lieu of Family Day. The Floating Holiday may be taken at any time of the year as agreed to 
between the employee and their Supervisor, including on Family Day. 
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probation period and my 12+ years at BlackBerry have no weight? 
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Steve, 

First off, I want to thank you for taking the time to meet with myself in Waterloo! It's greatly 
appreciated. 

I've had a chance to read through the offer a few times and I had quite a few questions with regards to 
the offer, which I'm hoping you can answer. I erred on the side of caution and asked all the questions I 
could think of after reading the contract. 

1) Would you be able to please confirm that Ford Canada employees do not get Family Day off as a 
holiday? Are employees expected to work or take a vacation day for this holiday? 
a. Ford offices are not closed on Family Day, however, employees are given one "Floating Holiday" 
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probation period and my 12+ years at BlackBerry have no weight? 
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a. We appreciate your service with Blackberry and the compensation and vacation package you 

received from Ford is a recognition of that experience and service 

b. Your are joining a new company and your Ford service date will be March 1, 2017 

3) Do you have more details that you can share on the management lease program? In the 
package I got last night I could not find anything about the management lease details just the employee 
purchase program. I have a lot of questions about this program revolving around costs, if it's a taxable 

benefit, what cars are available, insurance costs etc.. Was this must left out by mistake? 
a. The Management Lease program allows employees to Lease vehicles from the Company (based 

on salary grade) at a discounted lease rate, which includes insurance and vehicle maintenance. When 

an Incremental Lease program is offered, employees may lease an additional vehicle. Lease terms are 

typically 6-12 months. Currently, LL6 employees may lease 1 regular lease vehicle and 1 incremental 

lease vehicle. LLS employees may lease 2 regular lease vehicles and 1 incremental vehicle. Lease rates 

and taxable benefit amounts vary depending on the type of vehicle and options chosen. You would be 

provided with information on the available vehicles, options and estimated lease payments following 

acceptance of the offer. 

4) The contract seems to state that I can be let go within the first three months without cause, is 
this correct? If I am not taking my seniority over from BlackBerry then what will be my severance 
package if I get let go after the probation period. 
a. The decision has been made to waive the three (3) month probationary period for Silver 

employees. Employees receive severance in accordance with Employment Standards Act. Since you 

have been an employee in good-standing at Blackberry, we do not expect this to be a likely scenario. 

b. Large scale separation programs are not the norm at Ford; we have not had a reduction in force 

since 2009 

c. If business needs require a reduction in force, service is only one of several components used, 

following specific business requirements and individual performance 

d. We understand your concerns and are confident that you'll have a long, productive career with 

Ford 

5) Are there any patent bonus programs at Ford? If so, could you please provide details? 
a. Ford does have a Patent Incentive Program. The amounts are as follows: 

i. New Quality Invention Disclosure $500 

ii. Filed patent application $750 

iii. Issued Patents $1000 

iv. Patent Usage $3000 

v. Design Patent $1000 with up to $5000 per vehicle for each named inventor 

vi. Defense Publication $1000 

vii. Trade Secret Usage $4000 

viii. Technology License Income 30% of royalty income to a max of $50,000 

6) Can you please confirm that any development work done outside of work hours, in my own 
personal time, will be owned by ford? 
I will warn you ahead of time that if Ford retains all IP developed outside of work hours then we will end 
up with a lot of upset BlackBerry employees. This has always been a source of contention with 
BlackBerry and tech in general, so your HR department should be prepared to handle this question from 
other BlackBerry people. 
b. Ford requires the assignment of intellectual property rights to Ford in work related in any way to 

your employment or Ford's businesses (automotive, mobility, finance, etc.), including work performed 

outside of standard work hours and work that is not within the particular scope of your job. Ford would, 
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however, not take intellectual property rights in works in areas completely unrelated to your 

employment and Ford's businesses. 

7) Can you confirm that I will not be eligible for a bonus within the 2017 year? From my reading of the 
contract, I will be given an option for a bonus in 2018 which means no bonus for 2017. 
a. In the interest of full disclosure I would be walking away from at =bonus that I would get paid 
out in spring of 2017 if I leave blackberry. This would mean no bonus for a full year for me, which is less 
than ideal 
8z#61623 Please speak to your Blackberry HR Business Partner for information relating to your 

Blackberry bonus eligibility. 

&h61623 Ford's bonus plan is distributed in Q2 each year in recognition of company and 

individual performance for the prior year. Therefore your first bonus eligibility for Ford would be 2018. 

8) The signing bonus agreement document does not mention the extra Mto buy out my stock at 
BlackBerry but it is in the job offer. Is this intentional or just a mistake? 
1061623 thank you, that was a mistake. Your signing bonus and stock offering have been 

adjusted. Paperwork will be shared with you on December 14 h̀. 
9) Is there a company cell phone plan that I would be able to apply for? 
&.#61623 Ford Motor Company provides a company cellular phone and service to selected 

employees, subject to the Company Cell Phone Policy. 

10) Can you confirm that if I get discharged "for cause" I will be entitled to pay back both the hiring 
bonus and the amount to compensate me for my stock? 
8z461623 Correct. The hiring bonus is paid in accordance with the Signing Bonus Agreement which 
specifies in section 3 that if employment terminates prior to one year for any reason other than death or 
a Ford workplace reduction program, the signing bonus is to be repaid to Ford. 
11) Could you confirm that I can purchase 10 extra vacation days with the Flex time? Are there any 
restrictions or limitations on that feature? 
8c#61623 Yes this is correct. You are provided with $3900 Flex dollars per year, and may purchase 

up to 10 days of vacation as one of the Hex dollar options, at a cost of a flat $250/day. the only 

restrictions are that purchased vacation days must be used prior to using any regular vacation time, 

vacation time taken must be scheduled with your Supervisor, purchased vacation cannot be carried over 

to the following calendar year. 

12) Would you be able to share a job description? 
1061623 A meeting is being set up with you on Wednesday, December 14 with Ford Motor 

Management to discuss further 

13) Can you share an org chart? What group would I be working in? Who would my boss be? 
844461623 A meeting is being set up with you on Wednesday, December 14 with Ford Motor 

Management to discuss further 

14) Do you have more details you can share on what a "Supervisor LL6" really means to ford? Is it equal 
to a manager? Lead? Any information about the role you could share would be great. 
8e#61623 An LL6 is the first level of management within Ford's organizational structure. They 

typically supervise employees or possess high-level technical expertise in their field. It appears as though 

leadership levels and specific job titles are more fluid at Ford than at Blackberry. For example, scope of 

responsibility, accountability, complexity and span of control determine leadership levels. That said, it is 

possible for an LL6 manager to supervises more employees than an LL5 manager contingent on various 

factors. 

15) What are the travel expectations for this role? I believe this falls under the job description but since 
I have a toddler at home I want to understand all travel requirements ahead of time. 
&#61623 A meeting is being set up with you on Wednesday, December 14 with Ford Motor 

Management to discuss further 

Additional Questions: 
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1) The job offer did not mention the location I will be working in, can this be amended so the 
location is set to Waterloo? 
a. Yes, we will send an updated job offer to reflect this location. 
2) Can you please share details on the annual review process for the merit increase? 
a. Ford utilizes Related Work Groups (RWGs) to gather input from multiple perspectives providing 
a broad view of an employee's strengths, areas of improvement and overall performance relative to 
their peers. 
b. Employees are then provided a ranking, measuring both performance to objectives and the 
practice of ONE Ford Expected Behaviors. This relative ranking, combined with the business 
performance to objective, is used to determine an employee's merit and bonus allocations. 
3) The benefits booklet mentions that the plan effective date is 2009 and is up to date effective Jan 
1, 2013. Is this the most recent benefits booklet? I just want to make sure it's not an old copy. 
a. Yes, this is the current benefits booklet. The plan was implemented in 2009, and the last update 
to it (to improve Dental reimbursement) was in 2013. 
4) The group benefits mention that an insulin infusion pump, and supplies, are covered for children 
under 18. Is there no plan for other dependents? i.e. Spouse? 
a. Yes, see page 20 of the benefits booklet. For employee and dependents, the Ford plan covers 
charges for an insulin pressure injection device (excluding disposable cartridges) or an insulin pump 
(including supplies) up to a maximum of $1,000 every 5 years when used in lieu of needles and 
syringes. If the dependent is a child less than 18 years with Type 1 diabetes, the coverage is up to 
$5,500 once every 5 years up to maximum of 250/month. 
5) If I am laid off at Ford how long would I be able to keep my benefits for? During the notification 
period or is there a set duration? I wasn't able to find this in the benefits booklet.. 
a. In the event of termination of employment, benefits continuation would be provided through 
the statutory notice period under the Employment Standards Act. For example, four weeks of notice 
and benefit continuation for those with four years but less than five years of service with Ford. 

At a high level, I do have two big concerns with the job offer that I would like you to clarify. 
1) The job offer seems to be more of a lateral move for my career and not an opportunity for 
growth. Personally, I have a hard time considering an offer that is a lateral move since I could find that 
type of role at numerous companies in Waterloo and in the GTA. For example, in the past month I have 
been approached by both TD Bank and Thalmic Labs for jobs in my space which I have not pursued due 
to them being lateral moves. 
2) I'm also having a very hard time understanding what my role in Ford and the Waterloo site will be 
moving forward. Will I be considered a more senior site leader or will my focus just be strictly on 
Analytics? If the focus is Analytics, then what does that really mean to Ford? I think my concern here is 
that there has been no job description, organization, or overall responsibilities shared with me so I'm 
having a hard time accepting a job offer without knowing what the role is. 

We understand your concerns and are setting up meetings for you to further discuss 
this role with Ford Management tomorrow, December 14. 

With all that said, I know that we are not following the standard process since we are going through a 
pseudo-acquisition, which is in its very early stages. I've taken that into account when reading the offer 
but I still want to raise the questions and concerns that I have as I take changing companies very 
seriously and I would be leaving a lot behind at BlackBerry. 

I look forward to hearing from you! 

Daryl Martin 
Manager, Location & Telemetry Technologies 
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Office: 519-597-3946 
Mobile: 519-498-2468 
dmartinftblackberrv.com  
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This transmission (including any attachments) may contain confidential information, privileged 
material (including material protected by the solicitor-client or other applicable privileges), or 
constitute non-public information. Any use of this information by anyone other than the intended 
recipient is prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please immediately reply 
to the sender and delete this information from your system. Use, dissemination, distribution, or 
reproduction of this transmission by unintended recipients is not authorized and may be 
unlawful. 
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From: Rob Maurice [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CW-RMAURICE] 
Sent: 12/14/2016 1:52:22 PM 
To: Majer, Steven (S.) [smajer@ford.com] 
CC: Gray, Charles (E.) [cgray5@ford.com]; Taylor, Stuart (S.) Istay1131@ford.coml; Andree, Alyssa (A.) 

[aandree@ford.corn] 
Subject: RE: Questions 

Hi Steve, 

It definitely was a pleasure to meet you and the rest of the team last week. I greatly appreciate the answers below and 
look forward to further sync-up on the other questions with Ford management. 

As per our other thread I also appreciate the additional day to make a decision. 

Thanks, 
Rob 

From: Majer, Steven (S.) [mailto:smajer@ford.com]  
Sent: December 13, 2016 5:33 PM 
To: Rob Maurice <rmaurice@blackberry.com> 
Cc: Gray, Charles (E.) <cgray5@ford.com>; Taylor, Stuart (S.) <stayl151@ford.com>; Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
<aandree@ford.com>; Majer, Steven (S.) <smajer@ford.com> 
Subject: RE: Questions 

Hi Rob, 
It was great to meet you last week. Please see below for answers to your emailed questions. We tried to be as succinct 
as we could. Let me know if you need any further clarification. 

Thank you. 

Steve Majer 
Vice President, Human Resources, Ford of Canada 
Phone 905-845-2511, ext. 1165; dialnet 853-1165 
e-mail: smaierAford.com   

This communication contains confidential information. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me 
by return email and delete this communication immediately. 

From: Rob Maurice [mailto:rmaurice@blackberry.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 12, 2016 9:28 AM 
To: Majer, Steven (S.) 
Subject: Questions 
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It definitely was a pleasure to meet you and the rest of the team last week. I greatly appreciate the answers below and 
look forward to further sync-up on the other questions with Ford management. 
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75 
Hi Steve, 

I wanted to thank you again for meeting with me last week and also presenting me with such an excellent offer. I have a 

few questions/concerns (and also some feedback) about the offer that perhaps you can help with. 

1. Initial Stock Award. If I'm understanding correctly, on or around March 2, 2017 will be made into X 

RSUs (where X market price). Those will be added to the Long Term Incentive Plan. When will those 

vest? The start of March for the next 3 years? Or is there some other common vesting date used in the LTIP? 

,V46I6 ).; The awards vest in equal tranches over a three year period — e.g. one, two and three years from the 

grant date 

2. AICP. Normally at BlackBerry we receive our VIP bonus in late spring (early June) while at Ford it appears to be in 

April. During this transition it will be a little under 2 years from bonus to bonus (since the first chance will be in April 

2018). This is just feedback since I realize little can be done here. 

&#61623 Please speak to your Blackberry HR Business Partner for information relating to your Blackberry bonus 

eligibility. 

&#61623 Ford's bonus plan is distributed in Q2 each year in recognition of company and individual performance 

for the prior year. Therefore your first bonus eligibility for Ford would be 2018. 

&#6I623 You will be eligible for a base-salary merit increase in 302017. 

3. Annual LTIP. How is it determined what an employee receives in this program (is it a fixed amount like the 
AICP)? Typically for the RSU's, how many years are they vested over? 
&#61623 The LTIP planning values are variable, not fixed like AICP. Our LTIP provides an annual grant which vests 

over a three year period 

4. Vacation. Although weeks is shorter then my current I weeks, between flex dollars, company holidays and the 
floating holidays I believe that covers any difference and more. Definitely appreciate this. 

&#61623 You are welcome 

5. Vehicle Program. I appear to be part of the Management Lease Vehicle Program. However the only 
documentation I received was the New Vehicle Purchase Plan (which I don't believe is the same). Can I get more 
information on this? 
&:#61623 The Management Lease program allows employees to Lease vehicles from the Company (based on 

salary grade) at a discounted lease rate, which includes insurance and vehicle maintenance. When an Incremental Lease 

program is offered, employees may lease an additional vehicle. Lease terms are typically 6-12 months. Currently, LL6 

employees may lease 1 regular lease vehicle and 1 incremental lease vehicle. LL5 employees may lease 2 regular lease 

vehicles and 1 incremental vehicle. LL4 employees may lease 1 regular lease vehicle, 1 incremental lease vehicle and are 

also eligible for an Executive vehicle (also includes fuel and car washes, no lease payment is required, but it is a taxable 

benefit). Lease rates and taxable benefit amounts vary depending on the type of vehicle and options chosen. You 

would be provided with information on the available vehicles, options and estimated lease payments following 

acceptance of the offer. 

6. Intellectual Property. 
a. I noticed a list of previous inventions is asked for. What is typically put here? For example I have several issued 
patents. 
(k#61623 This applies to intellectual property in which you have personal rights, not intellectual property rights 

which have been assigned to your employer. If the several issued patents are held by you, they should be listed. 

b. Does Ford have any kind of incentive program for patents/ideas? 
&1161623 Ford does have a Patent Incentive Program. The amounts are as follows: 

i. New Quality Invention Disclosure $500 

ii. Filed patent application $750 

iii. Issued Patents $1000 

iv. Patent Usage $3000 

v. Design Patent $1000 with up to $5000 per vehicle for each named inventor 
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v. Design Patent $1000 with up to $5000 per vehicle for each named inventor 



vi. Defense Publication $1000 

vii. Trade Secret Usage $4000 

viii. Technology License Income 30% of royalty income to a max of $50,000 

c. I noticed a clause asking to co-operate in the prosecution or defence after my employment. In such a case, would 

Ford cover cost? 
A.:#61623 Each case would be looked at on an individual basis giving consideration to any actual expense incurred. 

d. Does Ford allow employees to work on personal projects during their personal time? This is not a large concern of 

mine. However some BlackBerry employees do have large concerns here in this area (so more a piece of feedback). 

&#61623 Employees may work on personal projects. Ford requires the assignment of intellectual property rights 

to Ford in work related in any way to your employment or Ford's businesses (automotive, mobility, finance, etc.), 

including work performed outside of standard work hours and work that is not within the particular scope of your 

job. Ford would, however, not take intellectual property rights in works in areas completely unrelated to your 
employment and Ford's businesses. 

7. Seniority/Severance. I only assume no seniority carries over from BlackBerry (however some parts of the 

compensation such as vacation have been pro-rated as if there were). My largest concern here is severance. After so 

many years at BlackBerry, I have some financial security available if my employment is terminated at 

BlackBerry. Unfortunately I lose that security with Ford (it looks like there is nothing besides the basic coverage as 

outlined by the government). I would definitely be interested in feedback here since this is a large concern for me. 

&i161623 We appreciate your service with Blackberry and the compensation and vacation package you received 

from Ford is a recognition of that experience and service 

&#61623 You are joining a new company and your Ford service date will be March 1, 2017 

&#61623 Large scale separation programs are not the norm at Ford; we have not had a reduction in force since 

2009 

&#61623 If business needs require a reduction in force, service is only one of several components used, following 

specific business requirements and individual performance 

461623 We understand your concerns and are confident that you'll have a long, productive career with Ford 

8. Responsibilities. For my title/level, do you have a high level outline of role/responsibilities? I would love to see a 

detailed overview if possible. 

#61623 A meeting is being set up with you on Wednesday, December 14 with Ford Motor Management to 

discuss further 

9. Travel. Do you have a rough idea of how much travel is required? 

&#61623 A meeting is being set up with you on Wednesday, December 14 with Ford Motor Management to 

discuss further 

10. Hours. I assume a standard 40 hour work week (with additional work hours required when needed). 

&#61623 A meeting is being set up with you on Wednesday, December 14 with Ford Motor Management to 

discuss further. 

11. Organizational structure. I'm not sure if you can answer this yet, but do you know how I will report to and who will I 

interface with? 

&#61623 A meeting is being set up with you on Wednesday, December 14 with Ford Motor Management to 

discuss further 

Looking very forward to your feedback. 

Thanks, 
Rob 
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8. Responsibilities. For my title/level, do you have a high level outline of role/responsibilities? I would love to see a 
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&#61623 	A meeting is being set up with you on Wednesday, December 14 with Ford Motor Management to 
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10. Hours. I assume a standard 40 hour work week (with additional work hours required when needed). 
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discuss further. 
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vi. Defense Publication $1000 

vii. Trade Secret Usage $4000 

viii. Technology License Income 30% of royalty income to a max of $50,000 

c. I noticed a clause asking to co-operate in the prosecution or defence after my employment. In such a case, would 

Ford cover cost? 
!62.\ Each case would be looked at on an individual basis consideration to any actual expense incurred. 

d. Does Ford allow employees to work on personal projects during their personal time? This is not a large concern of 
mine. However some BlackBerry employees do have large concerns here in this area (so more a piece of feedback). 

l may work on Ford the of intellectual property 
to Ford in work related in any way to your or Ford's businesses mobility, 
including work outside of standard work hours and work that is not within the particular scope of your 
job. Ford would, however, not take intellectual property rights in works in areas completely unrelated to your 
employment and Ford's businesses. 

7. Seniority/Severance. I only assume no seniority carries over from BlackBerry (however some parts of the 
compensation such as vacation have been pro-rated as if there were). My largest concern here is severance. After so 
many years at BlackBerry, I have some financial security available if my employment is terminated at 
BlackBerry. Unfortunately I lose that security with Ford (it looks like there is nothing besides the basic coverage as 
outlined by the government}. I would definitely be interested in feedback here since this is a large concern for me. 

c\:#1) 1623 
from Ford 
c\:#1) !623 

(\:#61623 
2009 

We appreciate your service with Blackberry and the compensation and vacation package you received 
is a recognition of that and service 

You are joining a new company and your Ford service date will be March 1, 2017 
Large scale separation programs are not the norm at Ford; we have not had a reduction in force since 

&#61 1)23 If business needs require a reduction in force, service is only one of several components used, following 
specific business requirements and individual performance 
&#61623 We understand your concerns and are confident that you'll have a long, productive career with Ford 
8. Responsibilities. For my title/level, do you have a high level outline of role/responsibilities? I would love to see a 
detailed overview if possible. 
&#61623 A meeting is being set up with you on Wednesday, December 14 with Ford Motor Management to 
discuss further 
9. Travel. Do you have a rough idea of how much travel is required? 

&#61623 A meeting is being set up with you on Wednesday, December 14 with Ford Motor Management to 
discuss further 
10. Hours. I assume a standard 40 hour work week (with additional work hours required when needed). 

&#61623 A meet1ng is being set up with you on Wednesday, December 14 with Ford Motor Management to 
discuss further. 

16 

11. Organizational structure. I'm not sure if you can answer this yet, but do you know how I will report to and who will I 

interface with? 
&#61623 A meeting is being set up with you on Wednesday, December 14 with Ford Motor Management to 

discuss further 

Looking very forward to your feedback. 

Thanks, 
Rob 
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From: Joey Benedek [jbenedek@blackberry.com] 
Sent: 1/6/2017 9:54:04 AM 
To: Martin Cietwierkowski [mcietwierkowski@blackberry.com] 
Subject: RE: letter from JC 

Hey Man, 

Nothing is a guarantee, but I do believe the intention is to help people find opportunity in the building if they decline. 

My recommendation? Be open about your intentions with HR and Adam. Make sure you get clarity from everyone. 

Good luck! 

Joey 

From: Martin Cietwierkowski 

Sent: Friday, January 6, 2017 9:50 AM 

To: Joey Benedek <jbenedek@blackberry.com> 

Subject: letter from JC 

Morning Joey, 

Is this: 

For those in-scope employees who are not extended employment offers or decline a role at Ford or TCL, your manager 
and HEW will evaluate internal opportunities to redeploy you within Blackaerry as much as possible. For additional 
information and if you have further questions, please contact your manager and/or HRBP. 

A guaranteed way for me to get on the QNX business?... 

78 

From: 	Joey Benedek [jbenedek@blackberry.com] 
Sent: 	1/6/2017 9:54:04 AM 
To: 	 Martin Cietwierkowski [mcietwierkowski@blackberry.com] 
Subject: 	RE: letter from JC 

Hey Man, 

Nothing is a guarantee, but I do believe the intention is to help people find opportunity in the building if they decline. 

My recommendation? Be open about your intentions with HR and Adam. Make sure you get clarity from everyone. 

Good luck! 

Joey 

From: Martin Cietwierkowski 

Sent: Friday, January 6, 2017 9:50 AM 

To: Joey Benedek <jbenedek@blackberry.com> 

Subject: letter from JC 

Morning Joey, 

Is this: 

For those in-scope employees who are not extended employment offers or decline a role at Ford or TCL, your manager 
and HEW will evaluate internal opportunities to redeploy you within Blackaerry as much as possible. For additional 
information and if you have further questions, please contact your manager and/or HRBP. 

A guaranteed way for me to get on the QNX business?... 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Hey Man, 

Joey Benedek Ubenedek@blackberry.com] 
1/6/2017 9:54:04 AM 
Martin Cietwierkowski [mcietwierkowski@blackberry.com] 
RE: letter from JC 

Nothing is a guarantee, but I do believe the intention is to help people find opportunity in the building if they decline. 

My recommendation? Be open about your intentions with HR and Adam. Make sure you get clarity from everyone. 

Good luck! 

Joey 

From: Martin Cietwierkowski 
Sent: Friday, January 6, 2017 9:50AM 
To: Joey Benedek <jbenedek@blackberry.com> 
Subject: letter from JC 

Morning Joey, 

Is this: 

For those in-scope employees who are not extended employment offers or decline a role at Ford or TCL, your manager 
and HRBP will evaluate internal opportunities to redeploy you within BlackBerry as much as possible. For additional 
information and if you have further question5~ please contact your manager and/or HRBP. 

A guaranteed way for me to get on the QNX business? ... 
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From: Matthew Stephenson [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MASTEPHENSON] 

Sent: 1/6/2017 9:34:31 AM 

To: Andrew Mackie [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipientsicn=914c70e1-eeb1279c-852570b5-

63f2d6]; Lan Long [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=llongt Ranjit Vijayan VO=RESEARCH 

IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mailicn=Recipients/cn=ryijayani; Faisal Kamran (/0=RESEARCH IN 

MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=fkamranj; Colin Kemdjiokeng [/O=RESEARCH IN 

MOTION/OU=RIM_Mall/cn=Recipients/cn=ckemdjiokengi 

Subject: Job Comparison 

Attachments: Job Scorecardixlsx 

Importance: Low 

I have attached a little spreadsheet I am using to help me figure out what is good and bad about the pending offer from 

Ford. Feel free to use it if you wish and let me know if there is something I have forgotten. 

Matt 

Matthew Stephenson 
Aut.( Vest Developer II 
Office: (613) 595-3433 
Mobile: (613) 447-5378 
ma ohenson©L, .ckberry.com 
BlackBerry PIN: 5A04D762 

ecured. Protected. Connected. 

From: 	Matthew Stephenson [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MASTEPHENSON] 

Sent: 	 1/6/2017 9:34:31 AM 

To: 	 Andrew Mackie [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipientsicn=914c70e1-eeb1279c-852570b5-

63f2d6]; Lan Long [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=llongt Ranjit Vijayan VO=RESEARCH 

IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mailicn=Recipients/cn=ryijayani; Faisal Kamran (/0=RESEARCH IN 

MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=fkamranj; Colin Kemdjiokeng [/O=RESEARCH IN 

MOTION/OU=RIM_Mall/cn=Recipients/cn=ckemdjiokengi 

Subject: 	Job Comparison 

Attachments: Job Scorecardixlsx 

Importance: Low 

Hi, 

I have attached a little spreadsheet I am using to help me figure out what is good and bad about the pending offer from 

Ford. Feel free to use it if you wish and let me know if there is something I have forgotten. 

Matt 

Matthew Stephenson 
Aut., 	Vest Developer II 
Office: (613) 595-3433 
Mobile: (613) 447-5378 
ma ohenson©L, .ckberry.com 
BlackBerry PIN: 5A04D762 

ecured. Protected. Connected. 

From: 

Sent: 

Matthew Stephenson [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDI BOHF 23SPDL T)/CN=RECI PIENTS/CN=MASTEPH EN SON] 
1/6/2017 9:34:31 AM 
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To: Andrew Mackie [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=914c70e1-eeb1279c-852570b5-
63f2d6]; Lan Long [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=llong]; Ranjit Vijayan [JO=RESEARCH 

IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=rvijayan]; Faisal Kamran [/O=RESEARCH IN 
MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=fkamran]; Colin Kemdjiokeng [/O=RESEARCH IN 
MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail(cn=Recipients/cn=ckemdjiokeng] 

Subject: Job Comparison 
Attachments: Job Scorecard.xlsx 

Importance: Low 

Hi, 

I have attached a little spreadsheet I am using to help me figure out what is good and bad about the pending offer from 

Ford. Feel free to use it if you wish and let me know if there is something I have forgotten. 

Matt 

Matthew Stephenson 
Test Developer II 

Office: (613) 595-3433 
Mobile: (613) 447-5378 

:::sl.eek8erry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 
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A B C D 
1 Item  BlackBerry Ford  Winner 

2 Base 

3 Bonus Percentage 

4 RRSP Matching 5% 

5 Stock 

6 Pension 0 

7 Savings 0 - TFSA available 

8 Signing Bonus 0 

9 Vacation 

10 EOY Shutdown 2 

11 Personal Days 0 . . 
12 Stat Days 10 , . 
13 Mandatory Vacation -1 . . 
14 Total Vacation  
15 Severance . . 
16 Benefits Paid 

17 Phone Provided 
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-----·· ... - --------
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Cost $600/yr 17 
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1 Notes 

Vacation + Personal + EOY + Stats - Mandatory Vacation 

17 Cost ~ $600/yr 
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From: Leonard Lehrer [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LLEHRERI 
Sent: 1/6/2017 9:05:39 AM 
To: GSTE - Test Managers [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GSTE - Test Managers7a9] 
CC: Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup5481 
Subject: FW: Mobility Solutions BU Changes — Additional Context 

This email is meant to help employees understand on-going activities. I'll chat with each of you 1-1 about this. 
For anyone on Silver who is uncertain about taking the Ford opportunity, I suggest they consider the email below 
carefully. 

From: John Chen 

Sent: Friday, January 6, 2017 8:47 AM 

Subject: Mobility Solutions BU Changes — Additional Context 

This email is being sent to all Mobility Solutions employees. It is strictly confidential, internal only. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Last month you were notified of changes to the Mobility Solutions BU. I understand that change can be difficult and I 

would like to provide some additional context. 

As you know, BlackBerry has been on a pivot to become a software company for the past three years. As part of the 

transformation and with everyone's support every effort was made to make the smartphone business unit profitable 

again, including launching different form factors (Z3, Passport, Classic, PRIV, DTEK50, DTEK60), implementing various go-

to-market strategies and engaging an external marketing consultant. I held onto the smartphone hardware business as 

long as possible as I wanted to maintain the company's heritage however, in order to fulfil our duties to our 

shareholders, I had to make the difficult and emotional decision to outsource hardware design and development. The 

strategy enables us to continue to have BlackBerry smartphones in market however, it unfortunately requires a reduced 

headcount in the Mobility Solutions BU. 

The management team have worked very hard in negotiating agreements with Ford and TCL. I have very mixed 

emotions about the employment deals with Ford and TCL. On the one hand I am pleased that we were able to secure an 

alternative employment option for most of the impacted team, on the other hand I am sorry to have to lose great talent 

and loyal colleagues from BlackBerry. 

I have stayed close to your feedback since the announcements of our partnerships with these two solid companies. I 

know that some in-scope employees have asked about staying with BlackBerry and moving to another group, such as 

BTS to support the Autonomous Vehicle Innovation Center (AVIC). Whilst the AVIC has been announced, the project is 

still developing and its timeline is undetermined. The Ford and TCL deals are in-hand and my priority has been to ensure 

that as many impacted employees as possible have a good home at a company that will make the best use of your 

talents. It is also important to remember that both Ford and TCL will work closely with BlackBerry in the future 

therefore, transferred employees will continue to contribute to BlackBerry's future. 

For those in-scope employees who are not extended employment offers or decline a role at Ford or TCL, your manager 

and HRBP will evaluate internal opportunities to redeploy you within BlackBerry as much as possible. For additional 

information and if you have further questions, please contact your manager and/or HRBP. 

I am very grateful for all of the hard work, commitment and contributions that you have given to BlackBerry. I wish 

everyone the best for the future, whether that is at BlackBerry, Ford, TCL or elsewhere. 

5 
From: 	 Leonard Lehrer [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=LLEHRERI 
Sent: 	 1/6/2017 9:05:39 AM 
To: 	 GSTE - Test Managers [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GSTE - Test Managers7a9] 
CC: 	 Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup5481 
Subject: 	FW: Mobility Solutions BU Changes — Additional Context 

This email is meant to help employees understand on-going activities. I'll chat with each of you 1-1 about this. 

For anyone on Silver who is uncertain about taking the Ford opportunity, I suggest they consider the email below 

carefully. 

From: John Chen 

Sent: Friday, January 6, 2017 8:47 AM 

Subject: Mobility Solutions BU Changes — Additional Context 

This email is being sent to all Mobility Solutions employees. It is strictly confidential, internal only. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Last month you were notified of changes to the Mobility Solutions BU. I understand that change can be difficult and I 

would like to provide some additional context. 

As you know, BlackBerry has been on a pivot to become a software company for the past three years. As part of the 

transformation and with everyone's support every effort was made to make the smartphone business unit profitable 

again, including launching different form factors (Z3, Passport, Classic, PRIV, DTEK50, DTEK60), implementing various go-

to-market strategies and engaging an external marketing consultant. I held onto the smartphone hardware business as 

long as possible as I wanted to maintain the company's heritage however, in order to fulfil our duties to our 

shareholders, I had to make the difficult and emotional decision to outsource hardware design and development. The 

strategy enables us to continue to have BlackBerry smartphones in market however, it unfortunately requires a reduced 

headcount in the Mobility Solutions BU. 

The management team have worked very hard in negotiating agreements with Ford and TCL. I have very mixed 

emotions about the employment deals with Ford and TCL. On the one hand I am pleased that we were able to secure an 

alternative employment option for most of the impacted team, on the other hand I am sorry to have to lose great talent 

and loyal colleagues from BlackBerry. 

I have stayed close to your feedback since the announcements of our partnerships with these two solid companies. I 

know that some in-scope employees have asked about staying with BlackBerry and moving to another group, such as 

BTS to support the Autonomous Vehicle Innovation Center (AVIC). Whilst the AVIC has been announced, the project is 

still developing and its timeline is undetermined. The Ford and TCL deals are in-hand and my priority has been to ensure 

that as many impacted employees as possible have a good home at a company that will make the best use of your 

talents. It is also important to remember that both Ford and TCL will work closely with BlackBerry in the future 

therefore, transferred employees will continue to contribute to BlackBerry's future. 

For those in-scope employees who are not extended employment offers or decline a role at Ford or TCL, your manager 

and HRBP will evaluate internal opportunities to redeploy you within BlackBerry as much as possible. For additional 

information and if you have further questions, please contact your manager and/or HRBP. 

I am very grateful for all of the hard work, commitment and contributions that you have given to BlackBerry. I wish 

everyone the best for the future, whether that is at BlackBerry, Ford, TCL or elsewhere. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

leonard Lehrer [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAil/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=llEHRER] 

1/6/2017 9:05:39 AM 
GSTE- Test Managers [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GSTE- Test Managers7a9J 

Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup548] 

FW: Mobility Solutions BU Changes- Additional Context 

This email is meant to help employees understand on-going activities. I'll chat with each of you 1-1 about this. 
For anyone on Silver who is uncertain about taking the Ford opportunity, I suggest they consider the email below 
carefully. 

From: John Chen 
Sent: Friday, January 6, 2017 8:47AM 
Subject: Mobility Solutions BU Changes- Additional Context 

This email is being sent to all Mobility Solutions employees. It is strictly confidential, internal only. 

Dear Colleagues, 

Last month you were notified of changes to the Mobility Solutions BU. I understand that change can be difficult and I 
would like to provide some additional context. 

As you know, BlackBerry has been on a pivot to become a software company for the past three years. As part of the 
transformation and with everyone's support every effort was made to make the smartphone business unit profitable 
again, including launching different form factors (Z3, Passport, Classic, PRIV, DTEKSO, DTEK60), implementing various go
to-market strategies and engaging an external marketing consultant. I held onto the smartphone hardware business as 
long as possible as I wanted to maintain the company's heritage however, in order to fulfil our duties to our 
shareholders, I had to make the difficult and emotional decision to outsource hardware design and development. The 
strategy enables us to continue to have BlackBerry smartphones in market however, it unfortunately requires a reduced 
head count in the Mobility Solutions BU. 

The management team have worked very hard in negotiating agreements with Ford and TCL. I have very mixed 
emotions about the employment deals with Ford and TCL. On the one hand I am pleased that we were able to secure an 
alternative employment option for most of the impacted team, on the other hand I am sorry to have to lose great talent 
and loyal colleagues from BlackBerry. 

I have stayed close to your feedback since the announcements of our partnerships with these two solid companies. 
know that some in-scope employees have asked about staying with BlackBerry and moving to another group, such as 
BTS to support the Autonomous Vehicle Innovation Center (A VIC). Whilst the A VIC has been announced, the project is 
still developing and its timeline is undetermined. The Ford and TCL deals are in-hand and my priority has been to ensure 
that as many impacted employees as possible have a good home at a company that will make the best use of your 
talents. It is also important to remember that both Ford and TCL will work closely with BlackBerry in the future 
therefore, transferred employees will continue to contribute to BlackBerry's future. 

For those in-scope employees who are not extended employment offers or decline a role at Ford or TCL, your manager 
and HRBP will evaluate internal opportunities to redeploy you within BlackBerry as much as possible. For additional 
information and if you have further questions, please contact your manager and/or HRBP. 

I am very grateful for all of the hard work, commitment and contributions that you have given to BlackBerry. I wish 
everyone the best for the future, whether that is at BlackBerry, Ford, TCL or elsewhere. 
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Sincerely, 

John Chen 
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Sincerely, 

John Chen 

Sincerely, 

John Chen 
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From: Dominic Peluso [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPELUSO] 

Sent: 1/6/2017 1:44:24 PM 

To: Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AmberJessupS481 

Subject: Re: Questions for BB HR 

Nah. I'll pop by when I'm back. Thanks. 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device 

From: ajessup@blackberry.com  
Sent: January 6, 2017 1:43 PM 
To: dpeluso@blackberry.com  
Subject: RE: Questions for BB HR 

We can have a call if you want today? Much easier than answering each of these, but if that is your preference I can do 

that as well. 

From: Dominic Peluso 

Sent: Friday, January 6, 2017 1:43 PM 

To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@ blackberry.com> 

Subject: Re: Questions for BB HR 

Back next Thursday but ok :) 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device 

From: aiessupPblackberry.com   
Sent: January 6, 2017 1:41 PM 
To: doeluso@blackberry.com   
Subject: RE: Questions for BB HR 

Hi Dominic, 

Please come see my Monday and I can answer your BB questions now (well most of them 

Than ks, 

From: Dominic Peluso 

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:52 AM 

To: Amber Jessup <aiessup@blackberry.com>; Rebecca Graham <rebgrahampblackberry.com> 

Subject: Questions for BB HR 

Amber/Rebecca, 

As promised, questions coming in from my team (admittedly, the questions below will also help understand my options 

too)...although some of these questions can be reasonably answered (by me®), it would be good to have HR directly 

confirm. I've added my perspective of why the employee may be asking. More questions will likely come. 
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Subject: RE: Questions for BB HR 

Hi Dominic, 

Please come see my Monday and I can answer your BB questions now (well most of them 

Than ks, 

From: Dominic Peluso 

Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:52 AM 
To: Amber Jessup <aiessup@blackberry.com>; Rebecca Graham <rebgrahampblackberry.com> 

Subject: Questions for BB HR 

Amber/Rebecca, 

As promised, questions coming in from my team (admittedly, the questions below will also help understand my options 

too)...although some of these questions can be reasonably answered (by me®), it would be good to have HR directly 
confirm. I've added my perspective of why the employee may be asking. More questions will likely come. 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Dominic Peluso [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPELUSO) 

1/6/2017 1:44:24 PM 
Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDl T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup548] 

Re: Questions for BB HR 

Nah. I'll pop by when I'm back. Thanks. 

Sent from my BlackBerry the most secure mobile device 

From: ajessup@blackberry.com 
Sent: January 6, 2017 1 :43 PM 
To: dpeluso@blackberry.com 
Subject: RE: Questions for BB HR 

We can have a call if you wan~ Loday? Much easier Lhan answering each of Lhese, bul if Lhal is your preference I can do 

that as well. 

From: Dominic Peluso 
Sent: Friday, January 6, 2017 1:43PM 
To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Re: Questions for BB HR 

Back next Thursday but ok :) 

Sent from my BlackBerry- the most secure mobile device 

From: ajessup@blackberry.com 
Sent: January 6, 2017 1:41PM 
To: dpeluso@blackberry.com 
Subject: RE: Questions for BB HR 

Hi Domi1ic, 

Please come see my Monday and I can answer your BB questions now (well most of them). 

Thanks, 

From: Dominic Peluso 
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2016 11:52 AM 
To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com>; Rebecca Graham <rebgraham@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Questions for BB HR 

Amber/Rebecca, 

As promised, questions coming in from my team (admittedly, the questions below will also help understand my options 
too) ... although some of these questions can be reasonably answered (by me©), it would be good to have HR directly 
confirm. I've added my perspective of why the employee may be asking. More questions will likely come. 
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Policy questions:  
How will BlackBerry reconcile unused vacation (carry-over + 2-month accrual)? 
• Will it be paid-out or transitioned to Ford? 

What is the plan for existing coops, what about new coops starting in January? 
• DP comment 4 we have two coops under Khaled extended until April + 1 more starting in January (reporting into 
Andy at this time). 

Will employees accepting Ford offers be required to resign from BlackBerry in writing? 
• Will they need to provide a resignation letter? 

Will employees accepting offers lose their owed VIP payout for FY17 (considering these special circumstances). 
• DP comment 4 employees feel they are owed this since BlackBerry is the one initiating this transaction. 

Benefits: 
• Does current insurance coverage end on Feb 28? When is the deadline to claim expenses incurred before Feb 28? 
• PSA (SunLife Personal Spending Account): regarding the $150 value, do we need to claim an amount against this 
before Feb 28"...or lose this amount? Or so we have some time after Feb 28"? If so, how much time? 
• HSA (Sun Life Health Spending Account): for those employees who have allotted their extra SunLife flex credits to 
their HSA, do we get any unused value paid out to the employee valued on the date of Feb 28"? 
• Are Sun Life Benefits pro-rated? In other words, can we use in full some of the benefits (up to allowed limits) in the 
first two months of 2017? 

RSUs: 
• For RSUs vested, does the employee need to take action before Feb 28"? 
• For unvested RSUs, are they forfeited as of March 1st? 

What are the options for employees that decide NOT to accept Ford's offer? 
• Understanding that this may vary case-by-case, will the specific options available to each individual employee be 
clear to the employee by the time Ford's offers arrive in mid-January? 
• DP comment 4 Employees are expecting to make a decision based on the greatest amount of information available. 

Can employees keep their phones and/or SIMs (transitioned ownership)? : 
• DP comment 4 employees wondering about these special circumstances. Employees have commented on "why 
would BB even need that many"? response has been that these are BB assets that need to be returned. However, if 
special circumstances allow (even for a small fee), you may find some employees receptive... 

• Regarding SIMs, when can we call the wireless operators to get the numbers transferred to our personal accounts if 

we choose to do so? Or are these numbers "BlackBerry" owned for a period of time? 

Will Ford provide their own computing assets ? 
• will employees be required to return existing equipment (including monitors, printers, etc.)? 

What happens if the employee is on maternity/LOA during the offer period or during the transition time? 
• DP comment 4 (this may be also a question for Ford, e.g. will start date be affected) 

Do we need to call Amex to cancel carp card? 

Guidance to support the employee's decision making (i.e. employees would like to leverage your expertise to ensure  
they are as "well-equipped" as possible):  
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• DP comment~ we have two coops under Khaled extended until April+ 1 more starting in January (reporting into 
Andy at this time). 

Will employees accepting Ford offers be required to resign from BlackBerry in writing? 
• Will they need to provide a resignation letter? 

Will employees accepting offers lose their owed VIP payout for FY17 {considering these special circumstances)? 
• DP comment-+ employees feel they are owed this since BlackBerry is the one initiating this transaction. 
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Can you summarize severance requirements with respect to the Ontario Employee Standards Act vs. what BlackBerry 

provides today? 

• DP comment 4 Employees are trying to understand BlackBerry's policy vs their requirement as part of the 

ESA. People realize that BlackBerry provides additional compensation should the employment terminate. So people 

want an understanding of what minimum they can expect Ford to abide by (so they understand the security being lost). 

Can you provide a checklist of items that the employee will need to consider for voluntary termination: 

• Transition of equity, RRSP and other managed holdings 
• Return of assets (devices, SIMs, laptop) 

• Etc. 

Dominic Peluso 
Tel: 613-595-4435 
Mobile: 613-240-4398 
dpeluso@blackberry. corn 

Dominic Peluso 
Tel: 613-595-4435 
Mobile: 613-240-4398 
dpeluso@blackberty.com  
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From Majer, Steven (S.) [smajer@ford.com] 
Sent: 1/15/2017 9:38:47 AM 
To: Rahul Trivedi [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Rtrivedi I 
CC: Cook, Ron (R.A.) [rcook4@ford.com]; Majer, Steven (S.) [smajer@ford.com]; Andree, Alyssa (A.) 

[aandree@ford.com) 
Subject: RE: Termination Provisions 

Hello Rahul, 
It was good to see you again last week. Please see below in blue. 

Steve Majer 
Vice President, Human Resources, Ford of Canada 
Phone 905-845-2511, ext. 1165; dialnet 853-1165 
e-mail: smaieraford.com   
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This communication contains confidential information. If you have received this communication in error. please notify me 
by return email and delete this communication immediately. 

From: Rahul Trivedi [ma ilto: rtrivedi@blackberry.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 6:50 PM 
To: Majer, Steven (S.) 
Subject: RE: Termination Provisions 

Thanks a lot Steve. Just following up as we spoke with regards to the offer towards the end of the day today. 

1) Just a reminder of the question about whether we are eligible to the merit increase for this year? 
- I believe you were trying to get a hold of Alyssa or Ron for confirmation. 

Rahul, you are not eligible for a merit increase in 2017 but you will be next year. This year's merit was a consideration in 
your salary as offered. 

2) We spoke about my concern and "sticking point" about the base pay in the offer with respect to my accountability 
increase at BlackBerry. 

- The concern here, as I mentioned in our meeting, is that I was positioned for an increase in accountability level 
at BlackBerry this coming May which would have also increased my base pay. This would have promoted me to a Senior 
Software Systems Developer as opposed to a Software Systems Developer II entering my 8th year of service. 

- Based on this, and the understanding that Ford has given me few other incentives to account for our tenure at 
BlackBerry, I was expecting a base pay increase of about from what I am currently at with BlackBerry. 

- As the offer stands right now, it is about a I. increase from my BlackBerry pay - I was 
expecting this offer to be which is a difference of in salary per year from the offer. 

- This gap is causing me to reconsider this offer and I'm hoping I can work something out with Ford 
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From 	Majer, Steven (S.) [smajer@ford.com] 
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This communication contains confidential information. If you have received this communication in error. please notify me 
by return email and delete this communication immediately. 

From: Rahul Trivedi [ma ilto: rtrivedi@blackberry.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 6:50 PM 
To: Majer, Steven (S.) 
Subject: RE: Termination Provisions 

Thanks a lot Steve. Just following up as we spoke with regards to the offer towards the end of the day today. 

1) Just a reminder of the question about whether we are eligible to the merit increase for this year? 
- 	I believe you were trying to get a hold of Alyssa or Ron for confirmation. 

Rahul, you are not eligible for a merit increase in 2017 but you will be next year. This year's merit was a consideration in 
your salary as offered. 

2) We spoke about my concern and "sticking point" about the base pay in the offer with respect to my accountability 
increase at BlackBerry. 

- 	The concern here, as I mentioned in our meeting, is that I was positioned for an increase in accountability level 
at BlackBerry this coming May which would have also increased my base pay. This would have promoted me to a Senior 
Software Systems Developer as opposed to a Software Systems Developer II entering my 8th year of service. 

- 	Based on this, and the understanding that Ford has given me few other incentives to account for our tenure at 
BlackBerry, I was expecting a base pay increase of abou % from what I am currently at with BlackBerry. 

- 	As the offer stands right now, it is about a  increase from my BlackBerry pay - . I was 
expecting this offer to be  which is a difference of  in salary per year from the offer. 

- 	This gap is causing me to reconsider this offer and I'm hoping I can work something out with Ford 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Hello Rahul, 

was 

Steve Majer 

Majer, Steven (S.) [smajer@ford.com] 

1/15/2017 9:38:47 AM 
Rahul Trivedi [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDI BOHF 235PDl T)/CN=RE Cl PIENTS/CN=Rtrivedi j 

Cook, Ron (R.A.) [rcook4@ford.com]; Majer, Steven (S.) [smajer@ford.com]; Andree, Alyssa (A.) 

[aandree@ford.com] 

RE: Termination Provisions 

see you last week. Please see below blue. 
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Vice President, Human Resources, Ford of Canada 
Phone 905-845-2511, ext. 1165; dialnet 853-1165 
e-mail: smajer@ford.com 

This communication contains confidential information. If you have received this communication 111 error. please notify me 
by return email and delete this communication immediately 

From: Rahul Trivedi [mailto:rtrivedi@blackberry.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 6:50PM 
To: Majer, Steven (S.) 
Subject: RE: Termination Provisions 

Thanks a lot Steve. Just following up as we spoke with regards to the offer towards the end of the day today. 

1) Just a reminder of the question about whether we are eligible to the merit increase for this year? 
I believe you were trying to get a hold of Alyssa or Ron for confirmation. 

Rahul, you are not eligible for a merit increase in 2017 but you will be next year. This year's merit was a consideration in 
your salary as offered. 

2) We spoke about my concern and "sticking point" about the base pay in the offer with respect to my accountability 
increase at BlackBerry. 

The concern here, as I mentioned in our meeting, is that I was positioned for an increase in accountability level 
at BlackBerry this coming May which would have also increased my base pay. This would have promoted me to a Senior 
Software Systems Developer as opposed to a Software Systems Developer II entering my 8th year of service. 

Based on this, and the understanding that Ford has given me few other incentives to account for our tenure at 
BlackBerry, I was expecting a base pay increase of about  from what I am currently at with BlackBerry. 

As the offer stands right now, it is about a  increase from my BlackBerry pay-  I was 
expecting this offer to be  which is a difference of  in salary per year from the offer. 

This gap is causing me to reconsider this offer and I'm hoping I can work something out with Ford 
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Rahul, we are not in a position to increase the salary as offered. We believe the salary to be very competitive. In 
discussions with BB HR, they indicated that the referenced promotion was a possibility rather than a probability and that 
a increase would be unusual. 

Overall, I am quite excited about the opportunity of working at Ford in a space that is growing, and, I'm quite pleased 
with the other aspects of this offer. The gap in the base salary between the offer and my expected number is the 
difference between me accepting the offer vs. me having to reconsider it. Hopefully something can be worked out in 
making this decision easier for me and having myself join the success at Ford. 

Looking forward to your response and feedback on this. Thanks in advance. 

Regards, 

Rahul Trivedi 
Systems Software Developer II 
Office. +1 (519) 888-7465 x 15193 
Mobile: +1 (647) 261-0986 

2RENackEleiry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: Majer, Steven (S.) [mailto:smaier@ford.com]  
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 5:03 PM 
To: Rahul Trivedi <rtrivediPblackberry.com>  
Subject: FW: Termination Provisions 

Steve Majer 
Vice President, Human Resources, Ford of Canada 
Phone 905-845-2511, ext. 1165; dialnet 853-1165 
e-mail: smaiernford.com   
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This communication contains confidential information. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me 
by return email and delete this communication immediately. 

From: Belleghem-Grima, Kathy (K.) 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 1:53 PM 
To: Majer, Steven (S.) 
Subject: Termination Provisions 

Link to Pay in Lieu of Notice: 
https://www.labour.goy.on.ca/englishiesipubsiguide/termination.php  
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Rahul, we are not in a position to increase the salary as offered. We believe the salary to be very competitive. In 
discussions with BB HR, they indicated that the referenced promotion was a possibility rather than a probability and that 

a  increase would be unusual. 

Overall, I am quite excited about the opportunity of working at Ford in a space that is growing, and, I'm quite pleased 
with the other aspects of this offer. The gap in the base salary between the offer and my expected number is the 

difference between me accepting the offer vs. me having to reconsider it. Hopefully something can be worked out in 
making this decision easier for me and having myself join the success at Ford. 

Looking forward to your response and feedback on this. Thanks in advance. 

Regards, 

Rahul Trivedi 
Systems Software Developer II 
Office. +1 (519) 888-7465 x 15193 
Mobile: +1 (647) 261-0986 

2RENackEleiry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: Majer, Steven (S.) [mailto:smaier@ford.com]  
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 5:03 PM 
To: Rahul Trivedi <rtrivediPblackberry.com>  
Subject: FW: Termination Provisions 

Steve Majer 
Vice President, Human Resources, Ford of Canada 
Phone 905-845-2511, ext. 1165; dialnet 853-1165 
e-mail: smaiernford.com   
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This communication contains confidential information. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me 
by return email and delete this communication immediately. 

From: Belleghem-Grima, Kathy (K.) 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 1:53 PM 
To: Majer, Steven (S.) 
Subject: Termination Provisions 

Link to Pay in Lieu of Notice: 
https://www.labour.goy.on.ca/englishiesipubsiguide/termination.php  
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Rahul, we are not in a position to increase the salary as offered. We believe the salary to be very competitive. In 
discussions with BB HR, they indicated that the referenced promotion was a possibility rather than a probability and that 
a increase would be unusual. 

Overall, I am quite excited about the opportunity of working at Ford in a space that is growing, and, I'm quite pleased 
with the other aspects of this offer. The gap in the base salary between the offer and my expected number is the 
difference between me accepting the offer vs. me having to reconsider it. Hopefully something can be worked out in 
making this decision easier for me and having myself join the success at Ford. 

Looking forward to your response and feedback on this. Thanks in advance. 

Regards, 

Rahul Trivedi 
II 

Office +1 (519) 888-7465 x 15193 
Mobile: +1 (647) 261-0986 

=::stsckBerry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: Majer, Steven (5.) [mailto:smajer@ford.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 5:03 PM 
To: Rahul Trivedi <rtrivedi@blackberry.com> 
Subject: FW: Termination Provisions 

Steve Majer 
Vice President, Human Resources, Ford of Canada 
Phone 905-845-2511, ext. 1165; dialnet 853-1165 
e-mail: smajer@ford.com 

This communication contains confidential information. If you have received this communication in error. please notify me 
by return email and delete this communication immediately. 

From: Belleghem-Grima, Kathy (K.) 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 1:53 PM 
To: Majer, Steven (S.) 
Subject: Termination Provisions 

Link to Pay in Lieu of Notice: 
https://www.labour.gov.on.ca/english/es/pubs/guide/termination.php 
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Severance for those with 5 or more years of service: 

https://www.labour.gov.on.ca/englishiesipubsiguide/severance.php  

This transmission (including any attachments) may contain confidential information, privileged material 
(including material protected by the solicitor-client or other applicable privileges), or constitute non-public 
information. Any use of this information by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have 
received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender and delete this information from your 
system. Use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this transmission by unintended recipients is not 
authorized and may be unlawful. 
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Severance for those with 5 or more years of service: 

https://www.labour.gov.on.ca/englishiesipubsiguide/severance.php  

This transmission (including any attachments) may contain confidential information, privileged material 
(including material protected by the solicitor-client or other applicable privileges), or constitute non-public 
information. Any use of this information by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have 
received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender and delete this information from your 
system. Use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this transmission by unintended recipients is not 
authorized and may be unlawful. 
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system. Use, dissemination, distribution. or reproduction of this transmission by unintended recipients is not 
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This is Exhibit "Q" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

Aq"  
'Commissioner, etc. 
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This is Exhibit "Q" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

Aq"  
'Commissioner, etc. 
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This is Exhibit "Q" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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From: Alex Kornilovsky [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AKORMILOVSKY] 

Sent: 1/16/2017 11:37:26 AM 

To: aandree@ford.com  

Subject: Employment offer 

Hello Alyssa, 

It was a pleasure to meet you on the occasion of such an exciting opportunity! 

I've looked through the offer and did not find mentioning the location to work (sorry, I should have asked about that). I 

presume no relocation will be required, and I am offered a position within the city of Waterloo, am I correct? 

Thank you, 

Alex Kornilovsky 
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From: 	Alex Kornilovsky [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AKORMILOVSKY] 

Sent: 	1/16/2017 11:37:26 AM 

To: 	 aandree@ford.com  

Subject: 	Employment offer 

Hello Alyssa, 

It was a pleasure to meet you on the occasion of such an exciting opportunity! 

I've looked through the offer and did not find mentioning the location to work (sorry, I should have asked about that). I 

presume no relocation will be required, and I am offered a position within the city of Waterloo, am I correct? 

Thank you, 

Alex Kornilovsky 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hello Alyssa, 

Alex Kornilovsky [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AKORMILOVSKY] 

1/16/2017 11:37:26 AM 
aandree@ford.com 
Employment offer 

It was a pleasure to meet you on the occasion of such an exciting opportunity! 

I've looked through the offer and did not find mentioning the location to work (sorry, I should have asked about that). I 
presume no relocation will be required, and I am offered a position within the city of Waterloo, am I correct? 

Thank you, 
Alex Kornilovsky 
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A Comertoner, etc. 

This is Exhibit "R" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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A Comertoner, etc. 

This is Exhibit "R" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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This is Exhibit "R" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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From: Richard MacKay [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD180HF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RICHARD MACKAYAEF] 
Sent: 1/18/2017 2:09:33 PM 
To: Monica Soliguin VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=mosharmaj 

Subject: RE: Ford offer 
Attachments: smime.p7s 

I don't see any problem if your return date is June 6. Whatever works for you. 

Thanks, 

Richard 

From: Monica Soliguin 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 12:57 PM 

To: Richard MacKay <rmackay@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Re: Ford offer 

Just FYI, HR told me that all unused vacation will be paid out to me after maternity leave has ended. So that 

means the 15 days from last year plus anything accrued from now until May. 

I will still likely need a week or two after mat leave just to make sure I've secured daycare since I hadn't 

planned on being back by then. I may return earlier than the previously slated June 6. I will let you know once I 

find out about child care and also let Ford HR know. 

Talk soon, 

Monica 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: mosoliquinftiblackberry.com   
Sent: January 17, 2017 4:06 PM 
To: rmackayablackberry.com  
Subject: Re: Ford offer 

Thanks I appreciate it ! 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: rmackay©blackberry.com   
Sent: January 17, 2017 4:02 PM 
To: mosoliguinablackberry.corn  
Subject: RE: Ford offer 

I'll forward you some slides on general benefits, but, don't forward to anyone else. 

From: Monica Soliguin 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 3:32 PM 
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From: 	Richard MacKay [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD180HF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RICHARD MACKAYAEF] 
Sent: 	1/18/2017 2:09:33 PM 
To: 	 Monica Soliguin VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=mosharmaj 

Subject: 	RE: Ford offer 
Attachments: smime.p7s 

I don't see any problem if your return date is June 6. Whatever works for you. 

Thanks, 

Richard 

From: Monica Soliguin 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 12:57 PM 

To: Richard MacKay <rmackay@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Re: Ford offer 

Just FYI, HR told me that all unused vacation will be paid out to me after maternity leave has ended. So that 

means the 15 days from last year plus anything accrued from now until May. 

I will still likely need a week or two after mat leave just to make sure I've secured daycare since I hadn't 

planned on being back by then. I may return earlier than the previously slated June 6. I will let you know once I 

find out about child care and also let Ford HR know. 

Talk soon, 

Monica 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: mosoliquinftiblackberry.com   
Sent: January 17, 2017 4:06 PM 
To: rmackayablackberry.com  
Subject: Re: Ford offer 

Thanks I appreciate it ! 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: rmackay©blackberry.com   
Sent: January 17, 2017 4:02 PM 
To: mosoliguinablackberry.corn  
Subject: RE: Ford offer 

I'll forward you some slides on general benefits, but, don't forward to anyone else. 

From: Monica Soliguin 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 3:32 PM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richard MacKay [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RICHARD MACKA YAEF] 
1/18/2017 2:09:33 PM 

Monica Soliguin l/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=mosharma] 

RE: Ford offer 

Attachments: smime.p7s 

I don't see any problem if your return date is June 6. Whatever works for you. 

Thanks, 

Richard 

From: Monica Soliguin 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 12:57 PM 
To: Richard MacKay <rmackay@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Re: Ford offer 

Just FYI, HR told me that all unused vacation will be paid out to me after maternity leave has ended. So that 
means the 15 days from last year plus anything accrued from now until May. 

I will still likely need a or two a mat leave just to make sure secured re since I 
nned on being back by then. I may return earlier than the previously slated June 5. I will let you know once I 

find out about child care and also let Ford HR know. 

Talk soon, 
Monica 

Sent from my BlackBerry- the most secure mobile device- via the Rogers Network 

From: mosoliguin@blackberrv.com 
Sent: January 17,2017 4:06PM 
To: rmackay@blackberrv.com 
Subject: Re: Ford offer 

Thanks I appreciate it ! 

Sent from my BlackBerry the most secure mobile device via the Rogers Network 

From: rmackay@blackberry.com 
Sent: January 17, 2017 4:02PM 
To: mosoliguin@blackberry.com 
Subject: RE: Ford offer 

I'll forward you some slides on general benefits, but, don't forward to anyone else. 

From: Monica Soliguin 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 3:32PM 
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To: Richard MacKay omackay@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Re: Ford offer 

Thanks Richard that makes sense to me ... yes Ron said a later start date is fine. My offer states it's applicable 
for 18 months from when mat leave ends. I will ping Amber and see what she says about vacation payout. 

There are meetings today and tomorrow to go over company info and benefits... I wish I was able to attend 
but can't guarantee it due to issues finding childcare for my infant. So, if there's any info that can be passed 

through email please send it along. I'm in touch with Shiva as well. I'll let you know about start date once 

that's settled. 

Thanks ! Exciting stuff ! 

Monica 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: rmackavOblackberry.com  

Sent: January 17, 2017 3:27 PM 

To: mosoliguinOblackberry.com  

Subject: RE: Ford offer 

Great to hear you are liking the offer. 

Hi Monica, 

For general case, I have been told by BB HR that they would pay out for any unused carry over vacation. This applied for 
cases where carry over vacation was 5 days or less. I would think in your case that they would pay out for the full 15 
days, but, definitely check with HR. 

I doubt you will be able to take your 15 days of BB vacation, but, if you are wanting a later start date than May 12, then 
you should request this from Ford. If BB pays you out for that vacation though, you might be able to take days with no 
pay since you got paid up front anyway. 

Call me if it's not clear, but, these are all questions that I can't definitely answer. C) 

Thanks, 

Richard 
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To: Richard MacKay <rmackay@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Re: Ford offer 

Thanks Richard that makes sense to me ... yes Ron said a later start date is fine. My offer states it's applicable 

for 18 months from when mat leave ends. I will ping Amber and see what she says about vacation payout. 

There are meetings today and tomorrow to go over company info and benefits... I wish I was able to attend 

but can't guarantee it due to issues finding childcare for my infant. So, if there's any info that can be passed 

through email please send it along. I'm in touch with Shiva as well. I'll let you know about start date once 

that's settled. 

Thanks ! Exciting stuff ! 

Monica 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: rmackavOblackberry.com  

Sent: January 17, 2017 3:27 PM 

To: mosoliguinOblackberry.com  

Subject: RE: Ford offer 

Great to hear you are liking the offer. 

Hi Monica, 

For general case, I have been told by BB HR that they would pay out for any unused carry over vacation. This applied for 
cases where carry over vacation was 5 days or less. I would think in your case that they would pay out for the full 15 
days, but, definitely check with HR. 

I doubt you will be able to take your 15 days of BB vacation, but, if you are wanting a later start date than May 12, then 
you should request this from Ford. If BB pays you out for that vacation though, you might be able to take days with no 
pay since you got paid up front anyway. 

Call me if it's not clear, but, these are all questions that I can't definitely answer. C) 

Thanks, 

Richard 
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To: Richard MacKay <rmackay@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Re: Ford offer 

Thanks Richard that makes sense to me ... yes Ron said a later start date is fine. My offer states it's applicable 
for 18 months from when mat leave ends. I will ping Amber and see what she says about vacation payout. 

There are meetings today and tomorrow to go over company info and .. I wish I was able to attend 
but can't it due to 1ssues childcare for my infant. there's any info that can be 

Thanks ! Exciting stuff ! 

Monica 

it a I m in touch with Shiva as well. I' let you know start once 

Sent from my BlackBerry- the most secure mobile device- via the Rogers Network 

From: rmackay@blackberrv.com 

Sent: January 17, 2017 3:27PM 

To: mosoJjgJJln@blackberry.com 

Subject: RE: Ford offer 

Great to hear you are liking the offer. 

Hi Monica, 

For general case, I have been told by BB HR that they would pay out for any unused carry over vacation. This applied for 
cases where carry over vacation was 5 days or less. I would think in your case that they would pay out for the full 15 
days, but, definitely check with HR. 

I doubt you will be able to take your 15 days of BB vacation, but, if you are wanting a later start date than May 12, then 
you should request this from Ford. If BB pays you out for that vacation though, you might be able to take days with no 
pay since you got paid up front anyway. 

Call me if it's not clear, but, these are all questions that I can't definitely answer. © 

Thanks, 

Richard 

99 
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From: Monica Soliguin 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 3:19 PM 
To: Richard MacKay <rmackay@blackberrv.com>  
Subject: Ford offer 

Hey Richard 

Just wanted to let you know I received the Ford offer today. It's above and beyond generous , I will definitely 

be accepting. 

My maternity leave officially ends May 12, and they have this as my start date. However, I had 15 vacation 

days from BlackBerry I was going to carry over and use immediately. Do you know what happens with this 

vacation time if not used? Ron told me I can begin whenever I want basically, but to check with you about 

how BlackBerry might be handling unused vacations, or if I can still use it, etc. I can pose this to HR if you 

need. My return to work date was slated for June 6 after the 15 vacation days. 

Thanks! 

Monica 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 
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From: Monica Soliguin 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 3:19 PM 
To: Richard MacKay <rmackay@blackberry.com>  
Subject: Ford offer 

Hey Richard 

Just wanted to let you know I received the Ford offer today. It's above and beyond generous , I will definitely 

be accepting. 

My maternity leave officially ends May 12, and they have this as my start date. However, I had 15 vacation 

days from BlackBerry I was going to carry over and use immediately. Do you know what happens with this 

vacation time if not used? Ron told me I can begin whenever I want basically, but to check with you about 

how BlackBerry might be handling unused vacations, or if I can still use it, etc. I can pose this to HR if you 

need. My return to work date was slated for June 6 after the 15 vacation days. 

Thanks! 

Monica 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: Monica Soliguin 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 3:19PM 
To: Richard MacKay <rmackay@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Ford offer 

Hey Richard 
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Just wanted to let you know I received the Ford offer today. It's above and beyond generous, I will definitely 
be accepting. 

My maternity leave officially ends May 12, and they have this as my start date. However, I had 15 vacation 
days from BlackBerry I was going to carry over and use immediately. Do you know what happens with this 
vacation time if not used? Ron told me I can begin whenever I want basically, but to check with you about 
how BlackBerry might be handling unused vacations, or if I can still use it, etc. I can pose this to HR if you 
need. My return to work date was slated for June 6 after the 15 vacation days. 

Thanks! 

Monica 

Sent from my BlackBerry- the most secure mobile device- via the Rogers Network 
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This is Exhibit "S" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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From: Ann-Marie Petr [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF 23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=APETR] 

Sent: 1/19/2017 1:20:59 PM 

To: Adrienne Lee [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=acornellj 
Subject: RE: Good luck today!! 

Ya Robin told me that your titles were different and then I checked your linkedins and thought it was strange as 
well. They said that was the hardest part because our systems are so different. Robin will still be my manager so I 
suspect she will end up in the leadership grade, which makes sense. She has her meeting shortly or maybe is there now 
O 

I am really happy about everything. All the little benefits questions don't really matter for the most part. I am just 
curious since it is all so different and new. I really love the idea of a pension. I am sure I will work until at least 55 so I 
have 15 more years that I can put in somewhere... if not longer! We meet with our financial advisor in a couple weeks to 
get all organized and I guess then I will find out what is a reasonable goal. We have by far NOT topped up our RRSPs 
over time and our mortgage isn't close to done so I feel so behind but, at the same time, we could be worse off. The 
pension is just like a little extra perk! 

From: Adrienne Lee 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2017 1:18 PM 
To: Ann-Marie Petr <apetr@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Good luck today!! 

Hahaha. yep. That's also my title. I'm a Senior Engineer, Quality Systems. 

It's hilarious, and I asked Ford HR how the job titles were established. I'm by no means an engineer and I have no 
background or formal education as an engineer beyond the basics that I've learned over the years here! 

Kieran's title makes more sense foi me as a Quality Analyst. He's actually an engineer! 

From: Ann-Marie Petr 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2017 1:14 PM 
To: Adrienne Lee <alee@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Good luck today!! 

Oh, and I think we all got different titles. Well, I don't know Robin's yet. But mine is Senior Engineer, SQA. 

From: Adrienne Lee 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2017 12:50 PM 
To: Ann-Marie Petr <apetr@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Good luck today!! 

Hope you are happy with your otter!! 

Adrienne Lee 
Sr Quality Manager 
Devices Quality - In-Market 
Anywhere: (519) 597-7851 

q281aci8erty. Secured. Protected. Connected. 
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From: 	Ann-Marie Petr [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF 23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=APETR] 

Sent: 	 1/19/2017 1:20:59 PM 

To: 	 Adrienne Lee [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=acornellj 
Subject: 	RE: Good luck today!! 

Ya Robin told me that your titles were different and then I checked your linkedins and thought it was strange as 
well. They said that was the hardest part because our systems are so different. Robin will still be my manager so I 
suspect she will end up in the leadership grade, which makes sense. She has her meeting shortly or maybe is there now 
O 

I am really happy about everything. All the little benefits questions don't really matter for the most part. I am just 
curious since it is all so different and new. I really love the idea of a pension. I am sure I will work until at least 55 so I 
have 15 more years that I can put in somewhere... if not longer! We meet with our financial advisor in a couple weeks to 
get all organized and I guess then I will find out what is a reasonable goal. We have by far NOT topped up our RRSPs 
over time and our mortgage isn't close to done so I feel so behind but, at the same time, we could be worse off. The 
pension is just like a little extra perk! 

From: Adrienne Lee 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2017 1:18 PM 
To: Ann-Marie Petr <apetr@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Good luck today!! 

Hahaha. yep. That's also my title. I'm a Senior Engineer, Quality Systems. 

It's hilarious, and I asked Ford HR how the job titles were established. I'm by no means an engineer and I have no 
background or formal education as an engineer beyond the basics that I've learned over the years here! 

Kieran's title makes more sense foi me as a Quality Analyst. He's actually an engineer! 

From: Ann-Marie Petr 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2017 1:14 PM 
To: Adrienne Lee <alee@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Good luck today!! 

Oh, and I think we all got different titles. Well, I don't know Robin's yet. But mine is Senior Engineer, SQA. 

From: Adrienne Lee 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2017 12:50 PM 
To: Ann-Marie Petr <apetr@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Good luck today!! 

Hope you are happy with your otter!! 

Adrienne Lee 
Sr Quality Manager 
Devices Quality - In-Market 
Anywhere: (519) 597-7851 

q281aci8erty. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Suhject: 

Ann-Marie Petr [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDI BOHF 23SPDL T)/CN=RECI PIENTS/CN =APETR] 

1/19/2017 1:20:59 PM 

Adrienne Lee [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=acornell] 

RE: Good luck today!! 

Ya Robin told me that your titles were different and then I checked your linkedins and thought it was strange as 
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well. They said that was the hardest part because our systems are so different. Robin will still be my manager so I 
suspect she will end up in the leadership grade, which makes sense. She has her meeting shortly or maybe is there now 

I am really happy about everything. All the little benefits questions don't really matter for the most part. I am just 
curious since it is all so different and new. I really love the idea of a pension. I am sure I will work until at least 55 so I 
have 15 more years that I can put in somewhere ... if not longer! We meet with our financial advisor in a couple weeks to 
get all organized and I guess then I will find out what is a reasonable goal. We have by far NOT topped up our RRSPs 
over time and our mortgage isn't close to done so I feel so behind but, at the same time, we could be worse off. The 
pension is just like a little extra perk! 

From: Adrienne Lee 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2017 1:18PM 
To: Ann-Marie Petr <apetr@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Good luck today!! 

It's hilarious. and I asked rord HR how the titles wore established. I'm by no means em and I hove no 
background or formal education as an engineer beyond the basics thot I've leorned over the yeors here! 

Kieron's title makes more sense for me as a Quality Analyst. He's actually an engineer! 

From: Ann-Marie Petr 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2017 1:14PM 
To: Adrienne Lee 
Subject: RE: Good luck today!! 

Oh, and I think we all got different titles. Well, I don't know Robin's yet. But mine is Senior Engineer, SQA. 

From: Adrienne Lee 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2017 12:50 PM 
To: Ann-Marie Petr 
Subject: Good luck today!! 

Hope you me hoppy with your otter!! 

Adrienne Lee 

Dev1ces 
Anywhere: (51 
:::~. Socuroo. Pmt~t~<t. ConMCttld. 
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From: Mike Kim [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=MJONGYOONKIMI 
Sent: 1/20/2017 11:26:28 AM 
To: aandree@ford.com  
Subject: - Mississauga BlackBerry 

Hello Alyssa, 

My name is Mike Kim, a Mississauga employee at BlackBerry, and I've got the offer letter last week. I'm so excited about 
this new opportunity, and have a quick question about the grade I got, .  

I'm not sure about the levels at Ford, but I was told that I is a senior level which is same as E at BlackBerry. Correct? If 
that's the case, I was wondering if there is any possibility Ford could reconsider my level with my experiences at 
BlackBerry as below. I'm not expecting to get a senior level at Ford, but I would like to know if there is any possibility 
that Ford could re-consider my level asi at least. Please let me know if you need any references as well. 

I have worked at BlackBerry for 10 years, and I've worked as senior level although my current level at BlackBerry 
is 

The reason ray current level is is not because of my skills. Every year, my managers got laid off, and there was 
no window to be promoted for 4 years. 

As you can check my performance reviews at BlackBerry, the following reviews from my previous managers 
prove my skills. 
2013 Rating - Exceeds Expectations 
SUMMARY Mike has had an outstanding year, delivering numerous components necessary to meet all of the team's 
obligations for PlayBook and BlackBerry 10 support. His technical skills are unparalleled and his contributions have 
directly positively impacted productivity and BlackBerry's overall success. Mike's strong relationship skills hove been 
demonstrated both internally through the mentorship provided to students and colleagues and the interactions with 
external stakeholders. Mike is a top performer on the team and has a very bright future and I will be looking to him to 
drive many of the team's upcoming initiatives. 

2014 Rating - Exceeds Expectations 
I have thoroughly enjoyed working with Mike .from the .first day 1 met him. His expertise and knowledge are 
unparalleled, and he continues to impress me on a daily basis with his hard work, exemplary work ethic, and 
willingness to ensure that his team and the company succeed Despite all of the challenges we have faced over 
the past year, Alike's largely positive "can do" attitude has earned him the respect of his management, 
colleagues, and stakeholders. The key to Mike 's continued success will lie in the area of flexibility. I look 

.forward to working ►+'ith Mike on our new initiatives over the coming year. 

2015 Rating - Exceeds Expectations 
Mike's knowledge of the stakeholder and their business processes allowed him to once again be forward thinking about 
how the tool should be implemented, and sure enough, it was praised by all users when we finally delivered it to 
production. The ability to so accurately assess the needs and requirements of our stakeholders is something I would 
expect of someone in an E-level position. 

He not only succeeded in this endeavor, but he did so with virtually no assistance or guidance from me, which actually 
allowed me to focus on larger scale initiatives. The level of ownership he demonstrated, his commitment to doing an 
outstanding job, and the effort he put into independently executing on his objectives are traits I would only expect out of 
a high-performing level employee. 

2016 Rating -Meets Expectations 
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My name is Mike Kim, a Mississauga employee at BlackBerry, and I've got the offer letter last week. I'm so excited about 
this new opportunity, and have a quick question about the grade I got, . 

I'm not sure about the levels at Ford, but I was told that  is a senior level which is same as Eat BlackBerry. Correct? If 
that's the case, I was wondering if there is any possibility Ford could reconsider my level with my experiences at 
BlackBerry as below. I'm not expecting to get a senior level at Ford, but I would like to know if there is any possibility 
that Ford could re-consider my level as  at least. Please let me know if you need any references as well. 

I have worked at BlackBerry for 10 years, and I've worked as senior level although my current level at BlackBerry 
is  

The reason my current level is  is not because of my skills. Every year, my managers got laid off, and there was 
no window to be promoted for 4 years. 

As you can check my performance reviews at BlackBerry, the following reviews from my previous managers 
prove my skills. 

2013 Rating- Exceeds Expectatiolls 
SUMMARY Mike has had an outstanding year, delivering numerous components necessary to meet all of the team's 
obligations for PlayBook and BlackBerry 10 support. His technical skills are unparalleled and his contributions have 
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external stakeholders. Mike is a top performer on the team and has a very bright future and I will be looking to him to 
drive many of the team's upcoming initiatives. 
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unparalleled, and he continues to impress me 011 a daily basis with his hard lvork, exemplmy work ethic, and 
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a high-performing  level employee. 
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As Mike's manager during this past year, there were no opportunities to consider Mike for a promotion. If the 
opportunity is available, he should strongly be considered for one. He will be moving into a team which is pure SW 

development which is different than the way tool and admin groups are measured. Best of luck Mike in the future and I 

know you will continue to be a great asset to BlackBerry. 

Regards, 
Mike 

Mike (Jongyoon) KIM 
Applications Software Developer II 
Office: 519-888-7465 x)15525 
Mobile: 519-498-0640 
rnjongyoonkim@blackberry.com   

E: elackeerry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 
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From: Amit Bansal [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ABANSAL1 
Sent: 1/17/2017 7:59:26 PM 
To: aandree@ford.com  
Subject: Ford opportunity:- Amit Bansal 

Hello Alyssa 

It was a pleasure meeting Steve on Monday here in waterloo and discuss the opportunity at Ford. After reviewing the 

offer in detail, I wanted to touch base with you on couple of concerns. Noting that this won't be a merger type of 

scenario, I am losing my almost 10 year tenure at blackberry with regards to come of the points below. 

SSIP vesting after 5 years:- it is mentioned in the offer letter that Ford's portion of SSIP matching only vests after 5 years 

of service. Is there something that can be done considering the rich tenure at blackberry and reduce the SSIP vesting 

period. 

No RSUs:- Can Ford do something about providing reasonable RSUs to make offer more competitive. 

Termination:- Through my 10 years of job at Blackberry, I had almost 6 months of safety net of severance in case of 

termination by Blackberry. While I can see that all the management at Ford is excited and putting all the effort to attract 

people, layoff is something that we all at blackberry have lived for last 6 years and a safety cushion in the form of 

severance was always in the back of my mind giving me some breathing room to wait for correct opportunity in case of 

job cut. I wanted to touch base with you to see if you can modify the sign-on bonus from current =weeks salary or so 

to weeks? 

Please let me know at the earliest what can be done as my offer reply date is set for Tuesday 24th  Jan. 

Thanks in advance 

Amit Bansal 
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From: 	Amit Bansal [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ABANSAL1 
Sent: 	1/17/2017 7:59:26 PM 
To: 	 aandree@ford.com  
Subject: 	Ford opportunity:- Amit Bansal 

Hello Alyssa 

It was a pleasure meeting Steve on Monday here in waterloo and discuss the opportunity at Ford. After reviewing the 

offer in detail, I wanted to touch base with you on couple of concerns. Noting that this won't be a merger type of 

scenario, I am losing my almost 10 year tenure at blackberry with regards to come of the points below. 

SSIP vesting after 5 years:- it is mentioned in the offer letter that Ford's portion of SSIP matching only vests after 5 years 

of service. Is there something that can be done considering the rich tenure at blackberry and reduce the SSIP vesting 

period. 

No RSUs:- Can Ford do something about providing reasonable RSUs to make offer more competitive. 

Termination:- Through my 10 years of job at Blackberry, I had almost 6 months of safety net of severance in case of 

termination by Blackberry. While I can see that all the management at Ford is excited and putting all the effort to attract 

people, layoff is something that we all at blackberry have lived for last 6 years and a safety cushion in the form of 

severance was always in the back of my mind giving me some breathing room to wait for correct opportunity in case of 
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Thanks in advance 
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From: ling L Li j/C)=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JINGLI 

Sent: 1/24/2017 5:00:41 PM 

To: aandree@ford.com  

Subject: RE: Ford offers - next steps 

Hello Alyssa, 

Thanks for your kindness and the great offer from Ford. I will accept it and am looking forward to returning the signed 

papers to you. 

Jing Li 

From: Zoltan Racz 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 4:38 PM 

Subject: Ford offers - next steps 

Bcced to all Silver Ottawa team, 

I got a number of questions on the "next steps" and decided to send everyone on Silver in Ottawa a message. 
In terms of next step on offers, this is what the expectation from Ford is: 

As soon as you have made a decision, email Alyssa Andre and indicate in a brief email what your decision is: 

aandree@ford.com   

If you accept, sign all the papers and be ready to drop them off this coming Friday. Alyssa and Ron from Ford will 

come on site to pick the offers up. 

If you are unable to deliver the offers to them in person, drop your signed offer off at my office and I will hand it 

over to them on your behalf. 

Best regards, 

Zoltan 

From: 	ling L Li j/C)=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JINGLI 

Sent: 	1/24/2017 5:00:41 PM 

To: 	 aandree@ford.com  

Subject: 	RE: Ford offers - next steps 

Hello Alyssa, 

Thanks for your kindness and the great offer from Ford. I will accept it and am looking forward to returning the signed 

papers to you. 

Jing Li 

From: Zoltan Racz 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 4:38 PM 

Subject: Ford offers - next steps 

Bcced to all Silver Ottawa team, 

I got a number of questions on the "next steps" and decided to send everyone on Silver in Ottawa a message. 
In terms of next step on offers, this is what the expectation from Ford is: 

As soon as you have made a decision, email Alyssa Andre and indicate in a brief email what your decision is: 

aandree@ford.com   

If you accept, sign all the papers and be ready to drop them off this coming Friday. Alyssa and Ron from Ford will 

come on site to pick the offers up. 

If you are unable to deliver the offers to them in person, drop your signed offer off at my office and I will hand it 

over to them on your behalf. 

Best regards, 

Zoltan 

From: 

Sent: 
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Thanks for your kindness and the great offer from Ford. I will accept it and am looking forward to returning the signed 
papers to you. 

Jing Li 

From: Zoltan Racz 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 4:38PM 
Subject: Ford offers - next steps 

Bcced to all Silver Ottawa team, 

I got a number of questions on the "next steps" and decided to send everyone on Silver in Ottawa a message. 
In terms of next step on offers, this is what the expectation from Ford is: 

As soon as you have made a decision, email Alyssa Andre and indicate in a brief email what your decision is: 
aandree@ford.com 

If you accept, sign all the papers and be ready to drop them off this coming Friday. Alyssa and Ron from Ford will 
come on site to pick the offers up. 

If you are unable to deliver the offers to them in person, drop your signed offer off at my office and I will hand it 
over to them on your behalf. 

Best regards, 
Zoltan 
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From: Su Liang [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SU LIANG] 
Sent: 1/25/2017 9:25:12 AM 

To: aandree@ford.com  

CC: Su Liang [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Su Liang] 

Subject: Offer accepted.. 

Alyssa, 

After I reviewed the offer, I easily made my mind to join the Ford. 

I am looking forward to working with all my Ford colleagues to make next generate Ford cars 

a successful story. 

Best Regards 

Su Liang 

From: 	Su Liang [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SU LIANG] 

Sent: 	1/25/2017 9:25:12 AM 

To: 	 aandree@ford.com  

CC: 	 Su Liang [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Su Liang] 

Subject: 	Offer accepted.. 

Alyssa, 
After I reviewed the offer, I easily made my mind to join the Ford. 

I am looking forward to working with all my Ford colleagues to make next generate Ford cars 

a successful story. 

Best Regards 

Su Liang 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Alyssa, 

Su Liang [JO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SU LIANG] 

1/25/2017 9:25:12 AM 

aandree@ford.com 

Su liang [JO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Su liang] 

Offer accepted .. 

After I reviewed the offer, I easily made my mind to join the Ford. 
I am looking forward to working with all my Ford colleagues to make next generate Ford cars 
a successful story. 

Best Regards 

Su Liang 
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113 
From: Jeffrey Kenney VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEFFREYKI 

Sent: 1/26/2017 10:24:38 AM 
To: aandree@ford.com  

Subject: Just a short note to say I'm exciting to join upl  

Hi Alyssa! 

I thought I'd just drop you a wee note to let you know that I've happily decided to accept Ford's offer! Looking forward 
to seeing you tomorrow to drop off the paperwork. 

Cheers and thanks again for the great opportunity! 

Jeffrey 
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From: 	Jeffrey Kenney VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEFFREYKI 
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Subject: 	Just a short note to say I'm exciting to join upl  

Hi Alyssa! 

I thought I'd just drop you a wee note to let you know that I've happily decided to accept Ford's offer! Looking forward 
to seeing you tomorrow to drop off the paperwork. 

Cheers and thanks again for the great opportunity! 

Jeffrey 

From: 
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Just a short note to say I'm exciting to join up! 
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From: Jie Mao VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JMAO] 

Sent: 1/26/2017 10:30:12 AM 
To: aandree@ford.com  

Subject: FORD job offer 

Dear Alyssa Andree, 

This is Jie Mao at BlackBerry. I truly appreciate the opportunity to work at FORD, and would like to accept the position of 

Senior Developer, Software Drivers. I will hand in the signed offer letter tomorrow. 

I am excited and looking forward to making positive contributions to FORD. Thank you. 

Best Regards, 

Jie Mao 

1 ' 5 

From: 	Jie Mao VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JMAO] 

Sent: 	1/26/2017 10:30:12 AM 
To: 	 aandree@ford.com  

Subject: 	FORD job offer 

Dear Alyssa Andree, 

This is Jie Mao at BlackBerry. I truly appreciate the opportunity to work at FORD, and would like to accept the position of 

Senior Developer, Software Drivers. I will hand in the signed offer letter tomorrow. 

I am excited and looking forward to making positive contributions to FORD. Thank you. 

Best Regards, 

Jie Mao 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jie Mao [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDI BOHF 23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN =JMAO] 

1/26/2017 10:30:12 AM 

aandree@ford.com 

FORD job offer 

Dear Alyssa Andree, 

11 5 

This is Jie Mao at BlackBerry. I truly appreciate the opportunity to work at FORD, and would like to accept the position of 
Senior Developer, Software Drivers. I will hand in the signed offer letter tomorrow. 

I am excited and looking forward to making positive contributions to FORD. Thank you. 

Best Regards, 
Jie Mao 
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This is Exhibit "Z" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

A Corn ssioner, etc. 
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This is Exhibit "Z" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

A Corn ssioner, etc. 

This is Exhibit "Z" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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From: Greg Larocque [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GLAROCQUE] 

Sent: 1/26/2017 4:34:02 PM 

To: aandree@ford.com  

Subject: Ford offer 

Hi Alyssa, 

I will enthusiastically be accepting the Ford offer. 

Regards, 

Greg 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

117 

From: 	Greg Larocque [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GLAROCQUE] 

Sent: 	1/26/2017 4:34:02 PM 

To: 	 aandree@ford.com  

Subject: 	Ford offer 

Hi Alyssa, 

I will enthusiastically be accepting the Ford offer. 

Regards, 

Greg 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Alyssa, 

Greg Larocque [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GLAROCQUE] 

1/26/2017 4:34:02 PM 
aandree@ford.com 
Ford offer 

I will enthusiastically be accepting the Ford offer. 

Regards, 
Greg 

Sent from my BlackBerry- the most secure mobile device- via the Rogers Network 
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This is Exhibit "AA" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

A CAnissioner, etc. 

- 	1 1 8 

This is Exhibit "AA" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

A CAnissioner, etc. 

This is Exhibit "AA'' referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

11 8 
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119 

From: Angela Deng [/0=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ANGELA DENG] 

Sent: 1/27/2017 10:37:34 AM 

To: aandree@ford.com  

Subject: Ford Offer 

Hi Alyssa, 

I'm glad and excited to inform you that I have decided to accept Ford's offer with the given job and benefits. And I'm 

going to drop off all signed papers today. 

I'm looking forward to serving as a part of the big Ford family! Thanks! 

Cheers. 

Angela Deng 
Software Test Specialist II 
Office: +1 (613) 595-3205 
Mobile: +1 (613) 290-5781 
adeng@blackberry corn 

21:131ackeerry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

119 

From: 	Angela Deng [/0=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ANGELA DENG] 

Sent: 	 1/27/2017 10:37:34 AM 

To: 	 aandree@ford.com  

Subject: 	Ford Offer 

Hi Alyssa, 

I'm glad and excited to inform you that I have decided to accept Ford's offer with the given job and benefits. And I'm 

going to drop off all signed papers today. 

I'm looking forward to serving as a part of the big Ford family! Thanks! 

Cheers. 

Angela Deng 
Software Test Specialist II 
Office: +1 (613) 595-3205 
Mobile: +1 (613) 290-5781 
adeng@blackberry corn 

21:131ackeerry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hi Alyssa, 

Angela Deng [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ANGELA DENG] 

1/27/2017 10:37:34 AM 

aandree@ford.com 

Ford Offer 

I'm glad and excited to inform you that I have decided to accept Ford's offer with the given job and benefits. And I'm 
going to drop off all signed papers today. 

I'm looking forward to serving as a part of the big Ford family! Thanks! 

Cheers. 

Angela Deng 
II 

Office: +1 (613) 595-3205 
Mobile: +1 (613) 290-5781 

com 

=:=stack8eny. Secured. Protected. Connected. 
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This is Exhibit "BB" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

ACon ssioner, etc. 
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This is Exhibit "BB" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

This is Exhibit "BB" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

120 
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• 121 
From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com) 
Sent: 2/3/2017 11:43:36 AM 
To: Keith Russell VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Keith Russellb5c1 
Subject: RE: Acceptance of offer 

Hi Keith, 

Thank you for your note, we are very excited to have the Silver team join Ford of Canada and are very pleased that you 
chose to do so! I am glad to hear that the experience was less stressful, I fully understand that this is a difficult decision 
for you. 

Look forward to working with you. 

Warm regards, 

Alyssa Andree I HR Business Operations - Marketing, Sales & Service 
Ford Motor Company of Canada The Canadian Road !Oakville, Ontario I L6.15E4 
Phone: 905.845.2511 x1118 Email: aandree@ford.com  

From: Keith Russell [mailto:kerussell@blackberry.com]  
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2017 11:31 AM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Subject: Re: Acceptance of offer 

Hi Alyssa, 

Now that the dust has settled I just wanted to thank you for being so positive. Under the circumstances you had every right to 
be robotic and/or cranky. Thanks for not being that and making the entire experience decidedly less stressful. 

Cheers, 
Keith 

From: Keith Russell <kerussell@blackberrv.com> 
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 at 09:25 
To: "aandree@ford.com"  <aandree@ford.com> 

Subject: Acceptance of offer 

Hi Alyssa, 

Apparently we were supposed to let you know when we made a decision. I had my mind made up before I left the meeting. I 
will be accepting the offer and will have the papers here on Friday. 

Thanks, 
Keith 

• 121 
From: 	Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com) 
Sent: 	2/3/2017 11:43:36 AM 
To: 	 Keith Russell VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Keith Russellb5c1 
Subject: 	RE: Acceptance of offer 

Hi Keith, 

Thank you for your note, we are very excited to have the Silver team join Ford of Canada and are very pleased that you 

chose to do so! I am glad to hear that the experience was less stressful, I fully understand that this is a difficult decision 
for you. 

Look forward to working with you. 

Warm regards, 

Alyssa Andree I HR Business Operations - Marketing, Sales & Service 

Ford Motor Company of Canada The Canadian Road !Oakville, Ontario I L6.15E4 
Phone: 905.845.2511 x1118 Email: aandree@ford.com  

From: Keith Russell [mailto:kerussell@blackberry.com]  
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2017 11:31 AM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Subject: Re: Acceptance of offer 

Hi Alyssa, 

Now that the dust has settled I just wanted to thank you for being so positive. Under the circumstances you had every right to 
be robotic and/or cranky. Thanks for not being that and making the entire experience decidedly less stressful. 

Cheers, 
Keith 

From: Keith Russell <kerussell@blackberrv.com> 
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 at 09:25 
To: "aandree@ford.com"  <aandree@ford.com> 

Subject: Acceptance of offer 

Hi Alyssa, 

Apparently we were supposed to let you know when we made a decision. I had my mind made up before I left the meeting. I 
will be accepting the offer and will have the papers here on Friday. 

Thanks, 
Keith 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hi Keith, 

Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com] 

2/3/2017 11:43:36 AM 
Keith Russell [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Keith RussellbSc] 

RE: Acceptance of offer 

1 ! 1 

Thank you for your note, we are very excited to have the Silver team join Ford of Canada and are very pleased that you 

! I the was I understand that is a difficult decision 
for you. 

look forward to working with you. 

Warm regards, 

From: Keith Russell [mailto:kerussell@blackberry.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2017 11:31 AM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Subject: Re: Acceptance of offer 

Hi Alyssa, 

! I 

Now that the dust has settled I just wanted to thank you for being so positive. Under the circumstances you had every right to 
be robotic and/or cranky. Thanks for not being that and making the entire experience decidedly less stressful. 

Cheers, 
Keith 

From: Keith Russell <kerussell@blackberry.com> 
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2017 at 09:25 
To: "aandree@ford.com" <aandree@ford.com> 
Subject: Acceptance of offer 

Hi Alyssa, 

Apparently we were supposed to let you know when we made a decision. I had my mind made up before I left the meeting. I 
will be accepting the offer and will have the papers here on Friday. 

Thanks, 
Keith 
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This is Exhibit "CC" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

A ommissioner, etc. 
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This is Exhibit "CC" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

A ommissioner, etc. 

This is Exhibit "CC" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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- 123 
From: Yongchang Wang [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=YONWANG] 

Sent: 1/26/2017 2:39:03 PM 
To: aandree@ford.com  

Subject: Ford offer accepted 

Hi Alyssa, 

Just let you know that I accept the offer. Ford is a great company and I enjoy the Silver work we are working at now. 

Thanks, 

Yongchang Wang 

- 	123 
From: 	Yongchang Wang [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=YONWANG] 

Sent: 	1/26/2017 2:39:03 PM 
To: 	 aandree@ford.com  

Subject: 	Ford offer accepted 

Hi Alyssa, 

Just let you know that I accept the offer. Ford is a great company and I enjoy the Silver work we are working at now. 

Thanks, 

Yongchang Wang 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Alyssa, 

Yongchang Wang [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=YONWANG] 

1/26/2017 2:39:03 PM 
aandree@ford.com 
Ford offer accepted 

123 

Just let you know that I accept the offer. Ford is a great company and I enjoy the Silver work we are working at now. 

Thanks, 

Yongchang Wang 
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This is Exhibit "DD" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

es-7 

A issioner, etc. 

124 

This is Exhibit "DD" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

es-7 

A 	issioner, etc. 

This is Exhibit "DD" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

124 
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125 
From: Jeanne Xiao [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JX1A0] 
Sent: 1/25/2017 4:26:52 PM 
To: aandree@ford.com  
Subject: Offer acceptance from Jeanne Xiao Ottawa 

Hi Alyssa, 

First thanks for your offering, I have gone through the details and made the decision. I would like to let you know in 

advance that I am going to accept the offer and will be glad to work for FORD. 

Thanks 

Jeanne Xiao 

125 
From: 	Jeanne Xiao [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JX1A0] 
Sent: 	1/25/2017 4:26:52 PM 
To: 	 aandree@ford.com  
Subject: 	Offer acceptance from Jeanne Xiao Ottawa 

Hi Alyssa, 

First thanks for your offering, I have gone through the details and made the decision. I would like to let you know in 

advance that I am going to accept the offer and will be glad to work for FORD. 

Thanks 

Jeanne Xiao 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Alyssa, 

Jeanne Xiao [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JXIAO] 
1/25/2017 4:26:52 PM 
aandree@ford.com 
Offer acceptance from Jeanne Xiao Ottawa 

125 

First thanks for your offering, I have gone through the details and made the decision. I would like to let you know in 
advance that I am going to accept the offer and will be glad to work for FORD. 

Thanks 
Jeanne Xiao 
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This is Exhibit "EE" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

missioner, etc. 

1 2 6 

This is Exhibit "EE" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

This is Exhibit "EE" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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127 
From: Shu-Lin Chen [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SHUCHEN] 

Sent: 1/25/2017 9:54:31 AM 

To: aandree@ford.com  

Subject: Ford offer for Silver 

Hi Alyssa: 

I have decided to accept Ford's offer. Thanks a lot for your help in the past few days. 

Shu-Lin 

127 
From: 	Shu-Lin Chen [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SHUCHEN] 

Sent: 	1/25/2017 9:54:31 AM 

To: 	 aandree@ford.com  

Subject: 	Ford offer for Silver 

Hi Alyssa: 

I have decided to accept Ford's offer. Thanks a lot for your help in the past few days. 

Shu-Lin 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Hi Alyssa: 

Shu-Lin Chen [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=SHUCHEN] 

1/25/2017 9:54:31 AM 
aandree@ford.com 
Ford offer for Silver 

I have decided to accept Ford's offer. Thanks a lot for your help in the past few days. 

Shu-Lin 

127 
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This is Exhibit "FF" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

A Comjssioner, etc. 
1  

128 

This is Exhibit "FF" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

A Comjssioner, etc. 

This is Exhibit "FF" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

128 
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129 
From: Heather Patterson [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=HPATTERSON] 
Sent: 1/25/2017 10:31:57 AM 
To. Andree, Alyssa (A.) (aandree@ford.coml 
CC: Zoltan Racz 1/0=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=zraczJ 
Subject: Accepting the Ford offer 

Hi Alyssa, 
I have decided to accept Ford's offer and have completed all the necessary documentation. As per below, I will not be in 

the office on Friday so I will give the package to Zoltan to pass along to you or your team. 

It was a pleasure to meet with you last week and thanks for your quick response to my questions. 

Thanks, 

Heather 

From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [mailto:aandree@ford.comj  

Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 3:34 PM 

To: Heather Patterson <hpatterson@blackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: Questions re: submission of offer package 

Heather, 
Thank you for your email. We are asking you to provide both in the event that there are any concerns with the transfer 

of Blackberry to Ford data. 

I am coming on Friday to collect the offers, however if you are not available please feel free to scan the documents to 

me, or leave the completed package with Zoltan. 

Alyssa Andree I HR Business Operations - Marketing, Sales & Service 

ford Motor Company of Canada I The Canadian Road Oakville, Ontario I 1.6J 5E4 

Phone: 905.845.2511 x1.11.8 I Email: aandree@ford.com  

From: Heather Patterson [maitto:hoattersonftblackberry.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 2:58 PM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Subject: Questions re: submission of offer package 

Hi Alyssa, 

I have a couple of questions regarding the offer package: 

- Do we need to provide/sign the "Consent and Direction" form in addition to the Payroll Banking Information form and 

void cheque? They seem redundant however there may be an alternative purpose for that which I don't understand. 

- When / how will offer packages be returned to Ford? I forgot to ask this. Around the office, some are saying Friday 

however I had planned earlier to take Friday off as a vacation day. 

Thanks, 
Heather (Patterson) 

613-595-3553 

129 
From: 	Heather Patterson [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=HPATTERSON] 
Sent: 	 1/25/2017 10:31:57 AM 
To. 	 Andree, Alyssa (A.) (aandree@ford.coml 
CC: 	 Zoltan Racz 1/0=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=zraczJ 
Subject: 	Accepting the Ford offer 

Hi Alyssa, 
I have decided to accept Ford's offer and have completed all the necessary documentation. As per below, I will not be in 
the office on Friday so I will give the package to Zoltan to pass along to you or your team. 

It was a pleasure to meet with you last week and thanks for your quick response to my questions. 

Thanks, 

Heather 

From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [mailto:aandree@ford.comj  

Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 3:34 PM 

To: Heather Patterson <hpatterson@blackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: Questions re: submission of offer package 

Heather, 
Thank you for your email. We are asking you to provide both in the event that there are any concerns with the transfer 

of Blackberry to Ford data. 

I am coming on Friday to collect the offers, however if you are not available please feel free to scan the documents to 

me, or leave the completed package with Zoltan. 

Alyssa Andree I HR Business Operations - Marketing, Sales & Service 

ford Motor Company of Canada I The Canadian Road Oakville, Ontario I 1.6J 5E4 

Phone: 905.845.2511 x1.11.8 I Email: aandree@ford.com  

From: Heather Patterson [maitto:hoattersonftblackberry.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 2:58 PM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Subject: Questions re: submission of offer package 

Hi Alyssa, 
I have a couple of questions regarding the offer package: 

- Do we need to provide/sign the "Consent and Direction" form in addition to the Payroll Banking Information form and 

void cheque? They seem redundant however there may be an alternative purpose for that which I don't understand. 

- When / how will offer packages be returned to Ford? I forgot to ask this. Around the office, some are saying Friday 

however I had planned earlier to take Friday off as a vacation day. 

Thanks, 
Heather (Patterson) 

613-595-3553 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

CC: 
Subject: 

Hi Alyssa, 

Heather Patterson [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=HPATTERSON] 

1/25/2017 10:31:57 AM 
Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com] 
Zoltan Racz [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=zracz] 

Accepting the Ford offer 

129 

I have decided to accept Ford's offer and have completed all the necessary documentation. As per below, I will not be in 
the office on Friday so I will give the package to Zoltan to pass along to you or your team. 

It was a pleasure to meet with you last week and thanks for your quick response to my questions. 

Thanks, 
Heather 

From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [mailto:aandree@ford.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 3:34PM 
To: Heather Patterson <hpatterson@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Questions re: submission of offer package 

Heather, 
Thank you for your email. We are asking you to provide both in the event that there are any concerns with the transfer 
of to f-ord data. 

I am coming on Friday to collect the offers, however if you are not available please feel free to scan the documents to 

me, or leave the completed package with Zoltan. 

From: Heather Patterson [mailto:hpatterson@blackberry.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 2:58PM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Subject: Questions re: submission of offer package 

Hi Alyssa, 
I have a couple of questions regarding the offer package: 

-Do we need to provide/sign the "Consent and Direction" form in addition to the Payroll Banking Information form and 
void cheque? They seem redundant however there may be an alternative purpose for that which I don't understand. 
-When I how will offer packages be returned to Ford? I forgot to ask this. Around the office, some are saying Friday 

however 1 had planned earlier to take Friday off as a vacation day. 

Thanks, 
Heather (Patterson) 

613-595-3553 
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This is Exhibit "GG" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

A CoVinissioner, etc. 

1 n 

This is Exhibit "GG" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

A CoVinissioner, etc. 

This is Exhibit "GG" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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Date: Friday February 14, 2017 

BlackBerry, Human Resources 

2200 University Avenue East 

Waterloo, ON N2A 0A7 

FEB 2 7  

Dear BlackBerry, 

Please be informed that I have accepted an offer of employment with Ford and 

will transfer to my new employer effective _March 1, 2017. 

With this letter, I am submitting my resignation from my employment with 

BlackBerry effective _Tuesday February 14, 2017_. My last BlackBerry working 

day will be _Tuesday February 28, 2017_. 

Employee Name (print): Anusha Rostam  „, 

Signature: Anusha Rostam (signecf electronic signature) 

(For contacts necessary after employment termination date, including tax 

information forwarding, I am providing the below personal information.) 

Personal Email: _anusha_gandhi@hotmail.com  

Home Address: _228 Maxwell Bridge Road 

_Kanata, Ontario  

K2V/ OB7  

Canada  

Home Phone: 613-435-4886 

131 
Date: Friday February 14, 2017 

BlackBerry, Human Resources 

2200 University Avenue East 

Waterloo, ON N2A 0A7 

FEB 2 7  

Dear BlackBerry, 

Please be informed that I have accepted an offer of employment with Ford and 

will transfer to my new employer effective _March 1, 2017. 

With this letter, I am submitting my resignation from my employment with 

BlackBerry effective _Tuesday February 14, 2017_. My last BlackBerry working 

day will be _Tuesday February 28, 2017_. 

Employee Name (print): 	Anusha Rostam  „, 

Signature: 
	

Anusha Rostam (signecf electronic signature) 

(For contacts necessary after employment termination date, including tax 

information forwarding, I am providing the below personal information.) 

Personal Email: 	_anusha_gandhi@hotmail.com  

Home Address: 	_228 Maxwell Bridge Road 

_Kanata, Ontario 	 

K2V/ OB7 	  

Canada 	  

Home Phone: 
	

613-435-4886 

131 
Date: Friday February 14, 2017 

BlackBerry, Human Resources 

2200 University Avenue 

ON N2A OA7 

Dear BlackBerry, 

Please be informed that I have accepted an offer of employment with Ford and 

will transfer to my new employer effective _March 1, 2017. 

With this letter, I am submitting my resignation from my employment with 

BlackBerry effective_ Tue~;day February 14, 2017 _. My last BlackBerry working 

day will be_ Tuesday February 28, 20 

Employee Name (print): __ Anusha Rosta 

Signature: 
1/ +' ,~: ';',, __ _ 

__ Anusha Rostam (signecf electronic signature) 

(For contacts necessary after employment termination date, including tax 

information forwarding, I am providing the below personal information.) 

Personal Email: _anusha_gandhi@hotmail.com 

Home Address: _228 Maxwell Bridge Road 

_Kanata, Onta 

K2VJ 

Canada ------
Home Phone: 613-435-4886 ___ _ 
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This is Exhibit "HH" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

A Corp4 issioner, etc. 
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This is Exhibit "HH" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

A Corp4 "ssioner, etc. 

This is Exhibit "HH" referred to in the 
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Minh Mai 
139 Willow Creek Circle 

Ottawa, ON 
K2G 7A8 

Feb 15th, 2017 

BlackBerry Limited 
4701 Tahoe Blvd. 
Mississauga, ON, Canada 
L4W OB5 

RE: Resignation from the role of System Software Developer 

Dear Mr. Pizzolon, 

Please accept this letter as my formal resignation from my role as a Software System 
Developer at Blackberry Mississauga office. The resignation will be in effect on 
March 1st, 2017. 

Sincerely, 

Amyl,  mot,  

Minh Mai 

Minh Mai 
139 Willow Creek Circle 

Ottawa, ON 
K2G 7A8 

Feb 15th, 2017 

BlackBerry Limited 
4701 Tahoe Blvd. 
Mississauga, ON, Canada 
L4W OB5 

RE: Resignation from the role of System Software Developer 

Dear Mr. Pizzolon, 

Please accept this letter as my formal resignation from my role as a Software System 
Developer at Blackberry Mississauga office. The resignation will be in effect on 
March 1st, 2017. 

Sincerely, 

Amyl,  mot,  

Minh Mai 

Feb 15th, 2017 

BlackBerry Limited 
4701 Tahoe Blvd. 
Mississauga, ON, Canada 
L4WOBS 

Minh Mai 
139 Willow Creek Circle 

Ottawa, ON 
K2G 7A8 

RE: Resignation from the role of System Software Developer 

Dear Mr. Pizzolon, 

Please accept this letter as my formal resignation from my role as a Software System 
Developer at Blackberry Mississauga office. The resignation will be in effect on 
March 1st, 2017. 

Sincerely, 

Minh Mai 
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This is Exhibit "II" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

ommissioner, etc. 
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This is Exhibit "II" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

This is Exhibit "II" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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Date: Feb 14th, 2017 

BlackBerry, Human Resources 

2200 University Avenue East 

Waterloo, ON. N2A 0A7 

Dear BlackBerry, 

Please be informed that I have accepted an offer of employment with Ford Motor 

Company of Canada. 

With this letter, I am submitting my resignation from my employment with 

BlackBerry effective February 28th, 2017. Please note that this resignation is 

contingent on me receiving full-time employment with Ford Motor Company of 

Canada. If the offer stands and I am officially accepted by Ford Motor Company of 

Canada to start work on March lst, 2017, my last working day at BlackBerry will be 

February 28th, 2017. 

Employee Name (print): Balamurali Murugiah 

Signature: 

(For contacts necessary after employment termination date, including tax 

information forwarding, I am providing the below personal information.) 

Personal Email: balamurugiah@gmail.com  

Home Address: 114 Stillwater Street 

Kitchener, On. N2A Oil 

Home Phone: 226-808-4295 
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Date: Feb 14th, 2017 

BlackBerry, Human Resources 

2200 University Avenue East 

Waterloo, ON. N2A 0A7 

Dear BlackBerry, 

Please be informed that I have accepted an offer of employment with Ford Motor 

Company of Canada. 

With this letter, I am submitting my resignation from my employment with 

BlackBerry effective February 28th, 2017. Please note that this resignation is 

contingent on me receiving full-time employment with Ford Motor Company of 

Canada. If the offer stands and I am officially accepted by Ford Motor Company of 

Canada to start work on March lst, 2017, my last working day at BlackBerry will be 

February 28th, 2017. 

Employee Name (print): Balamurali Murugiah 

Signature: 

(For contacts necessary after employment termination date, including tax 

information forwarding, I am providing the below personal information.) 

Personal Email: 	balamurugiah@gmail.com  

Home Address: 	114 Stillwater Street 

Kitchener, On. N2A Oil 

Home Phone: 	226-808-4295 

Date: Feb 14th, 2017 

BlackBerry/ Human Resources 

2200 University Avenue East 

Waterloo/ ON. N2A OA7 

Dear BlackBerry/ 

Please be informed that I have accepted an offer of employment with Ford Motor 

Company of Canada. 

With this letter, I am submitting my resignation from my employment with 

BlackBerry effective February 28th, 2017. Please note that this resignation is 

contingent on me receiving full-time employment with Ford Motor Company of 

Canada. If the offer stands and I am officially accepted by Ford Motor Company of 

Canada to start work on March Pt, 20171 my last working day at BlackBerry will be 
February 28th, 2017. 

Employee Name (print): Balamurali Murugiah 

~ Signature: __ ..;;;!~=~ _ __;;;;_._, ______ _ 

(For contacts necessary after employment termination date, including tax 

information forwarding/ I am providing the below personal information.) 

Personal Email: balamurugiah@gmail.com 

Home Address: 114 Stillwater Street 

Kitchenerl On. N2A OJ1 

Home Phone: 226-808-4295 
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This is Exhibit "JJ" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 
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From: Vilok Kusumakar [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIIICN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VKUSUMAKAR] 

Sent: 2/17/2017 4:22:15 PM 

To: Amber Jessup YO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amberlessup5481 

CC: Vilok, Mukul Kasumakar [vilok@hotmail.com] 

Subject: RE: ACTION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Please be informed that I have accepted an offer of employment with Ford as part of the Silver 

project as of Mar 1st 2017. 

Therefore I am informing you that I will be transferring to Ford and not coming to work at 

BlackBerry after Feb 28 2017. 

My last BlackBerry working day will be Feb 28 2017. 

Vilok 

Director, SW Apps and Framework 

Mobile: 613-290-6635 

Office: 613-595-3703 
Sent Using triackeetry Software. the World's Most Secure Mobility Solution. 

From: Amber Jessup 
Sent: Thursday, February 2, 2017 11:51 AM 

Subject: ACTION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Good Morning 

HR has been informed that you have accepted a position with Ford. As part of your transition from being a BlackBerry 

employee, there are several items that need to be taken care of prior to your last day. Please read carefully and reach 

out to me if you have any questions. 
This email will cover the process for: 
1. Written confirmation of resignation 

2. Post-employment obligations 

3. Your Equipment: IT and device collection process 

4. Primary BlackBerry device and phone number 

S. Expenses 

Written confirmation of resignation  

As you have accepted new employment, you are required to submit formal notice of your resignation. Attached is a 

template resignation letter that you are required to complete, sign and submit. Please complete the letter and return 

(in person or by email) by February 10th. 

Before your last day you will receive a Resignation Acceptance Letter from HR. This document confirms your last day 

with BlackBerry as well as some final details concerning your benefits, vacation pay and other pertinent information. 

Post-employment obligations  
Please review the attached document titled Post-employment obligations. To confirm your understanding, please 

print the document, sign, and return with your resignation letter. 

Your Equipment: IT and device collection process 
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From: 	Vilok Kusumakar [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIIICN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VKUSUMAKAR] 

Sent: 	2/17/2017 4:22:15 PM 

To: 	 Amber Jessup YO=RESEARCH IN MOTIONJOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amberlessup5481 

CC: 	 Vilok, Mukul Kasumakar [vilok@hotmail.com ] 

Subject: 	RE: ACTION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Please be informed that I have accepted an offer of employment with Ford as part of the Silver 

project as of Mar 1st 2017. 

Therefore I am informing you that I will be transferring to Ford and not coming to work at 

BlackBerry after Feb 28 2017. 

My last BlackBerry working day will be Feb 28 2017. 

Vilok 

Director, SW Apps and Framework 

Mobile: 613-290-6635 

Office: 613-595-3703 

Sent Using iizitiackEleny Software, the World's Most Secure Mobility Solution. 

From: Amber Jessup 
Sent: Thursday, February 2, 2017 11:51 AM 

Subject: ACTION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Good Morning 

HR has been informed that you have accepted a position with Ford. As part of your transition from being a BlackBerry 

employee, there are several items that need to be taken care of prior to your last day. Please read carefully and reach 

out to me if you have any questions. 
This email will cover the process for: 

1. Written confirmation of resignation 

2. Post-employment obligations 

3. Your Equipment: IT and device collection process 

4. Primary BlackBerry device and phone number 

S. 	Expenses 

Written confirmation of resignation  
As you have accepted new employment, you are required to submit formal notice of your resignation. Attached is a 

template resignation letter that you are required to complete, sign and submit. Please complete the letter and return 

(in person or by email) by February 10th. 

Before your last day you will receive a Resignation Acceptance Letter from HR. This document confirms your last day 

with BlackBerry as well as some final details concerning your benefits, vacation pay and other pertinent information. 

Post-employment obligations  

Please review the attached document titled Post-employment obligations. To confirm your understanding, please 

print the document, sign, and return with your resignation letter. 

Your Equipment: IT and device collection process 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

CC: 
Subject: 

Vilok Kusumakar [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VKUSUMAKAR) 

2/17/2017 4:22:1S PM 
Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPOl T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup548] 

Vilok, Mukul Kasumakar [vilok@hotmail.com] 

RE: ACTION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

1 57 

Please be informed that I have accepted an offer of employment with Ford as part of the Silver 
project as of Mar 1st 2017. 
Therefore I am informing you that I will be transferring to Ford and not coming to work at 
BlackBerry after Feb 28 2017. 
My last BlackBerry working day will be Feb 28 2017. 

Vilok 
Director, SW Apps and Framework 
Mobile: 613-290-6635 

Office: 613-595-3703 

Sent Using ::=BtaekBeny Software, the World's Most Secure Mobility Solution. 

From: Amber Jessup 
Sent: Thursday, February 2, 2017 11:51 AM 
Subject: ACTION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Good Morning 

HR has been informed that you have accepted a position with Ford. As part of your transition from being a BlackBerry 
employee, there are several items that need to be taken care of prior to your last day. Please read carefully and reach 
out to me if you have any questions. 
This email will cover the process for: 
1. Written confirmation of resignation 

2. Post-employment obligations 
3. Your Equipment: IT and device collection process 

4. Primary BlackBerry device and phone number 

5. Expenses 

Written confirmation of resignation 
As you have accepted new employment, you are required to submit formal notice of your resignation. Attached is a 
template resignation letter that you are required to complete, sign and submit. Please complete the letter and return 
(in person or by email) by February lOt". 

Before your last day you will receive a Resignation Acceptance Letter from HR. This document confirms your last day 
with BlackBerry as well as some final details concerning your benefits, vacation pay and other pertinent information. 

Post-employment obligations 
Please review the attached document titled Post-employment obligations. To confirm your understanding, please 
print the document, sign, and return with your resignation letter. 

Your Equipment: IT and device collection process 
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You will be receiving further communications regarding the collection of IT equipment in the weeks leading up to your 

last day. You also may receive a communication from Software Operations and/or Beta regarding the collection of 

devices issued by these teams and steps for returning these items. 

Primary BlackBerry device and phone number  

BlackBerry is providing you with the opportunity to keep your current active primary phone number as well as your 

secure, released, production BlackBerry device where possible. In order for you to be able to keep your phone number 

and device, you are required to provide the following information by responding to this email by February 10th. 

1. Confirm if you would like to keep your current active primary phone number*. 

2. If yes, please confirm the phone number. 

3. Please send me the model and IMEI of the device you would like to leave with. 

NOTE: The device must be a secure, released, non-beta device. We will confirm if it is secure. If your current device is a 

pre-release device (i.e. Mercury), a beta device, or a competitor device issued by BlackBerry, you cannot take it with you 

and it must be returned prior to your last day. Please let me know if your device is in any of the above categories. 

If we have determined your device is secure, on your last day, we will security wipe your device and then you can take it 

with you. Please ensure that you know your BlackBerry ID for the security wipe process. DO NOT wipe your device 

yourself, we will just have to wipe it again. 

If your device is not secure, you are not permitted to keep it and it must be handed in on your last day. 

*Important Note About Assuming Financial Responsibility of Corporate Phone Numbers - If you would like to keep your 

current corporate mobile phone number, you will be able to assume ownership of your number with the same carrier it 

is currently active with. IT Carrier Solutions will be providing you with the required steps to be able to complete this 

process following your confirmation that you wish to keep your mobile number. If you do not complete the process by 

the date specified, then the number will be forfeited with no exceptions. It is up to you to ensure the process is 

completed in a timely manner. You will be required to contact the current carrier to confirm you are accepting financial 

responsibility for the phone number going forward. 

BlackBerry is providing you the option of keeping your current mobile number to aid you in your transition. By releasing 

the number to you, BlackBerry will no longer be responsible for this number or the account associated with this number. 

It is your choice if you'd like to keep your number. If you choose to keep your mobile number, you will assume financial 

responsibility. Further, some employees may be given the option to port their number into Ford's mobile plan. If you 

want to explore that option, please reach out to your Ford leader or Ford HR. BlackBerry will not be porting mobile 

numbers directly to Ford. 

Expenses  

Employees are expected to complete an expense reports for any charges on their corporate AMEX prior to their last day 

to ensure prompt payment. 

Further communications on the logistics of your last day will follow approximately one week prior to your last day. 

If you have any questions about anything in this email, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Amber Jessup 
HR I. jsiness Partner Manager 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 13055 
BlackBerry: 613-291-8217 
aiessupablackberry.com   

:Ellackeeiry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 
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You will be receiving further communications regarding the collection of IT equipment in the weeks leading up to your 

last day. You also may receive a communication from Software Operations and/or Beta regarding the collection of 

devices issued by these teams and steps for returning these items. 

Primary BlackBerry device and phone number  

BlackBerry is providing you with the opportunity to keep your current active primary phone number as well as your 

secure, released, production BlackBerry device where possible. In order for you to be able to keep your phone number 

and device, you are required to provide the following information by responding to this email by February 10th. 

1. Confirm if you would like to keep your current active primary phone number*. 

2. If yes, please confirm the phone number. 

3. Please send me the model and IMEI of the device you would like to leave with. 

NOTE: The device must be a secure, released, non-beta device. We will confirm if it is secure. If your current device is a 

pre-release device (i.e. Mercury), a beta device, or a competitor device issued by BlackBerry, you cannot take it with you 

and it must be returned prior to your last day. Please let me know if your device is in any of the above categories. 

If we have determined your device is secure, on your last day, we will security wipe your device and then you can take it 

with you. Please ensure that you know your BlackBerry ID for the security wipe process. DO NOT wipe your device 

yourself, we will just have to wipe it again. 

If your device is not secure, you are not permitted to keep it and it must be handed in on your last day. 

*Important Note About Assuming Financial Responsibility of Corporate Phone Numbers - If you would like to keep your 

current corporate mobile phone number, you will be able to assume ownership of your number with the same carrier it 

is currently active with. IT Carrier Solutions will be providing you with the required steps to be able to complete this 

process following your confirmation that you wish to keep your mobile number. If you do not complete the process by 

the date specified, then the number will be forfeited with no exceptions. It is up to you to ensure the process is 

completed in a timely manner. You will be required to contact the current carrier to confirm you are accepting financial 

responsibility for the phone number going forward. 

BlackBerry is providing you the option of keeping your current mobile number to aid you in your transition. By releasing 

the number to you, BlackBerry will no longer be responsible for this number or the account associated with this number. 

It is your choice if you'd like to keep your number. If you choose to keep your mobile number, you will assume financial 

responsibility. Further, some employees may be given the option to port their number into Ford's mobile plan. If you 

want to explore that option, please reach out to your Ford leader or Ford HR. BlackBerry will not be porting mobile 

numbers directly to Ford. 

Expenses  

Employees are expected to complete an expense reports for any charges on their corporate AMEX prior to their last day 

to ensure prompt payment. 

Further communications on the logistics of your last day will follow approximately one week prior to your last day. 

If you have any questions about anything in this email, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Amber Jessup 
HR I. jsiness Partner Manager 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 13055 
BlackBerry: 613-291-8217 
aiessupablackberry.com   

:Ellackeeiry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 
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You will be receiving further communications regarding the collection of IT equipment in the weeks leading up to your 
last day. You also may receive a communication from Software Operations and/or Beta regarding the collection of 
devices issued by these teams and steps for returning these items. 

Primary BlackBerry device and phone number 
BlackBerry is providing you with the opportunity to keep your current active primary phone number as well as your 
secure, released, production BlackBerry device where possible. In order for you to be able to keep your phone number 
and device, you are required to provide the following information by responding to this email by February 10111

• 

1. Confirm if you would like to keep your current active primary phone number*. 

2. If yes, please confirm the phone number. 
3. Please send me the model and I MEl of the device you would like to leave with. 

NOTE: The device must be a secure, released, non-beta device. We will confirm if it is secure. If your current device is a 
pre-release device (i.e. Mercury), a beta device, or a competitor device issued by BlackBerry, you cannot take it with you 
and it must be returned prior to your last day. Please let me know if your device is in any of the above categories. 

If we have determined your device is secure, on your last day, we will security wipe your device and then you can take it 
with you. Please ensure that you know your BlackBerry ID for the security wipe process. DO NOT wipe your device 
yourself, we will just have to wipe it again. 
If your device is not secure, you are not permitted to keep it and it must be handed in on your last day. 

*Important Note About Assuming Financial Responsibility of Corporate Phone Numbers - If you would like to keep your 
current corporate mobile phone number, you will be able to assume ownership of your number with the same carrier it 
is currently active with. IT Carrier Solutions will be providing you with the required steps to be able to complete this 
process following your confirmation that you wish to keep your mobile number. If you do not complete the process by 
the date specified, then the number will be forfeited with no exceptions. It is up to you to ensure the process is 
completed in a timely manner. You will be required to contact the current carrier to confirm you are accepting financial 
responsibility for the phone number going forward. 
BlackBerry is providing you the option of keeping your current mobile number to aid you in your transition. By releasing 
the number to you, BlackBerry will no longer be responsible for this number or the account associated with this number. 
It is your choice if you'd like to keep your number. If you choose to keep your mobile number, you will assume financial 
responsibility. Further, some employees may be given the option to port their number into Ford's mobile plan. If you 
want to explore that option, please reach out to your Ford leader or Ford HR. BlackBerry will not be porting mobile 
numbers directly to Ford. 

Expenses 
Employees are expected to complete an expense reports for any charges on their corporate AMEX prior to their last day 
to ensure prompt payment. 

Further communications on the logistics of your last day will follow approximately one week prior to your last day. 
If you have any questions about anything in this email, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Amber Jessup 
HR Business Partner Manager 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 13055 
BlackBerry: 613-291-8217 

:::BtlK;kBerry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 
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14 
From: Amber Jessup [ajessup@blackberry.com] 

Sent: 2/27/2017 4:42:47 PM 

Subject: Transition to Ford: Important Information 

Attachments: Benefits Information Letter_Canada.pdf 

Congratulations on your new position with Ford. This letter acknowledges your acceptance of employment with 
Ford starting on March 1, 2017, confirms the February 28, 2017 effective date of your resignation from 
BlackBerry and summarizes the details of final payments owing, benefits information, and ongoing 
obligations. 

Salary and Vacation Pay 

Your employment with BlackBerry continues through February 28, 2017 and you will receive all salary and 
accrued vacation pay until that date. 

Employee Benefits 

All group benefit coverage which was available to you prior to your acceptance of Ford employment has 
continued while you remain employed by BlackBerry. You should receive an email with information on 
converting your life insurance and healthcare benefits. If you don't receive this email prior to your last day 
worked, you will receive a package in the mail within two weeks from your last day on benefits. Sun Life will 
send you information on your options for your RRSP Account. 

Equity and Employee Share Purchase Plan 

If applicable, your rights with respect to any stock option and/or Restricted Share Unit (RSU) awards will 
continue to be governed by terms of the applicable Plan document. If you have any questions regarding the 
application of the Plan(s), please email EquityAward©blackberry.com. 

If you own BlackBerry shares through the BlackBerry Employee Share Purchase Plan (ESPP), you will need to 
access your Solium Shareworks account and indicate how you would like to receive your proceeds. 

• You will have 90 days from the date BlackBerry employment ceases to sell your shares or transfer 
them to an alternate broker of your choice. 
• At the end of 90 days any residual shares that remain in your account will be sold and a cash payment, 
equal to the net proceeds of the sale of your shares, will be issued as a cheque. Your cheque will be mailed to 
the address recorded on file with Solium. 

Note: You are required to comply with applicable securities laws prohibiting trading while in the possession of 
material non-public information regarding BlackBerry. 

If you have any questions, please contact Solium at helpsolium.com. Support hours are 8:00am EST to 
8:00pm EST and the contact number is 1-877-380-7793 (Canada & USA). 

Expenses 

You will be reimbursed for any allowable business expenses incurred up to and including your last day of 
active service. If you wish to claim any such eligible business expenses. please submit an expense report 
within 7 days of the date of this letter. 

Vacation Pay and Other Outstanding Amounts Owing 
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From: 	Amber Jessup [ajessup@blackberry.com] 

Sent: 	 2/27/2017 4:42:47 PM 

Subject: 	Transition to Ford: Important Information 

Attachments: Benefits Information Letter_Canada.pdf 

Congratulations on your new position with Ford. This letter acknowledges your acceptance of employment with 
Ford starting on March 1, 2017, confirms the February 28, 2017 effective date of your resignation from 
BlackBerry and summarizes the details of final payments owing, benefits information, and ongoing 
obligations. 

Salary and Vacation Pay 

Your employment with BlackBerry continues through February 28, 2017 and you will receive all salary and 
accrued vacation pay until that date. 

Employee Benefits 

All group benefit coverage which was available to you prior to your acceptance of Ford employment has 
continued while you remain employed by BlackBerry. You should receive an email with information on 
converting your life insurance and healthcare benefits. If you don't receive this email prior to your last day 
worked, you will receive a package in the mail within two weeks from your last day on benefits. Sun Life will 
send you information on your options for your RRSP Account. 

Equity and Employee Share Purchase Plan 

If applicable, your rights with respect to any stock option and/or Restricted Share Unit (RSU) awards will 
continue to be governed by terms of the applicable Plan document. If you have any questions regarding the 
application of the Plan(s), please email EquityAward©blackberry.com. 

If you own BlackBerry shares through the BlackBerry Employee Share Purchase Plan (ESPP), you will need to 
access your Solium Shareworks account and indicate how you would like to receive your proceeds. 

• You will have 90 days from the date BlackBerry employment ceases to sell your shares or transfer 
them to an alternate broker of your choice. 
• At the end of 90 days any residual shares that remain in your account will be sold and a cash payment, 
equal to the net proceeds of the sale of your shares, will be issued as a cheque. Your cheque will be mailed to 
the address recorded on file with Solium. 

Note: You are required to comply with applicable securities laws prohibiting trading while in the possession of 
material non-public information regarding BlackBerry. 

If you have any questions, please contact Solium at helpsolium.com. Support hours are 8:00am EST to 
8:00pm EST and the contact number is 1-877-380-7793 (Canada & USA). 

Expenses 

You will be reimbursed for any allowable business expenses incurred up to and including your last day of 
active service. If you wish to claim any such eligible business expenses. please submit an expense report 
within 7 days of the date of this letter. 

Vacation Pay and Other Outstanding Amounts Owing 
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From: Amber Jessup [ajessup@blackberry.com] 
Sent: 2/27/2017 4:42:47 PM 
Subject: Transition to Ford: Important Information 
Attachments: Benefits Information Letter_ Canada.pdf 

Congratulations on your new position with Ford. This letter acknowledges your acceptance of employment with 
Ford starting on March 1, 2017, confirms the February 28, 2017 effective date of your resignation from 
BlackBerry and summarizes the details of final payments owing, benefits information, and ongoing 
obligations. 

Salary and Vacation Pay 

Your employment with BlackBerry continues through February 28, 2017 and you will receive all salary and 
accrued vacation pay until that date. 

Employee Benefits 

All group benefit coverage which was available to you prior to your acceptance of Ford employment has 
continued while you remain employed by BlackBerry. You should receive an email with information on 
converting your life insurance and healthcare benefits. If you don't receive this email prior to your last day 
worked, you will receive a package in the mail within two weeks from your last day on benefits. Sun Life will 
send you information on your options for your RRSP Account. 

Equity and Employee Share Purchase Plan 

If applicable, your rights with respect to any stock option and/or Restricted Share Unit (RSU) awards will 
continue to be governed by terms of the applicable Plan document. If you have any questions regarding the 
application of the Plan(s), please email EquityAward@blackberry.com. 

If you own BlackBerry shares through the BlackBerry Employee Share Purchase Plan (ESPP). you will need to 
access your Solium Shareworks account and indicate how you would like to receive your proceeds. 

• You will have 90 days from the date BlackBerry employment ceases to sell your shares or transfer 
them to an alternate broker of your choice. 
• At the end of 90 days any residual shares that remain in your account will be sold and a cash payment, 
equal to the net proceeds of the sale of your shares, will be issued as a cheque. Your cheque will be mailed to 
the address recorded on file with Solium. 

Note: You are required to comply with applicable securities laws prohibiting trading while in the possession of 
material non-public information regarding BlackBerry. 

If you have any questions, please contact Solium at help@solium.com. Support hours are 8:00am EST to 
8:00pm EST and the contact number is 1-877-380-7793 (Canada & USA). 

Expenses 

You will be reimbursed for any allowable business expenses incurred up to and including your last day of 
active service. If you wish to claim any such eligible business expenses, please submit an expense report 
within 7 days of the date of this letter. 

Vacation Pay and Other Outstanding Amounts Owing 
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If there is any pro-rated vacation pay or other outstanding amounts owing to you to date, this will be paid to you 
following your last working day. In the event that you have used more vacation than was accrued for the 
worked portion of the calendar year, any excess vacation usage will be deducted from your final pay. 

Variable incentive Pay (VIP) Program (IF APPLICABLE) 

Under the terms of the Program, departing employees would not normally be eligible for VIP because 
employees must be on payroll at time of payment. In recognition of the special circumstances of the 
acceptance of an offer of employment from Ford, however, all employees who have resigned from Black Berry 
and are starting employment with Ford on March 1 and who are covered by the VIP Program will be eligible to 
receive VIP payment, if any VIP award is granted to Mobility Solutions employees who choose to remain at 
BlackBerry. 
Sales Incentive Pay (SiP) Program (IF APPLICABLE) 

SIP payments will be made to all eligible employees who work through February 28 at the normal time. 

Legal Holds 

During the course of your employment, you may have been the subject of one or more legal holds requiring 
you to, among other things, preserve documents relating to litigation involving BlackBerry. If this applies to you, 
you remain subject to the legal hold. 

Confidentiality and Ongoing Obligations 

We would like to remind you of your ongoing obligations to BlackBerry, which survive the end of your 
employment. 

You will continue to be bound by BlackBerry's Business Standards and Principles which you acknowledged 
during your employment with BlackBerry. BlackBerry's Business Standards and Principles (BS&P) continues to 
apply to its former employees. The BS&P provides as follows: 

Your obligation to safeguard BlackBeny confidential or proprietary information continues after you are no 
longer a BlackBerry employee. You may never disclose BlackBerry confidential or proprietary information after 
you leave, unless you have BlackBerry's consent to do so. 

BlackBerry ntellectual Property May Not Be Used At Ford 

Please note that upon your termination of employment from BlackBerry you are not entitled to use (i) any 
BlackBerry developed software, technology and other intellectual property (inventions, patents, know-how and 
proprietary information, including that which you developed as a BlackBerry employee) unless licensed by 
Ford; (ii) any third party technology licensed by BlackBerry, unless also licensed by Ford; and (iii) any 
equipment owned by BlackBerry unless purchased or leased by Ford. You are not entitled to access any 
BlackBerry internal systems after your termination from BlackBerry, unless access is granted via separate 
agreement with Ford. 
Return of Company Property and Retrieving Your Personal Belongings and Information 

Ford is a new and separate employer than BlackBerry. All BlackBerry property must be returned to BlackBerry 
prior to your final day at BlackBerry. You will be provided further instructions regarding mobile devices and 
laptop computers. 

If you have any questions or require clarification of any of the matters in this letter, please contact your HR 
Business Partner. We wish to thank you for your contribution to BlackBerry and extend to you our best wishes 
for the future. 
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Sincerely, 

Amber Jessup 
HR Business Partner Manager 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 13055 
Mobile: (613) 290-8217 
aiessup@blackberry corn 
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Sincerely, 

Amber Jessup 
HR Business Partner Manager 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 13055 
Mobile: (613) 290-8217 
aiessup@blackberry corn 

Sincerely, 

Amber Jessup 

Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 13055 
Mobile: (613) 290-8217 
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From: Graham Eaves (/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=GEAVES1 
Sent: 1/28/2017 1:21:39 PM 
To: Vilok Kusumakar VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=vkusumakar] 
Subject: Silver opportunities 

Hi Vilok, 

I came by a few times Friday but wasn't able to catch up with you. I know Cod has talked to you in the past 
about me possibly coming over to Silver. I told Cori, and Li am who I now report to, that I have been looking 
around for new opportunities this past month. The search is progressing well with good opportunities both 
internally and externally. Now I understand there have been a few rejected offers on Silver and that Ford has 
requested more people possibly opening up opportunities there too. Liam has offered for me to explore Silver 
and possibly shop me around so I just wanted to let you know that I am interested. 

Maybe once you have things figured out we can meet to discuss where you're looking to fill holes and see if 
there is a good fit. 

Anyway I just wanted to talk to you directly to get the ball rolling although I imagine Cod has already helped to 
get things rolling. 

Anyway have a good weekend and hopefully we get a chance to talk next week. 

Thanks 
Graham 

Sent Using BlackBerry Software, the World's Most Secure Mobility Solution. 
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146 From: Dylan Yohan [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DYLAN YOHAN8701 
Sent: 2/8/2017 11:48:51 AM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) (aandree@ford.com] 

Subject: RE: Ford of Canada Offer 

Attachments: Ford Application.pdf 

HI Alyssa, 

Please find attached the requested documentation to complete my acceptance of employment and application at Ford. As 
discussed previously, I do not have my SIN card with me in Waterloo but I will send it early next week, after I pick it up 
from Toronto over the weekend. If this is needed sooner then please let me know and I will try to get it over the week. 

Thank you once again for the opportunity to work at Ford. 

Regards, 

Dylan. 

From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2017 5:21 PM 
To: Dylan Yohan 
Subject: RE: Ford of Canada Offer 

Dylan, 
Thank you for the note, we are very excited to have you join the Ford team! We can definitely wait on the SIN card if 
you don't have access to it immediately. 

Alyssa Andree HR Business Operations - Marketing, Sales & Service 
Ford Motor Company of Canada I The Canadian Road I Oakville, Ontario I L61 5E4 
Phone: 905.845.2511 x1118 I Email: aandree@ford.com  

From: Dylan Yohan [ma i lto:dyoha n @blackberry.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2017 5:08 PM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Subject: RE: Ford of Canada Offer 

Hi Alyssa, 

Thought I should drop you a quick note to let you know of my intention to accept your offer of employment at Ford. I am 
very pleased with the offer and thank you very much for the opportunity. Unfortunately, I could not finish all the paper 
work today to make it formal today, but hope to get it to you either tomorrow, or in the case this winter ice storm alert 
turns out to be serious, on Wednesday. Also, my Social Insurance Card may still be in Toronto, so I may need to send the 
photocopy of it later on this week. I hope that this is okay with you. 

Regards, 

Dylan. 
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From: Dylan Yohan [mailto:dyohan@blackberry.com] 
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To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Subject: RE: Ford of Canada Offer 

Hi Atyssa, 

Thought I should drop you a quick note to let you know of my intention to accept your offer of employment at Ford. I am 
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Dylan. 
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From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2017 2:41 PM 
To: Dylan Yohan 
Subject: RE: Ford of Canada Offer 

Dylan, 
My apologies, I neglected to update the language regarding offer expiration. I will not be onsite to collect your offer 

next week. Please find attached, updated offer. 

Warm regards, 

Alyssa Andree 1 HR Business Operations - Markering, Sales & Service 

Ford Motor Company of Canada I The Canadian Road I Oakville. Ontario! L6.I 5E4 
Phone: 905.845.2511 x1118 I Email: aandree@ford.com  

From: Dylan Yohan [mailto:dyohan@blackberry.com]  
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2017 1:36 PM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Subject: RE: Ford of Canada Offer 

Thanks Alyssa. I will go through them this weekend and get back to you. 

Regards, 

Dylan. 

From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree©ford.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2017 1:07 PM 
To: Dylan Yohan 
Subject: Ford of Canada Offer 

Dylan, 

Thank you for taking the time to talk with me today. I have attached your offer of employment with Ford of Canada, as 

well as the corresponding documents. 

If you could please confirm that you received this email, that would be appreciated. 

Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns! 

Warm regards, 

Alyssa Andree 1 HR Business Operations - Marketing, Sales & Service 

Ford Motor Company of Canada 1 The Canadian Road :Oakville, Ontario I L6.15E4 

Phone: 905.845.2511 x1118 I Email: aandree@ford.com  
NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY 

This communication including any information transmitted with it is intended only for the use of the addressees and is confidential if 
you are not an Intended recipient or responsible for delivering the message to on intended recipient, any review, disclosure, 
conversion to hard copy, dissemination, reproduction or other use of any part of this communication is .strictly prohibited, as is the 
taking or omitting of any action in relionce upon this communicotion. if you receive this communication in error or without 
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From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2017 2:41 PM 
To: Dylan Yohan 
Subject: RE: Ford of Canada Offer 

Dylan, 
apologies, I to update the 

next week. Please find attached, updated offer. 

From: Dylan Yohan [mailto:dyohan@blackberrv.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2017 1:36PM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Subject: RE: Ford of Canada Offer 

offer 

Thanks Alyssa. I will go through them this weekend and get back to you. 

Regards, 

Dylan. 

From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 03, 2017 1:07PM 
To: Dylan Yohan 
Subject: Ford of Canada Offer 

Dylan, 

I will not be onsite to collect your offer 

Thank you for taking the time to talk with me today. I have attached your offer of employment with Ford of Canada, as 
well as the corresponding documents. 

If you could please confirm that you received this email, that would be appreciated. 

Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns! 

Warm regards, 
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From: Rebecca Graham [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=REBECCA GRAHAM9B5] 
Sent: 1/25/2017 4:10:12 PM 
To. Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup548I 
Subject: FW: Employment at Ford 

FYI 

From: Dao Van 
Sent: January-25-17 4:07 PM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Cc: Lisa Carswell 
Subject: RE: Employment at Ford 

Hi Rebecca, 

After discussion with Chris, he said he and his team are looking a role that will fit me. He will keep me posted in next 2 
weeks. Thanks. 

Dao Van 

From: Rebecca Graham 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 3:48 PM 

To: Dao Van <DVan@blackberrv.com> 
Cc: Lisa Carswell <IcarswellPblackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Employment at Ford 

Thank you for letting us know Dao. 

If there are any SW Licensing roles or roles within BlackBerry that you're interested in, please let us know. Also, it would 
be beneficial for you to speak with Chris. 

Take care, 
Rebecca 

From: Dao Van 
Sent: January-24-17 9:01 AM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Cc: Lisa Carswell 
Subject: FW: Employment at Ford 

FYI... 

From: Dao Van 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 9:00 AM 

To: 'aandree@ford.com' <aandree@ford.com> 
Subject: Employment at Ford 

Good Morning Alyssa, 

150 
From: 	Rebecca Graham [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=REBECCA GRAHAM9B5] 
Sent: 	1/25/2017 4:10:12 PM 
To. 	 Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup548I 
Subject: 	FW: Employment at Ford 

FYI 

From: Dao Van 
Sent: January-25-17 4:07 PM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Cc: Lisa Carswell 
Subject: RE: Employment at Ford 

Hi Rebecca, 

After discussion with Chris, he said he and his team are looking a role that will fit me. He will keep me posted in next 2 
weeks. Thanks. 

Dao Van 

From: Rebecca Graham 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 3:48 PM 

To: Dao Van <DVan@blackberrv.com> 
Cc: Lisa Carswell <IcarswellPblackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Employment at Ford 

Thank you for letting us know Dao. 

If there are any SW Licensing roles or roles within BlackBerry that you're interested in, please let us know. Also, it would 
be beneficial for you to speak with Chris. 

Take care, 
Rebecca 

From: Dao Van 
Sent: January-24-17 9:01 AM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Cc: Lisa Carswell 
Subject: FW: Employment at Ford 

FYI... 

From: Dao Van 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 9:00 AM 
To: 'aandree@ford.com' <aandree@ford.com> 
Subject: Employment at Ford 

Good Morning Alyssa, 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

FYI 

Rebecca Graham [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=REBECCA GRAHAM9B5] 

1/25/2017 4:10:12 PM 

Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup548] 

FW: Employment at Ford 

From: Dao Van 
Sent: January-25-17 4:07PM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Cc: Lisa Carswell 
Subject: RE: Employment at Ford 

Hi Rebecca, 
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After discussion with Chris, he said he and his team are looking a role that will fit me. He will keep me posted in next 2 
weeks. Thanks. 

DaoVan 

From: Rebecca Graham 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 3:48PM 
To: Dao Van <DVan@blackberry.com> 
Cc: Lisa Carswell <lcarswell@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Employment at Ford 

Thank you for letting us know Dao. 

If there are any SW Licensing roles or roles within BlackBerry that you're interested in, please let us know. Also, it would 
be beneficial for you to speak with Chris. 

Take care, 
Rebecca 

From: Dao Van 
Sent: January-24-17 9:01AM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Cc: Lisa Carswell 
Subject: FW: Employment at Ford 

FYI ... 

From: Dao Van 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 9:00AM 
To: 'aandree@ford.com' <aandree@ford.com> 
Subject: Employment at Ford 

Good Morning Alyssa, 
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1 5 1 
I would like to inform you that I had decided to stay with BlackBerry. The offer from Ford is more than generous and 

under normal circumstance, I would have gladly accepted it. 
However, I have been with BlackBerry from the early beginning; going through good and bad time and find it personally 
extremely tough to let go. 
I sincerely thank you for your time and dedication and passion for helping us with this transition. Please let me know if 

you have any questions for me. 

Have a nice day Alyssa 

Dao Van 
BlackBerry 
Operations Manager 
Office 519.888.7465 x75966 
dvanPblackberrv.com   

1 5 1 
I would like to inform you that I had decided to stay with BlackBerry. The offer from Ford is more than generous and 
under normal circumstance, I would have gladly accepted it. 
However, I have been with BlackBerry from the early beginning; going through good and bad time and find it personally 
extremely tough to let go. 
I sincerely thank you for your time and dedication and passion for helping us with this transition. Please let me know if 
you have any questions for me. 

Have a nice day Alyssa 

Dao Van 
BlackBerry 
Operations Manager 
Office 519.888.7465 x75966 
dvanPblackberrv.com   

1 J 1 
I would like to inform you that I had decided to stay with BlackBerry. The offer from Ford is more than generous and 
under normal circumstance, I would have gladly accepted it. 
However, I have been with BlackBerry from the early beginning; going through good and bad time and find it personally 
extremely tough to let go. 
I sincerely thank you for your time and dedication and passion for helping us with this transition. Please let me know if 
you have any questions for me. 

Have a nice day Alyssa 

D<Jo Van 
BlackBerry 
Operations Manager 
Office 519.888.7465 x75966 
dvan@blackberry.com 
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This is Exhibit "00" referred to in the 

Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 
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October, 2017 
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From: Alan Geue [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AGEUE] 
Sent: 2/17/2017 9:39:11 AM 
To: Trevor Wiley [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Twileybb2j; TeamPhobos 1/0=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TeamPhobos7c2I; Richard MacKay 
[/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Richard Mackayaef]; Shehryar Khan (/O=RESEARCH IN 
MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPOLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Shekhan]; Chris Medl 
[/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cmedl]; Angela Deng [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Angela Deng] 

Subject: Re: BlackBerry sued by employees 

Agreed. We were never told that we had resigned after signing the offers, and the resignation form letter didn't have the last 
day of employment specified. The fact is that we freely accepted an offer of employment from Ford, and just as would be the 
case if we accepted an offer from another company, we have to give our notice of resignation to our current employer. 

And even if things were "arranged" in the background over the past few months, the employees did have a choice. If their 
severance entitlements and years of service were more important to them than the new job opportunity that was presented, 
they should have declined the offer. 

This whole thing smells of greed. 

From: Trevor Wiley <twiley@hlackberry.com> 
Date: Friday, February 17, 2017 at 7:46 AM 
To: TeamPhobos <teamphobos@blackberry.com>,  Richard MacKay <rmackay@blackberry.com>,  Shehryar Khan 
<shekhan@blackberry.com>,  Chris Medl <cmedl@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Re: BlackBerry sued by employees 

Well, loss of accumulated years of service and severance entitlements are certainly annoying, but I'm not following this 
argument: 

The notice of claim said BlackBerry arranged to transfer those employees to Ford Canada in the fall of 2016, then informed them that they had resigned once they 

accepted employment with the company 

I can see how someone might feel that these arrangements had been made for them and that 
they had only an illusion of choice, but that last bit doesn't sound at all right. Perhaps the actual 
lawsuit says things differently and this is an inaccurate paraphrase. 

And this: 

The employees were given resignation letters and stipulated their last date of employment, the suit said. 

I complained that the resignation letter didn't have the date filled in for me! 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: crnec)1@blackberry.cpm 
Sent: February 17, 2017 7:31 AM 
To: teamohobosPblackberry.com; rmackay@blackberry.com; shekhan@blackberry.com  
Subject: Re: BlackBerry sued by employees 

153 
From: 	Alan Geue [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AGEUE] 
Sent: 	2/17/2017 9:39:11 AM 
To: 	 Trevor Wiley [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Twileybb2j; TeamPhobos 1/0=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TeamPhobos7c2I; Richard MacKay 
[/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Richard Mackayaef]; Shehryar Khan (/O=RESEARCH IN 
MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPOLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Shekhan]; Chris Medl 
[/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cmedl]; Angela Deng [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Angela Deng] 

Subject: 	Re: BlackBerry sued by employees 

Agreed. We were never told that we had resigned after signing the offers, and the resignation form letter didn't have the last 
day of employment specified. The fact is that we freely accepted an offer of employment from Ford, and just as would be the 
case if we accepted an offer from another company, we have to give our notice of resignation to our current employer. 

And even if things were "arranged" in the background over the past few months, the employees did have a choice. If their 
severance entitlements and years of service were more important to them than the new job opportunity that was presented, 
they should have declined the offer. 

This whole thing smells of greed. 

From: Trevor Wiley <twiley@hlackberry.com> 
Date: Friday, February 17, 2017 at 7:46 AM 
To: TeamPhobos <teamphobos@blackberry.com>,  Richard MacKay <rmackay@blackberry.com>,  Shehryar Khan 
<shekhan@blackberry.com>,  Chris Medl <cmedl@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Re: BlackBerry sued by employees 

Well, loss of accumulated years of service and severance entitlements are certainly annoying, but I'm not following this 
argument: 

The notice of claim said BlackBerry arranged to transfer those employees to Ford Canada in the fall of 2016, then informed them that they had resigned once they 

accepted employment with the company 

I can see how someone might feel that these arrangements had been made for them and that 
they had only an illusion of choice, but that last bit doesn't sound at all right. Perhaps the actual 
lawsuit says things differently and this is an inaccurate paraphrase. 

And this: 

The employees were given resignation letters and stipulated their last date of employment, the suit said. 

I complained that the resignation letter didn't have the date filled in for me! 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: crnec)1@blackberry.cpm 
Sent: February 17, 2017 7:31 AM 
To: teamohobosPblackberry.com; rmackay@blackberry.com; shekhan@blackberry.com  
Subject: Re: BlackBerry sued by employees 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Alan Geue [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AGEUE] 
2/17/2017 9:39:11 AM 
Trevor Wiley [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
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(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Twileybb2]; TeamPhobos [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TeamPhobos7c2]; Richard MacKay 
[/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Richard Mackayaef]; Shehryar Khan [/O=RESEARCH IN 
MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Shekhan]; Chris Medl 
[/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Cmedl]; Angela Deng [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE 
ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Angela Deng] 

Subject: Re: BlackBerry sued by employees 

Agreed. We were never told that we had resigned after signing the offers, and the resignation form letter didn't have the last 
day of employment specified. The fact is that we freely accepted an offer of employment from Ford, and just as would be the 

case if we accepted an offer from another company, we have to give our notice of resignation to our current employer. 

And even if things were "arranged" in the background over the past few months, the employees did have a choice. If their 

severance entitlements and years of service were more important to them than the new job opportunity that was presented, 

they should have declined the offer. 

This whole thing smells of greed. 

From: Trevor Wiley -~~~~~~!.!..l~~· 
Date: Friday, February 17, 2017 at 7:46AM 

To: TeamPhobos 

Subject: Re: BlackBerry sued by employees 

Shehryar Khan 

Well, loss of accumulated years of service and severance entitlements are certainly annoying, but I'm not following this 

argument: 

The notice of claim said BlackBerry arranged to transfer those employees to Ford Canada in the fall of 2016. then informed them that they had resigned once they 

accepted employment with the company 

I can see how someone might feel that these arrangements had been made for them and that 
they had only an illusion of choice, but that last bit doesn't sound at all right. Perhaps the actual 
lawsuit says things differently and this is an inaccurate paraphrase. 

And this: 

The employees were given resignation letters and stipulated their last date of employment. the suit said. 

I complained that the resignation letter didn't have the date filled in for me! 

Sent from my BlackBerry -the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: cmedl@biC~c:kbi:rrv.<:_orn 
Sent: February 17, 2017 7:31AM 
To: teamphobos@blackberry.com; rmackay@lblackberry.com; shekhan@blackberry.com 
Subject: Re: BlackBerry sued by employees 
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I'm off today and so cannot participate in workplace discussion. My first thought is that this lawsuit is somewhat 
unsettling. I'm curious what everyone's viewpoints are. 

Sent Using BlackBerry Software, the World's Most Secure Mobility Solution. 

From: shekhanOblackberry.com   
Sent: February 16, 2017 7:00 PM 
To: m tteam tlowsaLasDA eu_< r .com; rm_ackay20.1acifttmcom 
Subject: BlackBerry sued by employees 

In case you haven't heard... 

http://www.cbc.cainewsicanadaiottawa/blackberry-employees-class-action-lawsuit  1.3986344  
http://www.durhamregion.com/news-story/7145262-blackberry-class-action-launched-by-employees/  

Sheh 

Vt 
I'm off today and so cannot participate in workplace discussion. My first thought is that this lawsuit is somewhat 
unsettling. I'm curious what everyone's viewpoints are. 

Sent Using BlackBerry Software, the World's Most Secure Mobility Solution. 

From: shekhanOblackberry.com   
Sent: February 16, 2017 7:00 PM 
To: 	m tteam tlowsaLasDA eu_< r .com; rm_ackay20.1acifttmcom 
Subject: BlackBerry sued by employees 

In case you haven't heard... 

http://www.cbc.cainewsicanadaiottawa/blackberry-employees-class-action-lawsuit  1.3986344  
http://www.durhamregion.com/news-story/7145262-blackberry-class-action-launched-by-employees/  

Sheh 

Vt 
I'm off today and so cannot participate in workplace discussion. My first thought is that this lawsuit is somewhat 
unsettling. I'm curious what everyone's viewpoints are. 

Sent Using BlackBerry Software, the World's Most Secure Mobility Solution. 

From: chO.I/h:>r'\ 

Sent: February 16, 2017 7:00PM 
To: t-o:>mr-.!v\hr•crn'• 

Subject: BlackBerry sued by employees 

In case you haven't heard ... 

Sheh 
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Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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A Cgfhrnissioner, etc. 
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sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 
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From: Amber Jessup [ajessup@blackberry.com ] 
Sent: 2/23/2017 1:02:06 PM 
To: Rebecca Graham [rebgraham@blackberry.com]; Jennifer Mascarin [jmascarin@blackberry.com]; Lisa Carswell 

licarswell@blackberry.comi 
Subject: RE: Nita Request: EE Feedback 

Hi Rebecca, 

Richard Mackay said he wanted to hand in his resignation letter in order to distance himself from what transpired last 

week. 

Dominic Peluso said that he has had a number of employees come to him asking what they can do to remove 

themselves from the lawsuit. He also said that felt that there were others in his team who were directly involved in the 

suit. Dominic himself stated he did not want to be part of the suit. I did not ask Dominic for the specific names of the 

employees that had come to him. 

Thanks 

From: Rebecca Graham 

Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2017 11:58 PM 

To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com>; Jennifer Mascarin <jmascarin@blackberry.com>; Lisa Carswell 

<Icarswell@blackberry.com> 

Cc: Rebecca Graham <rebgraham@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Nita Request: EE Feedback 

Importance: High 

Hi All, 

In my report to Nita on silver I highlighted that some employees have expressed an interest in distancing themselves 

from those involved in the lawsuit. Can you please send me a list of those you spoke with who feel this way? If you 

heard from a leader, are you able to get the list of employees that have approached him/her? I need to report back to 

Nita ideally tomorrow. 

Thanks ladies, 

Bec 
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From: 	Amber Jessup [ajessup@blackberry.com ] 
Sent: 	 2/23/2017 1:02:06 PM 
To: 	 Rebecca Graham [rebgraham@blackberry.com]; Jennifer Mascarin [jmascarin@blackberry.com]; Lisa Carswell 

licarswell@blackberry.comi 
Subject: 	RE: Nita Request: EE Feedback 

Hi Rebecca, 

Richard Mackay said he wanted to hand in his resignation letter in order to distance himself from what transpired last 

week. 

Dominic Peluso said that he has had a number of employees come to him asking what they can do to remove 

themselves from the lawsuit. He also said that felt that there were others in his team who were directly involved in the 

suit. Dominic himself stated he did not want to be part of the suit. I did not ask Dominic for the specific names of the 

employees that had come to him. 

Thanks 

From: Rebecca Graham 

Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2017 11:58 PM 

To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com>; Jennifer Mascarin <jmascarin@blackberry.com>; Lisa Carswell 

<Icarswell@blackberry.com> 

Cc: Rebecca Graham <rebgraham@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Nita Request: EE Feedback 

Importance: High 

Hi All, 

In my report to Nita on silver I highlighted that some employees have expressed an interest in distancing themselves 

from those involved in the lawsuit. Can you please send me a list of those you spoke with who feel this way? If you 

heard from a leader, are you able to get the list of employees that have approached him/her? I need to report back to 

Nita ideally tomorrow. 

Thanks ladies, 

Bec 

From: 
Sent: 

Amber Jessup [ajessup@blackberry.com] 
2/23/2017 1:02:06 PM 
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To: Rebecca Graham [rebgraham@blackberry.com]; Jennifer Mascarin [jmascarin@blackberry.com]; Lisa Carswell 
[lcarswell@blackberry.comj 

Subject: RE: Nita Request: EE Feedback 

Hi Rebecca, 

Richard Mackay said he wanted to hand in his resignation letter in order to distance himself from what transpired last 
week. 

Dominic Peluso said that he has had a number of employees come to him asking what they can do to remove 
themselves from the lawsuit. He also said that felt that there were others in his team who were directly involved in the 
suit. Dominic himself stated he did not want to be part of the suit. I did not ask Dominic for the specific names of the 
employees that had come to him. 

Thanks 

From: Rebecca Graham 
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2017 11:58 PM 
To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com>; Jennifer Mascarin <jmascarin@blackberry.com>; Lisa Carswell 
<lcarswell@blackberry.com> 
Cc: Rebecca Graham <rebgraham@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Nita Request: EE Feedback 
Importance: High 

Hi All, 

In my report to Nita on silver I highlighted that some employees have expressed an interest in distancing themselves 
from those involved in the lawsuit. Can you please send me a list of those you spoke with who feel this way? If you 
heard from a leader, are you able to get the list of employees that have approached him/her? I need to report back to 
Nita ideally tomorrow. 

Thanks ladies, 
Bee 
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A Co issioner, etc. 
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1 
From: Darrell Wellington [dawe@syntronic.com] 
Sent: 1/17/2017 11:47:49 AM 
To: David Parker [david.parker@hotmail.ca] 

Subject: Re: contract automation services 

Hi David, 

Nice to hear from you, are you still at BlackBerry and contemplating leaving? 

I guess you are thinking that you would start your own company and Syntronic would be a potential 
customer? We do some automation but I don't think we would have much need to bring in a 
consultant. I think we would be more likely to hire someone as an employee. I haven't come across 
too many people looking to outsource that, there are a couple companies that do just that, I think 
Averna and Ray Robichaud or something like that. 

Hope that provides some information for you, good luck! 
Darrell 

From: "David Parker" <david.parker@hotmail.ca> 
To: dawe@syntronic.com  
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:38:47 AM 
Subject: contract automation services 

Hi Daryl, 

I hope things are well with you and yours. It has been awhile since we have spoken so I hope you don't mind 
that I asked Suavek for your contact info and that I am now contacting you. 

The reason behind my correspondence is that I am trying to evaluate the feasibility of going into business for 
myself by way of offering contract automation services to local tech companies. This would most likely involve 
automating lab test needs, but could also involve other automation needs as well. 

Would you be able to comment as to whether or not this is something that Syntonic might have a use for? 

Thanks 

David 

Sent from Outlook 

From: 	Darrell Wellington [dawe@syntronic.com] 
Sent: 	1/17/2017 11:47:49 AM 
To: 	 David Parker [david.parker@hotmail.ca] 

Subject: 	Re: contract automation services 

Hi David, 

Nice to hear from you, are you still at BlackBerry and contemplating leaving? 

I guess you are thinking that you would start your own company and Syntronic would be a potential 
customer? We do some automation but I don't think we would have much need to bring in a 
consultant. I think we would be more likely to hire someone as an employee. I haven't come across 
too many people looking to outsource that, there are a couple companies that do just that, I think 
Averna and Ray Robichaud or something like that. 

Hope that provides some information for you, good luck! 
Darrell 

From: "David Parker" <david.parker@hotmail.ca> 
To: dawe@syntronic.com  
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 9:38:47 AM 
Subject: contract automation services 

Hi Daryl, 

I hope things are well with you and yours. It has been awhile since we have spoken so I hope you don't mind 
that I asked Suavek for your contact info and that I am now contacting you. 

The reason behind my correspondence is that I am trying to evaluate the feasibility of going into business for 
myself by way of offering contract automation services to local tech companies. This would most likely involve 
automating lab test needs, but could also involve other automation needs as well. 

Would you be able to comment as to whether or not this is something that Syntonic might have a use for? 

Thanks 

David 

Sent from Outlook 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi David, 

Darrell Wellington [dawe@syntronic.com] 

1/17/2017 11:47:49 AM 
David Parker [david.parker@hotmail.ca] 
Re: contract automation services 

Nice to hear from you, are you still at BlackBerry and contemplating leaving? 

I guess you are thinking that you would start your own company and Syntronic would be a potential 
customer? We do some automation but I don't think we would have much need to bring in a 
consultant. I think we would be more likely to hire someone as an employee. I haven't come across 
too many people looking to outsource that, there are a couple companies that do just that, I think 
Averna and Ray Robichaud or something like that. 

Hope that provides some information for you, good luck! 
Darrell 

From: "David Parker" <david.parker@hotmail.ca> 
To: dawe@syntronic.com 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17,2017 9:38:47 AM 
Subject: contract automation services 

Hi Daryl, 

I hope things are well with you and yours. It has been awhile since we have spoken so I hope you don't mind 
that I asked Suavek for your contact info and that I am now contacting you. 

The reason behind my correspondence is that I am trying to evaluate the feasibility of going into business for 
myself by way of offering contract automation services to local tech companies. This would most likely involve 
automating lab test needs, but could also involve other automation needs as well. 

Would you be able to comment as to whether or not this is something that Syntonic might have a use for? 

Thanks 

David 

Sent from Outlook 
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From: David Parker [/0=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPARKER] 
Sent: 1/12/2017 7:14:32 AM 
To: Edwin Llanos [Ilanosedwinm@gmail.comj 
Subject: Re: Hey 

Sounds good. 

Safe trip back. 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: Ilanosedwinm@gmail.com  
Sent: January 11, 2017 9:16 PM 
To: dparker@blackberry.corn 
Subject: Re: Hey 

I'd like that but it will have to wait utilities the Japan issues slow down. 

Expect I may come back and go again a few times. 

Edwin 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 12, 2017, at 10:24, David Parker <dparker@blackberry.com> wrote: 

Might finally get a chance to make use of "Linked in". :-) 

Hope all is well with you and your family Edwin. Perhaps we can do lunch when you get back. 

David 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device 

From: Ilanosedwinmagmail.com  
Sent: January 11, 2017 7:30 PM 
To: d Da rkerOblackberry.com   
Subject: Re: Hey 

Seems like you have a plan. The tough part is getting customer contacts 

Edwin 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 12, 2017, at 8:02, David Parker <dparker@blackberry.com> wrote: 

Was thinking along the lines of automation services. Was actually thinking of having 
several different but parallel lines of work. Along with automation I have also been long 
considering starting a home repair business. So appliances, electronics, electrical, 
plumbing, etc... I have done most everything and seem to have a knack for it. That way I 
can be sure to keep income coming in if one area slows down. 
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For automation, I have quite a few contacts distributed across many tech companies, so 
thought this Avenue might be feasible. 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device 

From: Ilanosedwinmftgmail.com  
Sent: January 11, 2017 5:45 PM 
To: dparkerOblackbertv.com   
Subject: Re: Hey 

Hi Dave 

Actually I never travel. This is an exception. I'm based out of the Ottawa office but 
almost never go there since my primary customer is Ericsson Ottawa. 

So most of my time is spent at the Ericsson Ottawa site and I do see Suavec frequently 
as he's also based there (though he's working for a diffferent group). 

Business for yourself but doing what? Design services ? 

I can say the contracting (which is what I do at Syntronic) takes some getting used to. As 
a contractor you don't own anything and so never really see the big picture. Also, 
sometimes customers don't really have any idea if the scope of what they are asking for 
which can lead to problems. I don't see myself doing this for more that's a few years. 

But I'll say that I've never been bored:-) 

Edwin 

On Jan 12, 2017, at 7:25, David Parker <dparker@blackberry.com> wrote: 

That sounds interesting, both wrt being in Japan as well as the fact that 
you are with Syntronic. Are you traveling much, or is this only once 
in while? I guess you are working out of the Ottawa office? Do you see 

Suave much? 

Still with BlackBerry. I am still working doing thermal for the last 

BlackBerry designed device as design will be done by TCL going forward. 

Not sure about what my future will hold over the next while, but I have 

been toying with the idea of going into business for myself. 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device 

From: IlanosedwinmOgmail.com  
Sent: January 11, 2017 4:29 PM 
To: dparkerablackberry.corn  
Subject: Re: Hey 
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Hi Dave 

No I'm now with Syntronic. 

Actually at this very moment I'm in Japan for Syntronic as part of 
customer support for some demo units we designed. It's my first time 

this far East in the world. 

How are you? I see your email address is still Black Berry. Going to work 

on auto systems? 

Regards, 

Edwin 

From: David Parker 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2017 4:43 AM 
To: Edwin Llanos 
Subject: RE: Hey 

Hi Edwin, 

I was looking for an old email and came across our last correspondence. 
Can't believe that more than two years have gone by! 

How are things? Are you still with the same start-up? 

Cheers, 

David 

From: Edwin Llanos [mailtollanosedwinmPRmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, November 24, 2014 8:04 PM 
To: David Parker <dparker@blackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: Hey 

Hi David: 

I'm fine. The startup is trying to get some revenue out of all the 

streetlights out there . z.3 Basically it's part of the Internet of Things, but 

not quite as simplistic as gathering data about each and every 

streetlight which seems to be such a big part of the Internet of Things. 

Unfortunately, we still are unfunded so all 5 of us are not receiving a 

salary yet. Maureen and I have cut our expenses to the bone so that I 

can give this operation a few more months before I decide it's time to 

start looking again. Yes, I spend a lot of time working at the Regulus 

Solutions (that's the start-up's name — the website is useless so don't 

bother looking at it) 
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Yes, I know about Meide. It's absolutely shocking and tragic and 

disturbed me to the core for weeks after I heard. 

Are you having fun with Cristian (since he didn't get a seat on Council I 

assume he's back at work)? 

Cheers, 

Edwin 

From: David Parker Imailto:dparker@blackberry.comj  
Sent: November-24-14 10:17 AM 

To: Edwin Llanos 

Subject: RE: Hey 

Hi Edwin, 

It's been awhile so I thought I'd drop you a line. How are things? I heard 

from Runbo a little while ago that you joined a start-up. That's great, 
especially for someone with your level of dedication to work. Perhaps 

there you will get the recognition you deserve. What is it that you're 

trying to help "start-up"? © 

I expect you heard about Meide? 

Ciao 

David 

From: Edwin Llanos [mailto:Ilanosedwinm©gmail.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, July 10, 2014 11:02 AM 
To: David Parker 
Subject: RE: Hey 

Thanks for your observations David. I had to smile when I read your 

comment about 'specific'. 

I've never seen this site before -- but I think I don't research these topics 

enough on the internet. 

You take care as well, 

Edwin 

From: David Parker [mailto:doarkerftblackberry.com]  
Sent: July-10-14 8:54 AM 
To: Edwin Llanos 
Subject: RE: Hey 

It's very difficult for people to look at themselves and think "what do I 

have that would make a company want to bring me on board". I 

thought I might help you out here... 
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Personal Characteristics 

1.Self-Motivation: definitely 

2.Integrity: definitely 

3. Dependability/Reliability: definitely 

4.Optimism: mostly — but this was almost impossible at BlackBerry for a 

long time 

5.Confidence: definitely 

6.Calmness: mostly © 

7.Flexibility: definitely 

Business Characteristics 

8.Industry Knowledge: definitely 

9. Know When to Delegate: mostly — I always thought you should have 
farmed out more of your load 

10.0rganization: definitely 

11.Basic Money Management: definitely 

12.Business Hierarchy: definitely 

13.Legal Implications: I think so, didn't have much exposure with you on 

this 

Communication Qualities 

14.Written Communication: definitely 

15.Public Speaking: definitely — although I think it makes you a little 

uncomfortable in front of upper management 

16.Constructive Feedback: definitely 

17.Active Listening: mostly — your time limitations at BlackBerry didn't 

help with this 

18.Specific: mostly — I found at times a little more specifics could have 

helped me — but you know I like details 

19.Organize Your Presentations: definitely 

Relationship Qualities 

20.Customer Service: definitely 

21.Mediator: definitely 

22.Team Player: definitely 

23.Respect: definitely 

24.Collaboration: definitely 

25.Value Others: definitely 

Hope this helps. I got the list of qualities from the following site: 

http://www.phdinmanagement.ord25-qualities-and-characteristics-of-
a-good-manager.html   

Take care, 

David 
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From: Edwin Llanos [mailtodlanosedwinrnomail.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 09, 2014 10:55 AM 
To: David Parker 
Subject: RE: Hey 

Thanks for your kind words David. 

Truth be told, I still haven't been able to put into words what my value 
to a company really is. When I read all my annual reviews and tried to 
write down what I did and how it benefitted the programs and the 
team, it felt like a bunch of meaningless gobbleygook (is that a word?). 

I'm sure I will eventually be able to succinctly say what I bring to the 
table as a manager. I'd better, since I can't really be an efficient hands-
on designer any longer. 

Take care and don't burn yourself out, 

Edwin 

From: David Parker [mailtvdparkerablackberry.com] 
Sent: July-08-14 10:24 PM 
To: Edwin Llanos 
Subject: Re: Hey 

Things are settling to some extent, but I believe it is only due to 

the apparent shift in market perception towards BlackBerry. 

There has been nothing come down from the top to indicate that 

folks can feel confident about keeping their jobs. I just continue to 

keep my head down and hope for the best. Truth is I have more 

work than I can manage even with putting a stupid amount of 

overtime in. 

I am glad you have been able to get away and unwind for a bit. 

Goodness knows you needed it. I hope the books you are reading 

center on how to take your life back and find peace. You always 

seemed so stressed. I would hate to see you back in the same 

boat again. 

Perhaps what I am saying is a reflection of my own feelings 

towards what my career has led me too. I enjoy my work, I just 

wish there wasn't always more to do than what I have time for. 

I know any company would be lucky to have you and you should 

be able to pick something that reflects what you want in life. 

Whatever it is, I wish the best for you and yours. 

David 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Rogers network. 
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write down what I did and how it benefitted the programs and the 
team. 1t felt like a bunch of that a 

I'm sure I will eventually be able to succinctly say what I bring to the 

t<Jble as a m<Jnager. I'd better, since I can't re<JIIy be an efficient h<:mds

on designer any longer. 

Take care and don't burn yourself out, 

Edwin 

From: David Parker [mailto:dparker@blackberry.com] 
Sent: July-08-14 10:24 PM 
To: Edwin Llanos 
Subject: Re: Hey 

Things are settling to some extent, but I believe it is only due to 
the apparent shift in market perception towards BlackBerry. 
There has been nothing come down from the top to indicate that 
folks can feel confident about keeping their jobs. I just continue to 
keep my head down and hope for the best. Truth is I have more 
work than I can manage even with putting a stupid amount of 
overtime in. 

I am glad you have been able to get away and unwind for a bit. 
Goodness knows you needed it. I hope the books you are reading 
center on how to take your life back and find peace. You always 
seemed so stressed. I would hate to see you back in the same 
boat again. 
Perhaps what I am saying is a reflection of my own feelings 
towards what my career has led me too. I enjoy my work, I just 
wish there wasn't always more to do than what I have time for. 

I know any company would be lucky to have you and you should 
be able to pick something that reflects what you want in life. 
Whatever it is, I wish the best for you and yours. 

David 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Rogers network. 
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From: Edwin Uanos 
Sent: Tuesday, July 8, 2014 5:46 PM 
To: David Parker 
Subject: RE: Hey 

Hi Dave, 

My first week off was full of administrivia and then I went on vacation to 

PEI for a week and then took another week driving back through the 

US. So, ironically, I'm only just back in Ottawa © 

The vacation was relaxing. But, now I'm starting the career search 

phase. I'm not updating my resume yet. Instead I'm starting to read a 

few books I purchased to help me sort out what options I should 

consider. I also am trying to decide if I want to go back to a senior 

management position; even though that's what my experience would 

imply I should do. 

So it's a soul searching phase z© Its something I never had time to do at 

BlackBerry. 

How are you? Are things at BlackBerry settling down now that the last 

quarter has passed by in a relatively upbeat manner? 

Cheers, 

Edwin 

From: David Parker [maitto:doarkerablackbermcom] 
Sent: July-08-14 11:17 AM 
To: IlanosedwinmOcimail.com   
Subject: Hey 

Hi Edwin, 

Just thought I would drop you a line and say hello. I hope you are 

enjoying your time off! 

Take care, 

David 

l'ou don have to know all the attswets just whciv to find them 
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From: Edwin Uanos 
Sent: Tuesday, July 8, 2014 5:46 PM 
To: David Parker 
Subject: RE: Hey 

Hi Dave, 

My first week off was full of administrivia and then I went on vacation to 
PEI for a week and then took another week driving back through the 

US. So, ironically, I'm only just back in Ottawa © 

The vacation was relaxing. But, now I'm starting the career search 

phase. I'm not updating my resume yet. Instead I'm starting to read a 

few books I purchased to help me sort out what options I should 

consider. I also am trying to decide if I want to go back to a senior 

management position; even though that's what my experience would 

imply I should do. 

So it's a soul searching phase z© Its something I never had time to do at 

BlackBerry. 

How are you? Are things at BlackBerry settling down now that the last 

quarter has passed by in a relatively upbeat manner? 

Cheers, 

Edwin 

From: David Parker [maitto:doarkerablackbermcom] 
Sent: July-08-14 11:17 AM 
To: IlanosedwinmOcimail.com   
Subject: Hey 

Hi Edwin, 

Just thought I would drop you a line and say hello. I hope you are 

enjoying your time off! 

Take care, 

David 

l'ou don have to know all the attswets just whciv to find them 

From: Edwin Llanos 
Sent: Tuesday, July 8, 2014 5:46PM 
To: David Parker 
Subject: RE: Hey 

Hi Dave, 

My first week off was full of administrivia and then I went on vacation to 
PEl for a week and then took another week driving back the 
US. So, back in Ottawa 

The vacation was But, now I'm starting the career search 
phase. I'm not updating my resume yet. Instead I'm starting to read a 
few books I purchased to help me sort out what options I should 
consider. I also am trying to decide if I want to go back to a senior 
management position; even though that's what my experience would 
imply I should do. 

So it's a soul searching phase 
BlackBerry. 

Its something I never had time to do at 

How are Are at BlackBerry down now that the last 
quarter has passed by in a relatively upbeat manner? 

Cheers, 

Edwin 

From: David Parker [mailto:doarker@blackberry.com] 
Sent: July-08-14 11:17 AM 
To: llanosedwinm@qmail.com 
Subject: Hey 

Hi Edwin, 

Just thought I would drop you a line and say hello. I hope you are 
enjoying your time off! 

Take care, 
David 

lou donY Jwvc to know ul/ the nnswcJs.just when' to find them. 
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From: Piniralph [piniralph@aol.com] 
Sent: 2/7/2017 8:20:07 AM 
To: Rebecca Graham [rebgraham@blackberry.coml 
Subject: David Parker 1:1 

Flag: Follow up 

HI Rebecca, 
Below is a quick summary to the best of my recollection of the conversation with David Parker. 
Ralph 

David Parker during one of our town hall sessions in Ottawa asked a question in reference to Ford and options if one 
would remain a BlackBerry employee and ability to receive severance. We referred him to discuss with his manager/HR 
at the time (don't remember exactly how we responded) but I did meet with him for a few minutes after the town hall to 
understand his concerns. We discussed his tenure at BlackBerry and the different projects he was working on. His 
concern was about the recognition of the many years at BlackBerry and trying to understand if Ford would honor his 
seniority at BlackBerry. I indicated that Ford as a large company understands the need to provide competitive offers to 
attract talent and the industry has many different ways to compensate new hires and that he should give the process a 
chance. 
I also discussed the new strategy at Mobility Solutions and the fact that we were well on our way to transition to be a 
much smaller Business Unit with special emphasis on developing secure software to support our Licensing programs. The 
old internally developed technologies were being off-boarded to TCL and outsourcing off-the-shelf solutions where 
possible. I did indicate that if he would not accept the Ford offer that he would remain a BlackBerry employee and that his 
manager would work with him to see what other positions could be available but we could not offer any assurances at the 
time. 
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From: 	Piniralph [piniralph@aol.com] 
Sent: 	2/7/2017 8:20:07 AM 
To: 	 Rebecca Graham [rebgraham@blackberry.coml 
Subject: 	David Parker 1:1 

Flag: 	Follow up 

HI Rebecca, 
Below is a quick summary to the best of my recollection of the conversation with David Parker. 
Ralph 

David Parker during one of our town hall sessions in Ottawa asked a question in reference to Ford and options if one 
would remain a BlackBerry employee and ability to receive severance. We referred him to discuss with his manager/HR 
at the time (don't remember exactly how we responded) but I did meet with him for a few minutes after the town hall to 
understand his concerns. We discussed his tenure at BlackBerry and the different projects he was working on. His 
concern was about the recognition of the many years at BlackBerry and trying to understand if Ford would honor his 
seniority at BlackBerry. I indicated that Ford as a large company understands the need to provide competitive offers to 
attract talent and the industry has many different ways to compensate new hires and that he should give the process a 
chance. 
I also discussed the new strategy at Mobility Solutions and the fact that we were well on our way to transition to be a 
much smaller Business Unit with special emphasis on developing secure software to support our Licensing programs. The 
old internally developed technologies were being off-boarded to TCL and outsourcing off-the-shelf solutions where 
possible. I did indicate that if he would not accept the Ford offer that he would remain a BlackBerry employee and that his 
manager would work with him to see what other positions could be available but we could not offer any assurances at the 
time. 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Flag: 

HI Rebecca, 

Piniralph [piniralph@aol.com] 
2/7/2017 8:20:07 AM 
Rebecca Graham [rebgraham@blackberry.com] 
David Parker 1:1 

Follow up 

Below is a quick summary to the best of my recollection of the conversation with David Parker. 
Ralph 
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David Parker during one of our town hall sessions in Ottawa asked a question in reference to Ford and options if one 
would remain a BlackBerry employee and ability to receive severance. We referred him to discuss with his manager/HR 
at the time (don't remember exactly how we responded) but I did meet with him for a few minutes after the town hall to 
understand his concerns. We discussed his tenure at BlackBerry and the different projects he was working on. His 
concern was about the recognition of the many years at BlackBerry and trying to understand if Ford would honor his 
seniority at BlackBerry. I indicated that Ford as a large company understands the need to provide competitive offers to 
attract talent and the industry has many different ways to compensate new hires and that he should give the process a 
chance. 
I also discussed the new strategy at Mobility Solutions and the fact that we were well on our way to transition to be a 
much smaller Business Unit with special emphasis on developing secure software to support our Licensing programs. The 
old internally developed technologies were being off-boarded to TCL and outsourcing off-the-shelf solutions where 
possible. I did indicate that if he would not accept the Ford offer that he would remain a BlackBerry employee and that his 
manager would work with him to see what other positions could be available but we could not offer any assurances at the 
time. 
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From: David Parker [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPARKER] 

Sent: 12/14/2016 10:19:14 AM 

To: Ralph Pini [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIB0HF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ralf Pini] 

Subject: Re: Position with licensing 

Thanks Ralph 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device 

From: rpini@blackberry.com  
Sent: December 14, 2016 10:06 AM 
To: dparker@blackberry.com  
Subject: RE: Position with licensing 

Thanks David for reaching out. If the positon at Ford is not taken for whatever reason than the employee will remain a 

BlackBerry employee. Then we will try our best to match the skillset with activities in the software licensing team. 

Ralph 

From: David Parker 

Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:15 AM 
To: Ralph Pini <rpini@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Position with licensing 

Hi Ralph, 

In our discussion after the town hall last Thursday you had indicated that anyone who did not want to take a position 

with Ford would be offered a position within the Blackberry licensing group. Can you please confirm that this is still the 

case? 

Thanks 

David 
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From: 	David Parker [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPARKER] 

Sent: 	12/14/2016 10:19:14 AM 

To: 	 Ralph Pini [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIB0HF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ralf Pini] 

Subject: 	Re: Position with licensing 

Thanks Ralph 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device 

From: rpini@blackberry.com  
Sent: December 14, 2016 10:06 AM 
To: dparker@blackberry.com  
Subject: RE: Position with licensing 

Thanks David for reaching out. If the positon at Ford is not taken for whatever reason than the employee will remain a 

BlackBerry employee. Then we will try our best to match the skillset with activities in the software licensing team. 

Ralph 

From: David Parker 

Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:15 AM 
To: Ralph Pini <rpini@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Position with licensing 

Hi Ralph, 

In our discussion after the town hall last Thursday you had indicated that anyone who did not want to take a position 

with Ford would be offered a position within the Blackberry licensing group. Can you please confirm that this is still the 

case? 

Thanks 

David 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Thanks Ralph 

Sent from 

David Parker [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPARKER] 

12/14/2016 10:19:14 AM 
Ralph Pini [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Ralf Pini] 

Re: Position with licensing 

the secure le device 

From: rpini@blackberry.com 
Sent: December 14, 2016 10:06 AM 
To: dparker@blackberry .com 
Subject: RE: Position with licensing 
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Thanks David for reaching out. If the positon at Ford is not taken for whatever reason than the employee will remain a 
BlackBerry employee. Then we will try our best to match the skillset with activities in the software licensing team. 
Ralph 

From: David Parker 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:15AM 
To: Ralph Pini <rpini@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Position with licensing 

Hi Ralph, 

In our discussion after the town hall last Thursday you had indicated that anyone who did not want to take a position 
with Ford would be offered a position within the Blackberry licensing group. Can you please confirm that this is still the 

case? 

Thanks 
David 
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172 
From: David Parker [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPARKER] 
Sent: 2/2/2017 1:50:50 PM 
To: Daddy Parker (david.parker@hotmail.ca) [david.parker@hotmail.ca] 
Subject: FW: Position with licensing 

From: Ralph Pini 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:41 AM 
To: David Parker <dparker@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Position with licensing 

David 
As you know the activities today within Mobility Solutions will be not all be present when we transition to a Software 
Licensing unit. So this means that the work you are doing today might not remain in the new model and we will need to 
find the next best possible match. 
I also recommend you give a chance to the Ford opportunity before making a decision since there is some really great 

innovation going on. 
Ralph 

From: David Parker 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:31 AM 
To: Ralph Pini <roini@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Re: Position with licensing 

BTW, just wanted to mention that I spoke with HR on this and indicated that I would like to stay with 

BlackBerry. HR's response was that there would be no guarantee that a position would be found with 

BlackBerry for those who decide to decline ford's offer. 

Would it be acceptable for me to share what you have told me on this? 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device 

From: rpini@blackberry.com   
Sent: December 14, 2016 10:06 AM 
To: clparker@ blackbertycom 
Subject: RE: Position with licensing 

Thanks David for reaching out. If the positon at Ford is not taken for whatever reason than the employee will remain a 

BlackBerry employee. Then we will try our best to match the skillset with activities in the software licensing team. 

Ralph 

From: David Parker 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:15 AM 

To: Ralph Pini <rpini@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Position with licensing 

Hi Ralph, 
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From: 	David Parker [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPARKER] 
Sent: 	2/2/2017 1:50:50 PM 
To: 	Daddy Parker (david.parker@hotmail.ca) [david.parker@hotmail.ca] 
Subject: 	FW: Position with licensing 

From: Ralph Pini 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:41 AM 
To: David Parker <dparker@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Position with licensing 

David 
As you know the activities today within Mobility Solutions will be not all be present when we transition to a Software 
Licensing unit. So this means that the work you are doing today might not remain in the new model and we will need to 
find the next best possible match. 
I also recommend you give a chance to the Ford opportunity before making a decision since there is some really great 
innovation going on. 
Ralph 

From: David Parker 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:31 AM 
To: Ralph Pini <roini@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Re: Position with licensing 

BTW, just wanted to mention that I spoke with HR on this and indicated that I would like to stay with 

BlackBerry. HR's response was that there would be no guarantee that a position would be found with 

BlackBerry for those who decide to decline ford's offer. 

Would it be acceptable for me to share what you have told me on this? 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device 

From: rpini@blackberry.com   
Sent: December 14, 2016 10:06 AM 
To: clparker@ blackbertycom 
Subject: RE: Position with licensing 

Thanks David for reaching out. If the positon at Ford is not taken for whatever reason than the employee will remain a 
BlackBerry employee. Then we will try our best to match the skillset with activities in the software licensing team. 

Ralph 

From: David Parker 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:15 AM 
To: Ralph Pini <rpini@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Position with licensing 

Hi Ralph, 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

David Parker [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPARKER] 
2/2/2017 1:50:50 PM 
Daddy Parker (david.parker@hotmail.ca) [david.parker@hotmail.ca] 
FW: Position with licensing 

From: Ralph Pini 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 10:41 AM 
To: David Parker <dparker@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Position with licensing 

David 
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As you know the activities today within Mobility Solutions will be not all be present when we transition to a Software 
Licensing unit. So this means that the work you are doing today might not remain in the new model and we will need to 
find the next best possible match. 
I also recommend you give a chance to the Ford opportunity before making a decision since there is some really great 
innovation going on. 
Ralph 

From: David Parker 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 9:31AM 
To: Ralph Pini 
Subject: Re: Position with licensing 

BTW, just wanted to mention that I spoke with HR on this and indicated that I would like to stay with 
BlackBerry. HR's response was that there would be no guarantee that a position would be found with 
BlackBerry for those who decide to decline ford's offer. 
Would it be acceptable for me to share what you have told me on this? 

Sent from my BlackBerry- the most secure mobile device 

from: '·~"-"'-'-'-"'"-='~""""·'.J..~."'-"''-'-' 
Sent: December 14, 2016 10:06 AM 
To:QQaJKer@t~qc~Qer~,com 
Subject: RE: Position with licensing 

Thanks David for reaching out. If the positon at Ford is not taken for whatever reason than the employee will remain a 
BlackBerry employee. Then we will try our best to match the skillset with activities in the software licensing team. 

Ralph 

From: David Parker 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14, 2016 8:15AM 
To: Ralph Pini 
Subject: Position with licensing 

Hi Ralph, 
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In our discussion after the town hall last Thursday you had indicated that anyone who did not want to take a position 

with Ford would be offered a position within the Blackberry licensing group. Can you please confirm that this is still the 

case? 

Thanks 

David 
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with Ford would be offered a position within the Blackberry licensing group. Can you please confirm that this is still the 

case? 

Thanks 

David 
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In our discussion after the town hall last Thursday you had indicated that anyone who did not want to take a position 
with Ford would be offered a position within the Blackberry licensing group. Can you please confirm that this is still the 
case? 

Thanks 
David 
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Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited 
Ford du Canada Limitee 

January 18, 2017 

David Parker 

4000 Innovation Drive 

Kanata, ON K2K 3K1 

Dear David, 

The Canadian Road 

P.O. Box 2000 
Oakville, Ontario 

L6J 5E4 

On behalf of Ford Motor Company of Canada, I am pleased to offer you the position of Supervisor 

Platform Test, Leadership Level 6 (LW position. We believe you have the personal and professional 

qualifications to make a significant contribution to Ford of Canada. 

Base Salary: Upon hire your base salary will be 

Signing Bonus': 
This amount will be paid within three weeks after your effective date of hire. The amount of  

(CAD) is a hiring bonus. Please review and sign the attached Signing Bonus Agreement as part of your 

offer acceptance. 

Annual Incentive Compensation Plan (bonus)2: You will be eligible to participate in the Company's Annual 

Incentive Compensation Plan (Alm with a pro-rated bonus for service in 2017 provided you have 

commenced your employment with Ford of Canada before December 31, 2017. In April of each 

performance year, employees are notified of their AICP target; the present target for Canadian LL6 

employees is . Assuming the Company makes a bonus payment to employees for the 

calendar year 2017 the awards will be paid in March 2018. Payments are subject to the 2008 Annual 

Incentive Compensation Plan. 

Vacation: You will be eligible for 4 weeks of paid vacation in 2017; your entitlements will increase in 

accordance with the Ford of Canada vacation policy. In addition, you are entitled to paid company 

holidays starting from your first day on the job. 

Vehicle Program: You will be eligible for one lease vehicle under the Management Lease Vehicle Program 

and one incremental lease vehicle when the Incremental Program is offered. 

Ford Benefits: You will be eligible for Ford benefits, as detailed in the included materials. Please refer to 

these materials for detailed information on coverage. 

Your eligibility under our existing policies regarding paid vacation, holidays, medical benefits, pension, 

annual incentive compensation plan, savings and stock investment plan, vehicle purchase plan, etc., is based 

on the effective date of your employment with Ford of Canada as noted below (and your service with Ford 

'If you leave Ford of Canada within one year of your date of hire or if you are discharged 'for cause' within that 

period, the entire signing bonus must be repaid in full to Ford of Canada within two weeks of your departure. 

2  Please note that this payment will not be made if you terminate your employment with Ford of Canada, or if you are 

discharged "for cause" prior to the payment being made. 
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Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited 

Ford du Canada Limitee 

January 18, 2017 

David Parker 

4000 Innovation Drive 

Kanata, ON K2K 3K1 

Dear David, 

- 	1 7 5 

The Canadian Road 

P.O. Box 2000 
Oakville, Ontario 

L6J 5E4 

On behalf of Ford Motor Company of Canada, I am pleased to offer you the position of Supervisor 

Platform Test, Leadership Level 6 (LW position. We believe you have the personal and professional 

qualifications to make a significant contribution to Ford of Canada. 

Base Salary: Upon hire your base salary will be 

Signing Bonus': 
This amount will be paid within three weeks after your effective date of hire. The amount of  

(CAD) is a hiring bonus. Please review and sign the attached Signing Bonus Agreement as part of your 

offer acceptance. 

Annual Incentive Compensation Plan (bonus)2: You will be eligible to participate in the Company's Annual 

Incentive Compensation Plan (Alm with a pro-rated bonus for service in 2017 provided you have 

commenced your employment with Ford of Canada before December 31, 2017. In April of each 

performance year, employees are notified of their AICP target; the present target for Canadian LL6 

employees is ). Assuming the Company makes a bonus payment to employees for the 

calendar year 2017 the awards will be paid in March 2018. Payments are subject to the 2008 Annual 

Incentive Compensation Plan. 

Vacation: You will be eligible for 4 weeks of paid vacation in 2017; your entitlements will increase in 

accordance with the Ford of Canada vacation policy. In addition, you are entitled to paid company 

holidays starting from your first day on the job. 

Vehicle Program: You will be eligible for one lease vehicle under the Management Lease Vehicle Program 

and one incremental lease vehicle when the Incremental Program is offered. 

Ford Benefits: You will be eligible for Ford benefits, as detailed in the included materials. Please refer to 

these materials for detailed information on coverage. 

Your eligibility under our existing policies regarding paid vacation, holidays, medical benefits, pension, 

annual incentive compensation plan, savings and stock investment plan, vehicle purchase plan, etc., is based 

on the effective date of your employment with Ford of Canada as noted below (and your service with Ford 

'If you leave Ford of Canada within one year of your date of hire or if you are discharged 'for cause' within that 
period, the entire signing bonus must be repaid in full to Ford of Canada within two weeks of your departure. 

2  Please note that this payment will not be made if you terminate your employment with Ford of Canada, or if you are 
discharged "for cause" prior to the payment being made. 

Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited 
Ford du Canada limitee 

January 18, 2017 

David Parker 
4000 Innovation Drive 
Kanata, ON K2K 3K1 

Dear David, 

The Canadian Road 
P.O. Box 2000 
Oakville, Ontario 
L6J SE4 

On behalf of Ford Motor Company of Canada, I am pleased to offer you the position of Supervisor 
Platform Test, Leadership Level 6 {LL6) position. We believe you have the personal and professional 
qualifications to make a significant contribution to Ford of Canada. 

Base Salary: Upon hire your base salary will be 

Signing Bonus1
: 

This amount will be paid within three weeks after your effective date of hire. The amount of  
(CAD) is a hiring bonus. Please review and sign the attached Signing Bonus Agreement as part of your 
offer acceptance. 

Annual Incentive Compensation Plan (bonus)2
: You will be eligible to participate in the Company's Annual 

Incentive Compensation Plan (AICP) with a pro-rated bonus for service in 2017 provided you have 
commenced your employment with Ford of Canada before December 31, 2017. In April of each 
performance year, employees are notified of their AICP target; the present target for Canadian LL6 
employees is . Assuming the Company makes a bonus payment to employees for the 
calendar year 2017 the awards will be paid in March 2018. Payments are subject to the 2008 Annual 
Incentive Compensation Plan. 

Vacation: You will be eligible for 4 weeks of paid vacation in 2017; your entitlements will increase in 
accordance with the Ford of Canada vacation policy. In addition, you are entitled to paid company 
holidays starting from your first day on the job. 

Vehicle Program: You will be eligible for one lease vehicle under the Management Lease Vehicle Program 
and one incremental lease vehicle when the Incremental Program is offered. 

Ford Benefits: You will be eligible for Ford benefits, as detailed in the included materials. Please refer to 
these materials for detailed information on coverage. 

Your eligibility under our existing policies regarding paid vacation, holidays, medical benefits, pension, 
annual incentive compensation plan, savings and stock investment plan, vehicle purchase plan, etc., is based 
on the effective date of your employment with Ford of Canada as noted below (and your service with Ford 

11f you leave Ford of Canada within one year of your date of hire or if you are discharged 'for cause' within that 
period, the entire signing bonus must be repaid in full to Ford ot Canada within two weeks ot your departure. 

2 Please note that this payment will not be made if you terminate your employment with Ford of Canada, or if you are 
discharged "for cause" prior to the payment being made. 
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of Canada) and is outlined in the attached benefit information summary and included materials. Items 
described in this letter and in the materials are subject to the terms and condition of the individual plans, 
policies and programs. These plans, programs and policies will be reviewed with you in greater detail when 
you commence employment with us and are subject to change from time to time. 

Our offer is conditional on the acceptability of any references we obtain and background checks conducted 
and your acceptance of our Conditions of Employment for Salaried Non-Bargaining Unit Employees. Please 
ensure that you read carefully these attached Conditions of Employment. We draw your attention to the 
ability of Ford of Canada to terminate your employment at any time by providing you with the entitlements 
specifically required under employment standards legislation, the minimum amount of notice of 
termination (or payment in lieu thereof) with benefit continuation through the statutory notice period and 
any applicable severance pay required by such legislation. 

This offer remains in effect until January 27, 2017. Human Resources will be onsite to collect your 
acceptance of this offer, signed Conditions of Employment and Signing Bonus Agreements on this date. We 
will also require a photocopy of your photo identification, social insurance card, a void cheque, and attached 
tax forms. This information is used for payroll purposes. Your effective date of hire will be March 1, 2017. If 
you have any questions prior to January 27, 2017, please contact Alyssa Andree at aandree@ford.com. 

Upon acceptance we will assign to you a Global Personal Identifier (GPID) which will uniquely identify you 
and distinguish you from other individuals within Ford in a globally consistent manner. This GPID is used 
openly to identify individuals at Ford and to help control access to Ford systems, facilities and services. To 
generate a GPID, we will require you to provide your day, month and day of the week of birth. Your name 
and partial birthdate information will be retained in the GPID system which is located in the United States. 
Attached please find the Global Personal Identifier Data Collection and Use Statement for your review. 
Your signature and return of this letter and provision to us of the information required to generate a GPID 
is your consent to this GPID Statement. 

Our policies for accommodating employees with disabilities include: Diversity and Inclusion Policy, Policy 
Letter No. 6 — Employment Equity, Directive B-110- Anti- Harassment, Policy and Procedure Pertaining to 
Harassment and Discrimination Internal Complaint Resolution Process, Directive B-111 Workplace 
Violence and Harassment, and Ontario Processes for Accessibility for CHQ Salaried Employees with 
Disabilities, including Documented Individual Accommodation Plans and Return to Work. 

David, we are pleased to offer you this opportunity to join the Ford team and look forward to your 
favourable response. 

Yours very truly, 
Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited 

Steven Majer 
Vice President, Human Resources 

Attachment 

Accer: _  
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sworn before me, this 2nd day of 
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179 
From: David Parker [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPARKER] 

Sent: 2/3/2017 3:46:53 PM 
To: Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AmberJessup548] 

CC: Daddy Parker (david.parker@hotmail.ca) [david.parker@hotmail.caj 

Subject: Re: ACTION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Hi Amber, 

I will provide additional details on Monday to support my message below. 

Thanks 

David 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: ajessup©blackberry.com  
Sent: February 2, 2017 3:55 PM 
To: dparker@blackberry.com  
Cc: david.parker©hotmail.ca 
Subject: Re: ACTION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Hello David, 

I am not entirely clear on what your below statement and request to fufill your employment contract means. 

Blackberry has not given you notice to end your employment. You have received an alternate offer of 

employment from Ford. If you have accepted this request then you are in effect resigning from BlackBerry and 

therefore this is not termination without cause. 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: dparker@blackberry.com  
Sent: February 2, 2017 3:07 PM 
To: ajessup©blackberry.com  
Cc: david.parker@hotmail.ca  
Subject: Re: AC_ i ION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Amber Jessup, Blackerry HR 

Through statements and actions from Blackberry Human Resources, our business unit leader, Ralph Pini, and Blackberry 

CEO, John Chen, it is my understanding that Blackberry has indicated that my last day of employment with Blackberry 

will be Feb 28 2017. As this constitutes notice of employment termination, without cause, I look forward to Blackberry 

fulfilling the company's obligations of my employment contract which correspond to the aforementioned conditions. 

Thank you 
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Thank you 

From: 
Sent: 

David Parker [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DPARKER] 

2/3/2017 3:46:53 PM 
To: Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup548] 

CC: 
Subject: 

Daddy Parker (david.parker@hotmail.ca) [david.parker@hotmail.ca] 

Re: ACTION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Hi Amber, 

Thanks 
David 

on Monday to my message 

Sent from my BlackBerry -the most secure mobile device -via the Rogers Network 

From: ajessup@blackberry.com 
Sent: February 2, 2017 3:55PM 
To: dparker@blackberry.com 
Cc: david.parker@hotmail.ca 
Subject: Re: AmON REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Hello David, 

I am not entirely clear on what your below statement and request to fufill your employment contract means. 
Blackberry has not given you notice to end your employment. You have received an alternate offer of 
employment from Ford. If you have accepted this request then you are in effect resigning from BlackBerry and 
therefore this is not termination without cause. 

Sent from my BlackBerry- the most secure mobile device- via the Rogers Network 

From: dparker@blackberry .com 
Sent: February 2, 2017 3:07PM 
To: ajessup@blackberry .com 
Cc: david.parker@hotmail.ca 
Subject: Re: AmON REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Amber Jessup, Blackerry HR 

Through statements and actions from Blackberry Human Resources, our business unit leader, Ralph Pini, and Blackberry 
CEO, John Chen, it is my understanding that Blackberry has indicated that my last day of employment with Blackberry 
will be Feb 28 2017. As this constitutes notice of employment termination, without cause, I look forward to Blackberry 
fulfilling the company's obligations of my employment contract which correspond to the aforementioned conditions. 

Thank you 
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David Parker 

I will provide a signed copy of the above on Monday. 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: ajessup@blackberry.com  
Sent: February 2, 2017 2:15 PM 
To: dparker@blackberry.com  
Subject: Re: ACTION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Hi 

I am working remotely and will return on monday. 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: dparker©blackberry.com  
Sent: February 2, 2017 2:08 PM 
To: ajessup@blackberry.com  
Subject: Re: ACTION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Hi Amber, 

Are you out for the rest of the day? 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: ajessup@blackberry.com  
Sent: February 2, 2017 11:51 AM 
To: 
Subject: ACTION REQUIRED: Transition to Ford 

Good Morning 

HR has been informed that you have accepted a position with Ford. As part of your transition from being a BlackBerry 

employee, there are several items that need to be taken care of prior to your last day. Please read carefully and reach 

out to me if you have any questions. 

This email will cover the process for: 

1. Written confirmation of resignation 

2. Post-employment obligations 

3. Your Equipment: IT and device collection process 

4. Primary BlackBerry device and phone number 

5. Expenses 
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Written confirmation of resignation  
As you have accepted new employment, you are required to submit formal notice of your resignation. Attached is a 
template resignation letter that you are required to complete, sign and submit. Please complete the letter and return 
(in person or by email) by February 10th. 

Before your last day you will receive a Resignation Acceptance Letter from HR. This document confirms your last day 
with BlackBerry as well as some final details concerning your benefits, vacation pay and other pertinent information. 

Post-employment obligations  
Please review the attached document titled Post-employment obligations. To confirm your understanding, pleas 
print the aocument, sign, and return with your rc.:6.- iti ietEer. 

Your Equipment: IT and device collection process  
You will be receiving further communications regarding the collection of IT equipment in the weeks leading up to your 
last day. You also may receive a communication from Software Operations and/or Beta regarding the collection of 
devices issued by these teams and steps for returning these items. 

Primary BlackBerry device and phone number 
BlackBerry is providing you with the opportunity to keep your current active primary phone number as well as your 
secure, released, production BlackBerry device where possible. In order for you to be able to keep your phone number 
and device, you are required to provide the following information by responding to this email by February 10th. 
1. Confirm if you would like to keep your current active primary phone number*. 

If yes, please confirm the phone number. 

3. Please send me the model and IMEI of the device you would like to leave with. 

NOTE: The device must be a secure, released, non-beta device. We will confirm if it is secure. If your current device is a 

pre-release device (i.e. Mercury), a beta device, or a competitor device issued by BlackBerry, you cannot take it with you 

and it must be returned prior to your last day. Please let me know if your device is in any of the above categories. 

If we have determined your device is secure, on your last day, we will security wipe your device and then you can take it 
with you. Please ensure that you know your BlackBerry ID for the security wipe process. DO NOT wipe your device 
yourself, we will just have to wipe it again. 

If your device is not secure, you are not permitted to keep it and it must be handed in on your last day. 

*important Note About Assuming Financial Responsibility of Corporate Phone Numbers - If you would like to keep your 

current corporate mobile phone number, you will be able to assume ownership of your number with the same carrier it 
is currently active with. IT Carrier Solutions will be providing you with the required steps to be able to complete this 

process following your confirmation that you wish to keep your mobile number. If you do not complete the process by 

the date specified, then the number will be forfeited with no exceptions. It is up to you to ensure the process is 

completed in a timely manner. You will be required to contact the current carrier to confirm you are accepting financial 
responsibility for the phone number going forward. 

BlackBerry is providing you the option of keeping your current mobile number to aid you in your transition. By releasing 

the number to you, BlackBerry will no longer be responsible for this number or the account associated with this number. 

It is your choice if you'd like to keep your number. If you choose to keep your mobile number, you will assume financial 

responsibility. Further, some employees may be given the option to port their number into Ford's mobile plan. If you 

want to explore that option, please reach out to your Ford leader or Ford HR. BlackBerry will not be porting mobile 

numbers directly to Ford. 

Expenses  
Employees are expected to complete an expense reports for any charges on their corporate AMEX prior to their last day 

to ensure prompt payment. 
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If your device is not secure, you are not permitted to keep it and it must be handed in on your last day. 
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BlackBerry is providing you the option of keeping your current mobile number to aid you in your transition. By releasing 

the number to you, BlackBerry will no longer be responsible for this number or the account associated with this number. 

It is your choice if you'd like to keep your number. If you choose to keep your mobile number, you will assume financial 
responsibility. Further, some employees may be given the option to port their number into Ford's mobile plan. If you 

want to explore that option, please reach out to your Ford leader or Ford HR. BlackBerry will not be porting mobile 

numbers directly to Ford. 
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template resignation letter that you are required to complete, sign and submit. Please complete the letter and return 
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with BlackBerry as well as some final details concerning your benefits, vacation pay and other pertinent information. 
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Please review the attached document titled Post-employment obligations. To confirm your 

the and return with your letter. 

Your Equipment: IT and device collection process 
You will be receiving further communications regarding the collection of IT equipment in the weeks leading up to your 
last day. You also may receive a communication from Software Operations and/or Beta regarding the collection of 
devices issued by these teams and steps for returning these items. 

Primary BlackBerry device and phone number 
BlackBerry is providing you with the opportunity to keep your current active primary phone number as well as your 
secure, released, production BlackBerry device where possible. In order for you to be able to keep your phone number 
and device, you are required to provide the following information by responding to this email by February 101
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NOTE: The device must be a secure, released, non-beta device. We will confirm if it is secure. If your current device is a 
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If we have determined your device is secure, on your last day, we will security wipe your device and then you can take it 
with you. Please ensure that you know your BlackBerry 10 for the security wipe process. DO NOT wipe your device 
yourself, we will just have to wipe it again. 
If your device is not secure, you are not permitted to keep it and it must be handed in on your last day. 

*Important Note About Assuming Financial Responsibility of Corporate Phone Numbers - If you would like to keep your 
current corporate mobile phone number, you will be able to assume ownership of your number with the same carrier it 
is currently active with. IT Carrier Solutions will be providing you with the required steps to be able to complete this 
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the date specified, then the number will be forfeited with no exceptions. It is up to you to ensure the process is 
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BlackBerry is providing you the option of keeping your current mobile number to aid you in your transition. By releasing 
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want to explore that option, please reach out to your Ford leader or Ford HR. BlackBerry will not be porting mobile 
numbers directly to Ford. 

Expenses 
Employees are expected to complete an expense reports for any charges on their corporate AMEX prior to their last day 
to ensure prompt payment. 
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Further communications on the logistics of your last day will follow approximately one week prior to your last day. 

If you have any questions about anything in this email, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Amber Jessup 
HR Business Partner Manager 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 13055 
BlackBerry: 613-291-8217 
aisu2blackberni.com  

II; &acid:terry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 
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Further communications on the logistics of your last day will follow approximately one week prior to your last day. 
If you have any questions about anything in this email, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Amber Jessup 
Partner 

Office +1 (519) 888-7465 x 13055 
BlackBerry 613-291-8217 

=:: Black8erry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 
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- 183 
From: Vann Vogel [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIB0HF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=.1. 

Vann Vogel0d9] 
on behalf of Vann Vogel 
Sent: 2/10/2017 9:51:10 AM 
To: David Parker I/o=Research In Motion/ou=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=dparker) 
CC: Amber Jessup [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=AmberJessup548]; Rebecca Graham [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange 
Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Rebecca Graham9b51 

BCC: ercuriale@curialewilson.com.  [rcuriale@curialewilson.com]; Nita White-Ivy [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange 
Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Nita White-lvy92d) 

Subject: Your inquiry 

Hi David, 

Amber forwarded your request to me for reply. As has been described by your leadership team, your employment has 

not been transferred to Ford. BlackBerry facilitated Ford's access to BlackBerry employees, but the offer of employment 

by Ford and the terms of the offer were determined solely by Ford. Your decision to accept the Ford offer was of course 

yours. Accordingly, your employment relationship with Ford is a new relationship, and not a transfer of your existing 

employment relationship. I hope that helps. 

Kind Regards, 

Vann Vogel 

Senior Director, Compliance and Employment Law 

(M) 347-268-2170 

vvogel@ blackberry.com   

:12  Blackeeffy. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: Amber Jessup 

Sent: Thursday, February 9, 2017 2:35 PM 

To: Vann Vogel <vvogel@blackberry.com>  
Cc: Rebecca Graham <rebgraham@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Fw: 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: di arkereblackberry.com   
Sent: February 9, 2017 9:12 AM 
To: aie%uoablackberry.com   
Cc: htianOblackberry.com; wogelOblackberrv.corn; rebgrahamOblackberry.com   
Subject: RE: 

Hi Amber, 
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From: 	Vann Vogel [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIB0HF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=.1. 

Vann Vogel0d9] 
on behalf of Vann Vogel 
Sent: 	2/10/2017 9:51:10 AM 
To: 	 David Parker I/o=Research In Motion/ou=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=dparker) 
CC: 	 Amber Jessup [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=AmberJessup548]; Rebecca Graham [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange 
Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Rebecca Graham9b51 

BCC: 	 ercuriale@curialewilson.com.  [rcuriale@curialewilson.com]; Nita White-Ivy [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange 
Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Nita White-lvy92d) 

Subject: 	Your inquiry 

Hi David, 

Amber forwarded your request to me for reply. As has been described by your leadership team, your employment has 

not been transferred to Ford. BlackBerry facilitated Ford's access to BlackBerry employees, but the offer of employment 

by Ford and the terms of the offer were determined solely by Ford. Your decision to accept the Ford offer was of course 

yours. Accordingly, your employment relationship with Ford is a new relationship, and not a transfer of your existing 

employment relationship. I hope that helps. 

Kind Regards, 

Vann Vogel 

Senior Director, Compliance and Employment Law 

(M) 347-268-2170 

vvogel@ blackberry.com   

:12  Blackeeffy. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: Amber Jessup 

Sent: Thursday, February 9, 2017 2:35 PM 

To: Vann Vogel <vvogel@blackberry.com>  
Cc: Rebecca Graham <rebgraham@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Fw: 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: di arkereblackberry.com   
Sent: February 9, 2017 9:12 AM 
To: aie%uoablackberry.com   
Cc: htianOblackberry.com; wogelOblackberrv.corn; rebgrahamOblackberry.com   
Subject: RE: 

Hi Amber, 
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From: Vann Vogel [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=J. 

Vann Vogel0d9] 
on behalf of 
Sent: 
To: 
CC: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Hi David, 

Vann Vogel 
2/10/2017 9:51:10 AM 
David Parker [/o=Research In Motion/ou=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=dparker] 
Amber Jessup [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/cn=Recipients/cn=Amber Jessup548]; Rebecca Graham [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange 
Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Rebecca Graham9b5l 
'rcuriale@curialewilson.com' [rcuriale@curialewilson.com]; Nita White-Ivy [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange 
Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Nita White-lvy92d] 
Your inquiry 

Amber forwarded your request to me for reply. As has been described by your leadership team, your employment has 

not been transferred to Ford. BlackBerry facilitated Ford's access to BlackBerry employees, but the offer of employment 

by Ford and the terms of the offer were determined solely by Ford. Your decision to accept the Ford offer was of course 

yours. Accordingly, your employment relationship with Ford is a new relationship, and not a transfer of your existing 
employment relationship. I hope that helps. 

Kind 

Vann Vogel 
Senior Director, Compliance and Employment Law 
(M) 347-268-?170 

=::alack8erry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: Amber Jessup 

Sent: Thursday, February 9, 2017 2:35PM 
To: Vann Vogel 
Cc: Rebecca Graham 

Subject: Fw: 

Sent from my BlackBerry- the most secure mobile device- via the Rogers Network 

From: ~~~jg1.12@ill~Y,QQffi 
Sent: February 9, 2017 9:12AM 
To:~==~~~~~~ 

l!YQQ.el@J;)Jack!JJ;I!:Y.J:..Qffi; r~~tfgr•cgJJ 1.?f!J!J.I@J:IJI.acr,beJ::..fY"·co_rn 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Amber, 
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During the conversation between you, myself, and Hongchang, you stated that Blackberry's position was that the 
arrangement between Ford and Blackberry does not constitute a "sale of business" as defined in the employment 

standards act. 
I look forward to receiving this information via email at your earliest possible convenience. 

Hongchang, please respond to this thread if you feel that what I have stated above is somehow incorrect. 

Thanks 

David 

From: Amber Jessup 

Sent: Wednesday, February 08, 2017 7:40 PM 

To: David Parker <dparker@blackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: 

Hey David, 

Please come by tomorrow morning or after 4 pm tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

From: David Parker 

Sent: Tuesday, February 7, 2017 8:23 AM 

To: Amber Jessup <aiessup@blackberry.com> 

Subject: 

Hi Amber, 

Were you able confirm if the transition of the Silver project from BlackBerry to Ford is a "sale of business". 

Thanks 

David 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 
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I look forward to receiving this information via email at your earliest possible convenience. 

Hongchang, please respond to this thread if you feel that what I have stated above is somehow incorrect. 

Thanks 
David 

From: Amber Jessup 
Sent: Wednesday, February 08, 2017 7:40PM 
To: David Parker 
Subject: RE: 

Hey David, 

Please come by tomorrow morning or after 4 pm tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

From: David Parker 
Sent: Tuesday, February 7, 2017 8:23AM 

To: Amber Jessup -="-""-"'·====:..:.:.-'=·~'·"""'.
Subject: 

Hi Amber, 

Were you able confirm if the transition of the Silver project from BlackBerry to Ford is a "sale of business". 

Thanks 
David 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device -via the Rogers Network 
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Affidavit of REBECCA GRAHAM 

sworn before me, this 2nd day of 

October, 2017 

A Com loner, etc. 
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 `16 From: Vann Vogel [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF 23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=1. 
Vann Vogel0d9] 

on behalf of Vann Vogel 
Sent: 2/25/2017 4:46:10 PM 
To: David Parker [/o=Research In Motion/ou=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=dparker] 
CC: Alex Thurber [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Alexander Thurber1741; Rebecca Graham [/o=Research In 
Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Rebecca Graham9b5I; 
'janice.payne@nelligan.ca' [janice.payne@nelligan.ca) 

BCC: Nita White-Ivy [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Nita White-lvy924 'Richard Curiale' [rcuriale@curialewilson.corn]; 
'Sternberg, Arlen' [asternberg@torys.com] 

Subject: FW: Ford job offers 

David, I am following up with you, with a copy to your counsel, in light of our recent correspondence relating to 
Ford, and your two c-mails with continuing questions about the transaction. 

As we have previously indicated, BlackBerry has not terminated your employment, nor transferred it to Ford. The 
choice as to whether or not to accept the job offer from Ford is your choice (you arc not required to accept it). If 
you would prefer to instead continue your employment with BlackBerry, you should do so. I am sure you know 
that BlackBerry has roles at the same level that match your skill set. If you are interested in staying, 1-Ilt would work 
with you to Find a suitable/comparable role. We wanted to reach out to you again at this stage, while you are still a 
BlackBerry employee, to make this clear to you in case there was still any doubt about this in your mind. Please let 
us know. 

Kind Regards, 

Vann Vogel 

Senior Director, Compliance and Employment Law 

(M) 347-268-2170 

wogel@blackberry.com   

:Rt3lackeerry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: dparker(ablackberry.com   
Sent: February 24, 2017 2:33 PM 
To: athurber@blackberry.com   
Cc: rebarahamablackberry.com   
Subject: Re: Ford job offers 

Thanks. Was just wanting to confirm that the negotiations you mentioned were put of the larger business 

arrangements and would therefore have seen BlackBerry benefitting financially. 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: athurberablackberrv.com   
Sent: February 24, 2017 5:56 AM 

	  `16 From: 	Vann Vogel [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF 23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=1. 
Vann Vogel0d9] 

on behalf of Vann Vogel 
Sent: 	 2/25/2017 4:46:10 PM 
To: 	 David Parker [/o=Research In Motion/ou=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=dparker] 
CC: 	 Alex Thurber [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Alexander Thurber1741; Rebecca Graham [/o=Research In 
Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Rebecca Graham9b5]; 
'janice.payne@nelligan.ca' [janice.payne@nelligan.ca) 

BCC: 	 Nita White-Ivy [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Nita White-lvy924 'Richard Curiale' [rcuriale@curialewilson.corn]; 
'Sternberg, Arlen' [asternberg@torys.com] 

Subject: 	FW: Ford job offers 

David, I am following up with you, with a copy to your counsel, in light of our recent correspondence relating to 
Ford, and your two c-mails with continuing questions about the transaction. 

As we have previously indicated, BlackBerry has not terminated your employment, nor transferred it to Ford. The 
choice as to whether or not to accept the job offer from Ford is your choice (you arc not required to accept it). If 
you would prefer to instead continue your employment with BlackBerry, you should do so. I am sure you know 
that BlackBerry has roles at the same level that match your skill set. If you are interested in staying, 1-Ilt would work 
with you to Find a suitable/comparable role. We wanted to reach out to you again at this stage, while you are still a 
BlackBerry employee, to make this clear to you in case there was still any doubt about this in your mind. Please let 
us know. 

Kind Regards, 

Vann Vogel 

Senior Director, Compliance and Employment Law 

(M) 347-268-2170 

wogel@blackberry.com   

:Rt3lackeerry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: dparker(ablackberry.com   
Sent: February 24, 2017 2:33 PM 
To: athurber@blackberry.com   
Cc: rebarahamablackberry.com   
Subject: Re: Ford job offers 

Thanks. Was just wanting to confirm that the negotiations you mentioned were put of the larger business 

arrangements and would therefore have seen BlackBerry benefitting financially. 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: athurberablackberrv.com   
Sent: February 24, 2017 5:56 AM 

From: 

on behalf of 
Sent: 

To: 
CC: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Vann Vogel [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=J. 
Vann Vogel0d9] 
Vann Vogel 
2/25/2017 4:46:10 PM 
David Parker [/o=Research In Motion/ou=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=dparker] 
Alex Thurber [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Aiexander Thurber174); Rebecca Graham [/o=Research In 
Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Rebecca Graham9b5]; 
'janice.payne@nelligan.ca' Uanice.payne@nelligan.ca] 
Nita White-Ivy [/o=Research In Motion/ou=Exchange Administrative Group 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Nita White-lvy92d]; 'Richard Curiale' [rcuriale@curiaiewilson.com]; 
'Sternberg, Arlen' [asternberg@torys.com] 
FW: Ford job offers 

David, I am following up with you, with 3. copy to your counsel, in light of our recent correspondence relating to 

Ford, and your two c-mails with continuing questions about the transaction. 

As we han· previously indicated, BlackBerry has not terminated your employment, nor transferr~:d it to Ford. 'll1e 
choice as to whether or not to accept the job otTer Crom Ford is your choice (you arc not required to accept it). If 
you would prefer to instead continue your employment with BlackBerry, you should do so. I am sure you know 
that BhtckBerry has roles at the same level that match your skill set. If you are interested in staying, HR would work 
with you to find a suitable/compar,lble role. \Ve wanted to reach out to you ag,tin at thts stage, while you are still a 
BlackBerry employee, to make this dear to you tn case there was still any doubt about this tn your mind. Please let 
us know. 

Kind Regards, 

Vann Vogel 

Sen1or Director, Compliance and Employment Law 

(M) 347-268-2170 

=:=BlackBerry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: dparker@blackberrv.com 
Sent: February 24, 2017 2:33 PM 
To: athurber@blackberrv.com 
Cc: rebgraham@blackberrv.com 
Subject: Re: Ford job offers 

Thanks. Was just wanting to confirm that the negotiations you mentioned were put of the larger business 
arrangements and would therefore have seen BlackBerry benefitting financially. 

Sent from my BlackBerry -the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: athurber@blackberry.com 
Sent: February 24, 2017 5:56AM 

Q6 ~J I 
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Tn• rinarkprahlarlehArni rnm 
Cc: rebgrahamAblackberry.com   
Subject: RE: Ford job offers 

David, 

In respect of your question below, while 1 believe the statement is self-explanatory, I can advise that Ford expressed 
an interest in offering employment to various BlackBerry employees and was permitted to do so as part of the 
arrangements between it and BlackBerry. 

Thank you, 

Alex 

From: David Parker 

Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2017 10:40 AM 

To: Alex Thurber <athurber@blackberry.com> 

Cc: Rebecca Graham <rebgraham@blackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: Ford job offers 

Hi Alex, 

Can you tell me what it means when you state: 

"Ford negotiated for the right to offer employment to Mobility Solutions employees" 

Thanks 

David 

From: Alex Thurber 

Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2017 1:04 AM 

Cc: Rebecca Graham <reberaham@blaurberry.com> 

Subject: Ford job offers 

Greetings, 

We have received a number of questions relating to the acceptance or rejection of Ford offers. Below is a Q and A 

addressing several of the questions received. 

Q. Am I being transferred to Ford? 

A. No. Your employment is not being transferred to Ford. Ford negotiated for the right to offer employment to 

Mobility Solutions employees. It has made confidential job offers, the terms of which were determined by Ford. It is 

your choice whether to accept the offer from Ford or not. 

Q. Am I required to accept a job offer from Ford? 

A. No. Your decision to accept a job offer from Ford is yours, and yours alone. You may accept or reject any offer. 

Q. If I don't receive a job offer, or decline a job offer, is my employment with BlackBerry terminated? 
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Hi Alex, 

Can you tell me what it means when you state: 
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Thanks 
David 

From: Alex Thurber 
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2017 1:04AM 

Cc: Rebecca Graham -=~'-"-'-""-'-'-'-=-"'-'-'=='-'-'-~l!.C.
Subject: Ford job offers 

Greetings, 

We have received a number of questions relating to the acceptance or rejection of Ford offers. Below is a Q and A 
addressing several of the questions received. 

Q. Am I being transferred to Ford? 
A. No. Your employment is not being transferred to Ford. Ford negotiated for the right to offer employment to 
Mobility Solutions employees. It has made confidential job offers, the terms of which were determined by Ford. It is 
your choice whether to accept the offer from Ford or not. 

Q. Am I required to accept a job offer from Ford? 
A. No. Your decision to accept a job offer from Ford is yours, and yours alone. You may accept or reject any offer. 

Q. If 1 don't receive a job offer, or decline a job offer, is my employment with BlackBerry terminated? 
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188 
A. No. If you don't receive, or if you decline an offer from Ford, your employment will continue with BlackBerry. It will 

continue in the same position as before and we will consider you for comparable roles on another team at BlackBerry if 

your position subsequently becomes redundant. 

Q. Are comparable roles available? 

A. We have already placed several employees in comparable roles (in the same job position) who have chosen to 

remain at BlackBerry. We will work with you to find a suitable and comparable role if you choose to stay and continue 

your employment at BlackBerry. In the event we cannot find a comparable role on another team and determine that we 
must subsequently terminate your employment, you would then be eligible for separation pay per the terms of your 

employment agreement. 

Q. If I accept a job offer from Ford, am I required to submit a letter of resignation? 

A. We have requested a letter to confirm your acceptance of Ford's job offer and thus resignation from BlackBerry, to 

complete your file. If you choose not to submit a letter, we will nonetheless recognize your acceptance of employment 

by Ford and accept it as a resignation from BlackBerry. 

Q. I was told that Ford job offers in Canada are conditional, and contingent upon post-employment verification of 

education. What is the status of my employment with BlackBerry if I do not pass the Ford background check? 

A. Ford has informed us that it will waive educational background checks in Canada. Resignations from BlackBerry are 

effective and final once you begin employment with Ford. 

We will follow up later this week with a letter to all employees who have accepted Ford offers that addresses pay, 

benefits and continuing obligations to BlackBerry. For those of you who are leaving BlackBerry, we wish you great 

success in your new position. 

Alex 

This transmission (including any attachments) may contain confidential information, privileged material 
(including material protected by the solicitor-client or other applicable privileges), or constitute non-public 
information. Any use of this information by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have 
received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender and delete this information from your 
system. Use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this transmission by unintended recipients is not 
authorized and may he unlawful.  

This email and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipients and may be privileged or confidential. Any distribution, printing 
or other use by anyone else is prohibited. If you are not an intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately, and permanently delete 
this email and attachments. 

Le present courriel et les documents qui y sont joints sont exclusivement reserves a ('utilisation des destinataires concernes et peuvent etre 
de nature privilegiee ou confidentielle. Toute distribution, impression ou autre utilisation est interdite aux autres personnes. Si vous ne fates 
pas partie des destinataires concernes, veuillez en informer immediatement rexpediteur, ainsi que supprimer ce courriel et les documents 
joints de maniere permanente. 
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Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

- and - 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Plaintiff 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF AMBER JESSUP 

1, Amber Jessup, of the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND 

SAY: 

1. I have worked in Human Resources at BlackBerry Limited since 2015. Before joining 

BlackBerry, I worked in human resources at another company from 2011-2015. I am currently 

Human Resources Business Partner ("HRBP") Manager, based in BlackBerry's Ottawa office. I 

have held this position since June 2016. In that capacity, I served as one of the HRBPs primarily 

responsible for supporting BlackBerry's Mobility Solutions business unit during the 

December 2016 to February 2017 period when Ford made offers of employment to various 

employees. As such, I have knowledge of the matters contained in this affidavit. 

2. I swear this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge and involvement in the 

events at issue. Where my knowledge is based on information from other sources, I believe it to 

be true. 

3. I swear this affidavit in response to certain information contained in the affidavit of 

David Parker sworn June 9, 2017 ("Parker Affidavit"). In the Parker Affidavit, Mr. Parker makes 

some general assertions regarding the process in which Ford made offers of employment to 
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BlackBerry employees and how the employees felt, or the understanding they had, about their 

options. I disagree with a number of his assertions, based on my involvement in supporting 

BlackBerry employees through this period and the many individual discussions I had with 

employees. 

4. In the sections below, I provide evidence on my interactions with individual employees 

during the process. I mainly worked with the employees in Ottawa. 169 of the employees who 

received offers of employment from Ford were based in the Ottawa office. 

Individual conversations following December 8 and 9 meetings 

5. In the fall of 2016, BlackBerry began providing engineering services to Ford (known as 

"Project Silver"). 

6. On December 8 and 9, 2016, there were two town hall meetings held with Mobility 

Solutions employees, as discussed at paragraphs 22 to 24 of the affidavit of Rebecca Graham 

sworn September 28, 2017 ("Graham Affidavit") and agree with that description. I attended 

those meetings. 

7. During the period immediately after these town hall meetings, prior to employees 

receiving their offers of employment, from Ford, I had individual conversations with more than 

75 employees by email, in-person or by phone, regarding the Ford opportunity. Examples of 

those conversations that took place in part by email are attached as Exhibits "A" to "F". 

8. The questions that individual employees asked differed from employee to employee. 

There were a range of topics on which employees asked questions. The questions pertained to 

each employee's own circumstances, and it was clear to me they were asking the questions in 

considering their own situation and assessing whether they might accept a Ford offer or not. The 

answers to certain questions differed depending on the particular employee's own situation. 

9. I recall some employees asked certain questions pertaining to Ford. In respect of 

questions related to the anticipated content of Ford offers, benefits, and other matters regarding 

working at Ford, I directed employees to speak to representatives of Ford. I, and others at 
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BlackBerry (as far as I am aware), were not aware of the terms of the Ford job offers, and it was 

up to Ford to decide to whom it would make offers. 

10. I recall some employees asked for confirmation that they would be paid for unused 

vacation time at BlackBerry if they accepted a Ford offer, and confirmation they would receive 

their BlackBerry variable incentive pay, and whether employees would receive 2017 

performance reviews at BlackBerry, among others. Some individual employees inquired directly 

about lack of continuity of seniority if they received and accepted a Ford offer. Some individual 

employees also asked what would happen if they chose not to accept the employment offer from 

Ford. To those employees who asked that question, I told them that if they declined their offer 

from Ford, BlackBerry would take steps to place them on other projects or teams at BlackBerry 

in an equivalent role. I emphasized in my discussions with employees that it would be entirely 

their decision whether to accept an offer. I also let people know that there were continuing roles 

that would need to be filled in Mobility Solutions, as well as new positions being posted in other 

areas of the company, and their skillset would be assessed against those roles. 

11. My individual conversations with employees demonstrated to me that many employees 

were seeking out information in the course of their deliberations to weigh their options and 

decide whether to accept a Ford job offer or to remain at BlackBerry. I discuss a few employees 

below, by way of example. 

12. Rahul Trivedi (a Systems Software Developer) emailed me asking that I confirm that 

years of service would not carry over to Ford: "I assume we will lose the years of service with 

BlackBerry once we sign the Ford contract." Certain other employees asked me questions like 

this, and I confirmed to them in conversation or by telephone to ensure they properly understood 

that years of service would not carry over to Ford, but that the offers from Ford were an option 

which they could decline in favour of staying at BlackBerry. Those emails are attached as 

Exhibit "F". 

13. A further example of an employee who asked questions about what would occur if he 

declined his Ford offer is Konrad Hammel (a manager, WLAN software development), attached 

as Exhibit "B" to the Graham Affidavit. 
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192 

Individual conversations following January 6 email from John Chen 

14. On January 6, 2017, John Chen, Chief Executive Officer of BlackBerry, emailed all 

Mobility Solutions employees regarding the future of the business unit. That email is discussed 

at paragraph 42 of the Graham Affidavit. I agree with that description. Following this 

communication, some individual employees continued to reach out to me with various questions 

along the same lines as before, and I responded individually to those questions. 

15. During this period, some managers also collected questions from particular employees on 

their team, which they brought to me. Dominic Peluso (Director, Cellular Radio Systems 

Integration & Data Services), for example, put together a list of questions derived from 

individual conversations with his team, which he then sent to me (attached as Exhibit "0" to the 

Graham Affidavit). That list had a number of questions, including: 

Will employees accepting Ford offers be required to resign from 
BlackBerry in writing? 

Will they need to provide a resignation letter? 

C J 

What are the options for employees that decide NOT to accept 
Ford's offer? 

16. I arranged a meeting with Mr. Peluso to address the questions his team raised. I told 

Mr. Peluso that the Ford offers are an employment option that employees may decline, but if 

they accept, they will be expected to provide a resignation letter for our files. Regarding 

employee options if they decline the Ford offer, I told Mr. Peluso that we would seek to place 

employees on other projects or teams in equivalent roles within Mobility Solutions or elsewhere 

within BlackBerry. Employees could review internal job postings to get a preliminary sense of 

available roles, and speak to various managers. There were many available continuing roles 

(including various roles that were already posted internally during this process). I understood that 

Mr. Peluso would be relaying answers to employees on his teams who had asked these questions. 

17. I also had individual conversations with certain employees who were out of the office on 

maternity leave during this time period. They would not have been at BlackBerry to attend the 

town hall meetings or to receive an offer of employment in an individual meeting with Ford 

representatives. 
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Individual conversations following January employment offers from Ford 

18. Ford made offers of employment to employees in Ottawa from January 18-20, 2017. The 

offer process is discussed at paragraphs 48 to 50 of the Graham Affidavit. I was on vacation 

those days. Rebecca Graham was on-site to answer employees' questions in my place on the 

days I was away. Once I returned to the office, I spoke to many employees individually 

regarding their offers of employment from Ford and their options. 

19. Upon my return, at least 35 employees approached me with additional individual 

questions by email, phone and in-person. Different employees asked different questions. I recall 

that some employees sought further information regarding options on other projects or teams at 

BlackBerry if they were to decline their Ford offer. As before, I confirmed that if they declined 

the Ford offer, BlackBerry would take steps to place them in an equivalent position on another 

project or team. I told employees that there were other available opportunities at BlackBerry, and 

that new positions were frequently becoming available across the company. I also indicated that 

their position and skillset would be considered in evaluating placement on another BlackBerry 

project or team, and we would do our best to place them. 

20. My conversations with employees from this period of time demonstrated to me that 

employees were having individual discussions for the purpose of evaluating their offers from 

Ford in light of their individual circumstances and they were assessing and weighing their 

options. I believe that these conversations affected their understanding of their own employment 

situation, the nature of the Ford opportunity, and their understanding of their options if they 

chose to stay at BlackBerry. 

21. In the Parker Affidavit, Mr. Parker seems to be asserting that he and the other employees 

who received offers from Ford felt that they had no choice but to accept the offer and that if they 

did not do so, their careers at BlackBerry were likely over. I do not share Mr. Parker's 

perception. I disagree with his broad assertions regarding the understandings of the other 

employees, based on the many discussions I had with individual employees, as described and 

illustrated above. 
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194 
Individual conversations following February 2 request for confirmatory resignation letters 

22. On February 2, I sent an email to employees in the Ottawa office who had accepted an 

employment offer from Ford. Ford had informed us of which employees had accepted its offers. 

My email addressed certain procedural matters related to work-related computers and telephones, 

and requested that employees submit two documents: a written resignation letter, and a 

confirmation of post-employment obligations related to intellectual property. The reason for the 

resignation letter request is discussed at paragraphs 63 and 64 of the Graham Affidavit. I agree 

with that description. 

23. At least 50 employees approached me by email, phone or in-person with some questions 

regarding the nature of the resignation process, their benefits, vacation payout, and other similar 

matters during this period. Many other employees asked simple questions that were largely 

administrative or logistical in nature, including what devices employees would be permitted to 

keep after they left BlackBerry, and what the effective date of their resignation from BlackBerry 

should be. 

24. The Graham Affidavit (paragraphs 69 to 72) describe the extent of the resignation letters 

we subsequently received from employees. 

25. I had individual communications with some employees who did not submit a resignation 

letter, both in-person and by email. I provided short responses to some of the employees who 

raised concerns, and forwarded emails received from particular employees to Vann Vogel 

(Senior Director, Compliance and Employment Law at BlackBerry) for further response. 

Individual conversations with David Parker 

26. The representative plaintiff, David Parker, did not submit a resignation letter, and raised 

concerns. 

27. Mr. Parker first approached me with individual questions regarding his employment 

situation in December 2016. He reached out to me to discuss whether equivalent roles were 

available for him on a particular team within a different BlackBerry business unit (see email 

attached as Exhibit "H" to the Parker Affidavit). I advised Mr. Parker that certain roles on that 

team had already been approved and posted on BlackBerry's internal site. At the time of this 
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raised concerns, and forwarded emails received from particular employees to Vann Vogel 

(Senior Director, Compliance and Employment Law at BlackBerry) for further response. 

Individual conversations with David Parker 

26. The representative plaintiff, David Parker, did not submit a resignation letter, and raised 

concerns. 

27. Mr. Parker first approached me with individual questions regarding his employment 

situation in December 2016. He reached out to me to discuss whether equivalent roles were 

available for him on a particular team within a different BlackBerry business unit (see email 

attached as Exhibit "H" to the Parker Affidavit). I advised Mr. Parker that certain roles on that 

team had already been approved and posted on BlackBerry's internal site. At the time of this 

-6-

Individual conversations following February 2 request for confirmatory resignation letters 

22. On February 2, I sent an email to employees in the Ottawa office who had accepted an 

employment offer from Ford. Ford had informed us of which employees had accepted its offers. 
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Individual conversations with David Parker 

26. The representative plaintiff, David Parker, did not submit a resignation letter, and raised 

concerns. 

27. Mr. Parker first approached me with individual questions regarding his employment 

situation in December 2016. He reached out to me to discuss whether equivalent roles were 

available for him on a particular team within a different BlackBerry business unit (see email 
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team had already been approved and posted on BlackBerry's internal site. At the time of this 
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exchange, a further set of jobs on that team was also anticipated at the time but not yet available. 

There were also available roles on various other projects/teams within Mobility Solutions that 

were beginning to be posted (besides the one particular team that Mr. Parker asked about) and 

were therefore available to Mr. Parker and other employees to review. 

28. On February 2, 2017, Mr. Parker emailed me taking the position that he had been 

terminated without cause and was entitled to severance. I responded, clarifying that Mr. Parker 

had received and accepted an alternate employment offer, and had not been terminated by 

BlackBerry. That email is attached as Exhibit "VV" to the Graham Affidavit. 

29. On several exchanges following that exchange of emails, Mr. Parker came to me, 

interrupted whatever I was doing, demanded that I send him various information and tried to 

insert himself into some discussions I was having with a few other employees. Mr. Parker further 

requested that I send him information on why Ford's offers of employment did not constitute a 

sale of a business. Mr. Parker refers to that meeting in the email attached as Exhibit "G". 

30. Mr. Vogel followed up on my email to Mr. Parker on February 10, stating: 

As has been described by your leadership team, your employment 
has not been transferred to Ford. BlackBerry facilitated Ford's 
access to BlackBerry employees, but the offer of employment by 
Ford and the terms of the offer were determined solely by Ford. 
Your decision to accept the Ford offer was of course yours. 
Accordingly, your employment relationship with Ford is a new 
relationship, and not a transfer of your existing employment 
relationship. I hope that helps. [emphasis added] 

That email is attached to the Graham Affidavit as Exhibit "WW". 

Other employees expressed disagreement with this lawsuit 

31. Some employees expressed their disagreement with this lawsuit to me, and that in their 

view, they had freely accepted an offer from employment from Ford. For example, one 

employee, Richard MacKay, came to my office to hand in his resignation letter in person, and 

expressed that he wanted to submit a resignation letter in order to distance himself from this 

action, and indicating that we considered that he had exercised a choice. Similarly, Dominic 

Peluso advised me that there were some employees who worked under him who had expressed 
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their disagreement with this lawsuit and sought to distance themselves from it in light of their 

own views and situation. I discuss those conversations with Mr. MacKay and Mr. Peluso in the 

email attached to the Graham Affidavit as Exhibit "PP". 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario on 
October 3, 2017 

Commissioner for Taking Affidavits 
(or as may be) 

I Ito vie-0 s tti 
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Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario on 
October 3, 2017 

Commissioner for Taking Affidavits 
(or as may be) 

Th.o VV'-t1 S W. f! Pr"i1w s -e 
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This is Exhibit "A" referred to in the 

Affidavit of AMBER JESSUP 
b•,./ 

sworn before me, this 5 day of 

October, 2017. 

Coe 10.4.4.t 
A Commissioner, etc. 

- 	197 

This is Exhibit "A" referred to in the 

Affidavit of AMBER JESSUP 
b•,./ 

sworn before me, this 5 	day of 

October, 2017. 

Coe 10.4.4.t 
A Commissioner, etc. 

This is Exhibit "A" referred to in the 

Affidavit of AMBER JESSUP 
V<~.-1 

sworn before me, this ~ day of 

October, 2017. 

1Jv;1« Cv e r~~ 
A Commissioner, etc. 
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From: Amber Jessup VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PIENTS/CN =AM BE R JESSUP5481 

Sent: 12/9/2016 3:16:47 PM 
To: Sean McConnell [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mailicn=Reciplents/cn=smcconnell] 
Subject: RE: Employment contract 

Hi Sean, 

We are still working out many of these details, but I will ensure we respond to your specific questions as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

From: Sean McConnell 

Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 1:07 PM 

To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Employment contract 

Hi Amber, 

I was wondering if you could send me a copy of my employment contract? 

Also a question was asked today at the Silver townhall about what happens if we don't accept the offer. Could you please 
provide any details about what would happen? 

Thank you, 

Sean McConnell 
Systems Software Developer II 
Firmware Development 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 70045 
BlackBerry: +1 (226) 339-6026 

•)cd,ickbetit  
BlackBerry Limited 

From: 	Amber Jessup VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECI PIENTS/CN =AM BE R JESSUP5481 

Sent: 	12/9/2016 3:16:47 PM 
To: 	 Sean McConnell [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mailicn=Reciplents/cn=smcconnell] 
Subject: 	RE: Employment contract 1 9 8 

Hi Sean, 

We are still working out many of these details, but I will ensure we respond to your specific questions as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

From: Sean McConnell 

Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 1:07 PM 

To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Employment contract 

Hi Amber, 

I was wondering if you could send me a copy of my employment contract? 

Also a question was asked today at the Silver townhall about what happens if we don't accept the offer. Could you please 
provide any details about what would happen? 

Thank you, 

Sean McConnell 
Systems Software Developer II 
Firmware Development 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 70045 
BlackBerry: +1 (226) 339-6026 

.0i•kiiackbet 	6414 ,1  

BlackBerry Limited 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Hi Sean, 

Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FVOIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AMBERJESSUPS4&]. ..... . 
12/9/2016 3:16:47 PM 
Sean McConnell [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=smcconnell] 
RE: Employment contract 198 

We are still working out many of these details, but I wi!l ensure we respond to your specific questions as soon as we can. 

Thanks, 

From: Sean McConnell 
Sent: Friday, December 9, 2016 1:07 PM 
To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Employment contract 

Hi Amber, 

I was wondering if you could send me a copy of my employment contract? 

Also a question was asked today at the Silver townhall about what happens if we don't accept the offer. Could you please 
provide any details about what would happen? 

Thank you, 

Sean McConnell 
Systems Software Developer II 
Firmware Development 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 70045 
BlackBerry: +1 (226) 339-6026 
smccormell@b!ackbeny com 
BlackBerry Limited 
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This is Exhibit "B" referred to in the 

Affidavit of AMBER JESSUP 

sworn before me, this 
3rd 

day of 

October, 2017 

A Commissioner, etc. 

199 

This is Exhibit "B" referred to in the 

Affidavit of AMBER JESSUP 

sworn before me, this 3rd day of 

October, 2017 

A Commissioner, etc. 

This is Exhibit "B" referred to in the 

Affidavit of AMBER JESSUP 

?.'rJ 
sworn before me, this 1 day of 

October, 2017 

A Commissioner, etc. 
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From: Jerry Hsiao 1/0=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JHSIA01 
Sant. _..1/3/2017 3:46:58 PM 
To: Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPOLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AmberJessup548] 
Subject: Quick question on carryover and Ford 

Hi Amber, 

Reading the Vacation FAQ on go/hr, we have until end of April to use any carryover vacation. 

But what if people accept offers from Ford? Does this mean they must use that vacation by end of Feb or it will be 

forfeit? 

Also, for folks choosing to go to Ford, will the accrued vacation from Jan and Feb get "transferred" into Ford or will the 

vacation accrued in those two months be forfeit if unused by end of Feb? 

Thanks, 

Jerry 

From: 	Jerry Hsiao 1/0=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JHSIA01 
Sport: 	1/3/2017 3:46:58 PM 
To: 	 Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPOLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AmberJessup548] 
Subject: 	Quick question on carryover and Ford 

Hi Amber, 

Reading the Vacation FAQ on go/hr, we have until end of April to use any carryover vacation. 

But what if people accept offers from Ford? Does this mean they must use that vacation by end of Feb or it will be 

forfeit? 

Also, for folks choosing to go to Ford, will the accrued vacation from Jan and Feb get "transferred" into Ford or will the 

vacation accrued in those two months be forfeit if unused by end of Feb? 

Thanks, 
Jerry 

From: 

·----Sent:-------·· 
To: 

Subject: 

Hi Amber, 

Jerry Hsiao [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JHSIAO] 
. -l/3/2.0l7 3:46:58 PM 

Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLD/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup548] 
Quick question on carryover and Ford 

Reading the Vacation FAQ on go/hr, we have until end of April to use any carryover vacation. 

5 

But what if people accept offers from Ford? Does this mean they must use that vacation by end of Feb or it will be 
forfeit? 

Also, for folks choosing to go to Ford, will the accrued vacation from Jan and Feb get "transferred" into Ford or will the 
vacation accrued in those two months be forfeit if unused by end of Feb? 

Thanks, 
Jerry 
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This is Exhibit "C" referred to in the 

Affidavit of AMBER JESSUP 

sworn before me, this 3 day of 

October, 2017 

A Commissioner, etc. 

21  

This is Exhibit "C" referred to in the 

Affidavit of AMBER JESSUP 

sworn before me, this 3 	day of 

October, 2017 

A Commissioner, etc. 

This is Exhibit "C" referred to in the 

Affidavit of AMBER JESSUP 

,..j 
sworn before me, this ~ day of 

October, 2017 

A Commissioner, etc. 
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From: Amber Jessup [/Or-RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD180HF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AMBER JESSUP548] 

Sent: 1/3/2017 5:30:52 PM 2 0 2 
To: Faisal Kamran YO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM JVIail/cm=fiecipients/cn=fkamrani 

CC: Leonard Lehrer [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=llehrer]; Asif Moksud [/O=RESEARCH IN 

MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=amoksud]; Oscar Viana &O=RESEARCH IN 

MOTION/OU=RIM_M ail/cn=Recipients/cn=ovianal 

Subject: RE: Silver / Ford HR questions 

Hi Faisal. 

I think it may be beneficial for us to have a call on these questions. Please feel free to give me a call tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

From: Faisal Kamran 

Sent: Tuesday, January 3, 2017 3:07 PM 

To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 

Cc: Leonard Lehrer <Ilehrer@blackberry.com>; Asif Moksud <amoksud@blackberry.com>; Oscar Viana 
<oviana@blackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: Silver / Ford HR questions 

Hi Amber, 
I have the following questions in regards to my transition to Silver/Ford: 

01: What would happen to the number of years' experience people had in BlackBerry? Weather it would be ported over 

to Ford? For example if someone has 10 years of experience in BlackBerry, would it be recognized in Ford for 

compensation bench mark, vacation entitlement, seniority and severance package from Ford (in case of layoffs from 
Ford)? 

Q2: What options would an employee have in BlackBerry if he/she chose to decline Ford offer? 

Q3: Would employees get the ViP for the previous year upon transition to Ford? 

Q4: Would we be able to keep BlackBerry phone and BlackBerry SIM with us after moving to Ford? 

Q.5: What would happen to our Benefit program with Sunlife? 

Thanks, 

Faisal 

From: Leonard Lehrer 

Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 2:15 PM 

Cc: Amber Jessup <aiLissupbiackberrv.com>; Jennifer Mascarin <imasCaringblac:kberry.cOrn>; Lisa Carswell 

From: 	Amber Jessup [/Or-RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD180HF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AMBER JESSUP548] 

Sent: 	1/3/2017 5:30:52 PM 	 2 0 2 
To: 	 Faisal Kamran YO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM JVIail/cm=fiecipients/cn=fkamrani 

CC: 	 Leonard Lehrer [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=llehrer]; Asif Moksud [/O=RESEARCH IN 

MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=amoksud]; Oscar Viana &O=RESEARCH IN 

MOTION/OU=RIM_M ail/cn=Recipients/cn=ovianal 

Subject: 	RE: Silver / Ford HR questions 

Hi Faisal. 

I think it may be beneficial for us to have a call on these questions. Please feel free to give me a call tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

From: Faisal Kamran 

Sent: Tuesday, January 3, 2017 3:07 PM 
To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 

Cc: Leonard Lehrer <Ilehrer@blackberry.com>; Asif Moksud <amoksud@blackberry.com>; Oscar Viana 
<oviana@blackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: Silver / Ford HR questions 

Hi Amber, 
I have the following questions in regards to my transition to Silver/Ford: 

01: What would happen to the number of years' experience people had in BlackBerry? Weather it would be ported over 

to Ford? For example if someone has 10 years of experience in BlackBerry, would it be recognized in Ford for 
compensation bench mark, vacation entitlement, seniority and severance package from Ford (in case of layoffs from 

Ford)? 

Q2: What options would an employee have in BlackBerry if he/she chose to decline Ford offer? 

Q3: Would employees get the ViP for the previous year upon transition to Ford? 

Q4: Would we be able to keep BlackBerry phone and BlackBerry SIM with us after moving to Ford? 

Q.5: What would happen to our Benefit program with Sunlife? 

Thanks, 

Faisal 

From: Leonard Lehrer 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 2:15 PM 

Cc: Amber Jessup <aiLissupbiackberrv.com>; Jennifer Mascarin <imasCaringblac:kberry.cOrn>; Lisa Carswell 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Hi Faisal. 

Amber Jessup [JO=RESEARCH IN MOTIONIOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYOIBOHF23SPOLT)ICN=RECIPIENTSICN=AMBER JESSUP548] 

11312017 5:30:52 PM 

Faisal Kamran [JO=RESEARCH IN MOTIONIOU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipientslcn=fkamran) 

Leonard Lehrer [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTIONIDU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipientslcn=llehrer]; Asif Moksud [JO=RESEARCH IN 

MOTIONIOU=RIM_Maillcn=Recipientslcn=amoksud]; Oscar Viana [JO=RESEARCH IN 

MOTIONIOU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipientslcn=oviana] 

RE: Silver I Ford HR questions 

I think it may be beneficial for us to have a call on these questions. P!ease feel free to give me a call tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

From: Faisal Kamran 
Sent: Tuesday, January 3, 2017 3:07 PM 
To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 
Cc: Leonard Lehrer <llehrer@blackberry.com>; Asif Moksud <:amoksud@blackberry.com>; Oscar Viana 
<oviana@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Silver I Ford HR questions 

Hi Amber, 
I have the following questions in regards to my transition to Silver/Ford: 

Q1: What would happen to the number of years' experience people had in BlackBerry? Weather it would be ported over 
to Ford? For example if someone has 10 years of experience in BlackBerry, would it be recognized in Ford for 
compensation bench mark, vacation entitlement, seniority and severance package from Ford (in case of layoffs from 
Ford)? 

Q2: What options would an employee have in BlackBerry if he/she chose to decline Ford offer? 

Q3: Would employees get the ViP for the previous year upon transition to Ford? 

Q4: Would we be able to keep BlackBerry phone and BlackBerry SIM with us after moving to Ford? 

QS: What would happen to our Benefit program with Sunlife? 

Thanks, 
Faisal 

From: Leonard Lehrer 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2017 2:15PM 
Cc: Amber Jessup <aiessup@blackl!_~.com>; Jennifer Mascarin <jmascaJin@bjack~rr:t,~QJ:!J>; Lisa Carswell 
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<Icarswell@blndberry:c9,m>; Rebecca Graham <relvraham@blarkberyy.corn>; Cristian Lambiri 
2n3 

<clartibiriOthiackberry.corn>; Daryl Martin <drnartin.@blackberry,com>; Khaled Islam <kislamtkblackberry.corn>; Mike 

Wagner <rnwimnerfeb"biackberry,corr»; Randy Fraser <rafraserablackberrv,corn>; Vilok Kusumakar 
<vktistirnalsar@blackberry.com?; Zoltan Racz <zraci@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Silver / Ford HR questions 

This message is sent Bcc: to Silver staff within Test, SWPM, QA 

Many of you have asked me various HR questions. Our HR team is collecting questions. Please feel free to send 
any questions you have offline to the HR Reps from below which presently covers your group. You are welcome to 
copy me/your manager, but necessary. 

Amber (Khaled Islam, Zoltan Racz, Vilok Kusumakar, Adam Schieman) 

Jennifer Mascarin (Randy Fraser, Steve Venerus, Tom Dye, Sarah Tatsis) 

Lisa Carswell (Joey Benedek, Mike Wagner, Travis Angle, Alex Thurber) 

Best Regards 

Leonard 

Leonard M. Lehrer Office 680311+1-954-880-6031 Mobile +1-954+805-1888 BBM PIN 5996E987 

<Icarswell@blndberry:c9,m>; Rebecca Graham <relvraham@blarkberyy.corn>; Cristian Lambiri 	
2n3 

<clartibiriOthiackberry.corn>; Daryl Martin <drnartin.@blackberry,com>; Khaled Islam <kislamtkblackberry.corn>; Mike 

Wagner <rnwimnerfeb"biackberry,corr»; Randy Fraser <rafraserablackberrv,corn>; Vilok Kusumakar 
<vktistirnalsar@blackberry.com?; Zoltan Racz <zraci@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Silver / Ford HR questions 

This message is sent Bcc: to Silver staff within Test, SWPM, QA 

Many of you have asked me various HR questions. 	Our HR team is collecting questions. 	Please feel free to send 
any questions you have offline to the HR Reps from below which presently covers your group. 	You are welcome to 
copy me/your manager, but necessary. 

Amber (Khaled Islam, Zoltan Racz, Vilok Kusumakar, Adam Schieman) 

Jennifer Mascarin (Randy Fraser, Steve Venerus, Tom Dye, Sarah Tatsis) 

Lisa Carswell (Joey Benedek, Mike Wagner, Travis Angle, Alex Thurber) 

Best Regards 

Leonard 

Leonard M. Lehrer 	Office 680311+1-954-880-6031 	Mobile +1-954+805-1888 	BBM PIN 5996E987 

?n~ 
<l.9ll_well@bJ~ry,£.om>; Rebecca Graham <rebgraham@blac~berry.com>; Cristian Lambiri • ·- '· ·- · 

<~:;l~ml;!jri@blackben_y.cq_m>; Daryl Martin <~ma(tl!J_@blackberr:_y_,_£Q_rn>; Khaled Islam <kislam@blackberrv&QilJ.>; Mike 
Wagner <mwagner@blackberry.com>; Randy Fraser <rafraser@blackberrv.com>; Vilok Kusumakar 
<vkusumakar@blackberry:.conp; Zoltan Racz <~racz@blackberrv.com> 
Subject: Silver I Ford HR questions 

This message is sent Bee: to Silver staff within Test, SWPM, QA 

Many of you have asked me various HR questions. Our HR team is collecting questions. Please feel free to send 
any questions you have offline to the HR Reps from below which presently covers your group. You are welcome to 
copy me/your manager, but necessary. 

Amber (Khaled Islam, Zoltan Racz, Vilok Kusumakar, Adam Schieman) 
Jennifer Mascarin (Randy Fraser, Steve Venerus, Tom Dye, Sarah Tatsis) 
Usa Carswell (Joey Benedek, Mike Wagner, Travis Angle, Alex Thurber) 

Best Regards 
Leonard 

Leonard M. Lehrer Office 68031/+1-954-880-6031 Mobile +1-954+805-1888 BBM PIN 5996E987 
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From: Amber Jessup VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ANIBERJESSUP548] 

Sent: 1/10/2017 4:25:37 PM 
To: Deepesh Bhargava VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deepesh Bhargava60c1 
Subject: RE: Questions for retention stocks 

205 

Come by now sorry 

From: Deepesh Bhargava 

Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 4:22 PM 
To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: Questions for retention stocks 

Let me know whenever you get free and I shall drop by. 

Thanks 

Deepesh 

From: Deepesh Bhargava 

Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 2:32 PM 
To: Amber Jessup <lie5sitp@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Re: Questions for retention stocks 

Sure. 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: ,,iip,:l'ulackberfy.cam 
Sent: January 10, 2017 2:27 PM 
To: dbiiergdv,v-‘bld,  kber(y.com  
Subject: RE: Questions for retention stocks 

Hi, 

Can you come by around 4:15? 

From: Deepesh Bhargava 

Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 2:26 PM 

To: Amber Jessup <AlessupPblackberrv.com> 

Subject: Questions for retention stocks 

Hi Amber, 

I have few questions regarding my options before I get the Ford Offer. Do you have some time to chat about 

it? Since the information is confidential I am not sure if my manager is aware. 

Thanks 

Deepesh 

From: 	Amber Jessup VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ANIBERJESSUP548] 

Sent: 	1/10/2017 4:25:37 PM 
To: 	Deepesh Bhargava VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deepesh Bhargava60c1 
Subject: 	RE: Questions for retention stocks 

205 

Come by now sorry 

From: Deepesh Bhargava 

Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 4:22 PM 
To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: Questions for retention stocks 

Let me know whenever you get free and I shall drop by. 

Thanks 

Deepesh 

From: Deepesh Bhargava 

Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 2:32 PM 
To: Amber Jessup <lie5sitp@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Re: Questions for retention stocks 

Sure. 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: ,,iip,:l'ulackberfy.cam 
Sent: January 10, 2017 2:27 PM 
To: dbiiergdv,v-‘bld,  kber(y.com  
Subject: RE: Questions for retention stocks 

Hi, 

Can you come by around 4:15? 

From: Deepesh Bhargava 

Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 2:26 PM 

To: Amber Jessup <Ajf.ssupPblackberry.com> 

Subject: Questions for retention stocks 

Hi Amber, 

I have few questions regarding my options before I get the Ford Offer. Do you have some time to chat about 

it? Since the information is confidential I am not sure if my manager is aware. 

Thanks 

Deepesh 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPI ENTS/CN=AM BER JESSUP548] 
1/10/2017 4:25:37 PM 
Deepesh Bhargava [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Deepesh Bhargava60c] 
RE: Questions for retention stocks 

Come by now sorry 

From: Deepesh Bhargava 
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 4:22PM 
To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Questions for retention stocks 

Let me know whenever you get free and I shall drop by. 

Thanks 
Deepesh 

From: Deepesh Bhargava 

Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 2:32PM 
To: Amber Jessup 
Subject: Re: Questions for retention stocks 

Sure. 

Sent from my BlackBerry- the most secure mobile device- via the Rogers Network 

From: ~~SSJJ..Q@Qiac,K.~rr:Y.J;om 
Sent: January 10, 2017 2:27PM 
To: 9bbgrg_gvili!Lb!<:u:.!s~n:Y~cgm 
Subject: RE: Questions for retention stocks 

Hi, 

Can you come by around 4:15? 

From: Deepesh Bhargava 
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2017 2:26PM 
To: Amber Jessup <aiessup@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Questions for retention stocks 

Hi Amber, 

205 

I have few questions regarding my options before I get the Ford Offer. Do you have some time to chat about 
it? Since the information is confidential I am not sure if my manager is aware. 

Thanks 
Deepesh 
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Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 2 X14 Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 
	

2 X14 Sent from my BlackBerry- the most secure mobile device- via the Rogers Network 
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From: Rebecca Graham [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDIT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=REBECCA GRAHAM9B5J 

Sent: 1/23/2017 12:38:06 PM 
To: Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPD1T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup548} 
Subject: FW: questions 

FYI only 

From: Rebecca Graham 
Sent: January-23-17 12:38 PM 
To: James Kerr 
Subject: RE: questions 

Here is Alyssa's contact information should you wish to further discuss your offer or your decision with her. 

Andree, Alyssa (A.) <aandree@ford,c.om> 

From: James Kerr 
Sent: January-23-17 10:07 AM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Subject: RE: questions 

Pretty close, right now I am leaning to not taking it. But I am worried where I will end up in BlackBerry. 

The Ford offer doesn't work well for my situation. The health benefits are not great for my family where I am the only 
one with Benefits. We lead an active life with a need for physio, chiro, massage, gym, not to mention ford has no vision 

plan. All of this would go over their 3900 plan. 

I also am not comfortable with the RRSP plan where they withhold the company match for 5 years. Basically it feels I am 

locked it for 5+ years. 

And the no recognition of senority. The vacation part of the offer and other parts are ok with me. 

Anyway, I don't see on the form where to reject the offer. Do I just let Friday pass and then work on BlackBerry job on 

Monday Jan 30? 

Thanks 

James, 

From: Rebecca Graham 

Sent: Monday, January 23, 2017 10:01 AM 

To: James Kerr <jkerreblackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: questions 

Hi James, 

I'm back in Waterloo now. Have you made a decision on your Ford offer? 

Thanks, 

Rebecca 

From: James Kerr 
Sent: January-23-17 9:47 AM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Subject: RE: questions 

From: 	Rebecca Graham [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDIT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=REBECCA GRAHAM9B5J 

Sent: 	1/23/2017 12:38:06 PM 
To: 	 Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPD1T)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup548} 
Subject: 	FW: questions 

FYI only 

From: Rebecca Graham 
Sent: January-23-17 12:38 PM 
To: James Kerr 
Subject: RE: questions 

Here is Alyssa's contact information should you wish to further discuss your offer or your decision with her. 

Andree, Alyssa (A.) <aandree@ford,c.om> 

From: James Kerr 
Sent: January-23-17 10:07 AM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Subject: RE: questions 

Pretty close, right now I am leaning to not taking it. But I am worried where I will end up in BlackBerry. 

The Ford offer doesn't work well for my situation. The health benefits are not great for my family where I am the only 

one with Benefits. We lead an active life with a need for physio, chiro, massage, gym, not to mention ford has no vision 

plan. All of this would go over their 3900 plan. 

I also am not comfortable with the RRSP plan where they withhold the company match for 5 years. Basically it feels I am 

locked it for 5+ years. 

And the no recognition of senority. The vacation part of the offer and other parts are ok with me. 
Anyway, I don't see on the form where to reject the offer. Do I just let Friday pass and then work on BlackBerry job on 

Monday Jan 30? 

Thanks 

James, 

From: Rebecca Graham 

Sent: Monday, January 23, 2017 10:01 AM 

To: James Kerr <jkerreblackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: questions 

Hi James, 

I'm back in Waterloo now. Have you made a decision on your Ford offer? 

Thanks, 

Rebecca 

From: James Kerr 
Sent: January-23-17 9:47 AM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Subject: RE: questions 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

FYI only 

Rebecca Graham [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDlBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=REBECCA GRAHAM9BS] 
1/23/2017 12:38:06 PM 
Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup548] 
FW: questions 

From: Rebecca Graham 
Sent: January-23-17 12:38 PM 
To: James Kerr 
Subject: RE: questions 

Here is Alyssa's contact information should you wish to further discuss your offer or your decision with her. 

Andree, Alyssa (A.) <~!J.ngree@furd.com> 

From: James Kerr 
Sent: January-23-17 10:07 AM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Subject: RE: questions 

Pretty close, right now I am leaning to not taking it. But I am worried where I will end up in BlackBerry. 
The Ford offer doesn't work welt for my situation. The health benefits are not great for my family where I am the only 
one with Benefits. We lead an active life with a need for physio, chiro, massage, gym, not to mention ford has no vision 
plan. All of this would go over their 3900 plan. 
I also am not comfortable with the RRSP plan where they withhold the company match for 5 years. Basically it feels I am 
locked it for 5+ years. 
And the no recognition of senority. The vacation part of the offer and other parts are ok with me. 
Anyway, I don't see on the form where to reject the offer. Do I just let Friday pass and then work on BlackBerry job on 
Monday Jan 30? 
Thanks 
James, 

From: Rebecca Graham 
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2017 10:01 AM 
To: James Kerr <jkerr@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: questions 

Hi James, 

I'm back in Waterloo now. Have you made a decision on your Ford offer? 

Thanks, 
Rebecca 

From: James Kerr 
Sent: January-23-17 9:47AM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Subject: RE: questions 
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Hi Rebecca, 

I was wondering if you were back in Ottawa this week? From below I am assuming you are not. Do I talk to Amber now 
about potential jobs for me in BlackBerry? 
Thanks, 

James, 

From: Rebecca Graham 

Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 12:47 PM 

To: James Kerr <ikerr  4i.ickberry.com>  
Subject: RE: questions 

Hi James, 

I'm in Ottawa for the balance of the week and I'm sitting in Amber's office. My afternoon today is fairly open (1PM 
onwards) so please stop by when it works for you. I'm also available tomorrow and Friday. If you want to send your 
questions ahead of time via email, that's fine or we can cover when we meet. 

Rebecca 

From: James Kerr 
Sent: January-18-17 12:45 PM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Subject: questions 

Hi Rebecca, 

In my meeting invite for the Ford offers your name was there in the invite as available for questions. 

I am guessing you are from the BlackBerry side of HR. I had a couple questions, do we need to schedule a time? Can I 

submit over email? 

If we meet, I am free anytime you are available. 
Thanks, 

James Kerr 
Software Test Specialist II 
Application Platform 
Office: +1 (613) 595-4170 x 12070 
IlierrAblackberry corn 
BlackBerry Limited 

elackeerry. 

Hi Rebecca, 

I was wondering if you were back in Ottawa this week? From below I am assuming you are not. Do I talk to Amber now 
about potential jobs for me in BlackBerry? 
Thanks, 

James, 

From: Rebecca Graham 

Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 12:47 PM 

To: James Kerr <ikerr  4i.ickberry.com>  
Subject: RE: questions 

Hi James, 

I'm in Ottawa for the balance of the week and I'm sitting in Amber's office. My afternoon today is fairly open (1PM 

onwards) so please stop by when it works for you. I'm also available tomorrow and Friday. If you want to send your 
questions ahead of time via email, that's fine or we can cover when we meet. 

Rebecca 

From: James Kerr 
Sent: January-18-17 12:45 PM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Subject: questions 

Hi Rebecca, 

In my meeting invite for the Ford offers your name was there in the invite as available for questions. 

I am guessing you are from the BlackBerry side of HR. I had a couple questions, do we need to schedule a time? Can I 

submit over email? 

If we meet, I am free anytime you are available. 
Thanks, 

James Kerr 
Software Test Specialist II 
Application Platform 
Office: +1 (613) 595-4170 x 12070 
IlierrAblackberry corn 
BlackBerry Limited 

elackeerry. 

[_.. ·~ / 

Hi Rebecca, 
I was wondering if you were back in Ottawa this week? From below I am assuming you are not. Do I talk to Amber now 
about potential jobs for me in BlackBerry? 
Thanks, 
James, 

From: Rebecca Graham 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2017 12:47 PM 
To: James Kerr 
Subject: RE: questions 

Hi James, 

I'm in Ottawa for the balance of the week and I'm sitting in Amber's office. My afternoon today is fairly open (1PM 
onwards) so please stop by when it works for you. I'm also available tomorrow and Friday. If you want to send your 
questions ahead of time via email, that's fine or we can cover when we meet. 

Rebecca 

From: James Kerr 
Sent: January-18-17 12:45 PM 
To: Rebecca Graham 
Subject: questions 

Hi Rebecca, 
In my meeting invite for the Ford offers your name was there in the invite as available for questions. 
I am guessing you are from the BlackBerry side of HR. I had a couple questions, do we need to schedule a time? Can I 
submit over email? 
If we meet, I am free anytime you are available. 
Thanks, 

James Kerr 
Software Test Specialist II 
Application Platform 
Office: +1 (613) 595-4170 x 12070 
l~§ r.r@QI,?g~g~r_ry 1::9J11 
BlackBerry Limited 

=:: BlackBeny. 
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From: Rahul Trivedi [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RTRIVEDI1 

Sent: 1/4/2017 12:51:47 PM 
To: Amber Jessup [JO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPOLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AmberJessup548] 
Subject: RE: Silver/Ford Transition HR questions 1 

Sure. Any time between 10am-12pm works for me. I can book a small meeting room here for the time slot that works 
best for you. 

Regards, 

Rahul Trivedi 
Systems Software Developer II 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 15193 
Mobile: +1 (647) 261-0986 

:E:Biackeerry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: Amber Jessup 
Sent: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:46 PM 
To: Rahul Trivedi <rtrivedi@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Silver/Ford Transition HR questions 

Hi Rahul. 

I think it would probably be more beneficial for us to chat through your questions on a call. Would tomorrow morning 
work for you? 

Thanks, 

From: Rahul Trivedi 

Sent: Wednesday, January 4, 2017 12:37 PM 
To: Amber Jessup <aiessup(Platackberry.com> 

Subject: Silver/Ford Transition HR questions 

Hello Amber, 

First of all, Happy New Yearl 

I have a few questions with regards to the transition from BlackBerry to Ford which I was hoping you can help answer. 

1) How many vacation days do I have available until March 1st  at which time I would presumably be on the Ford 
Contract? 

&#61623 I should have 20 for the Year + 5 carry over from last year. My assumption is that I can still take my 5 

carry over days + a prorated amount till March 1st  for the remaining 20. 

2) In terms of the Benefits package from Ford, we have constantly heard that it is comparable to the BlackBerry 

package. Having heard this, would you be able to shed some light on what the differences are in the benefits package? 

8c#61623 Also, if you have any information on Employee Purchase Plans that you can share. 

3) Is there any information that can be disclosed about what the options are for us if the Ford contract did not look 

appealing? 

From: 	Rahul Trivedi [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RTRIVEDI1 

Sent: 	1/4/2017 12:51:47 PM 
To: 	Amber Jessup [JO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPOLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=AmberJessup548] 
Subject: 	RE: Silver/Ford Transition HR questions 1 

Sure. Any time between 10am-12pm works for me. I can book a small meeting room here for the time slot that works 
best for you. 

Regards, 

Rahul Trivedi 
Systems Software Developer II 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 15193 
Mobile: +1 (647) 261-0986 

:E:Biackeerry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: Amber Jessup 
Sent: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:46 PM 
To: Rahul Trivedi <rtrivedi@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Silver/Ford Transition HR questions 

Hi Rahul. 

I think it would probably be more beneficial for us to chat through your questions on a call. Would tomorrow morning 
work for you? 

Thanks, 

From: Rahul Trivedi 

Sent: Wednesday, January 4, 2017 12:37 PM 

To: Amber Jessup <aiessup(Platackberry.com> 

Subject: Silver/Ford Transition HR questions 

Hello Amber, 

First of all, Happy New Yearl 

I have a few questions with regards to the transition from BlackBerry to Ford which I was hoping you can help answer. 

1) How many vacation days do I have available until March 1st  at which time I would presumably be on the Ford 

Contract? 

&#61623 	I should have 20 for the Year + 5 carry over from last year. My assumption is that I can still take my 5 

carry over days + a prorated amount till March 1st  for the remaining 20. 

2) In terms of the Benefits package from Ford, we have constantly heard that it is comparable to the BlackBerry 
package. Having heard this, would you be able to shed some light on what the differences are in the benefits package? 

8c#61623 	Also, if you have any information on Employee Purchase Plans that you can share. 

3) Is there any information that can be disclosed about what the options are for us if the Ford contract did not look 

appealing? 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Rahul Trivedi [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYD I BOHF23SP DL T)/CN=RECI PIE NTS/CN =RTRIVEDI] 
1/4/2017 12:51:47 PM 
Amber Jessup [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTJON/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDL T)/CN=RECI PIENTS/CN=Amber Jessup548] 
RE: Silver/Ford Transition HR questions ? 11 

Sure. Any time between 10am-12pm works for me. I can book a small meeting room here for the time slot that works 
best for you. 

Regards, 

Rahul Trivedi 
Systems Software Developer II 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 15193 
Mobile: +1 (647) 261-0986 

===slack8erry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: Amber Jessup 
Sent: Wednesday, January 04, 2017 12:46 PM 
To: Rahul Trivedi <rtrivedi@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Silver/Ford Transition HR questions 

Hi Rahul. 

I think it would probably be more beneficial for us to chat through your questions on a call. Would tomorrow morning 
work for you? 

Thanks, 

From: Rahul Trivedi 
Sent: Wednesday, January 4, 2017 12:37 PM 
To: Amber Jessup <ajessup@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Silver/Ford Transition HR questions 

Hello Amber, 

First of all, Happy New Year! 

I have a few questions with regards to the transition from BlackBerry to Ford which I was hoping you can help answer. 

1) How many vacation days do I have available until March l't at which time I would presumably be on the Ford 
Contract? 
&#61623 I should have 20 for the Year+ 5 carry over from last year. My assumption is that I can still take my 5 
carry over days+ a prorated amount till March 1st for the remaining 20. 
2) In terms of the Benefits package from Ford, we have constantly heard that it is comparable to the BlackBerry 
package. Having heard this, would you be able to shed some light on what the differences are in the benefits package? 

&#61623 Also, if you have any information on Employee Purchase Plans that you can share. 
3) Is there any information that can be disclosed about what the options are for us if the Ford contract did not look 
appealing? 
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&#61623 Also, I assume we will lose the years of service with BlackBerry once we sign the Ford contract. Is there 
any compensation for this? i.e a signing bonus or and increased base severance period on the new contract etc. 

4) In terms of accountability at Ford, it seems as though it is being carried over from where we are at BlackBerry. 
Seeing as we are not going to have a chance for a End-of-Year evaluation this year, I am going to miss my opportunity for 
an increase in my accountability level which is overdue (from Systems Software Developer II to Senior System Software 
Developer). I was entitled for it last year but missed out due certain policies that limit the number of folks that can be 
promoted. Will this be considered and taken into account on the new Ford contracts? 

5) Another concern of mine is definitely the location that us in Mississauga will be working out of. Would you have 
any information on that and where we would be working from? 

6) Lastly, with regards to the BlackBerry Phone and SIIVI Number. 

&#61623 Do we get keep the Phone or do we have a selection of phones that we can get? 

&#61623 Also, the mobile phone number itself is the only number I have had, ever. Does this number get taken 
away as well of do I have the option of having this number ported to my own personal plan once I move over to Ford? 

Basically having the ability to retain this phone number which I have carried for —8 years. 

I understand that you may not have all the answer and that some may have to be answered by HR at Ford. If so, would 

there be a contact there that I could forward my questions to? 

Thanks in advance! 

Rahul Trivedi 
Systems Software Developer II 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 15193 
Mobile: +1 (647) 261-0986 

1 ckeeny Secured. Protected. Connected. 

212 
&#61623 	Also, I assume we will lose the years of service with BlackBerry once we sign the Ford contract. Is there 

any compensation for this? i.e a signing bonus or and increased base severance period on the new contract etc. 

4) In terms of accountability at Ford, it seems as though it is being carried over from where we are at BlackBerry. 

Seeing as we are not going to have a chance for a End-of-Year evaluation this year, I am going to miss my opportunity for 

an increase in my accountability level which is overdue (from Systems Software Developer II to Senior System Software 

Developer). I was entitled for it last year but missed out due certain policies that limit the number of folks that can be 
promoted. Will this be considered and taken into account on the new Ford contracts? 

5) Another concern of mine is definitely the location that us in Mississauga will be working out of. Would you have 

any information on that and where we would be working from? 

6) Lastly, with regards to the BlackBerry Phone and SIIVI Number. 

&#61623 	Do we get keep the Phone or do we have a selection of phones that we can get? 

&#61623 	Also, the mobile phone number itself is the only number I have had, ever. Does this number get taken 
away as well of do I have the option of having this number ported to my own personal plan once I move over to Ford? 

Basically having the ability to retain this phone number which I have carried for —8 years. 

I understand that you may not have all the answer and that some may have to be answered by HR at Ford. If so, would 

there be a contact there that I could forward my questions to? 

Thanks in advance! 

Rahul Trivedi 
Systems Software Developer II 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 15193 
Mobile: +1 (647) 261-0986 

1 ckeeny Secured. Protected. Connected. 

212 
&#61623 Also, I assume we will lose the years of service with BlackBerry once we sign the Ford contract. Is there 
any compensation for this? i.e a signing bonus or and increased base severance period on the new contract etc. 
4) In terms of accountability at Ford, it seems as though it is being carried over from where we are at BlackBerry. 
Seeing as we are not going to have a chance for a End-of-Year evaluation this year, I am going to miss my opportunity for 
an increase in my accountability level which is overdue (from Systems Software Developer II to Senior System Software 
Developer). I was entitled for it last year but missed out due certain policies that limit the number of folks that can be 
promoted. Will this be considered and taken into account on the new Ford contracts? 
5) Another concern of mine is definitely the location that us in Mississauga will be working out of. Would you have 
any information on that and where we would be working from? 
6) Lastly, with regards to the BlackBerry Phone and SIM Number. 
&#61623 Do we get keep the Phone or do we have a selection of phones that we can get? 
&#6 1623 Also, the mobile phone number itself is the only number I have had, ever. Does this number get taken 
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I understand that you may not have all the answer and that some may have to be answered by HR at Ford. If so, would 
there be a contact there that I could forward my questions to? 

Thanks in advance! 

Rahul Trivedi 
Systems Software Developer II 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 x 15193 
Mobile: +1 (647) 261-0986 

'1: Bl1Jck8eny. Secured. Protected. Connected. 
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This is Exhibit "G" referred to in the 

Affidavit of AMBER JESSUP 

sworn before me, this day of 

October, 2017 

A Commissioner, etc. 
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sworn before me, this 	day of 

October, 2017 

A Commissioner, etc. 
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sworn before me, this ~ .,..r( day of 

October, 2017 

A Commissioner, etc. 
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From: David Parker [dparker@blackberry.com] 
Sent: 2/9/2017 9:12:34 AM 
To: Amber Jessup [ajessup@blackberry.com] 
CC: Hongchang Tian [htian@blackberry.com]; Vann Vogel [vvogel@blackberry.com]; Rebecca Graham 

[rebgraham@blackberry.com] 
Subject: RE: 

Flag: Follow up 

Hi Amber, 

During the conversation between you, myself, and Hongchang, you stated that Blackberry's position was that the 
arrangement between Ford and Blackberry does not constitute a "sale of business" as defined in the employment 
standards act. 
I look forward to receiving this information via email at your earliest possible convenience. 

Hongchang, please respond to this thread if you feel that what I have stated above is somehow incorrect. 

Thanks 
David 

From: Amber Jessup 
Sent: Wednesday, February 08, 2017 7:40 PM 
To: David Parker <dparker@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: 

Hey David, 

Please come by tomorrow morning or after 4 pm tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

From: David Parker 
Sent: Tuesday, February 7, 2017 8:23 AM 
To: Amber Jessup <aiessupC4)blackbeiry.com> 

Subject: 

Hi Amber, 

Were you able confirm if the transition of the Silver project from BlackBerry to Ford is a "sale of business". 

Thanks 

David 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: 	David Parker [dparker@blackberry.com] 
Sent: 	2/9/2017 9:12:34 AM 
To: 	 Amber Jessup [ajessup@blackberry.com] 
CC: 	 Hongchang Tian [htian@blackberry.com]; Vann Vogel [vvogel@blackberry.com]; Rebecca Graham 

[rebgraham@blackberry.com] 
Subject: 	RE: 
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CC: 
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Thanks 
David 

Sent from my BlackBerry -the most secure mobile device -via the Rogers Network 
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2'c 
Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

- and - 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Plaintiff 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF LISA CARSWELL 

I, Lisa Carswell, of the City of Waterloo, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH 

AND SAY: 

1. I have worked in human resources at BlackBerry Limited ("BlackBerry") since 2009. I 

am currently a Human Resources Business Partner ("HRBP"). I have held this position since 

June 2010. In that capacity, I served as an HRBP supporting BlackBerry's Mobility Solutions 

business unit during the December 2016 to February 2017 period when Ford made offers of 

employment to various Mobility Solutions employees. I was an HRBP for Mississauga 

employees who received offers of employment from Ford — about 30 employees. I was also an 

HRBP for Waterloo employees who received Ford offers — approximately 100 employees. Most 

of these employees in Mississauga and Waterloo were software developers As such, I have 

knowledge of the matters contained in this affidavit. Where my knowledge is based on 

infoiniation from others, I believe that information to be true. 

2. In the sections below, I provide evidence on my interactions with BlackBerry employees 

during the course of the Ford offer process and employees' decisions as to whether to accept the 

offers. 
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Discussions with employees following December 9 meeting 216 

3. On December 9, 2016, there was a "town hall" meeting with Mobility Solutions 

employees who were working on Project Silver (the engineering services project involving 

Ford). I attended that meeting from the Waterloo office. I have reviewed the description of that 

meeting at paragraph 23 of the affidavit of Rebecca Graham sworn September 28, 2017 (the 

"Graham Affidavit") and agree with it. 

4. In the weeks following that meeting (before the Ford employment offers were made to 

employees in January), approximately 10-15 individual employees asked me questions. A 

number of employees asked questions about the implications if they were to receive and accept a 

job offer from Ford. Some, for example, sought confirmation about things such as payment of 

variable incentive pay, vacation pay and the like. I recall a few employees asking whether, if 

they accepted a Ford offer, it would be considered a resignation. I told them that, yes, it would 

mean they were resigning from BlackBerry and their record of employment would be filed as 

such. I also stated that the decision whether or not to accept an offer would be entirely theirs. 

5. I also received some emails from employees. For example, Travis Allen (a Senior 

Applications Software Developer) emailed me inquiring about the topic of resignation: "I'm 

fairly certain I know the answer to this, but would like to confirm. Taking the offer from Ford 

will require us to resign from BlackBerry; We are not being laid off (which requires severance) 

right?" He also asked, "If I decline the Ford offer will I be laid off (and hence receive a 

severance package)?" That email is attached as Exhibit "A". I confirmed for Mr. Allen that if he 

accepts the offer from Ford he would be required to resign from BlackBerry, and that if he chose 

to decline that offer, we would take steps to place him in a similar role on another project or team 

at BlackBerry. We discussed that placement on another project or team would depend on what is 

available at BlackBerry and what skills are needed. 

Discussions following January employment offers from Ford 

6. Ford made individual offers of employment to employees in Mississauga from 

January 12-13, 2017, and in Waterloo from January 18-20, 2017. The offer process is discussed 

at paragraphs 48 to 50 of the Graham Affidavit. I was on-site and available to have follow-up 

meetings with employees to answer any questions they might have of BlackBerry in both the 
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Mississauga and Waterloo offices. As far as I recall, approximately 40 or 50 employees came to 

ask me questions and discuss their employment situation with me during this period. I casually 

discussed the Ford opportunity with many other employees. 

7. Employees raised a variety of individual matters and questions with me pertaining to 

their own consideration of their offer and decision-making. Many of the employees that I spoke 

with also indicated that they were excited about the Ford opportunity. 

8. Some employees asked me logistical questions pertaining to next steps after they accept 

their offers from Ford. For example, employees asked about return of BlackBerry devices, 

whether they could keep their mobile phones or phone numbers, when BlackBerry's benefits 

would end, whether remaining vacation days could be paid out, among other matters. 

9. Some employees asked specifically about how their acceptance of an employment offer 

from Ford would be treated by BlackBerry. Like I had indicated to those who had asked this type 

of question earlier in the process, I told these employees that if they chose to accept Ford's offer, 

it would be considered a resignation from BlackBerry, as they were taking a new full-time job at 

a different company. 

10. I recall that some employees (approximately 7-10 employees) asked what would happen 

if they declined the Ford offer. I indicated that if they declined their offer they would remain 

employed by BlackBerry and we would take steps to place them on another project or team 

within the Mobility Solutions business unit or elsewhere within BlackBerry. I indicated that 

placement would depend on a number of factors, including the employee's particular role and 

skillset, and available positions at BlackBerry. I indicated that there were various roles on other 

projects or teams that needed to be filled. If employees asked what would happen if a suitable 

role on another team or project could not be found (a small number of employees asked this), I 

told them that if they ultimately could not be placed we would have to consider other options, 

and if an employee had to eventually be laid off they would receive severance in accordance with 

their employment agreement. 

11. Some employees also emailed me about the above topic. Raymond Skarratt (a Systems 

Software Developer) is an example of one such employee. His email to me is attached as 
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Exhibit "B". I then met with him and answered his enquiries as described in the paragraph 

above. 

12. In the Parker Affidavit, Mr. Parker seems to assert that he and the other employees who 

received offers of employment from Ford felt that they had no choice but to accept the offer, and 

that if they did not do so, their careers at BlackBerry would likely end. I disagree with his 

assertions in respect of the other employees based on the discussions I had with individual 

employees, as described and illustrated above. 

February 2 request for resignation letters 

13. On February 2, BlackBerry sent an email to employees who had accepted an employment 

offer from Ford addressing certain procedural matters related to work-related computers and 

telephones, and requesting that employees submit two documents: a written resignation, and a 

confirmation of post-employment obligations related to intellectual property. That email is 

discussed at paragraphs 63 and 64 of the Graham Affidavit. 

14. I had further individual discussions with various employees after that email, and in the 

remaining weeks before people left to join Ford. 

15. With the exception of two employees referred to below, no employees asked me why 

they would need to submit a letter of resignation. Some employees asked me about the timing of 

submitting the letter, and specifically whether they were required to provide it while Ford was 

still completing background checks on them. For employees who asked that question, I told them 

that I thought they could wait to submit the letter until that process was completed. I was advised 

by Rebecca Graham and some employees that Ford subsequently waived its educational 

background checks in response to employee concerns. 

16. In Waterloo, a few employees indicated to me that they were not providing resignation 

letters (although one initially did provide a letter and then retracted it). 
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17. I also recall that some employees, when they handed in their resignation letters, 

specifically expressed to me that they disagreed with this lawsuit (which they had already heard 

about) and wanted to distance themselves from it as they did not feel it applied to their situation. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Kitchener, in the Province of Ontario 
on October 2, 2017 

Melody Ethel Burke, 
a Commissioner, etc., Province of 
Ontario, while a Student-at-Law. 
Expires September 5, 2020. 
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From: Travis Allen VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYD1130HF23SPOLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TRAVIS ALLEN] 

Sent: 12/9/2016 12:06:33 PM 

To: Lisa Carswell [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=lcarswell] 
Subject: Ford Questions 
Attachments: smime.p7s 

Hi Lisa, 

Rebecca went and threw you under the bus so to speak at today's town hall. I imagine you will be inundated with emails 

in the coming days. 

I have a few questions regarding the Ford transition. Hopefully you are able to answer them. 

1. I'm fairly certain I know the answer to this, but would like to confirm. Taking the offer from Ford will require us 

to resign from BlackBerry; We are not being laid off (which requires severance) correct? 

2. Will the Ford HR folks have access to my specific HR files (past reviews, current salary/bonuses, top performer 

lists, etc) or are they basing offers completely on their own pay structure? I assume they would have to know our 

current file because they are not stupid — offering less than what people currently make would cause a lot of declines. 

3. What is going to happen to any stock I have been given but has not vested yet? I would expect Ford would know 

these amounts too so they can account for them in their offer, but that may not be something they have considered. 

4. Will there be both a Ford HR representative and a BB HR representative during the offer presentation so I can 

ask questions of the proper company's representative? 

5. If I decline the Ford offer will I be laid off (and hence receive a severance package)? 

Thanks! 

Travis Allen 
Senior Applications Software Developer 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 
Mobile: +1 (519) 505-2084 
tallen@blackberry.corn 

:1'2  Blackilerry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 
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From: Raymond Skarratt VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RSKARRATT] 

Sent: 1/23/2017 3:04:59 PM 
To: Lisa Carswell VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=lcarswellj 

Subject: RE: Options for staying with BlackBerry 

Sure, let me see if I can find a meeting room. 

From: Lisa Carswell 
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2017 3:04 PM 

To: Raymond Skarratt <rskarratt@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Options for staying with BlackBerry 

Hi Raymond — do you have time for a quick telephone conversation? Please call my extension at 71421 when you have a 

free minute and I can help you with your question. 

Thanks! 
^ 1̂ ' 

Lisa Carswell 
HR Business Partner 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 
Mobile: +1 (519) 500-3028 
IcarswellOblac kberrv. corn  

q'l Ellackeerry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: Raymond Skarratt 
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2017 3:03 PM 

To: Lisa Carswell <Icarswell@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Options for staying with BlackBerry 

Hi Lisa, 

I am part of the Silver team that received an offer from Ford last week. I didn't have a chance to stop by when you were 

in the Neil Young room after I received the offer. 

I am wondering what my options would be if I decided to reject the offer from Ford. At this point I just want to make 

sure that I have as much information as possible before I make a final decision. 

Thanks, 
Raymond Skarratt. 
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Sent: Monday, January 23, 2017 3:03 PM 

To: Lisa Carswell <Icarswell@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Options for staying with BlackBerry 

Hi Lisa, 

I am part of the Silver team that received an offer from Ford last week. I didn't have a chance to stop by when you were 
in the Neil Young room after I received the offer. 

I am wondering what my options would be if I decided to reject the offer from Ford. At this point I just want to make 

sure that I have as much information as possible before I make a final decision. 

Thanks, 
Raymond Skarratt. 

From: 
Sent: 
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Hi Raymond- do you have time for a quick telephone conversation? Please call my extension at 71421 when you have a 
free minute and I can help you with your question. 

Thanks! 
~L~ 

Lisa Carswell 
HR Bus1ness Partner 
Office: +1 (519) 888-7465 
Mobile: +1 (519)500-3028 
lcarswell@blackberry.com 

=::slack8erry. Secured. Protected. Connected. 

From: Raymond Skarratt 
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2017 3:03 PM 
To: Lisa Carswell <lcarswell@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Options for staying with BlackBerry 

Hi Usa, 

1 am part of the Silver team that received an offer from Ford last week. I didn't have a chance to stop by when you were 
in the Neil Young room after I received the offer. 

1 am wondering what my options would be if I decided to reject the offer from Ford. At this point I just want to make 
sure that I have as much information as possible before I make a final decision. 

Thanks, 
Raymond Skarratt. 
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2.2 4 

Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

- and - 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Plaintiff 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER MASCARIN 

I, Jennifer Mascarin, of the City of Guelph, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH 

AND SAY: 

1. I worked in human resources at BlackBerry Limited ("BlackBerry") from 2011 to 

September 2017. I was a Human Resources Business Partner ("HRBP") Manager from May to 

September 2017, and an HRBP before that. In my capacity as an HRBP, I was involved in 

supporting BlackBerry's Mobility Solutions business unit during the December 2016 to 

February 2017 period when Ford made offers of employment to various employees in that 

business unit. As such, I have knowledge of the matters contained in this affidavit. Where my 

knowledge is based on information from others, I believe that information to be true. 

2. In this affidavit, I discuss my interactions with BlackBerry employees relating to the 

offers of employment they received from Ford and the employees' decision-making process 

regarding those offers. I primarily worked with employees in BlackBerry's Waterloo office who 

worked in the manufacturing, supply chain, hardware and product management/realization 

teams. My colleagues Amber Jessup and Lisa Carswell, along with Rebecca Graham, worked 

more with software teams in Mobility Solutions. Approximately 100 employees who received 

offers of employment from Ford were located in the Waterloo office. 
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225 
Discussions with employees following December 8 and 9 meetings 

3. In about 2016, BlackBerry commenced an engineering services project for Ford's 

development of connected and autonomous vehicle technology. That project was known as 

"Project Silver". 

4. On December 8 and 9, 2016, there were "town hall" meetings with various employees in 

BlackBerry's Mobility Solutions business unit. These meetings are discussed at paragraphs 22 to 

24 in the affidavit of Rebeca Graham sworn September 28, 2017 (the "Graham Affidavit"), 

which I have reviewed. I attended those meetings and I agree with her description of them. 

5. After those meetings, on December 13, 2016, Randy Fraser (Head of Sunrise, Florida 

Product Design Center at BlackBerry) held a further meeting for hardware employees in various 

offices who were working on Project Silver for purposes of discussing the Ford opportunity. 

Employees working in hardware roles (as opposed to software roles) attended this meeting. 

Employees in hardware roles in Waterloo and Ottawa via videoconference. I attended that 

meeting as well. 

6. Besides that meeting with Mr. Fraser, I recall that some other BlackBerry managers, such 

as Tom Dye (Global Head of Product Realization) in Waterloo, also conducted smaller group 

meetings with various employees on their teams as a follow-up to the December 9 town hall 

meeting for purposes of further discussing with them the Ford opportunity and questions they 

might have at that stage about their employment situation or Project Silver. 

7. In this time period, I had individual conversations in-person, by phone, and/or by email, 

with approximately 20 employees as well. The reactions of the employees I spoke to were 

generally very positive. A number of employees expressed excitement about the prospect of 

working on autonomous vehicle technology, and for a major automotive manufacturer. Some 

employees asked logistical questions about the anticipated job offers, such as where the jobs 

would be located and the expected timing of offers. Some employees asked about the terms of 

the offers, and I directed those employees to speak to a representative of Ford since the terms of 

the offers (and whether to make an offer to any particular employee) would be up to Ford. 
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8. By way of example, Nathan Webster (a Manager, Beta and Services), emailed a list of 

questions to me that he indicated were collected from his team. His email is attached at 

Exhibit "A". I had conversations with him to address those specific questions. 

Discussions with employees following January employment offers from Ford 

9. Employees in Waterloo received their offers from Ford on January 16-17, 2017. The 

offer process is discussed at paragraphs 48 to 50 of the Graham Affidavit. I agree with her 

description of it. 

10. Lisa Carswell and I were available to meet with employees in Waterloo during those 

days, and in the following weeks. As far as I recall, approximately 15-20 employees came 

individually to discuss matters with me related to their own employment situation. In those 

discussions, employees raised a variety of individual points or questions with me. It was clear to 

me that the employees I spoke to were considering the Ford offer they received and asking 

questions for purposes of making their decision as to whether or not to accept the offer. Based on 

the discussions I had, it appeared to me that employees were each assessing their own situation 

and options in order to make a decision. 

11. I recall that some employees approached me seeking confirmation that the offer from 

Ford could be declined, and asking about their options if they were to do so. For example, Alan 

Stirret (a Senior Systems Software Developer) emailed me asking, "what happens ifl don't take 

the offer... I just want to make sure I have ALL the information about ALL the options before 

signing on the dotted line!" That email is attached as Exhibit "B". In respect of employees that 

asked this question (or one along these lines) — I believe there were about 10 such employees — I 

told them that it was entirely their decision whether to accept the Ford offer, and if they chose to 

decline the offer, they would remain a BlackBerry employee and we would look to assign them 

to another project/team within BlackBerry in a comparable role. 

12. I also recall that Nathan Webster asked me if accepting Ford's offer would mean 

resigning from BlackBerry. I told him that, yes, it would be considered a resignation from 

BlackBerry. I understood from him that he was asking that and other questions on behalf of his 

particular team members (about 10 employees), and that he would be relaying answers to team 

members. 
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13. In the Parker Affidavit, Mr. Parker appears to be asserting that he and all other employees 

who received offers from Ford felt that they did not have a choice other than to accept the offer 

and that if they did not do so, their careers at BlackBerry were likely over. In my discussions 

with employees, I emphasized that they could choose to decline an offer from Ford, and if they 

did so, there were potential positions on other projects and teams at BlackBerry. 

Communications following February 2 email 

14. On February 2, 2017 BlackBerry Human Resources personnel sent to employees who 

Ford had informed us had accepted the Ford offer the email referred to at paragraphs 63 and 64 

of the Graham Affidavit. Following that email, I had some further individual discussions and/or 

email exchanges with various employees in the Waterloo office. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Guelph, in the Province of Ontario 
on October 2, 2017 

Comnyeioner for Taking Affidavits 
(or as may be) 

Melody Ethel Burke, 
a Commissioner, etc., Province of 
Ontario, while a Student-at-Law. 
Expires September 5, 2020. 

Jennifer Mascarin 
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did so, there were potential positions on other projects and teams at BlackBerry. 

Communications following February 2 email 

14. On February 2, 2017 BlackBerry Human Resources personnel sent to employees who 

Ford had informed us had accepted the Ford offer the email referred to at paragraphs 63 and 64 

of the Graham Affidavit. Following that email, I had some further individual discussions and/or 

email exchanges with various employees in the Waterloo office. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Guelph, in the Province of Ontario 
on October 2, 2017 

Melody Ethel an., 
a Commissioner, etc., Province of 
Ontario, while a Student-at-law. 
Expires September 5, 2020. 
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From: Jennifer Mascarin [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JMASCARIN] 
Sent: 12/15/2016 2:29:12 PM 
To: Nathan Webster [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=nwebster] 
Subject: RE: Silver Questions 

Hi Nathan, 

Thanks for all the questions. If you have time for a call I can try and answer some of them. I also have something I need 

your assistance with. 

I'm wfh so please call me at 519-404-6156. 

Thanks, 

Jen 

From: Nathan Webster 

Sent: Thursday, December 15, 2016 10:39 AM 

To: Jennifer Mascarin <jmascarin@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Silver Questions 

Jennifer, 

I know there was talk of building an FAQ. Here are questions from my team. I gave them the best answers I could 

verbally. 

1. How will Ford know what skillsets we have to offer and how to determine the type of offers for individuals? 

2. Is the offer from Ford going to be for Full time employment or contract employment? 

3. When the offer will be extended to us, will we have HR present from BB and Ford/TCL, our manager? 

4. How long after accepting the position with Ford can we use the new benefits? 

5. What will be the process to change the current RRSP, benefits, & stock from BlackBerry? 90 days is usually the 

policy 

a. How do we go about moving our RRSP, stock, etc? 

6. Will we be staying in BlackBerry A or will we be moving to a different building in Waterloo? 

7. What will happen to the vacation entitlement which rolls over in January at BlackBerry? 

a. What happens to our vacation time if we may not be allowed to take it prior to the Ford deal? Would we get 

paid out for our vacation days left? 

b. Carry over vacation days, with silver project, do we have to use them before Feb ending as against April ending? 

8. Will we be getting new computers, and other tools? 

9. Silver assignments — what will we be doing? 

10. Will we be able to keep a BlackBerry device if we accept the Ford or TCL offer? 

Thanks, 

Nathan 
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From: Jennifer Mascarin [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JMASCARIN] 

Sent: 1/18/2017 5:13:03 PM 

To: Allan Stirrett [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=astirrett]; Lisa Carswell [/O=RESEARCH IN 

MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=lcarswell] 

Subject: Re: Quick question re: Ford offer... 

Hi Allan, 

I'll give you a call tomorrow to discuss. 

Thanks, 

Jen 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device via the Rogers Network 

From: astirrett@blackberry.com  
Sent: January 18, 2017 4:16 PM 
To: lcarswell@blackberry.com; jmascarin@blackberry.com  
Subject: Quick question re: Ford offer... 

Lisa/Jennifer, 

I just had a quick question regarding the Ford offer, specifically in terms of what happens if I don't take the 

offer. Can you answer that via Email or can we talk in person or over the phone? I just want to make sure I have ALL the 

information about ALL the options before signing on the dotted line! Thank you. 

Allan. 
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From: 

Sent: 
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To: Allan Stirrett [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=astirrett]; Lisa Carswell [/O=RESEARCH IN 

MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=lcarswell) 
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Thanks, 
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Sent from my BlackBerry- the most secure mobile device- via the Rogers Network 

From: astirrett@blackberry .com 
Sent: January 18, 2017 4:16PM 
To: lcarswell@blackberry.com; jmascarin@blackberry.com 
Subject: Quick question re: Ford offer ... 
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I just had a quick question regarding the Ford offer, specifically in terms of what happens if I don't take the 
offer. Can you answer that via Email or can we talk in person or over the phone? I just want to make sure I have ALL the 
information about ALL the options before signing on the dotted line! Thank you. 

Allan. 
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Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

- and - 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Plaintiff 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF ZOLTAN RACZ 
(sworn September 28, 2017) 

I, Zoltan Racz, of the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND 

SAY: 

1. I am Chief Engineer, In-House Systems at Ford Motor Company. Until March 2017, I 

was Vice-President, Platform Software at BlackBerry Limited. In that role, I managed a large 

number of employees in Canada who worked on software development and testing, mostly in the 

Ottawa and Waterloo offices. As such, I have knowledge of the matters contained in this 

affidavit. Where my knowledge is based on information from others, I believe that infoiiiiation to 

be true. 

2. Project Silver and my offer from Ford. "Project Silver" was the project in which 

BlackBerry was providing engineering services to the Ford Motor Company. The engineering 

services related to Ford's connected and autonomous vehicle technology, a new area of 

technology that is innovative and rapidly growing. 

3. I received my job offer from Ford on December 8, 2016. I clearly understood that it was 

my choice whether to accept the offer or not. 
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4. I was happy about the offer and the opportunity to go to Ford to continue to work on this 

emerging area of technology in which Ford appeared to be heavily investing. When I reviewed 

the terms of my offer, I understood that I would be a new employee at Ford, and that my years of 

service at BlackBerry would not be carried over to Ford. I also understood that if I accepted this 

job offer, I would be resigning from BlackBerry and therefore was not expecting to receive a 

severance package from BlackBerry. 

5. Overall, the terms of the Ford offer were attractive to me and that is why I decided to 

accept the offer. I informed Ford of my decision. 

6. The December 9, 2016 meeting. On December 9, employees on Project Silver were 

invited to attend a town hall meeting that included presentations from representatives of Ford. As 

far as I am aware, some of the attendees had already begun work on Project Silver several weeks 

earlier, while others had been infoimed that they would be working on the project beginning in 

the new year. 

7. This town hall meeting provided employees an opportunity to ask questions about 

engineering services work we were doing for Ford. The Ford representatives also indicated that 

Ford intended to make job offers to many employees in the new year. They described Ford and 

some advantages of working at Ford. 

8. After this meeting I had individual discussions with a lot of employees that I managed. 

Based on those discussions, the overwhelming feedback I got from the employees I spoke to 

reacted positively to the option of moving to Ford. Many employees indicated that they were 

excited about this opportunity. They conveyed to me that they viewed this as a good opportunity 

to work on a growing area of technology at a stable company. 

9. My interactions with other employees about their offers. The employees I managed 

received their job offers from Ford in mid-January 2017 for the most part. After they received 

their offers and while they were considering them, I had numerous one-on-one conversations 

with employees about their Ford offers. Those conversations differed from employee to 

employee depending on the particular employee, his or her situation, and the factors he or she 

was taking into account in evaluating their offer. Different employees asked me different 
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questions in these discussions. It was obvious that employees were weighing the factors they 

each thought were important in considering whether to accept their offer. I estimate that I had 

discussions with up to about 25 employees in Ottawa. I also had discussions individually with a 

number of employees in Waterloo and Mississauga (approximately an additional ten employees 

10. Some of the questions from employees were directed to me as a leader of Project Silver 

who had already accepted the Ford offer, while others were questions that focused more on 

policy or process at BlackBerry. 

11. Some employees spoke to me about what their options and role would be if they decided 

to decline the Ford offer. I told those employees I understood (from BlackBerry Human 

Resources) that BlackBerry would use its best efforts to find them an equivalent continuing role 

on another team/project. A small number of employees were wanting more information about 

their specific options if they turned down the Ford offer, and I encouraged them to speak to Chris 

House and certain others within BlackBerry about specific roles going forward. For employees 

who were asking about this, I indicated that the likelihood of continuing in an equivalent role 

would be impacted by their particular role and skillset and by how many employees turned down 

the Ford offers. As far as I recall, only 1 or 2 employees asked me what would happen if they 

turned down the Ford offer and were ultimately not able to be placed on another team/project. I 

told them that in that scenario there might then be some layoffs. 

12. In the various individual discussions I had with employees, some employees expressed 

concern about giving up the tenure they had built up at BlackBerry if they accepted the Ford 

offer. I encouraged the employees to weigh the benefits of the Ford offer with any downsides of 

it. I indicated to various employees that I thought the Ford opportunity was a good one given its 

commitment to this new area of technology and Ford being a large, stable company. Many 

employees indicated they felt the same way. Based on those discussions, it seemed clear those 

employees realized that the choice was entirely theirs (which I emphasized to them) and if they 

chose to accept the Ford offer, they would be resigning from BlackBerry and would not be 

receiving severance. 

13. If Mr. Parker is asserting that employees who received offers of employment from Ford 

felt that they did not have a choice other than to accept the offer, and that their careers at 
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BlackBerry were likely over if they turned down the offer, I disagree with those assertions. That 

was not my understanding or how I felt in making my own decision to accept the offer from 

Ford, nor did the employees I spoke with during the process indicate that they felt that way or 

had that understanding. 

14. Offer acceptances and rejections. Various managers emailed me to keep me posted on 

the offer process with their teams. I was encouraged by employees' initial positive reception of 

the offers, and by the reports from the managers on the ground at other sites, an example of 

which is attached as Exhibit "A". 

15. Overall, employees' reactions to their particular offers (conveyed to me) were positive. 

By way of example, as Robin McCabe (a BlackBerry employee in Ottawa) put it in an email to 

me about her decision, "I have made my decision and will be accepting the offer 0 ... This is 

truly a unique experience and luxury; to be handed a new career in a new industry." 

Ms. McCabe's email is attached as Exhibit "B"; a similar email from another employee is 

attached as Exhibit "C". 

1 6. I am aware, though, that after considering their offers, a relatively small number of 

employees chose to decline them. 

17. On about February 2, 2017 employees who had accepted their Ford offer received an 

email from BlackBerry Human Resources addressing a number of points relating to our 

upcoming departure, one of which was a request for a confirmatory resignation letter from the 

employee. I was not personally surprised or concerned about this request — it did not trouble me 

that BlackBerry wanted me to confirm my upcoming resignation in writing. 

18. Some individual employees spoke to me about the resignation letter request. I understood 

from those discussions that those employees accepted and understood that they were resigning, 

but they had some concern about providing a letter at that stage since they understood they 

would be subject to a probationary period at the start of their employment at Ford. After that, I 

understand Ford confirmed to us that it would in fact waive the probationary period, which I 

think addressed those employees' concerns. Some employees conveyed that they wanted to alter 

the words of the resignation letter template, which I indicated they were free to do (which gave 
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BlackBerry were likely over if they turned down the offer, I disagree with those assertions. That 

was not my understanding or how I felt in making my own decision to accept the offer from 

Ford, nor did the employees I spoke with during the process indicate that they felt that way or 

had that understanding. 

14. Offer acceptances and rejections. Various managers emailed me to keep me posted on 

the offer process with their teams. I was encouraged by employees' initial positive reception of 

the offers, and by the reports from the managers on the ground at other sites, an example of 

which is attached as Exhibit "A". 

15. Overall, employees' reactions to their particular offers (conveyed to me) were positive. 

By way of example, as Robin McCabe (a BlackBerry employee in Ottawa) put it in an email to 

me about her decision, "I have made my decision and will be accepting the offer 0 ... This is 

truly a unique experience and luxury; to be handed a new career in a new industry." 

Ms. McCabe's email is attached as Exhibit "B"; a similar email from another employee is 

attached as Exhibit "C". 
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but they had some concern about providing a letter at that stage since they understood they 

would be subject to a probationary period at the start of their employment at Ford. After that, I 

understand Ford confirmed to us that it would in fact waive the probationary period, which I 
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think addressed those employees' concerns. Some employees conveyed that they wanted to alter 
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them comfort). I told them 1 myself was providing the form of resignation letter I was 

comfortable with. 

19. Prior to leaving BlackBerry's employ, I provided it with a letter which confirmed that I 

was resigning effective February 28, 2017. I started my employment with Ford on March 1, 

2017. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario 
on Seote> e 2B 1I7 

Commissioner for Taking Affidavits 
(or as may be) 

1111111111 

M1chel H. Goulet 
notaryonwheets.al (613!447-4399 

11-300 E-irl CirP ,,, Dr. #401 
Kanata, oti K2T 1G1 

Zoltan Racz 
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comfortable with. 
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SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario 

(or as may be) 

Michel H. Goulet 
notaryonv,;i r:::els.c<' 1447-4399 

11-300 (;r;-.: Dr. #401 
Kanau>, UN K2T lGl 

Zoltan Racz 
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September, 201 7 

A Commissioner, etc. 

Michel H. Goutet 
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11-300 Earl Grey Dr. #401 
Kanata, ON K2T 1G1 
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From: Daryl Martin [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DMARTIN] 
Sent: 1/17/2017 12:37:02 PM 
To: Zoltan Racz [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=zracz]; Vilok Kusumakar [/O=RESEARCH IN 

MOTION/OU=RIM_Mailicn=Recipients/cn=vkusumakar]; Leonard Lehrer VO=RESEARCH IN 
MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=llehrerl 

Subject: The word on the street 

Zoltan, 

I wanted to give you a quick update about the offers at the Waterloo site. 

• Everyone I have talked to so far, —20 people, have been either very happy or happy with their package. 
o I'm still yet to find one person who is not happy with the offer. 
• I've talked to BlackBerry HR and not one person has visited them in the office on the 2nd  floor today. 
o I expected some foot traffic to ask questions like "What happens if I stay at BlackBerry' but that's been minimal. 
o We have had quite a few less HR questions for BlackBerry than the Mississauga site (which is great) 

• Feedback from Gary J has been positive as all of the meet and greet sessions. 
• Feedback from Ford HR has been very positive and they believe things are going very smoothly. 
• Ford will be on site tomorrow from 1:00-5:00 discussing benefits with everyone, which I expect to be very well 
received. 
• Dinner last night went very well as a lot of key folks had an opportunity to talk face to face with either Ford HR 
or Gary. 
o We had a total of 17 folks from BlackBerry attend. 

Overall, it's been a very smooth process and even the freezing rain we got this morning didn't slow things down. 

Thanks, 

Daryl Martin 
Manager, Location & Telemetry Technologies 
Office: 519-597-3946 
Mobile: 519-498-2468 
dmartin@blackberry.com   

Stlitliddlerty. Secured. Protected. Connected. 
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11-300 Earl Grey Dr. 4401 
Kanata, ON K2T 1G1 
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From: Robin McCabe (/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAII/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RMCCABE) 
Sent: 1/25/2017 12:53:34 PM 
To: Zoltan Racz E/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=zracz] 
CC: Leonard Lehrer I/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Reciplents/cn=llehrerj 
Subject: RE: Ford offers - next steps 

Hi Zoltan, 
Yes, I wrote Alyssa yesterday asking about the next steps. I have made my decision and will be accepting the offer© I'll 
drop it off to Alyssa and Ron on Friday. I would like to say thank you so much for all the hard work and time that both 
you and Leonard have put into this deal to make it a reality for so many talented people. This is truly a unique 
experience and luxury; to be handed a new career in a new industry. Looking forward to continuing to work with you 
and the team. 
Robin 

From: Zoltan Racz 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 4:38 PM 
Subject: Ford offers - next steps 

Bcced to all Silver Ottawa team, 

I got a number of questions on the "next steps" and decided to send everyone on Silver in Ottawa a message. 
In terms of next step on offers, this is what the expectation from Ford is: 

As soon as you have made a decision, email Alyssa Andre and indicate in a brief email what your decision is: 
aandree@ford.com  

If you accept, sign all the papers and be ready to drop them off this coming Friday. Alyssa and Ron from Ford will 
come on site to pick the offers up. 

If you are unable to deliver the offers to them in person, drop your signed offer off at my office and I will hand it 
over to them on your behalf. 

Best regards, 
Zoltan 

From: 	Robin McCabe (/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAII/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RMCCABE) 
Sent: 	1/25/2017 12:53:34 PM 
To: 	 Zoltan Racz E/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=zracz] 
CC: 	 Leonard Lehrer I/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Reciplents/cn=llehrerj 
Subject: 	RE: Ford offers - next steps 

Hi Zoltan, 
Yes, I wrote Alyssa yesterday asking about the next steps. I have made my decision and will be accepting the offer© I'll 
drop it off to Alyssa and Ron on Friday. I would like to say thank you so much for all the hard work and time that both 
you and Leonard have put into this deal to make it a reality for so many talented people. This is truly a unique 
experience and luxury; to be handed a new career in a new industry. Looking forward to continuing to work with you 
and the team. 
Robin 

From: Zoltan Racz 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 4:38 PM 
Subject: Ford offers - next steps 

Bcced to all Silver Ottawa team, 

I got a number of questions on the "next steps" and decided to send everyone on Silver in Ottawa a message. 
In terms of next step on offers, this is what the expectation from Ford is: 

As soon as you have made a decision, email Alyssa Andre and indicate in a brief email what your decision is: 
aandree@ford.com  

If you accept, sign all the papers and be ready to drop them off this coming Friday. Alyssa and Ron from Ford will 
come on site to pick the offers up. 

If you are unable to deliver the offers to them in person, drop your signed offer off at my office and I will hand it 
over to them on your behalf. 

Best regards, 
Zoltan 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 
Subject: 

Hi Zoltan, 

Robin McCabe [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=RMCCABEJ 
1/25/2017 12:53:34 PM 
Zoltan Racz [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=zracz] 

leonard Lehrer [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=llehrer] 
RE: Ford offers - next steps 

Yes, I wrote Alyssa yesterday asking about the next steps. I have made my decision and will be accepting the offer© I'll 
drop it off to Alyssa and Ron on Friday. I would like to say thank you so much for all the hard work and time that both 
you and Leonard have put into this deal to make it a reality for so many talented people. This is truly a unique 
experience and luxury; to be handed a new career in a new industry. Looking forward to continuing to work with you 
and the team. 
Robin 

From: Zoltan Racz 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 4:38PM 
Subject: Ford offers - next steps 

Bcced to all Silver Ottawa team, 

I got a number of questions on the "next steps" and decided to send everyone on Silver in Ottawa a message. 
In terms of next step on offers, this is what the expectation from Ford is: 

As soon as you have made a decision, email Alyssa Andre and indicate in a brief email what your decision is: 
aandree@ford.com 

If you accept, sign all the papers and be ready to drop them off this coming Friday. Alyssa and Ron from Ford will 
come on site to pick the offers up. 

If you are unable to deliver the offers to them in person, drop your signed offer off at my office and 1 will hand it 
over to them on your behalf. 

Best regards, 
Zoltan 
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From: Xi Yang [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=XYANG1 
Sent: 1/2612017 12:44:08 PM 
To: Zoltan Racz [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mailicn=Recipients/cn=zracz] 
Subject: Ford Offer 

Zoltan, 

The Ford offer is good to me and I am going to accept it. 

I would like to extend my big thanks to you, for bringing this deal for me. 

I am always happy to work with you and it's my great pleasure to continue to work with you. 

Thanks, 
Xi 

From: 	Xi Yang [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=XYANG1 
Sent: 	1/2612017 12:44:08 PM 
To: 	 Zoltan Racz [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mailicn=Recipients/cn=zracz] 
Subject: 	Ford Offer 

Zoltan, 

The Ford offer is good to me and I am going to accept it. 

I would like to extend my big thanks to you, for bringing this deal for me. 

I am always happy to work with you and it's my great pleasure to continue to work with you. 

Thanks, 
Xi 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Zoltan, 

Xi Yang [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=XYANG] 

1/26/2017 12:44:08 PM 

Zoltan Racz [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=zracz] 

Ford Offer 

The Ford offer is good to me and I am to accept it. 

I would like to extend my big thanks to you, for bringing this deal for me. 

I am always happy to work with you and it's my great pleasure to continue to work with you. 

Thanks, 
Xi 

?·1? 
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Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

- and - 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Plaintiff 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF COLIN HO 
(sworn October 3, 2017) 

I, Colin Ho, of the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND SAY: 

1. From the start of March 2017 until now. I have been (and remain) a Senior Architect at 

Ford Motor Company and was previously a Senior Manager, Input Systems at BlackBerry 

Limited. As such, I have knowledge of the matters contained in this affidavit. Where my 

knowledge is based on information from others, I believe that infoimation to be true. 

2. My employment at BlackBerry. I worked at BlackBerry for over a decade as a software 

engineer. In my final role as Senior Manager, Input Systems, I had a team of roughly 20-25 

software developers and testers in Ottawa and Waterloo that reported to me. 

3. In about late 2016, members of my team and I began working on an engineering services 

project for Ford, known as "Project Silver". Under that project, BlackBerry was providing 

engineering services relating to automotive technology for Ford vehicles. 

4. Offer of employment from Ford. On about December 8, 2016, I had met with a 

representative of Ford and received a job offer. The Ford offer was presented to me, and I 
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understood it, as just that: an offer of employment. I understood that it was my choice whether to 

accept the offer or to decline it. 

5. I was very interested in the Ford offer and was personally ready for a move. I did, 

however, have some initial questions about some of the terms of my offer and so I reached out to 

Ford to discuss the terms of the offer. 

6. At the time when I was considering Ford's offer, I understood that if I did not accept the 

offer, I would remain a BlackBerry employee and felt there would likely be a continuing role for 

me if I made that decision (given what my particular role and position was at BlackBerry). As far 

as I was aware, the likelihood of any particular employee being redeployed if they turned down 

the Ford offer would be affected by what the person's particular role and skillset was and by how 

many people turned down the Ford offers. 

7. After I concluded my discussions with Ford on the terms of its offer, I ultimately was 

satisfied with the offer and therefore decided to accept it. I made the decision to accept the offer 

based on my own situation and considerations. 

8. My interactions with other employees. As far as I am aware, most employees in the 

Ottawa office received offers of employment in about mid-January 2017. I had a number of 

individual discussions with employees on my team after they received their offers, during the 

time when they were considering them. Based on those discussions, people's reactions to the 

offers were generally positive - various people indicated they saw it as a solid offer to continue 

to do the work that we were currently doing as part of Project Silver and with greater stability 

than we had generally enjoyed for the last number of years at BlackBerry (i.e. going to Ford 

seemed to be a safe career move). 

9. Some employees I spoke to expressed some questions or concerns with certain terms of 

their Ford offer. I understood they were factoring those into their decision-making about their 

offer and whether to accept it. People I spoke to were taking into account their own offer and 

situation (and appeared to be weighing their particular considerations) in coming to a decision 

whether to accept their offer or not. I told them it was entirely their choice whether to accept or 

not. 
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10. During the time when people were considering their offers, there was also discussion 

amongst various employees about what their options were if they stayed at BlackBerry. I spoke 

to some employees on my team about this and indicated to them that the chances of them being 

placed on another team/project in a long term continuing role would probably be affected by 

their own particular job function and by how many people turned down the Ford offers. 

11. The request for resignation letters. On about February 2, 2017, I and other employees 

who had accepted the Ford offers received a request from BlackBerry Human Resources for a 

confirming letter of resignation. I was not surprised by this and had already planned to provide a 

resignation letter giving BlackBerry two weeks' notice of my departure date. 

12. There was discussion amongst some employees about this request and also the 

accompanying request to sign a further continuing confidentiality agreement. I spoke to some 

employees on my team about this. I do not recall any of my team members expressing surprise to 

me that this was considered a resignation (or indicating to me that they were not resigning). 
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Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

- and - 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Plaintiff 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF MARTIN VAN HOECKEL 
(sworn October 2, 2017) 

I, Martin van Hoeckel, of the City of Woodstock, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE 

OATH AND SAY: 

1. I am currently employed at Ford Motor Company and was previously a Camera Designer 

at BlackBerry Limited. As such, I have personal knowledge of the matters contained in this 

affidavit. Where my knowledge is based on information from others, I believe that information to 

be true. 

2. I began working at BlackBerry as a co-op student and eventually joined the company as a 

full-time employee. I worked in a hardware role as a camera developer throughout my time at 

BlackBerry, serving in a number of different roles. In my final role at BlackBerry, I led functions 

relating to camera metrology and image quality hardware. 

3. I was informed by a number of my colleagues that they had accepted job offers at Ford in 

the context of Project Silver in early 2017, which I understood from them involved BlackBerry's 

provision of engineering services to Ford. Although I was aware of that project, I was not 

personally involved in it and did not attend any of the employee meetings relating to it or receive 

communications sent to employees who were on it. 
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4. Because of the changes that had been occurring within BlackBerry's business, I began to 

have some concerns about my long-term future at BlackBerry given my particular role at 

BlackBerry. I learned in early February 2017 from a colleague at BlackBerry that a Ford 

representative had apparently indicated that Ford was looking for someone with skills in camera 

development. I was interested in interviewing for that role. I subsequently did interview with 

Ford, and then received an offer from Ford on or about February 22, 2017. 

5. I accepted Ford's offer the following day, February 23, 2017. After accepting the offer, I 

informed my Human Resources representative at BlackBerry, Amber Jessup, that I had received 

and accepted the offer and therefore was resigning from BlackBerry as of February 28, 2017. I 

began my employment at Ford, where I still work, on March 1, 2017. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Waterloo, in the Province of Ontario 
on October 2, 2017 

Melody Ethel Burke, 
a Commissioner, etc., Province of 
Ontario, while a Student-at-law. 
Expires September 5, 2020. 
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Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

- and - 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Plaintiff 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF NICK LANDRY 
(sworn September 29, 2017) 

I, Nick Landry, of the City of Toronto, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND 

SAY: 

1. I have worked at BlackBerry Limited since 2010. Currently, I am a Senior Applications 

Software Developer at BlackBerry, in its Mississauga office, and as such have knowledge of the 

matters contained in this affidavit. Where my knowledge is based on information from others, I 

believe that information to be true. 

2. My role on Project Silver. As of late 2016, I had been working on BlackBerry's 

Avengers project, which related to Android mobile devices. This and all of the other projects I 

have worked on over the years at BlackBerry have been software development roles. I was not 

amongst the initial group of BlackBerry employees that began providing engineering services to 

Ford, known as "Project Silver". I helped out from time to time on that project and then joined 

the team to provide engineering services in January 2017. 

3. The December 9, 2016 Town Hall meeting. On about December 9, 2016, I recall 

attending a joint town hall meeting relating to Project Silver, hosted by Ford and BlackBerry. 

The Ford representatives at the meeting announced that Ford intended to make job offers to 

employees working on Project Silver. The Ford representatives talked about their organization 

and benefits of working there. 
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4. The Ford job offer. I received a job offer from Ford in mid-January 2017. I received my 

offer at a one-on-one meeting with a representative from Ford. During the meeting, I had an 

opportunity to discuss the offer. I believe other colleagues on my team had individual meetings 

with a Ford representative as well. Ford representatives were also available after the meetings if 

we had further questions. A representative from BlackBerry Human Resources, Lisa Carswell, 

was on site in Mississauga as well to answer any questions we might have of BlackBerry 

following our meetings with Ford. 

5. After I got my offer from Ford, I spoke with Ms. Carswell. I asked her what my options 

would be at BlackBerry if I declined the offer. She told me that I would remain a BlackBerry 

employee and that BlackBerry would take steps to place me on another project in an equivalent 

role. I understood from her that there were many software-related roles on other teams or 

projects that would need to be filled. She also indicated if too many people turned down their 

offers, there might subsequently have to be some layoffs (and if that happened at any point, 

people would receive severance in accordance with their employment agreement). 

6. I always understood that it was my choice whether to accept the Ford offer or decline it; 

that seemed obvious. Based on my discussion with Ms. Carswell, I thought that my chances of 

being placed on another project within BlackBerry, if l declined the Ford offer, were good given 

my particular role at BlackBerry. Also, my impression was that a lot of my colleagues were 

excited by the Ford job opportunity, so I was not expecting that a lot of people would likely 

decline their offers. 

7. After we had received our offers, I spoke to many of my colleagues in the Mississauga 

office. As far as I recall, I spoke to at least a dozen people. There was a lot of discussion amongst 

employees about this at that time. I also spoke to managers in the office. The particular 

employees I spoke to were excited by the offer and opportunity to work at Ford, which seemed 

like a very stable company. By comparison, over the years BlackBerry employees had gotten 

used to less long-term stability given all the changes that had occurred in the past at BlackBerry. 

8. After I received my offer and while I was considering it, I sought further information 

about my continuing options at BlackBerry (besides my discussion with Ms. Carswell). I reached 

out to my director, Joey Benedek, to explore my options and further find out how likely it was 
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that BlackBerry would find me an equivalent role on another project. Based on this discussion 

with Mr. Benedek and my earlier conversation with Ms. Carswell, I believed that I would 

probably be successfully placed on another team/project, although I realized there were no 

guarantees.  

9. While I was still considering Ford's offer, my manager, Orlin Stoev, encouraged me to 

give it real consideration and to speak to Ford if there were terms of the offer I wanted to 

negotiate, including the compensation terms. I did speak with Alyssa Andree, a Human 

Resources representative at Ford, about the terms of my Ford offer and it seemed like there 

might be some room to negotiate compensation.  

10. By the end of January, however, I ultimately decided that the Ford opportunity was not 

the right choice for me. Attached as Exhibit "A" is an email from me to Mr. Stoev from 

January 29 regarding my final decision. I made my decision to decline the offer from Ford, 

taking into account my particular circumstances and preferences and the discussions with 

Mr. Benedek, Mr. Stoev, Ms. Carswell and others at the time. 

I I. My current role. After I informed BlackBerry of my decision to decline the Ford offer 

and remain a BlackBerry employee, I had further discussion with Mr. Benedek about my 

placement on another team/project. We together agreed that I would continue in my same role at 

BlackBerry, but working on a different project — which is what I have done. My level, title, job 

profile and office location have remained the same. 

12. If Mr. Parker is asserting that employees who received Ford offers felt that they had no 

choice but to accept the offer, and that their careers at BlackBerry were likely over if they turned 

down the offer, I disagree with those assertions. That was not my understanding or the way I felt. 
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Mr. Benedek, Mr. Stoev, Ms. Carswell and others at the time. 

I I. 	My current role. After I informed BlackBerry of my decision to decline the Ford offer 

and remain a BlackBerry employee, I had further discussion with Mr. Benedek about my 

placement on another team/project. We together agreed that I would continue in my same role at 

BlackBerry, but working on a different project — which is what I have done. My level, title, job 

profile and office location have remained the same. 

12. 	If Mr. Parker is asserting that employees who received Ford offers felt that they had no 

choice but to accept the offer, and that their careers at BlackBerry were likely over if they turned 

down the offer, I disagree with those assertions. That was not my understanding or the way I felt. 
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SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Waterloo, in the Province Ontario 
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From: Nick Landry [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=NLANDRY1 

Sent: 1/29/2017 10:18:04 PM 
To: Orlin Stoev VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=ostoevI 

Subject: Ford offer 

- 252 

Hey Orlin, 

Thanks for the call on Friday. I've thought through everything again and I'm going to have to pass. 

Prior to the offer I was pretty excited about the opportunity at Ford. The initial offer wasn't as good as 
I expected, and I had to carefully think about everything. I've enjoyed my time at BlackBerry (all jokes 
aside) and I feel like Ford is a bit of an unkown. It's probably a fine place to work, I just don't 
know. When I factor in everything, the initial offer isn't good enough for me to leave. An additional 2-
3% isn't enough either, so I think we're just too far apart for this to work. 

Who knows what the future will bring. Maybe in a year I'll be calling for a job with my hat in hand. 

Here's where I should insert some sentimental "best wishes" type stuff. But I'll be seeing you guys 
around for a couple more weeks. so  there will be plenty of time for that. 

Talk to you later, 

Nick 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 

From: 	Nick Landry [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=NLANDRY1 

Sent: 	 1/29/2017 10:18:04 PM 
To: 	 Orlin Stoev VO=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=ostoevI 

Subject: 	Ford offer 
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aside) and I feel like Ford is a bit of an unkown. It's probably a fine place to work, I just don't 
know. When I factor in everything, the initial offer isn't good enough for me to leave. An additional 2-
3% isn't enough either, so I think we're just too far apart for this to work. 

Who knows what the future will bring. Maybe in a year I'll be calling for a job with my hat in hand. 

Here's where I should insert some sentimental "best wishes" type stuff. But I'll be seeing you guys 
around for a couple more weeks. so  there will be plenty of time for that. 

Talk to you later, 

Nick 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Rogers Network 
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know. When I factor in everything. the initial offer isn't good enough for me to leave. An additional2-
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to 
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Sent from my BlackBerry -the most secure mobile device- via the Rogers l'\etwork 
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Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

- and - 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Plaintiff 

Defendant 

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL MULLIN 
(sworn September 29, 2017) 

I, Michael Mullin, of the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND 

SAY: 

1. I have worked as a full-time employee at BlackBerry Limited since 2008 (and as a co-op 

intern in 2006 and 2007). Currently, I am a Software Developer employed at BlackBerry. As 

such, I have knowledge of the matters contained in this affidavit. Where my knowledge is based 

on information from others, I believe that information to be true. 

2. Project Silver and the Ford job offer. I joined the team at BlackBerry that was providing 

engineering services to Ford in or about January 2017 (about the first or second week of January, 

I believe) — this engineering services project was referred to as "Project Silver". I was aware of 

the project prior to being staffed on it because I had some colleagues who were already working 

on it. 

3. In mid-January, I met with a representative of Ford and received an offer of employment 

from Ford. During the meeting, I had an opportunity to discuss the offer. Ford gave me a week to 

decide whether or not to accept the offer. I was aware that my colleagues were having individual 

meetings with Ford around the same time and were also receiving job offers. 
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4. Considering my offer from Ford. After receiving my Ford offer, I took time to consider 

it. I found the offer interesting as it provided higher pay, a signing bonus, and better benefits than 

I had at BlackBerry. However, I was not particularly interested in leaving BlackBerry — working 

at BlackBerry had been my goal since the time I went to college. 

5 I always understood that the choice was entirely mine as to whether to accept or decline 

the Ford offer. I also understood that if I decided to accept the offer, it would mean that I was 

resigning from BlackBerry, and so would not be entitled to receive severance from BlackBerry. 

This itself did not concern me because I saw the Ford opportunity as a stable one, working in a 

growing area of vehicle technology. 

6. Before I made my decision on Ford's offer, I spoke with a manager at BlackBerry, Jean 

Dolbec, about the possibility of being placed on his team if I turned down Ford's offer. My 

understanding was that if I declined the Ford offer, my employment with BlackBerry would 

continue and BlackBerry would take steps to place me on another suitable team/project. Based 

on that discussion with Mr. Dolbec, I thought I had a very good chance of being placed on his 

team, although he could not give me a guarantee. I also knew that there were other roles that 

were and would be available on other teams. For example, I knew that Anish Aggrawal had roles 

— Anish was a director responsible for multiple teams, with whom I also spoke to at some point 

in the process. 

7. Before making my final decision, I had a further email exchange with Ford 

representatives on January 24-25, attached as Exhibit "A". 

8. Based on the discussions I had and my own situation and goals, including my prospects 

of being placed on another team or project within BlackBerry, I ultimately decided to decline the 

Ford offer and remain a BlackBerry employee. 

9. If Mr. Parker is asserting that all employees who received offers of employment from 

Ford felt that they did not have a choice other than to accept the offer, and that their careers at 

BlackBerry were likely over if they turned down the offer, I disagree with that inasmuch as it 

applied to my own circumstance and thought process. That was not my understanding or the way 

I felt. 
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10. My discussions with other employees. Immediately after Ford had made the job offers, 

there was a lot of discussion amongst employees about them. I spoke to a number of my 

colleagues at the time. From the particular discussions I had, some people seemed happier than 

others with their particular offer (level of seniority seemed to be a factor based on the discussions 

I had). People were balancing aspects of their offer from Ford and their options at BlackBerry 

(and different people would have weighed various factors differently). Overall, peoples' 

reactions seemed to be quite positive — people I spoke to were generally excited by the 

opportunity to continue working on this new type of automobile technology at Ford. Some 

colleagues indicated to me that they were concerned about their loss of seniority and giving up 

any severance entitlement they had built up at BlackBerry if they decided to accept their Ford 

offer. It seemed clear that the people I spoke to understood that if they accepted their Ford offer, 

they would be resigning and would not be entitled to receive severance from BlackBerry upon 

leaving. 

11. My continuing role at BlackBerry. After making my decision to decline Ford's offer, I 

let Mr. Dolbec know. A copy of email correspondence with him at that point is attached as 

Exhibit "B". I was able to secure a continuing role on Mr. Dolbec's team. 

12. My placement on to Mr. Dolbec's team began on March 1, 2017, after I completed my 

remaining engineering services work on the Ford project. My level, title and job profile remained 

the same. The role is equivalent to the role I previously held. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario 
on September 29, 2017 

   

   

   

Commissioner for Taking Affidavits 
(or as may be) 

5 (k. 
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From: Majer, Steven (S.) [smajer@ford.com) 

Sent: 1/25/2017 10:15:24 AM 

To: Michael Mullin [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=mimullinj 

CC: Andree, Alyssa (A.) [aandree@ford.com]; Majer, Steven (S.) (smajer@ford.com] 

Subject: RE: Offer from Ford Canada 

257 
Hello Michael, 

In determining the offer, several considerations were made including relative responsibilities, technical expertise, and 

scope and complexity of work to be performed on a comparative basis. These decisions were made with input from 

several stakeholders including Silver management. 

Furthermore, we also wanted to extend our best offer to encourage as many individuals as possible to join the Ford 

team. With over 300 offers being extended to individuals in a short amount of time, our process does not allow for 

individual negotiations. When you consider all of the variables including salary, variable compensation, pension and 

benefits holistically, the offer as extended is clearly generous. 

I apologize for our inability to be more flexible in this regard. 

I still hope that you weigh all of the employment offer factors and the nature of the opportunity again and consider 

joining the Ford team. I am sure that you will have many opportunities to grow with Ford. 

Steve Majer 
Vice President, Human Resources, Ford of Canada 
Phone 905-845-2511, ext. 1165; dialnet 853-1165 
e-mail: smaieraford.com   

This communication contains confidential information. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me 
by return email and delete this communication immediately. 

From: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 6:55 PM 
To: Majer, Steven (S.) 
Subject: FW: Offer from Ford Canada 

From: Michael Mullin [mailto:mimullinOblackberry.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2017 5:27 PM 
To: Andree, Alyssa (A.) 
Subject: Offer from Ford Canada 

Hello. As a Blackberry employee, I have received an offer package late last week. Coming to a conclusion about whether 
to take this package is very difficult, and doing so in just 1 week makes me feel rushed and pressured. 
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I am also concerned that Blackberry has shared my salary information with Ford. I understand why this was done, to 
expedite a quick transition, but I consider my salary to be private information and Ford's prior knowledge of my salary 
with Blackberry is an unfair negotiation tactic. 

The package is very generous in many respects, and it makes me believe that Ford cares about the long term wellbeing 
of their employees. It makes me believe that a happy employee is a productive employee. 

Even more important to me is how interesting and technically challenging the work within Ford will be. Working on the 
project, designing and developing fresh new software, and learning new things makes me very, very happy to contribute 
to the project. 

It would ease my concerns about an imbalance in negotiation information, and make me feel less rushed if you would 
increase the offer of salary to me. 

I am good at my job. Ford and I will have a very productive relationship. I would like us both to be happy with the 
agreement. 

Michael Mullin 

This transmission (including any attachments) may contain confidential information, privileged material 
(including material protected by the solicitor-client or other applicable privileges), or constitute non-public 
information. Any use of this information by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have 
received this transmission in error, please immediately reply to the sender and delete this information from your 
system. Use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this transmission by unintended recipients is not 
authorized and may be unlawful .  
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This is Exhibit "B" referred to in the 

Affidavit of MICHAEL MULLIN 

sworn before me, this 21 11/) day of 

September, 2017 

A Commissioner, etc. 
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This is Exhibit "B" referred to in the 

Affidavit of MICHAEL MULLIN 

sworn before me, this 21 11/) day of 

September, 2017 

A Commissioner, etc. 

This is Exhibit ·'B" referred to in the 

Affidavit of MICHAEL MULLIN 

sworn before me, this day of 

September, 2017 

1['9 -· J 
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From: Jean Dolbec [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JDOLBECI 
Sent: 1/27/2017 2:15:51 PM 
To: Michael Mullin [/0=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=mimullin] 
Subject: RE: Time to talk - 260 

OK thanks for letting me know. I will move this forward. 

J.D. 

From: Michael Mullin 

Sent: Friday, January 27, 2017 1:45 PM 

To: Jean Dolbec <jdolbec@blackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: Time to talk 

Just FYI. I've decided not to pursue the Ford offer, I would prefer to stay with Blackberry. I would love an opportunity 
to work with you and your team in the future. 

From: Jean Dolbec 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:08 AM 
To: Michael Mullin 
Subject: RE: Time to talk 

I'm free until noon. If that works drop by anytime. 

J.D. 

From: Michael Mullin 

Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:48 AM 

To: Jean Dolbec <jdolbec@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Time to talk 

Would you have time to talk about reqs open for your team? 

From: 	Jean Dolbec [/O=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_MAIL/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JDOLBECI 
Sent: 	1/27/2017 2:15:51 PM 
To: 	 Michael Mullin [/0=RESEARCH IN MOTION/OU=RIM_Mail/cn=Recipients/cn=mimullin] 
Subject: 	RE: Time to talk 	 - 	260 

OK thanks for letting me know. I will move this forward. 

J.D. 

From: Michael Mullin 

Sent: Friday, January 27, 2017 1:45 PM 

To: Jean Dolbec <jdolbec@blackberry.com> 

Subject: RE: Time to talk 

Just FYI. I've decided not to pursue the Ford offer, I would prefer to stay with Blackberry. I would love an opportunity 
to work with you and your team in the future. 

From: Jean Dolbec 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:08 AM 
To: Michael Mullin 
Subject: RE: Time to talk 

I'm free until noon. If that works drop by anytime. 

J.D. 

From: Michael Mullin 

Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:48 AM 

To: Jean Dolbec <jdolbec@blackberry.com> 

Subject: Time to talk 

Would you have time to talk about reqs open for your team? 
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Just FYI. I've decided not to pursue the Ford offer, I would prefer to stay with Blackberry. I would love an opportunity 
to work with you and your team in the future. 

From: Jean Dalbec 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 11:08 AM 
To: Michael Mullin 
Subject: RE: Time to talk 

I'm free until noon. If that works drop by anytime. 

J.D. 

From: Michael Mullin 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 10:48 AM 
To: Jean Dalbec <jdolbec@blackberry.com> 
Subject: Time to talk 

Would you have time to talk about reqs open for your team? 
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Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

Plaintiff 

and 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Defendant 

Proceeding Under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID PARKER 

I, David Parker, of the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND SAY: 

1. On June 9, 2017, I swore an Affidavit as the proposed Representative Plaintiff in this 

action. As such, I have knowledge of the matters stated in this Affidavit. 

2. On October 19, 2017, I was provided with a copy of the Responding Motion Record 

of the Defendant, BlackBerry Limited ("Responding Motion Record"). 

3. I swear this Affidavit in response to certain information contained in the Responding 

Motion Record and further to the Evidence I provided in my Affidavit sworn June 9, 

2017. 
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BETV/EEN:

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

DAVID PARKER

BLACKBERRY LIMITED

Proceeding Under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Court File No. 17-71659

Plaintiff

Defendant

and

AFFIDAVIT OF' DAVID PARKER

I, David Parker, of the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND SAY:

1 . On June 9, 2017 ,I swore an Affidavit as the proposed Representative Plaintiff in this

action. As such, I have knowledge of the matters stated in this Affidavit.

2. On October 19,2017,I was provided with a copy of the Responding Motion Record

of the Defendant, BlackBeny Limited ("Responding Motion Record").

3. I swear this Affrdavit in response to certain information contained in the Responding

Motion Record and further to the Evidence I provided in my Affidavit sworn June 9,

2017.
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Other Job Opportunities 

4. At paragraphs 95 and 96 of Rebecca Graham's Affidavit, sworn October 2, 2017 

("Graham Affidavit"), she states that it appeared that, for a period of time prior to the 

events at issue, I was considering leaving BlackBerry Limited's ("BlackBerry") 

employ. 

5. Prior to starting employment with BlackBerry, I signed up for automated email 

messages of employment opportunities for which I was qualified. Once I was hired by 

BlackBerry, I chose to continue receiving these messages, in case something 

happened to my employment. I was not actively seeking another employment 

opportunity. 

6. Throughout my employment with BlackBerry, BlackBerry has laid off a significant 

number of employees; I personally laid off approximately twelve (12) employees 

since 2013. My fear for my own job security at BlackBerry led me to continue 

receiving these automated messages. 

7. Edwin Limos, with whom I exchanged the emails found in Exhibit "QQ" of the 

Graham Affidavit, was my Manager and is a mentor and a friend to me. I have kept in 

touch with him since he left BlackBerry. I worked for him for approximately twelve 

(12) years. 

8. Other emails found in Exhibit "QQ" of the Graham Affidavit include exchanges with 

Darrell Wellington. He is a former BlackBerry colleague, and has hired other 

BlackBerry employees who also used to report to me. 

9. At paragraph 97 of her Affidavit, Ms. Graham asserts that the above-mentioned email 

exchanges affected my decision-making and my belief or understanding on various 

points addressed in my Affidavit sworn June 9, 2017. This is not true. Rather, it was 

BlackBerry's communications to me and others about the Ford Motor Company of 

Canada's ("Ford") offer and our continued employment at BlackBerry that had a 
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exchanges affected my decision-making and my belief or understanding on various

points addressed in my Affidavit sworn June 9, 2017 . This is not true. Rather, it was

BlackBeny's communications to me and others about the Ford Motor Company of

Canada's ("Ford") offer and our continued employment at BlackBeny that had a
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direct impact on my decision-making at the time leading up to the receipt of offers 

from Ford, and prior to my deciding whether or not to accept the offer made to me. 

10. For example, John Chen had been talking about closing BlackBerry's Handheld 

Business Unit since early 2015, should they not be able to make a profit. It was not a 

secret that BlackBerry's workload and the need for its employees were on the decline. 

Disagreement with Action 

11. At paragraphs 4(e) and 90-92 of the Graham Affidavit, paragraph 31 of Amber 

Jessup's Affidavit, sworn October 3, 2017 ("Jessup Affidavit"), and paragraph 17 of 

Lisa Carswell's Affidavit, sworn October 2, 2017 ("Carswell Affidavit"), all three of 

these BlackBerry Human Resources ("HR") employees state that employees voiced 

their disagreement with this action or wanted to distance themselves from this action. 

12. No current or former BlackBerry employee has approached me to tell me they 

disagree with this action. Prior to reading the Responding Motion Record, I was not 

aware that any employee(s) wanted to distance themselves from this action. 

13. I have, however, been approached by some individuals who were seeking more 

information about this action. 

Continuing Need for Employees at BlackBerry 

14. At paragraphs 4(d) and 88 of the Graham Affidavit, Ms. Graham states that 

BlackBerry has a continuing need for additional employees within its Mobility 

Solutions unit. 

15. However, on February 23, 2017, which is the day on which BlackBerry sent the 

"Frequently Asked Questions" ("FAQ") email to me and the other transferred Silver 

Team Employees (Exhibit "L" to my Affidavit sworn June 9, 2017), I looked at 
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BlackBerry's internal job site for available postings. A copy of this job search is 

attached hereto as Exhibit "A". According to my understanding of this document, 

over 40% of the available jobs were for students on a four-month contract, at various 

BlackBerry locations (not all in Ottawa). The remaining jobs were in areas that many 

of the proposed Class Members, including myself, did not work while at Blackberry. 

16. Even though Ms. Graham confirms at paragraph 83 of the Graham Affidavit that all 

seven (7) individuals who declined Ford's offer of employment are still employed 

with BlackBerry, my understanding was that there were certainly not enough 

available jobs for the approximately 299 individuals that accepted employment with 

Ford, should they all have declined such an offer, and this was certainly not the 

message provided to BlackBerry employees who asked about options should they 

decline their Ford offer. 

17. Ms. Graham asserts at paragraphs 19, 55 and 99, and found in Exhibits B, L, RR, SS, 

and TT, of her Affidavit, that if an employee asked BlackBerry HR what would occur 

if they declined the Ford offer, they were continually told by BlackBerry HR 

employees and various senior Managers and Directors that they would remain a 

BlackBerry employee, and that BlackBerry would take steps to try and find them an 

internal position. 

18. However, in my experience, BlackBerry would not guarantee a position or provide 

any indication of how many roles, or what roles, needed to be filled. It is my 

understanding, based on my own discussion with other Silver Team employees and 

my review of the Responding Motion Record, that this was the same message 

BlackBerry provided to all Silver Team employees who enquired about options 

should they decline the Ford offer: see paragraphs 10 and 19 of the Jessup Affidavit, 

paragraphs 5 and 10 of the Carswell Affidavit, paragraphs 11 and 13 of Jennifer 

Mascarin's Affidavit, sworn October 2, 2017 ("Mascarin Affidavit"), and paragraph 

11 of Zoltan Racz's Affidavit, sworn September 28, 2017 ("Racz Affidavit"). 

Michael Mullin and Nick Landry, in their Affidavits sworn September 29, 2017, both 
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confirmed that their Manager and Director, respectively, told them that there was no 

guarantee of a position should they decline the Ford offer (see paragraphs 6 and 8 of 

their respective Affidavits). 

19. At paragraph 55 of her Affidavit, Ms. Graham asserts that I was informed that there 

were "many roles" on other projects or teams to be filled going forward. This is not 

true. I enquired about roles with the QNX team and Amber Jessup told me there were 

no new roles: see Exhibit H of my Affidavit sworn June 9, 2017. Only after we 

started this action, BlackBerry communicated that HR would "work to find me a 

suitable/comparable role" without providing me any certainty of what was available: 

see Exhibit I of my Affidavit sworn June 9, 2017, 

20. BlackBerry pressured employees to accept the Ford offers. They did this by providing 

no guarantee of a position within BlackBerry, or of the number of available jobs that 

would remain, coupled with the encouragement to strongly consider the Ford offer: 

see Exhibits B, N, and RR of the Graham Affidavit and paragraph 12 of the Racz 

Affidavit, in addition to paragraph 9 of Nick Landry's Affidavit, in which he 

confirms that his Manager encouraged him to consider the offer. I was told the same 

message. 

Discussions with Amber Jessup 

21. At paragraph 27 of the Jessup Affidavit, Ms. Jessup claims to have told me that 

certain roles had already been approved and posted on BlackBerry's internal site. Ms. 

Jessup never told me this. Ms. Jessup also never told me that "a further set of jobs" 

existed. I do, however, recall Ms. Jessup specifically telling me that BlackBerry could 

not guarantee me a position should I decline the Ford offer, and that there were no 

positions available within BlackBerry's autonomous driving research center. 
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22. At paragraph 29 of the Jessup Affidavit, Ms. Jessup asserts that I interrupted her, 

demanded that she send me various information, and tried to insert myself into some 

discussions she was having. In fact, during the period in question I understood that 

Ms. Jessup always had an "open door" policy. There were always people coming in 

and out of her office, wanting to speak with her about various topics, particularly 

about Ford, and listening in when she was discussing relevant topics with others. 

23. I wholly deny that I in any way interrupted her or acted in a manner that was not 

professional. One day while walking by her office, I overheard a discussion taking 

place about the Ford transition; I decided to stay and listen, and eventually also joined 

in the conversation. This only occurred once, not "several" times as specified by Ms. 

Jessup. Ms. Jessup never suggested that I was interrupting her, or that the way I was 

communicating with her was inappropriate in any way, nor did any other employee, 

at least not to my knowledge. 

24. With respect to the conversation I reference in my February 9, 2017 email located at 

Exhibit "G" to the Jessup Affidavit, Hongchang Tian had invited me into the room 

where he and Ms. Jessup were discussing whether the "transaction" between 

BlackBerry and Ford was considered by Blackberry to be a sale of business. 

Discussion with Ralph Pini 

25. In Exhibit "RR" to the Graham Affidavit, Ralph Pini sets out a summary of what he 

recalls of our conversation following one of the town hall meetings in early 

December 2016. He specifically wrote that "Ford as a large company understands the 

need to provide competitive offers to attract talent"; Mr. Pini did not make such a 

comment to me. 
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Frequently Asked Questions 

26. According to Exhibit "A" of the Mascarin Affidavit, Nathan Webster mentions how 

there was talk of building an FAQ as far back as December 2016, yet no FAQ was 

sent until February 23, 2017, almost one month after the deadline by which 

employees had to accept or decline the Ford offer, and more than one week after the 

Notice of Action for this action was issued. I was never made aware that BlackBerry 

was considering such an approach, nor had I heard about this prior to reviewing the 

Responding Motion Record. 

Changing Class Definition 

27. In response to some of the concerns raised in the Responding Motion Record 

pertaining to the proposed Plaintiff class, I seek to modify the scope of the proposed 

class to the following: 

All persons in Canada who were employees and/or dependent 
contractors of BlackBerry Limited ("BlackBerry"), who worked for 
BlackBerry in Canada, and who were offered and accepted 
employment with Ford Motor Company of Canada ("Ford") between 
January 1, 2017 and April 30, 2017, while excluding those 
BlackBerry employees who specifically sought out the possibility of 
working with Ford. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City 
of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario 
this 17th  day of November, 2017. 

 

A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits 

Bigh Ruby Vern %anon, a Commissioner, 41C., 

Pi OViSICH 01 0111360, 10T Halia0 P ay nu LAY, 

Basnstess and SoMitors. 

Explres Januaq 30, 2020. 
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January l, 2017 and April 30, 2017, while excluding those
BlackBerry employees who specifically sought out the possibility of
working with Ford.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City
of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario
this 17th day of November, 2017.

PARKER

A Commissioner for Taking

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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THIS IS EXHIBIT "A" TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF 
DAVID PARKER 

SWORN BEFORE ME THIS 17th  DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2017. 

A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits, etc. 

Leigh Ruby Vera Norton, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, for Neliigan O'Brien Payne LLP, 
Barristers and Solicitors. 
Expires January 30, 2020. 

THIS IS EXHIBIT 6(A)' TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF
DAVID PARKER

S\MORN BEFORE ME THIS 17th DAY OF NOVEMBER,2OIT.

A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits, etc.
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Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

Plaintiff 

and 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Defendant 

Proceeding Under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL DAWSON 

I, Michael Dawson, of the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND SAY: 

1. I am one of the three other Class Employees referenced at paragraph 63 of David 

Parker's Affidavit, sworn June 9, 2017. I worked for BlackBerry Limited ("BlackBerry") 

from June 20, 2010 until February 28, 2017, and have been working for the Ford Motor 

Company of Canada ("Ford") since March 1, 2017. As such, I have knowledge of the 

matters stated in this Affidavit. 

2. On October 19, 2017, I was provided with a copy of the Responding Motion Record of 

the Defendant, BlackBerry Limited ("Responding Motion Record"). 

3. I swear this Affidavit in response to certain information contained in the Responding 

Motion Record. 

1 

BETWEEN:

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

DAVID PARKER

BLACKBERRY LIMITED

Proceeding Under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Court File No. 17-71659

Plaintiff

Defendant

and

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL DAV/SON

I, Michael Dawson, of the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND SAY:

1. I am one of the three other Class Employees referenced atparagraph 63 of David

Parker's Affidavit, sworn June 9, 2017.I worked for BlackBerry Limited ("BlackBeny")

from June 20,2010 until February 28,2017, and have been working for the Ford Motor

Company of Canada ('oFord") since March I,2017. As such, I have knowledge of the

matters stated in this Affrdavit.

2. On October 19,2017,I was provided with a copy of the Responding Motion Record of

the Defendant, BlackBerry Limited ("Responding Motion Record").

3. I swear this Affidavit in response to certain information contained in the Responding

Motion Record.

1
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Continuing Need for Employees at BlackBerry 

4. At paragraphs 4(d) and 88 of Rebecca Graham's Affidavit, sworn October 2, 2017 

("Graham Affidavit"), Ms. Graham states that BlackBerry has a continuing need for 

additional employees within its Mobility Solutions unit. 

5. Notwithstanding, it was obvious to me and to others that BlackBerry was getting out of a 

business they had been in for a long period of time, which meant that they would not be 

able sustain the same number of employees as they had before. 

Transfer to Project Silver 

6. At paragraph 9 of the Graham Affidavit, Ms. Graham states that in the fall of 2016, 

BlackBerry entered into "Project Silver" with Ford. At the time, I was working on the 

Mercury project at BlackBerry. No information about Project Silver was provided at that 

time, other than the fact that it involved "Engineering Services". 

7. On November 22, 2016, I received a telephone call from my Manager informing me that 

effective February 1, 2017, I would be moved to the Silver program. He confirmed 

having little to no knowledge of this program, and stated that Zoltan Racz, one of the 

senior leaders involved in the program, would reach out to me to provide me with further 

information. Mr. Racz did call me later that day to provide me with some background on 

the program, and then on December 6, 2016, he led an internal meeting with Ralph Pini 

to on-board employees who would be moving to the Silver program. 

8. Following the town hall meeting on December 9, 2016, my Manager held a meeting with 

his team, during which it was discussed that a portion of his group would transition onto 

the Silver team, others may transition to TCL (not within BlackBerry), and the remaining 

employees would become part of the new Licensing Business within BlackBerry. I recall 

that some BlackBerry employees referred to these three options as "lists". Everyone on 

2 

Contínuíng Needfor Employees at BlackBerry

4. Atparagraphs a(d) and 88 of Rebecca Graham's Affidavit, sworn October 2,2017

("Graham Affidavit"), Ms. Graham states that BlackBerry has a continuing need for

additional employees within its Mobility Solutions unit.

5. Notwithstanding, it was obvious to me and to others that BlackBerry was getting out of a

business they had been in for a long period of time, which meant that they would not be

able sustain the same number of employees as they had before.

Transfer to Project Sílver

6. At paragraph 9 of the Graham Affidavit, Ms. Graham states that in the fall of 2016,

BlackBeny entered into "Project Silver" with Ford. At the time, I was working on the

Mercury project at BlackBerry. No information about Project Silver was provided at that

time, other than the fact that it involved "Engineering Services".

7. On November 22,2016,I received a telephone call from my Manager informing me that

effective February 1,2017,I would be moved to the Silver program. He confirmed

having little to no knowledge of this program, and stated thatZoltanRacz, one of the

senior leaders involved in the program, would reach out to me to provide me with further

information. Mr. Racz did call me later that day to provide me with some background on

the program, and then on December 6,2016, he led an internal meeting with Ralph Pini

to on-board employees who would be moving to the Silver program.

8. Following the town hall meeting on December 9, 2016, my Manager held a meeting with

his team, during which it was discussed thataportion of his group would transition onto

the Silver team, others may transition to TCL (not within BlackBerry), and the remaining

employees would become part of the new Licensing Business within BlackBerry. I recall

that some BlackBeny employees referred to these three options as oolists". Everyone on
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the "Silver" list received an employment offer from Ford, except for those who had 

previously been on that list but were removed prior to offers going out. 

9. Prior to being moved to the Silver team, I was never asked whether I was interested in 

joining that team, or doing any work for that team. 

10. Then, on January 11, 2017, I received an internal email entitled "Welcome to Silver", in 

which it was confirmed that the start date of all remaining Silver staff was being 

accelerated to January 12, 2017, without any confirmation of what my role was, or what 

work I was expected to do. My official start date on the project did end up being January 

12, 2017. Nevertheless, four days later, I received an email from Mr. Racz informing me, 

and others, that everyone who was part of the Silver team would be receiving an offer 

from Ford, including the schedule for such offers for each BlackBerry location. These 

two referenced emails are attached as Exhibit "A" and "B" to this Affidavit, respectively. 

Discussions between BlackBerry and Ford 

11. At paragraph 17 of the Graham Affidavit, Ms. Graham states that she did not know the 

terms of the Ford offers. I had not told Ford anything about my terms and conditions of 

employment with BlackBerry. I strongly believe that BlackBerry and Ford must have 

discussed my existing terms and conditions of employment because in Ford's offer to me, 

they were compensating me for the value of the lost stock awards that I had with 

BlackBerry, while also offering me a salary that was just a bit higher than what I was 

earning with BlackBerry. 

3 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City 
of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario 
this 17th  day of November, 2017. 

A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits 

Leigh Ruby Vara Norton, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, for Nelligan O'Brien Payne UP, 
Banisters and Solicitors. 
Expires January 30, 2020, 

the "silver" list received an employment offer from Ford, except for those who had

previously been on that list but were removed prior to offers going out.

9. Prior to being moved to the Silver team, I was never asked whether I was interested in

joining that team, or doing any work for that team.

10. Then, on January ll,2017,I received an internal email entitled "Welcome to Silver", in

which it was confirmed that the start date of all remaining Silver staff was being

accelerated to January 12,2017, without any confirmation of what my role was, or what

work I was expected to do. My official start date on the project did end up being January

12,2017. Nevertheless, four days later, I received an email from Mr. Racz informing me,

and others, that everyone who was part of the Silver team would be receiving an offer

from Ford, including the schedule for such offers for each BlackBeny location. These

two referenced emails are attached as Exhibit"A" and "B" to this Affidavit, respectively.

Díscussíons between BløckBerry und Ford

11. At paragraph 17 of the Graham Affidavit, Ms. Graham states that she did not know the

terms of the Ford offers. I had not told Ford anything about my terms and conditions of

employment with BlackBerry. I strongly believe that BlackBerry and Ford must have

discussed my existing terms and conditions of employment because in Ford's offer to me,

they were compensating me for the value of the lost stock awards that I had with

BlackBeny, while also offering me a salary that was just a bit higher than what I was

earning with BlackBerry.

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City
of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario
this 17th day of November, 2017.

A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Lelsh RubyVora ilofion, e Commlsslonor, etc.,
Provlnce of 0ntqdo, lor llelllgan 0&ion Payne LlP,
Banisters and Solicitor8.
Expkes January 30, 202ù
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THIS IS EXHIBIT "A" TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF 
MICHAEL DAWSON 

SWORN BEFORE ME THIS 17th DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2017. 

A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits, etc. 

Leigh Ruby Vera Norton, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, for Neilium O'Brien Payne LLP, 
Barristers and Solicitors, 
Expires January 30, 2020. 

THIS IS EXHIBIT 6(A)' TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF
MICHAEL DAWSON

SWORN BEFORE ME THIS 17th DAY OF NOVEMBER,^OTT.

A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits, etc.
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From: Leonard Lein! 
Subject: Welcome to Silver 

Date: January 11, 2017 11:25:11 AM 

Sent via Bcc: New onboarding Silver staff, Silver Mgt team, Chris House, Joey Benedek, Adam 

Schieman, Mike Clewley 

We had originally planned to have some Silver assignees to remain on Avengers until Feb and 

then start on Silver. Thus most of you may not have had much info and interaction on Silver. 

With further assessment we are accelerating the start date of ALL remaining Silver staff to Jan 

12, 2017. 

Therefore as of this Thursday (tomorrow) you are now full time on Silver. Here are the next 

steps 

• You will be added to various project meetings and email DLs 

• You should start logging 40 hours/week in WorkDay for Silver starting this Thursday 

Jan 12. 

o There are several project choices. If you are clear on the project you are 

supporting use that. If not clear, use the Silver - General project 

• You are allowed to help with Avengers if needed but after the initial 40 hours. 

If you have not been given an initial starting direction by Jan 20, then let me know offline. 

Note: You should have already been formally "Read-In" to Silver via a presentation by Ralph 

Pini. 

If you were not able to attend one of Ralph's read-in meetings, or if you were not read-in 

offline via a Silver Mgr, then let me know and I will resolve. 

The Ralph "read-in" meetings are where Ralph gave an overview of MSBU 

strategy and in particular discussed the Silver Services activity. 

Very Best Regards 

Leonard 

Leonard M. Lehrer Office 68031/+1-954-880-6031 Mobile +1-954+805-1888 BBM 

PIN 5996E987 

From:
Subject:
Date:

Leonard Lehrer

Welcome to Silver
January 11, 2017 11:25:11 AM

Sent via Bcc: New onboarding Silver stafl Silver Mgt team, Chris House, Joey Benedek, Adam

Schieman, Mike Clewley

We had originally planned to have some Silver assignees to remain on Avengers until Feb and

then start on Silver. Thus most of you may not have had much info and interaction on Silver.

With further assessment we are accelerating the start date of ALL remaining Silver staff to Jan

12,2017.

Therefore as of this Thursday (tomorrow) you are now full time on Silver. Here are the next

steps

o You will be added to various project meetings and email DLs

o You should start logging 40 hours/week in WorkDay for Silver starting this Thursday

Jan 12.

o There are several project choices. lf you are clear on the project you are

supporting use that. lf not clear, use the Silver - General project

You are allowed to help with Avengers if needed but after the initial 40 hours.a

lf you have not been given an initialstarting direction byJan 20, then let me know offline

Note:You should have already been formally "Read-ln" to Silvervia a presentation by Ralph

Pini.

lf you were not able to attend one of Ralph's read-in meetings, or if you were not read-in

offline via a Silver Mgr, then let me know and I will resolve.

The Ralph "read-in" meetings are where Ralph gave an overview of MSBU

strategy and in particular discussed the Silver Services activity.

Very Best Regards

Leona rd

Leonard M. Lehrer Office 68031/+1-954-880-6031
PtN s9968987

Mobile +L-954+805-1888 BBM
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THIS IS EXHIBIT "B" TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF 
MICHAEL DAWSON 

SWORN BEFORE ME THIS 17th DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2017. 

.-------- 
A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits, etc. 

Leigh Ruby Vera Norton, a Commissioner, etc., 

Province ot Ontario, for ideiligail O'Brien Payne LLP, 

Barristers and SOliebia,  
Expires January 30, 2020. 

THIS IS BXHIBIT *B" TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF
MICHAEL DAWSON

SWORN BEFORE ME THIS 17th DAY OF NOVEMBER,2OIT .

A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits, etc.
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From: zoltan Raa 
Subject: Ford offers - in progress, please ensure you are able to receive it in person 

Date: January 16, 2017 10:32:14 AM 

Sent as BCC to the entire Silver team. 

As always please keep the Silver communications confidential. Even more so, considering the nature 

of the activities during this week, they are absolutely confidential, even among Silver team 

members. 

Folks, 

Ford's offers to the Silver employees started last week. This week they continue during this week 

and by Friday Jan 20th , from what I have been informed, everyone that is part of Silver will get an 

offer. This is excellent news. 

At each site there are people coordinating the offers schedule. Look for a calendar invite and/or 

email that will ask you to join the meeting. 

Waterloo: Mon-Tue. 

Cary: Tue. 

Sunrise: Tue-Wed. 

Ottawa: Wed-Fri. 

San Diego: last Friday. 

Mississauga: last Thursday. 

Please make sure you are available in person to receive the offer from the Ford HRBP. Any 

immediate questions, can be asked and hopefully answered in the meeting. 

I would ask leaders who have people on leave to work with BlackBerry HR to reach out to the 

employees, and see if they can come on site for the offer. Of course, we need to show flexibility in 

accommodating these. 

There will be, at each site a "Benefits 101" session to walk people through the benefits and hopefully 

that will answer many generic questions. 

Any other questions, since most will likely be specific to you have please ask them appropriately: 

Offer package details: Ford HR 

Technical (role, responsibility), concerns, more information on projects: myself or any of the 

senior leaders on Silver (Khaled, Leonard, Vilok, Cristian, Daryl, etc). 

BlackBerry related questions (VIP, pay, vacation, etc.): BlackBerry HR. There will be HRBP 

reps from BlackBerry at each site to support you during this week. 

And as always, if you want to raise with me anything confidential matter please do not hesitate to do 

so. My door is open and it will be my priority for the next while to work on these. 

Best regards, 

Zoltan 

From:
Subject:
Dat€:

Zoltan Racz

Ford offers - in progress, please ensure you are able to receive ¡t in person
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Cary:Tue.
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Please make sure you are available in person to receive the offer from the Ford HRBP. Any

immediate questions, can be asked and hopefully answered in the meeting.

I would ask leaders who have people on leave to work with BlackBerry HR to reach out to the

employees, and see if they can come on site for the offer. Of course, we need to show flexibility in
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There will be, at each site a "Benefits 101" session to walk people through the benefits and hopefully

that will answer many generic questions.

Any other questions, since most will likely be specific to you have please ask them appropriately:
- Offer package details: Ford HR

- Technical (role, responsíbility), concerns, more information on projects: myself or any of the

senior leaders on Silver (Khaled, Leonard, Vilok, Cristian, Daryl, etc)'
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Best regards,
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Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

Plaintiff 

and 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Defendant 

Proceeding Under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN VENIOT 

I, John Veniot, of the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND SAY: 

1. I am one of the three other Class Employees referenced at paragraph 63 of David 

Parker's Affidavit, sworn June 9, 2017. I worked for BlackBerry Limited ("BlackBerry") 

from April 11, 2005 until February 28, 2017, and have been working for the Ford Motor 

Company of Canada ("Ford") since March 1, 2017. As such, I have knowledge of the 

matters stated in this Affidavit. 

2. On October 19, 2017, I was provided with a copy of the Responding Motion Record of 

the Defendant, BlackBerry Limited ("Responding Motion Record"). 

3. I swear this Affidavit in response to certain information contained in the Responding 

Motion Record. 
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Rebecca Graham's Affidavit, sworn October 2, 2017 

4. The first time I ever spoke to Ms. Graham was following receipt of my employment offer 

from Ford. I thought it strange that BlackBerry was involved with any part of the offer 

process given that the offer was coming from Ford. 

Offers Made to Managers 

5. At paragraph 35 of Rebecca Graham's Affidavit, sworn October 2, 2017 ("Graham 

Affidavit"), she states that many of the BlackBerry Managers that were offered 

employment with Ford in December 2016 negotiated such offers in some form. 

6. I personally tried to negotiate different terms and conditions of employment with Ford, 

but Ford refused to offer me any revised offer, other than a confirmation of my level, as 

more fully described below. I spoke with other employees who also received their offers 

from Ford in January 2017 and tried to negotiate their terms and conditions of 

employment. They too were unsuccessful. I am not aware of any former BlackBerry 

employee who was successful in negotiating different terms and conditions of 

employment with Ford, other than those Managers who received their offers in December 

2016. 

7. My experience was the same as Michael Mullins: see Exhibit "A" of Michael Mullin's 

Affidavit, sworn September 29, 2017, in which he was told by Ford that no terms could 

be changed. 

Continuing Need for Employees at BlackBerry 

8. At paragraphs 4(d) and 88 of the Graham Affidavit, Ms. Graham states that BlackBerry 

has a continuing need for additional employees within its Mobility Solutions unit. 

9. I was never personally told that other employment options were available at BlackBerry, 

or that I should reference their internal job site for employment opportunities, should I 
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decline my offer from Ford. I was only told that I could contact some of the remaining 

BlackBerry Managers to ask whether they were looking for people within their team. I 

specifically asked Ms. Graham during one of our meetings that occurred on or about the 

last week of January 2017, what jobs were available at BlackBerry if I declined Ford's 

offer. She was not able to provide me with any specifics, such as available positions, or 

even the number of available positions. 

10. I was, however, informed that prior to receiving our offers from Ford, BlackBerry had 

already begun the search for new employees, to be placed into roles that could have been 

filled by existing BlackBerry employees. It is my belief that BlackBerry was looking for 

lower paid, less experienced, employees to fill those roles. 

11. At least one individual named James Kerr had confirmed his interest in a testing position 

to BlackBerry's Human Resources ("HR") department. It is my understanding this was a 

position he would have seen on BlackBerry's job site. However, in response to his 

confirmed interest, HR told Mr. Kerr that they had already extended an offer to someone 

else for that position: a student. Although his Manager, Zoltan Racz, tried to convince 

him to accept Ford's offer, in the end, I believe Mr. Kerr was ultimately placed in the 

testing position. I have knowledge of the facts described in this paragraph from my 

discussions with Mr. Kerr who so advised me, such discussions having occurred after the 

Ford offers were accepted but before work for Ford began on March 1, 2017; I believe 

the facts to be true. 

12. On both occasions when I asked what would happen if I declined Ford's offer, I was told 

by BlackBerry HR (Ms. Graham and Ms. Jessup) that BlackBerry would try and place me 

where there existed a need, but was unable to confirm where that need was or would be. 

In fact, I was told by Ms. Graham to first make my decision as to the Ford offer, and only 

if I declined would internal options with BlackBerry be discussed. 

13. During the month of January 2017, I kept hearing "we're at 80%!" from BlackBerry 

management, which I believe was a reference to how many employees had accepted Ford 

offers. 
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14. I worked for BlackBerry for nearly twelve years. Ford is now treating my tenure of 

employment as ten months as of the date I am swearing this Affidavit. 

Discussions Between Ford and BlackBerry 

15. At paragraph 17 of the Graham Affidavit, Ms. Graham states that she did not know the 

terms of the Ford offers. I believe that Mr. Racz and Ford discussed at least portions of 

the Ford offer. 

16. When I originally met with Ford HR, at which time I received my Ford offer, my ranking 

was set at S69. I requested a breakdown of their different rankings; they explained that it 

was based on my level of experience, but I was not given a clear reason how this ranking 

was determined. Nevertheless, I was told the offer was final. 

17. After receiving my Ford offer, I spoke with various BlackBerry supervisors about the 

ranking that they were given as part of their offers, as I was also a BlackBerry supervisor. 

They were all given the LL6 ranking. I believe I mentioned my different ranking to Mr. 

Racz, and that he then spoke to Ford HR about this issue. I base my belief on the email 

attached as Exhibit "A" to this Affidavit, in addition to the fact that less than a week later, 

on January 26, 2017, I received an updated offer from Ford with my ranking changed to 

LL6. I never spoke to Ford about my ranking following our initial meeting at which I was 

given my offer. 

18. I also understand that BlackBerry passed on our human resources information to Ford in 

order for Ford to make offers to BlackBerry employees, including information about our 

salary, benefits, and position/level within BlackBerry. 

Disagreement with Action 

19. At paragraphs 4(e) and 90-92 of the Graham Affidavit, paragraph 31 of Amber Jessup's 

Affidavit, sworn October 3, 2017 ("Jessup Affidavit"), and paragraph 17 of Lisa 

Carswell's Affidavit, sworn October 2, 2017 ("Carswell Affidavit"), all three of these 
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BlackBerry HR employees state that employees voiced their disagreement with this 

action or wanted to distance themselves from this action. 

20. No current or former BlackBerry employee has spoken to me about their disagreement 

with the substance of this action. They did, however, raise concerns with the timing of 

this action. That is, the employees were afraid that Ford would no longer extend offers to 

them if this litigation ensued, and asked that the action not begin until they had accepted 

employment offers with Ford. Employees were concerned they would end up with no job 

at all. 

Town Hall Meetings 

21. I specifically recall Mr. Parker asking the question referenced in Exhibit "RR" to the 

Graham Affidavit during one of the December 2016 town hall meetings. Specifically, he 

asked a question along the lines of whether employees could remain with BlackBerry and 

whether they would be able to receive severance if they accepted the offer. 

22. It was a common occurrence for Mr. Parker to ask questions during meetings, although 

this is the only question I recall him asking during either town hall meeting. His question 

certainly captured the audience's attention, as many of us, including myself, had the same 

question in mind. 

23. Following these town hall meetings, and given my role as Manager of Power 

Optimization, many BlackBerry employees on my team asked me what this meant for 

them in terms of their employment. I was specifically informed by at least three people 

on my team that they felt as though BlackBerry made it seem as though they had no real 

options regarding staying behind with BlackBerry; I felt the same. 
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Office Location 

24. According to paragraph 14(d) of the Graham Affidavit, "office location" is one of the 

stated ways by which the proposed class varied. While we worked in different geographic 

locations, BlackBerry treated the Silver Team employees commonly as a group. My 

understanding is that we received largely the same communications and representations 

from BlackBerry about the Ford transfer. 

25. One thing that has not varied is the majority of the Silver Team employees' office 

locations once they started employment with Ford. That is, since becoming a Ford 

employee, my office and desk locations have not changed. It is my understanding and 

belief that only those employees who declined the Ford offer were made to move office 

locations and to a new building (except that the entire Mississauga office moved to the 

Oakville office). 

26. The building in which I currently work says "BlackBerry" at its entrance; nowhere in this 

building is the word "Ford" displayed. The Ford employees who were transferred from 

BlackBerry do not have business cards that confirm Ford as our new employer, although 

our work e-mail address is now a Ford e-mail address. It is my understanding that we are 

working in a building leased from BlackBerry. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City 
of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario 
this 17th  day of November, 2017. 

 

  

JOHN VENIOT 

 

   

   

A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits 

Leigh Ruby Vera Norton, a Commissioner, etc., 
Province of Ontario, for Nelligan OBrten Payne LIP, 
j Barristers and Solicitors, 
' Expires January 30, 2020. 
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SV/ORN BEFORE ME at the City
of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario
this lTth day of November, 2017.

JOHN OT

A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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THIS IS EXHIBIT "A" TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF 
JOHN VENIOT 

SWORN BEFORE ME THIS 17th DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2017. 

A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits, etc. 

Leigh Ruby Vera Norton, a CommIssioner, etc., 

Province of Ontario, tor tielligao Mimi Payee LLP, 

Barristers and Soiicitors. 
Expires January A 2021 

THIS IS EXHIBIT $A') TO THE AFFIDAVIT OF
JOHN VBNIOT

SWORN BEFORE ME THIS 17th DAY OF NOVEMBER,2OIT.

A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits, etc.
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Karine Dion 

From: Zoltan Racz 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:11 PM 
To: John Veniot; Cristian Lambiri 
Subject: RE: Ford Offer 

Great. Welcome on board. 

Zoltan 

From: John Veniot 

Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 7:10 PM 
To: Zoltan Racz <zracz@blackberry.com>; Cristian Lambiri <clambiri@blackberry.com> 
Subject: RE: Ford Offer 

All done. I left the signed package on your chair Zoltan as I am 000 tomorrow. 
Thanks again 

See you next week 

From: Zoltan Racz 

Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 6:30 PM 

To: John Veniot <iveniot@blackberry.com>; Cristian Lambiri <clambiri@blackberrv.com> 

Subject: RE: Ford Offer 

Yes, coming tonight. 

Stay tuned. 

Zoltan 

From: John Veniot 

Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2017 6:28 PM 
To: Zoltan Racz <zracz@blackberrv.com>; Cristian Lambiri <clambiri@blackberrv.com> 
Subject: Ford Offer 

I did not hear from Ford today so I will arrange to be here sometime tomorrow when they are in the building. 

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Bell Network 
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Karine Dion

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Zoltan Racz

Thursday, January 26,2017 7:11 PM

John Veniot; Cristian Lambiri
RE: Ford Offer

Great. Welcome on board

Zoltan

From: John Veniot
Sent: Thursday, January 26,2Ot7 7:10 PM

To: Zolta n Racz <zracz@bla ckberry.com>; Cristia n La m biri <cla m bi ri@blackberry.com>
Subject: RE: Ford Offer

All done. I left the signed package on your chair Zoltan as I am OoO tomorrow.
Thanks again
See you next week

From: Zoltan Racz

Sent: Thursday, January 26,2O!7 6:30 PM

To: John Veniot <iveniot@blackber >; Cristian Lambiri <clambiri@blackberrv.com>
Subject: RE: Ford Offer

Yes, coming tonight.
Stay tuned.
Zoltan

From: John Veniot
Sent: Thursday, January 26,20!7 6:28 PM

To: Zoltan Racz <zracz.-@blackberrv.com>; Cristian Lambiri<clambiri@blAckberrv.coJTt>
Subject: Ford Offer

I did not hear from Ford today so I will arrange to be here sometime tomorrow when they are in the building

Sent from my BlackBerry - the most secure mobile device - via the Bell Network

1
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Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

Plaintiff 

and 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Defendant 

Proceeding Under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW STEPHENSON 

I, Matthew Stephenson, of the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND 

SAY: 

1. I worked for BlackBerry Limited ("BlackBerry") from October 18, 2010 until February 

28, 2017, and have been working for the Ford Motor Company of Canada ("Ford") since 

March 1, 2017. As such, I have knowledge of the matters stated in this Affidavit. 

2. On November 16, 2017, I was provided with a copy of Rebecca Graham's Affidavit, 

sworn October 2, 2017 ("Graham Affidavit"), contained in the Responding Motion 

Record of the Defendant, BlackBerry ("Responding Motion Record"). 

3. I swear this Affidavit in response to certain information contained in the Responding 

Motion Record. 
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BETV/EEN:

ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE

DAVID PARKER

BLACKBERRY LIMITED

Proceeding Under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992

Court File No. 17-71659

Plaintiff

Defendant

and

AFF'IDAVIT OF MATTHEV/ STEPHENSON

I, Matthew Stephenson, of the City of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH AND

SAY:

1. I worked for BlackBeny Limited ("BlackBeny") from October 18, 2010 until February

28, 2017 , and have been working for the Ford Motor Company of Canada (o'Ford") since

March 1,2017. As such, I have knowledge of the matters stated in this Affidavit.

2. On November 16, 2017,I was provided with a copy of Rebecca Graham's Affidavit,

sworn October 2,2017 ("Graham Affidavit"), contained in the Responding Motion

Record of the Defendant, BlackBerry ("Responding Motion Record").

3. I swear this Affidavit in response to certain information contained in the Responding

Motion Record.

1
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4. I worked as an Automation Test Developer in the Mobility Solutions business unit at the 

time of my departure from BlackBerry. 

5. At paragraph 45 of the Graham Affidavit, Ms. Graham asserts that I created a spreadsheet 

to evaluate the Ford offer with my current situation at BlackBerry. She suggests that this 

spreadsheet demonstrated that I: 

...was aware [I] had a choice as to whether to accept the Ford offer or not. 
It also highlights how the particular factors influencing employees' 
decisions on whether to accept the offer were different for different 
employees. 

6. I created the spreadsheet, at Exhibit "M" of the Graham Affidavit, to better understand 

and evaluate what Ford might offer me. At this time, I did not have an offer from Ford, 

nor had I been told about whether I would be able to maintain my position at BlackBerry. 

This was a tool that I hoped would help me objectively evaluate my prospects should I 

have more than one offer. I offered this to some of my colleagues. I do not know if they 

used it at all. 

7. I was relieved to receive the Ford offer because I, like my colleagues, subsequently felt 

that I had no future with BlackBerry. 

8. BlackBerry communicated to us that it would try and find a position with BlackBerry if 

we did not accept the Ford offer. However, it could not provide a guarantee of a position 

or provide any specifics with respect to what jobs would remain available. 

9. I was also never told I should look on BlackBerry's internal site for employment 

opportunities. Overall, BlackBerry told us very little. I did, however, look at 

BlackBerry's job site more than once. Of the positions available in Ottawa covering both 

BlackBerry and QNX (a subsidiary of BlackBerry), most were short-term contracts for 

students. The remaining posted positions did not seem to match my skillset. 

10. I spoke to my manager, Danny Yang, about the possibility of staying with BlackBerry. 

He informed me that Anish Agrawal was being promoted to Director, would be staying 

with BlackBerry, and needed a team of people. However, Mr. Yang told me, after he 

spoke with Mr. Agrawal, they were looking for people with a different skillset than mine. 
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8. BlackBeny communicated to us that it would try and find a position with BlackBeny if
we did not accept the Ford offer. However, it could not provide a guarantee of a position

or provide any specifics with respect to what jobs would remain available.

9. I was also never told I should look on BlackBerry's internal site for employment

opportunities. Overall, BlackBerry told us very little. I did, however, look at

BlackBeny's job site more than once. Of the positions available in Ottawa covering both

BlackBeny and QNX (a subsidiary of BlackBeny), most were short-term contracts for

students. The remaining posted positions did not seem to match my skillset.

10. I spoke to my maîager, Danny Yang, about the possibility of staying with BlackBeny.

He informed me that Anish Agrawal was being promoted to Director, would be staying

with BlackBerry, and needed a team of people. However, Mr. Yang told me, after he

spoke with Mr. Agrawal, they were looking for people with a different skillset than mine
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11. Moving to Ford was the only logical choice; I did not see a future for myself with 

BlackBerry, especially given my work in Mobility Solutions as an Automation Test 

Developer. The work I had been doing for BlackBerry was ultimately transferred to the 

United Kingdom. I trained staff in the United Kingdom in January and February. 

12. With Ford, I continue to work in the same office, with the same reporting relationship, 

working with the same people, in a building that BlackBerry leases. The BlackBerry sign 

remains posted on the building exterior and there is no Ford signage. In many ways it still 

feels as though I am working for BlackBerry, other than the fact that I had over six years 

of service with BlackBerry and Ford is treating me as though I have less than one. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City 
of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario 
this 17th  day of November, 2017. 

MATTHEW STEPHENSON 
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I 1. Moving to Ford was the only logical choice; I did not see a future for myself with

BlackBeny, especially given my work in Mobility Solutions as an Automation Test

Developer. The work I had been doing for BlackBerry was ultimately transferred to the

United Kingdom. I trained staff in the United Kingdom in January and February.

12. With Ford, I continue to work in the same office, with the same reporting relationship,
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of Ottawa, in the Province of Ontario
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A Commissioner for Taking Affidavits
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)
)
)
)
)
)

MA STEPHENSON
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Court File No. 17-71659 

ONTARIO 
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PARKER 

- and - 

Plaintiff 

BLACKBERRY LIMITED 

Defendant 

Proceeding under the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 

SUPPLEMENTARY AFFIDAVIT OF REBECCA GRAHAM 

I, Rebecca Graham, of the City of Waterloo, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE OATH 

AND SAY: 

1. This affidavit is supplementary to my initial affidavit sworn October 2, 2017 (my "First 

Affidavit"). I am providing this affidavit in response to the amended proposed class definition. I 

have knowledge of the matters described in this affidavit. Where my knowledge is based on 

information from others, I believe that information to be true. 

Employees Who Received Ford Job Offers Prior to January 2017 

2. The plaintiff's new class definition removes from the proposed class the employees who 

received offers of employment from Ford prior to January 1, 2017. As described at 

paragraphs 32 to 41 of my First Affidavit, there were 15 managers who received offers of 

employment from Ford in December 2016. 

3. The level and function of the managerial employees who received Ford offers in 

December 2016 varied and, as described further below, there were similarly many managerial 

employees who received Ford offers in January 2017 as well. 
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4. By way of context, there were various levels and types of managerial positions within the 

Mobility Solutions business unit at BlackBerry. Managerial positions varied in job level, title, 

function, responsibility (including the extent of oversight of other employees), as well as 

compensation level. Some managers had employees reporting directly to them (referred to as 

"direct reports") and others did not. Some managers oversaw other managers who themselves 

had direct reports, while others did not. Some managers had responsibility for, or oversight of, a 

specific technical function. Not all employees that had a managerial role or oversight had the 

word "manager" in their job title. 

5. All employees at BlackBerry have a job level classification denoted by a letter. There 

were different levels of managerial employees (with differing letter classifications) within the 

Mobility Solutions organization. The job level, including level of responsibility and 

compensation level, increases as the letter gets further into the alphabet (eg. an "E" classification 

is a higher level than "D", and "F" is higher than "E", etc.). A junior entry level position is 

level "A". 

6. Of the 15 managerial employees who received offers of employment from Ford in 

December 2016, 9 were based in Canada and were part of the proposed class until the plaintiff's 

recent amendment (the "December Managers").1  The positions of these 9 December Managers 

varied in job title, level and function as follows: 

Employee Title Job Level 

Daryl Martin Manager, Location and Telemetry Technologies E 

Philipp Heusel Senior Manager, Bootrom & Drivers F 

Colin Ho Senior Manager, Input & Localization Services F 

Rob Maurice Senior Manager, Bluetooth, NFC and USB F 

Vilok Kusumakar Director, Software Applications & Framework G 

Cristian Lambiri Director, Systems Architecture & Performance G 

Dominic Peluso Director, Cellular Radio Systems Integration & Data Services G 

The remaining 6 of these employees were based in the United States. 
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Employee Title Job Level 

Khaled Islam Senior Director, Radio Software H 

Zoltan Racz Vice President, Software Platform Technologies X5 

7. The above group of 9 employees had differing levels of seniority, differing roles, and 

differing levels of responsibility within the Mobility Solutions organization. 

Employees Who Received Ford Job Offers After January 1, 2017 

8. At paragraphs 48 to 60 of my First Affidavit, I referred to the offers of employment made 

by Ford in January 2017. Many of the employees who received Ford offers in January 2017 were 

managerial employees. 

9. Of the BlackBerry employees in Canada who received offers from Ford in January 2017, 

39 employees were managers at levels "D" to "H" who had direct reports (the "January Direct 

Report Managers"): 

(a) 2 employees at level "D"; 

(b) 23 employees at level "E"; 

(c) 13 employees at level "F"; and 

(d) 1 employee at level "H". 

I have attached as Exhibit "A" a listing of the job titles of these 39 employees. 

10. Some of these January Direct Report Managers held positions senior to, and at a higher 

level of responsibility than, some of the December Managers. Many of the January Direct Report 

Managers held positions at the same level as the December Managers. I have listed just a few 

examples below (and there are others): 

Job Level December Offers January Offers 

H 
(Senior 
Director) 

Khaled Islam 
Senior Director, Radio Software 

Steve Venerus 
Senior Director, Global Supply 
Chain & Manufacturing 
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Job Level December Offers January Offers 

F 
(Senior 
Manager) 

Colin Ho 
Senior Manager, Input & 
Localization Services 

Asif Moksud 
Senior Manager, GTSE 

E 
(Manager) 

Daryl Martin 
Manager, Location and Telemetry 
Technologies 

Tiziano Pizzolon 
Manager, Platform Bringup 

11. In addition to the above employees, there were other employees in Canada who received 

offers of employment from Ford in January 2017 and who also held positions at the same job 

classification level as many of the January Direct Report Managers and the December Managers. 

The following BlackBerry employees in Canada received offers from Ford in January 2017 and 

held positions at levels "E" to "G" (besides the January Direct Report Managers): 

(a) 76 employees at level "E"; 

(b) 20 employees at level "F"; and 

(c) 1 employee at level "G". 

Fifteen of these employees with job classifications at levels "E" and "F" had a managerial 

function or responsibility and had the word "manager" in their title, but did not have direct 

reports (and thus are not included in the list of January Direct Report Managers above). 

12. One of the above employees who received a Ford job offer in January 2017 was Stephen 

D'Souza. Mr. D'Souza was a Manager, Camera Applications. He held a level "E" position. After 

he had accepted his Ford offer and commenced employment there, Mr. D'Souza chose to file a 

complaint with the Ontario Ministry of Labour against BlackBerry alleging that his employment 

was terminated by BlackBerry and claiming an entitlement to termination pay and severance. 

The Ministry of Labour investigated his complaint and recently issued a decision dismissing it on 

May 18, 2018, attached as Exhibit "B". One of the December Managers, Christian Lambiri, also 

filed a similar complaint with the Ministry of Labour. A decision in his case was issued on 

June 29, 2018, dismissing his claim, attached as Exhibit "C". 
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The Process for December and January Employees 

13. The job offer process for the employees who received their offers in December 2016 and 

the employees who received their offers in January 2017 (except for the employees who were 

new hires, or those who subsequently received their offers, or those who were on leave at the 

time) was the same in a number of respects, including that each of these employees: 

(a) was invited to attend the December 8 and 9, 2016 town hall meetings discussed at 

paragraphs 22 to 25 of my First Affidavit; 

(b) received his/her offer of employment from Ford in an individual meeting with 

representatives of Ford at which he/she had the opportunity to discuss the offer of 

employment; 

(c) was given approximately one week by Ford to consider his/her offer of 

employment; 

(d) had the opportunity to ask questions of, and to have individual discussions with, 

representatives of BlackBerry about their situation and options — in addition to 

any individual communications or discussions they may have had with 

representatives of Ford; 

(e) received the February 2, 2017 email attached as Exhibit K to the Mr. Parker's 

original affidavit, requesting written confirmation of resignation, discussed at 

paragraphs 63 to 65 of my First Affidavit; 

(f) submitted his/her letter of resignation to BlackBerry in February 2017, in respect 

of those employees who chose to provide a letter of resignation; 

(g) received the February 23 and 27, 2017 emails, discussed at paragraphs 66 to 68 

and 73 of my First Affidavit; and 
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SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Waterloo, in the Province of OntariPq on 
July 6, 2018 

Commissi eriilA Affidavits REBECCA GRAHAM 

- 6 - 

(h) left BlackBerry's employ at the end of February 2017.2  

Ella Avakova, Notary Public 
Regional Municipality of Waterloo 

Limited to the attestation of instruments 
and the taking of affidavits, 

for BlackBerry Limited and its subsidiaries 
Expires 24th day of April, 2021 

2 Exceptions exist for employees that were on leave, as discussed at paragraph 76 of my First Affidavit. 
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THIS IS EXHIBIT "A" REFERRED TO IN THE 

SUPPLEMENTARY AFFIDAVIT OF REBECCA GRAHAM SWORN 

BEFORE ME THIS all DAY OF JULY, 2018, 

Commissioner For Twky, .11lu kinds 
(or as m 

Ella Avakova, Notary Public 
Regional Municipality of Waterloo 

i imited to the attestation of instruments 
and the taking of affidavits, 

for BlackBerry Limited and its subsidiaries 
Expires 24th day of April, 2021 
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List of Job Titles of January Direct Report Managers 

Job Title Job Level 

1.  Senior Director, Global Supply Chain & Manufacturing H 

2.  Senior Manager, Platform Implementation F 

3.  Senior Manager, Radio Performance F 

4.  Senior Manager, Certification and Carrier Acceptance F 

5.  Senior Manager, Calendar and Contacts F 

6.  Senior Manager, Software Development F 

7.  Senior Manager, GSTE FTS F 

8.  Senior Manager, RF Software F 

9.  Senior Manager, Radio Telephony Services F 

10.  Senior Manager, Software Development F 

11.  Senior Manager, Certification and Carrier Acceptance F 

12.  Senior Manager, Communications Software SV&V F 

13.  Senior Manager, Development Platform F 

14.  Senior Manager, GSTE F 

15.  Manager, Camera Core E 

16.  Manager, Platform Bringup E 

17.  Manager, Camera Apps E 

18, Manager, WLAN Testing E 

19.  Manager, Systems Software Performance E 

20.  Manager, Software Quality E 

21.  Manager, Performance Testing E 

22.  Manager, WLAN Software Development E 
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Job Title Job Level 

23.  Manager, Software Localization E 

24.  Manager, GSTE E 

25,  Manager, Beta and Services E 

26,  Manager, Email, Social, & Telephony Integration E 

27.  Manager, Data Services E 

28.  Manager, Handheld Test Automation E 

29.  Manager, SDK Platform E 

30.  Manager, Software Integration E 

31.  Manager, Text Input E 

32.  Manager, Radio Software Delivery E 

33.  Manager, Radio Validation E 

34.  Manager, Text Input UI E 

35.  Manager, Development Platform E 

36.  Manager, Cellular Modem Integration E 

37.  Manager, Communications Software E 

38.  Team Lead, Beta Programs D 

39.  Team Lead, Input Services Testing D 
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